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Experimental 224 Mb/s terminal equipment for a toll -grade, long -
haul PCM transmission system has been designed, constructed, and
successfully operated. Transmission of television and frequency -multi-
plexed mastergroups of voice channels is emphasized. Fundamental
design considerations are explored. Detailed designs and performance
levels are briefly mentioned, but are covered in detail in companion
articles.

f. INTRODUCTION

During the late 1950's, the feasibility of pulse code modulation for
the transmission of voice over cable pairs was established,' and since
1962 there have been substantial installations of such equipment. More
recently, attention has been focused on extending PCM to much higher
bit rates and to long -haul, toll quality systems. This effort has pro-
duced experimental 224 Mb/s PCM terminals capable of transmitting
broadband signals such as television and mastergroups of voice chan-
nels with a signal quality that meets Bell System transmission ob-
jectives.

High-performance, high-speed terminals having provision for all
major functions required in a commercial system were constructed in
order to demonstrate the applicability of PCM to the broadband, long -
haul network. Satisfactory solutions to all the major technical prob-
lems associated with high-speed PCM terminals have been demon-
strated. Two important results of the studies are: the feasibility of
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precise encoding of broadband signals such as television and master -
groups by means of all solid-state circuits, and the feasibility of add-
ing and dropping channels by digital means without locking the coder
sampling frequencies to the line transmission frequency. Thus, a satis-
factory solution to the PCM network synchronization problem has
been demonstrated. Thorough analysis and experimental demonstra-
tion of satisfactory operation of jitter removal equipment indicates
confidence that high-speed PCM systems can operate in the presence
of time jitter on the received pulse train.

The experimental terminal has been an invaluable asset in obtaining
experimental verification of analytical work done over the years on
impairments introduced into broadband signals as a result of quantiza-
tion, overload, time jitter, and digital transmission errors. The analy-
sis was verified without significant discrepancies.2 The experimental
terminal has also been a valuable vehicle for high-speed circuit studies.
At the inception of this work there was considerable question as to the
technical feasibility of operating thousands of transistors in a circuit
environment that required switching times as low as a fraction of a
nanosecond. Although isolated circuits had been previously operated
at these speeds, there was considerable uncertainty regarding the feasi-
bility of interconnecting and reliably operating large amounts of cir-
cuitry at nanosecond speeds.

II. PROBLEM AREAS - PCM TERMINALS

2.1 Coding and Decoding

Rendering broadband signals such as color television and frequency
division multiplex (FDM) mastergroups into pulse sequences with
high precision is a difficult technical task. It is relatively easy to achieve
sufficient coder precision so that moderately good picture and voice
transmission (6 to 7 digit quality) may be demonstrated over a single
codec (coder -decoder). It is a much larger task to build broadband
codecs of sufficient precision that a very high -quality signal is delivered
after passage through numerous codecs in tandem (9 digit quality).
Tandem codecs will be required until digital transmission is available
on all routes within the country, for the signal must be decoded each
time it passes an interface between a PCM transmission link and an
analog transmission link. Also, in the case of coded FDM master -
groups, the signal must be decoded to get access to channels within the
mastergroup. With coded mastergroups, if 120 channels are to be
dropped and added along a PCM route, the mastergroup must be
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decoded, the 120 channels (two supergroups) demultiplexed in the fre-
quency domain, two new supergroups multiplexed back into the fre-
quency slots previously occupied by the dropped supergroups, and then
the new master group coded for transmission by PCM. It is apparent
that the through channels experience an additional coding and decoding
each time channels are added to the mastergroup.

2.1.1 Television Signals

A minimum bandwith of approximately 4.5 Mc/s is required for
adequate transmission of black and white or color television. The PCM
coder must, therefore, sample the television signal at at least a 9-Mc/s
rate, and the sample must be coded with sufficient precision to avoid
significant impairment of the pictures.3 The number of levels or codes
required in the coder depends on the signal-to-noise requirement, the
number of codecs to be operated in tandem, and whether the full sync
pulse is encoded along with the video component of the signal. Per-
formance also depends on whether the video signal is de clamped
ahead of the coder or whether the signal may "drift" with de content.
Assuming the bottom of the sync pulse is clamped to the first code and
the peak video excursion extends to the highest code, the quantization
noise performance of Table I is achieved. It is seen that with a 1-db
framing impairment (impairment resulting from a particular method
of word framing) , and recognizing that a 51-db peak -to -peak signal
to rms noise ratio is required for a high -quality picture, seven binary
digits per code will render a completely satisfactory signal. Allowing
for reasonable departures from theoretical performance, up to nine
digits per code are required when half a dozen codecs are operating in
tandem. Although 8 -digit coding may be satisfactory in the present
television network, attention has been directed toward 9 -digit coding
in order to provide increased flexibility.

Assuming 9 -digit encoding and a 12-Me/s sampling rate (in order to

TABLE I - PCM-TV PERFORMANCE LEVELS

Number Digits (S/N)T (Sin A n

52 51 1

8 58 56 3
9 64 59

(S/N)r = Theoretical peak -to -peak signal to rms noise ratio (including 1 db
framing impairment).

(S/N) A = S/N ratio expected in codec at end of maintenance period.
n = number tandem codecs to give S/N = 51 db.
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make the television bit rate twice that required for a coded master -
group) leads to the time scale shown on Fig. 1, which is typical for a
color television signal. The signal is sampled every 83 ns, and the
signal in the vicinity of a sample changes at a maximum rate of about
six steps per nanosecond. Analysis shows that for adequate perform-
ance (impairment small compared to quantizing noise) the master -
group or television signal must be sampled in about 0.5 ns (gate
switching time), and the value of the sample must be held constant
during the coding interval to an accuracy of one part in several
thousand.4

The television signal must be bandlimited to approximately half the
sampling frequency. It is also important that the filters that accomplish
this objective exhibit good transient response. The design of the band -
limiting filters at the input to the coder and the output of the decoder
is established by balancing foldover distortion against transient re-
sponse. Sharp cutoffs produce excessive ringing, while a gradual cutoff
produces excessive foldover distortion. The filters may also employ
pre -emphasis and de -emphasis.'

2.1.2 M astergroup Signals

A mastergroup such as is transmitted in the Bell System's L3 car-
rier system is made up of 600 voice channels, frequency -division mul-
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Fig. 1- High-speed PCM sample and hold. (Expanded -scale insert shows
sensitivity to sampling jitter and effect of "droop" on held sample waveform.)
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tiplexed by single sideband techniques in a frequency band extending'
from 564 to 3084 kc/s.6 It is well known that the mastergroup signal has
a Gaussian amplitude distribution.

The mastergroup signal must be applied to a PCM coder in such a
way that all code levels are exercised to the greatest extent possible,
yet peak signal excursions beyond the range of available codes should
occur very infrequently.? The theoretical noise performance of a mas-
tergroup codec has been computed, experimentally verified, and is
shown in Fig. 2. Minimum noise results when the amplitude of the
mastergroup signal applied to the coder is set so that the rms signal
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Fig. 2 - Theoretical noise performance of 9 -digit mastergroup codec.

voltage is approximately one -eighth of the peak -to -peak voltage re-
quired to exercise all codes. For higher mastergroup power levels
(small clipping to rms ratio), excessive noise is generated by fre-
quent overloads, while for smaller mastergroup power levels the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio decreases because the quantization noise remains
constant but signal amplitude drops. Under optimum signal amplitude
conditions, 8 -digit quantization results in approximately 29-dBrncO
noise while 9 -digit quantization yields a 23-dBrncO noise level. To
obtain actual noise levels for a given telephone connection, allowance
must be made for the operation of several codecs in tandem, imperfec-
tions in codec operation, and noise in the FDM equipment. It results
that linear 9 -digit coding is entirely satisfactory.

With the mastergroup in its normal frequency assignment of .564-

* Ratio of input amplitude at which coder clips to applied signal rms amplitude.
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3084 kc/s, the minimum sampling rate is 6.168 Mc/s. This sampling rate
may be lowered somewhat if the mastergroup is shifted down in the
frequency domain prior to coding. When the mastergroup is coded
directly the frequency band from de to 564 kc/s is wasted. It is worth
noting that the master group signal is severely bandlimited as a result
of the frequency domain channel stacking, and only modest filters are
required before and after the codec.

2.1.3 Voice Channels

The D1 channel bank of the T1 carrier system codes 24 voice chan-
nels into a 1.5-Mb/s pulse train.8 The experimental terminal, therefore,
does not provide for direct coding of voice. However, the design of the
multiplex equipment allows the 224-Mb/s pulse train to be made up of
various types of signal components, including 1.5-Mb/s streams of the
type transmitted in T1 carrier.

2.1.4 PICTUREPHONE* Signals

A broadband signal that may be of considerable importance in
future carrier systems is that produced by the Bell System's PIC-
TUREPHONE set. The 0.5-Mc/s bandwidth signal has been coded into
PCM and transmitted over the experimental equipment. The exact
bit rate required for transmission of the PICTUREPHONE signal is
still under study but is probably in the range of 3 to 6 Mb/s. Rather
than develop special coding equipment for PICTUREPHONE signals,
the sampling rate and the number of digits per code of the mastergroup
codec were reduced in order to convert the PICTUREPHONE signal
into PCM form. A coded PICTUREPHONE signal was also trans-
mitted over the 224-Mb/s stream in the time slots normally allotted
to two T1 line signals.

2.2 Multiplexing and Demultiplexing

The bit sequences from the various coders and bits from other
sources such as data sets may be readily interleaved to form a high-
speed pulse train provided the various input bit rates are exact sub -
multiples of the high-speed line rate. Assume for the time being that
the sampling rates for the various coders are locked to some master
frequency, so judicious selection of sampling rates and number of digits
per sample gives coder output rates that are harmonically related. A

"PICTUREPHONE" is a service mark of American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company.
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firm requirement is that the system be capable of accepting the T1
line signal (1.544 Mb/s) . Also, a rather firm requirement for 9 -digit
encoding of mastergroups and a minimum sampling rate of 6.168 Mc/s
for the unshifted mastergroup has been established. By selecting a
sampling rate of 6.176 Mc/s (four times the Ti rate) for the master -
group, the resulting codec output rate is precisely 36 times the T1 line
rate. The multiplex equipment, therefore, sees a mastergroup as
equivalent to 36 T1 line signals.

It is very desirable to have an integral relationship between the
bit rate required for mastergroups and the bit rate required for television.
It does not appear feasible to transmit high -quality television over the
bit rate required for a coded mastergroup. It is, therefore, convenient to
sample the television signal at twice the mastergroup sampling rate or
12.352 Mc/s, and it has been shown desirable to code television to nine
digits also. The multiplex, therefore, sees the television signal as equiva-
lent to two mastergroups or 72 T1 line signals.

There are various fundamental approaches to multiplexing lower
speed bit streams into a high-speed stream. These differ primarily in
the amount of digital storage provided in the multiplex. Since high-
speed digital storage is very expensive, bit -at -a -time multiplexing is
presently the most attractive approach for high-speed PCM.

The bit stream organization chosen for the experimental terminal is
shown in Fig. 3 which gives the format when transmitting one televi-
sion signal, one mastergroup signal, and one T1 line signal over the
224-Mb/s line. Ignore the synchronizing pulse for the time being and
note that the multiplex circuit generates a basic frame of 145 pulse
positions. The frame rate is 1.544 Mb/s, and the last time slot of each
frame is devoted to a framing pulse which marks reference time. The

1
145 PULSES PER FRAME

143 44 145 1 2 3 4 73 142 143 144 145

FRAMING PULSES III (SLOT NO.145)

TV PULSES El (SLOTS NO. 2, 4, 6, 8 ... 144)

MG PULSES (SLOTS NO. 3, 7,11,15 ... 143)

T1 PULSES (ALL OTHER SLOTS EXCEPT NO.73)

SYNCHRONIZING PULSE 0 (SLOT NO.73)

Fig. 3 - 224-Mbis line organization.
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framing pulse is given on ON -OFF statistic (alternating ONE -
ZERO) which is very improbable for any other pulse, and the demul-
tiplexer searches for a pulse which repeats at the frame rate and obeys
the alternate ON -OFF statistic. A coded television signal is multi-
plexed into alternate time slots within the frame and a coded master -
group multiplexed into every fourth time slot. The T1 line signal is
transmitted on the 224-Mb/s line as a single pulse per frame, so the
224-Mb/s line may simultaneously transmit up to two television signals,
or up to four mastergroups, or 144 T1 line signals. It can accommo-
date any combination of these signals totaling 144 units, where a
television signal requires 72 units, a mastergroup 36 units and a T1
line signal requires one unit.

2.3 Framing

The need for an occasional framing pulse on the high-speed line in
order to identify reference time at the demultiplexer is now obvious.
Since bit multiplexing was chosen, additional framing is required at
the various decoders to identify the most -significant digit of each
code group. Had word multiplexing been chosen the 224-Mb/s line
framing signal would also have identified the most -significant digit of
each word. On the other hand, word -at -a -time multiplexing requires
an excessive amount of high-speed storage, and leads to an inflexible
multiplex based on a particular word length.

There are fundamentally two approaches to word framing of the
various decoders. One approach makes use of known signal statistics
and compares the statistics of the signal (either before or after de-
coding) to the known signal statistics.9 When the decoder is operating
on improperly grouped codes, the input -digit and output -signal sta-
tistics are altered, this fact is detected, and the phasing of the decoder
is shifted until the output obeys the proper statistic. In the experimental
terminal, this type of framing is used in the mastergroup codec. This
coder operates in the reflected binary or Gray code, and it can readily
be shown that such a coder operating on a Gaussian signal of the rms
value previously shown to be optimum for coding of mastergroups pro-
duces output digits where the probability of a one in various digit posi-
tions is essentially 0.5 for all digits except the second, which has a 0.95
probability of being a one. Code groups are identified within the master -
group decoder, therefore, by searching for the digit of each code that has
high probability of being a one." Many other approaches to statistical
framing have been investigated.
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A second approach to word framing a decoder is to add a distin-
guishable statistic to the signal being coded. This may be added in
analog form before the coding process or in digital form after the
coding process. The approach is demonstrated in the experimental sys-
tem in the television codec. The least -significant digit of each ninth
coded word from the television coder is forced to an alternate 1,0 se-
quence. The framing circuit for the television decoder, therefore, looks at
every 81st received time slot and searches for a phase position where
each 81st pulse follows an alternate 1,0 pattern. It can be shown that
the quantizing noise impairment introduced by robbing the least -sig-
nificant digit every m words is

10 log (1 + -3a) dB ,

where a = 2 if the decoder operates on the robbed bits just as if they
were signal bits, and a = 1 if the decoder does not operate on the
robbed bits. For m = 9, the increase in theoretical quantization noise
is 2 dB if no special action is taken at the decoder or 1 dB if the
robbed bits are not decoded.

Framing by means of occasional digits has been selected as prefer-
able to utilizing clusters of framing bits in order to minimize the
amount of high-speed digital storage required. Samples delivered by
the decoder must be at a uniform rate, and clusters of framing digits
generally interfere with the uniformity of receipt of codes unless suf-
ficient digital storage is provided to bridge the time gaps introduced by
the framing pattern. Also, it may be difficult to completely remove the
time jitter introduced by large time gaps.

2.4 Synchronization

Multiplexing was stated to be a relatively simple operation if the
bit streams entering the multiplexer are precise submultiples of some
master frequency. This is readily accomplished if the sampling clocks
for the various coders are locked to the same master frequency. In a
nationwide network, however, coders are spread all about the country,
and it is not a simple matter to frequency lock all coders to a master
clock. If the various sampling clocks in a PCM network are not
submultiples of the same frequency, multiplexing may still be readily
accomplished provided techniques are developed for shifting a coder
output from one rate to a slightly different rate. Both bit -rate shift-
ing techniques and locked -frequency techniques have been examined.
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2.4.1 Master Clock

The most obvious approach to frequency locking the sampling rates
of coders at various geographic locations is to distribute a master clock
to all coder locations. Sampling clocks for all coders are then derived
from this master clock, so the outputs of the various coders are har-
monically related in frequency. Then multiplexing and demultiplex-
ing, including facility for digital adding and dropping, and the gating
of certain portions of a high-speed bit stream from one line to another,
are readily accomplished.

Such a system has numerous undesirable features. Since one clock
serves the whole nation, the clock and its distribution system must be
extremely reliable - protected by redundancy against technical fail-
ures as well as man-made or natural disasters. Since precise relative
phasing must be maintained on all bit streams entering a high-speed
multiplex, this approach requires that all transmissions delay varia-
tions be built out by variable delays located ahead of the multiplexer.
The delay variation in the clock distribution system itself will amount
to approximately 20 ,tts for a 1000 -mile low -frequency radio link, ap-
proximately 2µs for a coaxial link of the same length and approxi-
mately 0.2 ps for a 1000 -mile microwave radio link. Even 1µs of delay
variation may necessitate the need of 100 bits of high-speed storage.
Such a system, therefore, requires relatively large digital stores at
each multiplex point. The storage time must be variable or of the
"elastic delay" type, because the sum of transmission delay and delay
through the store must be held constant to approximately 1 ns.11,12

Two signals arriving at a point over separate 1000 -mile links of cable
must be phased to ±0.5 ns. This is to be compared to the total delay of
each 1000 -mile circuit of approximately 8 ms.

The master clock plan has appreciable "start up" costs and is
especially unattractive for the early days when there are relatively
few PCM systems to share the relatively large costs of the master
clock. Also, the technique is "brittle" in that delays must be precisely
matched - precise length of cable interconnecting equipment is im-
portant, and there is appreciable equipment shared over otherwise in-
dependent transmission links. At the time of introduction of the mas-
ter clock, existing PCM systems, such as T1, would also have to be
modified in order to lock their clock rates to the master clock rate.

2.4.2 Phase Averaging

A technique has been studied which allows sampling clocks of all
coders to be frequency locked, yet does not establish any individual
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clock as a master." This technique is known as phase- or frequency-

averaging. It makes use of the fact that an interconnected network of
digital systems, especially two-way systems, has pulse streams en-
tering and leaving every codec location. One may, therefore, establish
a reference phase or frequency for each codec location which is the
average of all phases or frequencies entering that location. If each
location transmits the same phase or frequency to all other connected
locations, it can be shown that the resulting reference frequencies
established at the various locations are identical. For a particular
implementation, where the reference phase at each location is estab-
lished by an oscillator whose phase is locked to the average phase of
all signals entering the location, it can be shown that the resulting
sampling frequencies throughout the network are not only identical,
but also bounded by the lowest and highest free -running frequencies
of the various oscillators in the network. It can also be shown that
the sampling frequency established by such a network responds to
transients in a damped manner. If the network is disturbed (such as
by addition or removal of equipment), the sampling frequency will
settle in a well -controlled manner to the new frequency.

Networks synchronized by phase averaging do not have as serious
a reliability problem as those synchronized by a master clock. On the
other hand, much of the "brittleness" of the master clock system
remains, i.e., precise control of phase, much equipment common to
otherwise independent transmission links and necessary modification
of existing systems. The scheme has been analyzed in considerable
detail by Bell Telephone Laboratories' Systems Research Department,
however, further analysis of specific embodiments of the phase
averaging technique should be completed before committing a large
system to this approach.

2.4.3 Stable Clocks

The use of very stable oscillators as sampling clocks allows asyn-
chronous operation of a PCM network. If C bits of digital storage are
provided at each multiplex interface, and a bit stream of frequency
fo is multiplexed to a frequency fo + .64, then the digital store will be
exhausted (contents depleted or storage capacity exceeded) every
C/Af seconds. Defining s = AM° as the clock stability factor, the
store is exhausted every C/sfo seconds. When operating at the highest
pulse -rate of interest i.e., 100 Mb/s for television, store exhaustion
period is approximately C/s X 10-13 days. Each time the store is
exhausted, a group of pulses is either repeated or lost, and the system
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may have to reframe to re-establish proper timing sequence. If the
store capacity and store resetting mechanism repeats or drops com-
plete frames, then exhaustion of store capacity at the multiplex inter-
face will result only in the loss of information bits and will not initiate
a long reframing sequence. Nevertheless, if bits are to be lost or in-
serted into the pulse stream not more often than once per day, then the
size of store required is s x 10+13 for the 100-Mb/s signal, as shown
in Fig. 4. With the clock stability factor of 10-13 only one time slot of
storage is required for once -a -day reframing. On the other hand, a
clock stability factor of 10-10 dictates 103 bits of storage to produce
once -a -day reframing.

There does not seem to be a question of technical feasibility of
operating even high-speed PCM networks asynchronously. Use of a
cesium beam clock with a long-term stability of 10-12 results in a
very small storage requirement at all multiplex interfaces except at
very high speeds and then only tens of bits (at 100 Mc/s). On the other
hand, very stable clocks are expensive and, therefore, the stable clock
must be shared over a number of systems - resulting in reliability
problems. However, the most serious drawback of this approach to
synchronization results from the fact that occasionally bits are lost or
are repeated.

Although the long-term digital error rate due to store exhaustion is
equal to the stability factor, s, the errors generally occur in bursts
and/or produce refraining. The time of occurrence of these bursts may

los
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Fig. 4 - Contours of constant store exhaustion periods.
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be controlled by command resetting of the store. This approach to
synchronization may be entirely satisfactory from the point of view of
analog signals, but may be disastrous for certain data signals. Al-
though simple in concept, this approach is not as economical as
might appear to be the case at first glance, unless frequent reframings
are allowed.

2.4.4 Pulse Stuffing

A technique for asynchronous multiplexing has been developed
which does not require that all coder clocks be synchronized, yet does
not periodically lose bits. In this approach a coder does not provide as
many pulses per second as the multiplexer needs, and the multiplexer
is arranged to skip over occasional time slots so as to make up the
frequency difference.14.'5 The multiplexer also communicates to the
demultiplexer the precise locations of the "stuffed" time slots. The
demultiplexer removes the stuffed slots from the pulse train, closes the
time gaps occupied by the stuffed slots, and thus returns the pulse
stream to its original form.

The basic operation is shown in Fig. 5. Pulses entering the multiplex
point are written into a 3 -bit digital store, and are read from store by
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a submultiple of the line clock which is slightly faster than the input
bit rate. There is a built-in tendency to exhaust stored bits, and the
number of stored bits is monitored by a store occupancy signal. When
this signal exceeds a critical value, the threshold circuit signals that
a time slot should be stuffed into the output train. Prior to the actual
stuffing operation, a control unit communicates to the receiving equip-
ment the precise location of the stuffed time slot, then at the appro-
priate time provides the signal to inhibit reading of the store, allowing
transmission of a stuffed time slot.

At the receiving end of the system the pulse train is written into a
small store, but the stuffed time slots are not allowed to enter the store.
Only the original coder output pulses flow through the store and
these are read from the store at a smooth rate by using the store oc-
cupancy signal (after appropriate filtering) to drive a voltage con-
trolled oscillator.

The store occupancy signal is a measure of the difference between
phases of input and output pulses, and the closed loop around the
oscillator is a rather conventional phase -locked loop.1° This loop
should have a cutoff frequency which is low compared to the average
stuffing rate. In this way, time jitter on the output signal resulting
from the removal of the stuffed pulses will be small and this jitter will
not accumulate very rapidly on signals passing through tandem mul-
tiplexers.

The transmitting equipment must be capable of signaling the
location of the stuffed pulse positions to the receiving equipment, and
do this precisely, even in the presence of high transmission error rates.
Error free signaling is most readily accomplished by utilizing redun-
dant coding in the "data -link" of Fig. 5, but adequate signaling may
also be accomplished by a predictive receiving circuit which operates
on the basis that stuffing rates vary slowly with time and a future
stuffed pulse position may be predicted on the basis of time occur-
rence of all past stuffed pulse positions.

Signaling the stuffed slot position information over the PCM line
(multiplexing the "data -link" of Fig. 5 into the PCM stream) is at-
tractive, and may be accomplished by devoting an occasional pulse on
the PCM line entirely to this purpose. Another alternative is to multi-
plex the signaling information into the bit stream from the coder (with-
out increasing bit speeds). J. W. Pan has proposed a "statistical
subcarrier" approach based on this latter technique wherein certain
codes are forbidden at the coder, and these forbidden codes are sub-
stituted for certain probable codes in order to transmit stuffed slot
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location information. At the receiving end receipt of the forbidden
codes is noted, and the codes are changed back into the original prob-
able code.

The most promising approach, however, appears to be the technique
of adding occasional additional bits into the pulse stream as a "data -
link" to communicate "stuffed" time slot positions. This approach was
taken in the experimental terminals where a single pulse per frame
was devoted to this task. This pulse was transmitted over a pulse
position normally allotted to a T1 line signal, but normally a frame
of 146 pulses would be required to transmit a frame of 144 informa-
tion pulses. The last pulse per frame is used for framing, and the
73rd used for the synchronization data link, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.5 Jitter Reduction

The delay a PCM pulse train experiences in passing through a self -
timed regenerative repeater is necessarily a function of pattern
density being transmitted." The amount of jitter introduced by each
repeater is small, perhaps a few degrees of phase shift at the pulse
repetition frequency." For random pulse patterns, it is probable that
the jitter introduced by a given repeater is random with an rms
value of a few degrees. This jitter is introduced at each repeater and
accumulates along a string of repeaters proportional to the square root
of the number of repeaters." A repeater design that results in an
rms jitter of five degrees per repeater will result in the accumula-
tion of 150° of rms jitter in a string of 1000 such repeaters.

The bandwidth of the jitter introduced into the pulse stream by a
number of self -timed repeaters is determined by the effective Q of the
timing extraction circuit of each repeater. Since the transmission pulse
rate is usually very high compared to the bandwidth of a signal before
coding, and since extremely high repeater Q's are difficult to achieve
and result in uneconomical repeater designs, then it is quite likely that
a long string of regenerative repeaters will introduce timing jitter of
sufficient amplitude and broad enough frequency spectrum that it will
impair the quality of any broadband signal being transmitted. Time
jitter on the PCM pulse train results in pulse postition modulation of
the decoder output, and this introduces noise components into the
signal.2°

Both television and mastergroup signals are quite vulnerable to
pulse jitter. The amount of jitter that one might tolerate in a coded
mastergroup has been computed, experimentally verified, and is
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shown in Fig. 6. Results are plotted for the most vulnerable channel
(the one multiplexed to the highest FDM frequency slot) , and two
constraints have been placed on the resulting signal impairment. For
large jitter bandwidths, the effect is to produce crosstalk between
channels within the FDM package, and this has been constrained to
equal theoretical 9 -digit quantizing noise (if the jitter is random the
crosstalk will be unintelligible, but if the jitter is sinusoidal, and a
multiple of 4 kc/s, intelligible crosstalk would be produced). For jitter
bandwidths much less than 4 kc/s, the effect of jitter is to shift frequency
components within a given channel, which results in signal distortion.
The curve of Fig. 6 constrains low -frequency jitter to a level which
produces a signal -to -distortion ratio of 30 dB.

Jitter introduced into a PCM pulse train does not constitute an ir-
removable signal impairment. It is relatively easy to remove jitter
from a pulse train, particularly bothersome high -frequency jitter. This
is accomplished by writing the jittered pulse train into a digital mem-
ory and reading the pulses from memory at a smoothed rate. A circuit
for accomplishing this, a dejitterizer, is shown in Fig. 7." The input
pulses are read sequentially into memory cells in a jittered fashion. How-
ever, the bits are read from memory by the controlled oscillator, which

to the fundamental
keeps the store "half full" on the average by supplying a control signal
for the oscillator. By use of a suitable low-pass filter ahead of the con-
trolled oscillator, the resulting phase -locked loop may be designed to
have a high Q. Obviously, the pulse stream out of the dejitterizer will
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Fig. 7 - Jitter reducer circuit.

contain some low -frequency jitter components, as determined by the
frequency response characteristic of the phase -locked loop. Very high
effective Q's can be realized by reducing loop gain, but this results in
large static phase shifts (a large correction signal must be supplied from
the phase detector to overcome any drifts in natural frequency of the
oscillator). Large static phase shift "wastes" storage capacity in the
memory.

Although the dejitterizer does not remove very low -frequency jitter
components, very low -frequency jitter components do not significantly
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impair the coded signals. For example, very low -frequency jitter is
introduced by delay variations in the transmission media, especially
as a function of temperature, and such slow variations could be re-
moved only by the introduction of very large stores. The amount of

very low -frequency jitter that one can tolerate depends on the types
of signals being transmitted, and the jitter requirements shown in
Fig. 6 were deliberately not shown in the frequency range below ten
cycles. It is apparent that the curve of Fig. 6 can be extended from
1.5 ns at ten cycles to an infinite amount of jitter at zero frequency.
For speech, the subjective impairment of large amounts of low -fre-
quency jitter is small, so the low -frequency end of Fig. 6 is determined
by certain narrowband special service signals that may be transmitted
over a voice channel. Subjective tests of the effect of jitter on color
television suggest the signal is not significantly impaired by Gaussian
random jitter of up to 1 ns rms amplitude.

III. THE EXPERIMENTAL TERMINAL

The experimental terminal design focused attention on the impor-
tant PCM problem areas to be overcome prior to the design of a com-
mercial high-speed system. These areas include:

- Coding and decoding of black and white and color television
- Coding and decoding of mastergroups of voice channels
- Multiplexing of lower -speed digital signals into high-speed PCM
- Ability to organize the bit stream in such a way as to accom-

modate a wide range of input signal mixtures
- Ability to control information flow through the PCM network

with adequate reframe times for each circuit
- Ability to operate the various coders with sampling rates in-

dependent of the line transmission rate
- Ability to reduce the expected amount of pattern jitter accumula-

tion to levels that may be tolerated by the signal components.
An important overall objective was that the various signal com-

ponents be processed with the precision required for a commercial
system.

The resulting terminal block diagrams are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
A commercial television signal is sampled at 12 Mc/s and each sample
coded with 9 -digit precision. A mastergroup signal is sampled at 6 Mc/s
and also coded with 9 -digit precision. Capability for transmission of
two 1.544-Mb/s PCM signals is also provided, and the additional unused
time slots are filled with random pulses. The master -group coder and
the 1.544-Mb/s line signals are not frequency locked to the 224-Mb/s
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line, and the frequency difference is made up by pulse stuffing -type syn-
chronizers. The multiplexer interleaves the various signal components
and the jitter producer simulates transmission of up to 4000 miles of
repeatered line. The received signal is dejitterized and demultiplexed.
The television signal is decoded, and thereby restored to analog form.
The mastergroup signal must have the stuffed time slots removed by
the desynchronizer prior to decoding. The stuffed time slots are also
removed from the 1.544-Mb/s signals, which may then be transmitted
over T1 carrier lines to T1 carrier terminals. The T1 line signals have
also been used to transmit high-speed data and coded PICTURE -
PHONE signals.

Although the experimental equipment appears to be a point-to-
point system, all the features have been provided that are required
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for terminal equipment located along the PCM route to add and drop
portions of the 224 Mb/s stream.

In addition to the terminals described above, a 224-Mb/s repeatered
line (for use with coaxial cables) has been developed. This line will be
the subject of a future paper by the group responsible for repeater de-
velopment.

IV. PREFERRED CIRCUIT APPROACHES

4.1 Coding

Work on the broadband experimental PCM system was initiated at
a time when the only sure road to success in video coding involved use
of the beam encoding tube. This device was, therefore, further per-
fected and extended to 9 -digit capability.2' The basic device consists
of cathode and lens structure for generating a ribbon beam which is
focused onto a code plate. The signal sample to be coded is applied to
the deflection plates. Beam deflection is proportional to the sample
voltage, and apertures on the code plate allow current to be collected
on output wires in an on -off pattern defining a binary number propor-
tional to the sample. The major sources of signal impairment in such a
coder are nonuniformity of current density across the beam, tilt of the
beam relative to the code plate structure and an adverse ratio of
smallest aperture width on the code plate to a standard deviation of
the thickness of the electron beam. These parameters have been suffi-
ciently controlled and sufficiently precise external solid-state circuits
have been constructed so that the resulting coder performs with the
quantizing noise level within a few dB of theoretical performance when
operating at 12 Mc/s sampling rate and 9 -digit coding.

An effort parallel to that devoted to the perfection of the tube coder
was directed toward all solid-state encoding. A survey was made of
possible coding approaches, and a "folding" encoder was selected for
development. This coder consists of tandem operational amplifiers (one
for each digit) where each operational amplifier has the input-output
characteristic shown in Fig. 10. The transfer characteristic has a slope
of precisely +2 for negative input signals and a slope of precisely -2
for positive input signals. The coder operates directly in the reflected
binary or Gray code. The digits are obtained from each stage -a zero
if the gain (slope) is in the +2 state and a one if the gain is in the -2
state. The performance of such a coder is limited by the fundamental
accuracy (static and dynamic) with which the input-output character-
istic can be established.
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EREF ED

ED (DIGIT OUTPUT)

E2 (ANALOG OUTPUT)

E 1

Fig. 10 - Characteristic of one stage of folding coder.

The basic technique for realizing the characteristics of Fig. 10 uses
the operational amplifier with nonlinear feedback shown in Fig. 11.
It is seen that positive input currents are routed to the ED output and
negative input currents are routed to the EA output. The ED output
undergoes an abrupt transition as the input current goes through zero
and provides a convenient point for extracting the coded digit. Various
techniques may be applied to combining EA , ED , and a reference so as
to produce the desired characteristic of Fig. 10.
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R/2

ED ED
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Fig. 11 - Realization of characteristic for solid-state coder.
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Precise 9 -digit encoding of television signals requires operational
amplifiers that settle to an accuracy of one part in several thousand in
a few nanoseconds. This level of performance is presently achievable,
and the folding coder approach is a sufficiently satisfactory solution
to the precise high-speed coding problem that further development of
the coding tube does not appear warranted. The solid-state coder is
more economical than the beam tube coder (for the production rates
envisioned) and, in addition, is much smaller, and does not require
high voltage power supplies. There are other potential advantages such
as reliability, but it remains to be proven that these advantages exist
in reality.

Both the beam tube coder and the solid-state coder have been used
for coding mastergroup and television signals. The resulting coder as-
semblies are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Both arrangements require precise
sample -and -hold circuits and equipment to convert the parallel code
available from the coder to a serial line code. The television coder also
includes the framing pattern generator which forces the least -significant
digit of each ninth code word to an ON -OFF pattern. The mastergroup
coder transmits no special digits for identification of word framing.

4.2 Decoder

A standard resistor ladder network decoder is employed for decoding
of broadband signals. Precise reference currents are gated into a resis-
tive ladder network with 6 -dB attenuation between current injection
points. Extreme care must be exercised in designing the decoder, how -
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FRAM ING
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Fig. 12 - Television coder.
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Fig. 13 - Coder for FDM mastergroups.

ever, to prevent the digital control signals from crosstalking into the
analog output. Also, precise broadband resistors with end -of -life toler-
ance of better than 0.1 per cent are required for 9 -digit decoders.
Broadband precision resistors for the experimental terminals have
been realized by the use of nitrided tantalum thin-film. Also, low -
capacitance, negligible -storage -time diodes are required for gating of
the reference currents. Both gallium arsenide and hot -carrier silicon
diodes have served this purpose. Resulting decoder arrangements for
television and mastergroups are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Note that
the transmitted code must be converted from Gray to binary, the serial
train converted to parallel form, and the output of the decoder must
be resampled to remove "spikes" generated during the time of change
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Fig. 14 - Television decoder.
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Fig. 15 - Decoder for FDM mastergroups.

MASTERGROUP
OUT

of code. In the television decoder, the forced least -significant digit
must be searched out to lock the decoder timing so as to properly
group incoming words. In the case of the FDM decoder, word framing
is accomplished by searching out the second digit in the Gray code, a
digit which has a much higher probability of being a ONE than any
of the other digits.

1.3 High -Speed Multiplexer-Demultiplexer

The multiplexer for combining the various low -speed trains into a
224-Mb/s pulse stream, and the associated demultiplexer are organized
in such a way as to accommodate the various options required for a
given signal package. Television equipment may be replaced by the
equipment required for two mastergroups, and mastergroup equipment
may be replaced by equipment to handle 36 T1 line signals.

In the experimental terminals the television signal is handled
synchronously, and the repeatered line clock is derived from the video
signal. This is accomplished by a two-bit elastic -store, phased -locked -
loop arrangement shown in Fig. 16 as the video gap inserter. This unit
not only derives the appropriate line frequency but also provides mo-
mentary storage for the video signal while the multiplex framing pulse
is being transmitted.

Sampling clocks for the T1 line signals and the coded mastergroup
operate independently of the 224-Mb/s line rate. The frequency dif-
ference is made up by the pulse stuffing technique previously de-
scribed. The sync signal transmitter generates the basic pulse format
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for the data link interconnecting the multiplex and demultiplex. This
data link is time shared among all asynchronous inputs. The output
of the sync signal generator is a 1.544-Mb/s signal which is multiplexed
into the transmitting bit stream. This 1.544-Mb/s data link signal is
made up of repeating sequences, and each sequence begins with a
redundantly coded marker code. The first three time slots after the
marker code are devoted to the first signal component to be syn-
chronized, the second three time slots to the second component, etc.
When an input signal train is to be stuffed, three ones are transmitted
in the appropriate time position. Receipt of two or more ones in the
three time slots assigned to a given signal signifies stuffing has taken
place, and the receiver drops out a time slot in a predetermined posi-
tion, which has been arranged to be precisely the position of the
stuffed slot.

The demultiplex equipment (Fig. 17) operates in the manner simi-
lar to the multiplexer. There is a frame detector that searches for the
224-Mb/s framing pulse and locks the receiving clock to the appropriate
phase. The sync signal receiver detects the synchronizing marker code
and demultiplexes the stuffing commands so as to provide the proper
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write -inhibit signals to the elastic stores of the desynchronizers. The
video gap remover closes the time gap introduced into the video signal
by the multiplexer and thus delivers the same bit sequence to the tele-
vision decoder as had been generated by the television coder.

A large portion of the multiplexer-demultiplexer circuits operate at
high bit speeds. For rates up to about 120 Mb/s, logic is performed by
high -frequency planar silicon transistors - often operating in the cur-
rent routing or pulse routing mode.22 The 224-Mb/s speeds have been
achieved by using tunnel diodes and tunnel diodes in combination
with a high -frequency germanium transistor (ft 2.5 Gc/s). Both sili-
con point -contact and hot -carrier diodes have been used with success in
gates of fractional nanosecond rise time. Care has been exercised in
the layout of circuit blocks and in construction techniques. All circuit
functions have been realized by conventional construction techniques
augmented by the use of a few integrated circuits and thin-film
components. Of course, stripline and coaxial interconnections are fre-
quently used.

4.4 Jitterizer and Dejitterizer

High-speed jitter reduction equipment of the type shown in Fig. 7
has been used to remove the effects of pattern jitter. Eight storage
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slots were provided in the elastic delay, and an effective Q as high as
107 has been realized in the design of the phase -locked loop, which
also exhibits satisfactory lock -in, pull-out, and static phase shift per-
formance.

A second dejitterizer was constructed and operated as a jitter pro-
ducer. By introducing bandlimited noise in the phase -locked loop, it
is possible to simulate the expected jitter performance of a repeatered
line. This has been used as a vehicle for observing signal impairments
resulting from jitter as well as demonstrating the ability of the
dejitterizer to remove the expected amounts of pattern jitter.

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Companion papers give detailed design and performance information
for the various parts of the experimental terminal.23,24 It has been
established that signals transmitted through the experimental termi-
nals meet Bell System transmission objectives for long -haul systems,
and in a signal deterioration sense, a commercial design need not per-
form at a significantly higher level than has been achieved in the
experimental equipment. The beam -tube encoder has been used at
both television and mastergroup speeds and more than meets the ob-
jectives that have been tentatively set for in-service performance of a
broadband codec. The solid-state coder also meets expected perform-
ance level requirements when coding mastergroups. However, the
quantizing noise falls 2 dB short of present objectives when coding
television. Performance is currently being improved, but even at the
present performance level one should be able to operate at least four
codecs in tandem and yet meet transmission objectives for television.

It has been shown that the pulse stuffing technique (for synchroniza-
tion) is an effective solution to the synchronization problem. Per-
formance of the T1 carrier terminal and the mastergroup codec when
transmitting over the 224-Mb/s line has been shown to be inde-
pendent of the precise sampling frequency, and these frequencies may
drift over a range which is quite adequate for run-of-the-mill crystal
oscillators. This system is also capable of simulating the jitter ex-
pected in 4000 miles of repeatered coaxial line, and, as a result of
the action of the dejitterizer, there is no noticeable signal impairment
introduced by the expected amounts of jitter.

The experimental terminal utilizes approximately 1300 transistors,
and many of these are operated at nanosecond speeds. In spite of the
serious problems presented by high-speed, high -accuracy circuits, all
these devices have been satisfactorily interconnected, and the result-
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ing system has proven to be quite reliable. It has operated for approxi-
mately a year without major difficulties, and its operation has been
satisfactorily demonstrated on numerous occasions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental equipment has demonstrated the technical feasibility
of the transmission of high -quality broadband signals by means of
pulse code modulation. The experimental terminals demonstrate a
satisfactory solution to all fundamental system problems. Signal im-
pairment introduced by the experimental terminals does not differ
significantly from analytical predictions, nor does the signal impair-
ment differ significantly from that expected from a commercial system.
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An Experimental 224 Mb/s Digital
Multiplexer-Demultiplexer Using

Pulse Stuffing Synchronization

By T. J. WITT
(Manuscript received July 27, 1965)

Solid-state device and circuit technology has advanced to the point where
processing of digital signals with bit rates as high as 224 Mb/ s may be
accomplished. As a specific demonstration of this fact, an experimental
multiplexer-demultiplexer has been developed which combines the following
signals into a 224 Mb/s binary pulse train for transmission over a digital
transmission network and which furnishes the necessary processing to re-
constitute the original signal components:

i) A PCM-coded commercial color video signal (111.2 Mb/ s)
ii) A PCM-coded FDM mastergroup signal (55.6 Mb/ s)

iii) Two T1 carrier (24 voice channel TDM) signals (1.544 Mb/s each)
iv) Word generator signals to occupy the remaining time slots.

The line bit rate is derived from and is therefore synchronous with the coded
video signal; however, the coded mastergroup and T1 carrier signals are
derived from independent clocks. Synchronization of the latter two signal
types has been achieved through the use of pulse stuffing synchronization
with added -bit synchronization signaling.

The ability of a 224 Mb/ s buffer memory coupled with a phase -locked loop
to attenuate adequately the timing jitter which accumulates in a long digital
transmission network has also been demonstrated.

All of the experimental results have indicated that the realization of a
commercial high-speed digital multiplexer-demultiplexer is feasible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elsewhere in this issue is a description of an experimental digital
transmission terminal which has been used to demonstrate, among other
things, the feasibility of multiplexing a variety of asynchronous* digital

* The term asynchronous as used here means a lack of synchronism both among
the various signals being multiplexed and with the multiplexing clock. The indi-
vidual digital signals taken separately are synchronous following the normal usage
of the word in data transmission in that pulses occur at regular clock intervals.
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signals (PCM-video, PCM-SSB-FDM, data, coded PICTUREPHONE*
signals, and lower bit -rate PCM) into a 224 Mb/s binary pulse train.'
This paper gives a more detailed description of the techniques used for
multiplexing and demultiplexing, synchronization and timing jitter
reduction. Also, a number of the high-speed digital circuit techniques
which were employed are disccused.

II. PULSE STUFFING SYNCHRONIZATION

A variety of solutions have been proposed for the problem of syn-
chronizing a large digital transmission network.' The method used in
this system is that of pulse stuffing.' ,3 In concept, the technique is simply
to constrain the bit rates of all multiplexed asynchronous signals to be
slightly less than the bit rates needed at the multiplexer. These asyn-
chronous signals are each passed through processing circuits, called
"synchronizers," which sense the amount by which the bit rates must
be increased to be synchronous with the transmitted clock. A buffer
memory in each synchronizer, called an elastic store,4,5,6 allows time
slots to be added at a rate equal to the difference between the syn-
chronous and asynchronous bit rates;' this difference is referred to as
the stuff rate. The position of the stuffed time slots is signaled to the
demultiplexer over a data channel which contains the synchronization
information for all asynchronous channels. At the receiving terminal,
the data channel is decoded, and the stuffed time slots are removed from
the various signals which had been synchronized by "desynchronizers."
This synchronization by digital signal processing is independent of the
format of the signals which are multiplexed, and it achieves complete
integrity of the information pulse streams. The only change which a
digital signal undergoes is the addition of some timing jitter, and it will
be shown that this jitter can be held to a sufficiently small amplitude so
that the performance is quite suitable for application to a commercial
system.

A simplified block diagram showing synchronization by pulse stuffing
is shown in Fig. 1. The incoming pulse train at bit rate r is written into
the synchronizer elastic store using the associated timing for a "write"
clock. The store is read with a "read" clock of frequency f which is
slightly higher than f and synchronized with the transmitting clock. By
means of a phase detector, the elastic store furnishes an output which is

* A service mark of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
t Asynchronous bit rate and synchronous bit rate are terms defined here to de-

scribe the bit rates of the signal before and after it has been processed by the
synchronizer.
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proportional to the occupancy of the store. Since f is greater than f- the
store would become depleted, but before this happens a threshold circuit
in the "sync signal transmitter" causes an inhibition of the read clock for
one time slot. This action enables the elastic store to "recover" and
results in an output time slot which corresponds to none of the input time
slots, i.e., contains no message information. The sync signal transmitter
also transmits over a data channel the position of the "stuffed" time slot.

At the receiving end of the system, the sync signal receiver decodes
the signal from the data channel and inhibits the writing of the stuffed
time slots into the desynchronizer elastic store. After inhibition, the bit
rate of the signal is f-, the asynchronous bit rate, but the timing con-
tains abrupt phase discontinuities one time slot in amplitude. These
phase discontinuities are reduced in amplitude by using a phase -locked
loop to provide a read clock which is a smoothed version of the write
clock.

III. FORMAT SELECTION*

Selection of the digital line bit rate was based on the bit rate of the
digital signal components and the economic and technical aspects of
regenerative repeater design. The signals which played a dominant role
in the format selection were the PCM mastergroup (600 SSB-FDM voice
channels) mc bandwidth X 2 samples/cycle X 9 bits/sample = 54
Mb/s), the PCM color video signal (,-J6 mc bandwidth X 2 samples/
cycle X 9 bits/sample = 108 Mb/s)2 and the T1 carrier 24 -channel
PCM signal (1.544 Mb/s).7 A composite bit rate was chosen which
would allow the multiplexing of four PCM mastergroups or two PCM
color video signals or combinations of these and other signals. A bit rate
slightly in excess of 216 Mb/s, but a multiple of 1.544 Mb/s, would seem
appropriate. There are, however, other factors, including multiplex
framing and synchronization signal signaling, which influence the bit
rate selection.

3.1 Multiplex Framing

Of the several ways in which the various line signal components can be
identified at the demultiplexer, the method of added -bit framing was
used because it places very few restrictions on line format and it is rela-
tively simple to implement. This technique, similar to the one used in
the T1 system, allocates one time slot every 145 high-speed time slots to

* For a more detailed description of the line format selection, see Ref. 1.
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an alternating ONE -ZERO pattern.* Thus, a "multiplex frame" is 145
high-speed time slots long. This selection yields a further system simpli-
fication: The multiplex frame rate is chosen to be the synchronous T1
carrier bit rate [(1.544 Mb/s) + 5 ppm f]. The quantity 5 is added to
allow for the frequency offset required for pulse stuffing of T1 carrier
signals.t The synchronous coded mastergroup and coded video bit rates
are [(1.544 X 36 = 55.584) Mb/s ppm] and [(1.544 X 72 = 111.168)
Mb/s ppm], respectively. The line bit rate becomes [(1.544 X 145 =
223.880) me + 5 ppm]. Fig. 2 shows several ways in which the 224 Mb/s
line can be loaded. Bit interleaving is used because it simplifies the
processing circuitry and allows the use of relatively small buffer mem-
ories.

The time slots for all signals to be multiplexed are uniformly spaced.
Therefore, a phase discontinuity must be introduced into any signal
which is not arriving at the frame rate (or some submultiple of it) in order
to accommodate the framing pattern. This discontinuity will be referred
to as the framing gap and, expressed in time, it must be precisely one
high speed time slot in amplitude. To generate the framing gap in the
information pulse stream, some form of memory is required.

The basic technique for accomplishing framing gap insertion and, at
the same time, synchronizing the line frequency to a separate clock, is
shown in Fig. 3. In the case shown, the line bit rate is synchronized to the
incoming bit rate of a video pulse train which is to be multiplexed onto
the line. Basically, three distinct functions are accomplished by the
circuit shown. First, the framing gap is formed in the multiplexer clock
circuits by means of the divide -by -145 counter containing an inhibit
gate. Secondly, the multiplexer clock is synchronized to the video coder
clock by means of a phase -locked loop. Lastly, in order to establish the
phase discontinuity without errors in the information pulse train, a
two-bit elastic store is used. Write and read clock signals for the store
have a frequency of one-half the video signal bit rate since an n -bit store
requires clock signals at 1/nth of the bit rate. The reason for use of this
frequency will become more apparent in Section 5.2.1 where the elastic
store is described in more detail.

An explanation of the gap generation follows: Assume that the output

* A more complicated pattern could have been used at some expense in circuit
complexity, but the reframe time performance with the simple scheme described
above is adequate.

t ppm = parts per million.
$ In the experimental terminal, the nominal offset 8 for T1 carrier signals was

chosen to be 60 ppm. Note that the offset need not be the same for other services; in
fact, for the coded mastergroup, it was chosen to be 24 ppm, i.e., the nominal bit
rate for the incoming coded mastergroup is [(1.544 X 36) Mb/s + (60 - 24)ppm] =
[55.584 Mb/s + 36 ppm].
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Fig. 3 - Framing gap insertion.

f220 LINE BIT
RATE

signal of the VCO is at the desired line bit rate. Entry of every 145th
pulse into the divide -by -144 circuit is prevented by the inhibit gate. The
net result is that at point A in Fig. 3 a pulse train exists which occurs at
the line bit rate, but has every 145th pulse missing - thus, the framing
gap. Part way through the counter (after division by four) the desired
read clock rate is available with the framing gap. The phase -locked loop
forces the average pulse repetition rate of the write and read clocks to
be the same, and it synchronizes the line bit rate to the video bit rate.

The alternating ONE -ZERO pattern, which is placed in the framing
gaps, yields a maximum average reframe time of 188 ps. This theoretical
result is based on an assumption that the 144 information time slots
contain a random pattern and that, in the search mode, the time slots
are examined on a one -per -frame basis. To the above figure must be
added a "flywheel effect" which results from the fact that, in order to
control the misframe rate, the "frame detector" has been designed so
that it does not begin searching until several framing pattern errors have
been observed. The flywheel effect, adjusted for moderate line error
situations (error rate <10-6), adds a negligible amount to the reframe
time.
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3.2 Synchronization Signaling8

As mentioned in Section II, the signaling which identifies the inserted
synchronizing time slots is sent over a data channel. A variety of meth-
ods exists for establishing the synchronization signaling data channel.
To achieve independence of the format of the signals which are being
synchronized, however, a separate time slot per frame is devoted to sync
signaling. It will be seen that the information handling capability of this
channel (1.544 Mb/s) is more than adequate to handle the synchroniza-
tion of a full complement of asynchronous channels on the high-speed
line. Because this channel contains data which is needed by all syn-
chronized signal channels, certain steps were taken to make it relatively
immune to line errors and to provide rapid recovery in the event multi-
plex framing, and thus the sync signaling channel, is lost. To these ends,
within the sync signaling channel, stuff occurrence is redundantly coded
and a code highly immune to errors is used for sync signal frame identi-
fication. Another feature of the format chosen is the one -for -one cor-
respondence between stuff signal organization and line organization;
hence, this organization lends itself to convenient dropping and adding
of channels at points along a route.

In an operational system patterned after the experimental system de-
scribed herein, the signaling pulses might occupy a single time slot per
frame located midway between multiplex framing time slots and would
be called "added -bit signaling." Thus, the sync signaling bit rate would
be 1.544 Mb/s (3 ppm. For simplicity, however, the sync signaling for
the experimental system was transmitted over the 73rd time slot of the
frame and appears as a single T1 carrier channel. This time slot is iden-
tified by an "S" in Fig. 2(d), and the sync signal will be referred to as the
"S bit" in what follows.

Fig. 4 shows the S -bit format. The C words (000 when no stuffing has
occurred and 111 when it has) redundantly signal the presence of in-
serted time slots. At the demultiplex point, two out of three ONES are
interpreted as a stuff indication. When an all -T1 carrier loading is used,

S -BIT FRAME (1.26 M5)

  M CI C2 C3 C4 G M C5 C6 C7 C8 G M C1,44R 
t t

MARKER WORD CHANNEL GUARD WORD RESET WORD
0110101001011010  IDENTIFICATION WORD 00    0111110 

000 -NOT STUFFED
11I -STUFFED

Fig. 4 -S -bit format (simplified).
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each C word of an S -bit frame is allocated to a corresponding T1 carrier
channel; for each mastergroup, 36 C words per S -bit frame are used, and
for video, 72.

A key part of the sync signaling is the M word whi h is used to frame
the S bit. It is the 16 -bit word shown in Fig. 4 whit has the character-
istic that it can be identified exactly in an S -bit pulse train even though
two errors exist anywhere within it. In many cases, more than two errors
can exist and identification is still unique. An M word is inserted every
fourth C word to allow for rapid reframing of the S bit for the higher bit
rate synchronized channels. Refraining of the S bit for T1 carrier syn-
chronization can take as long as a complete S -bit fra,me since the reset
code, R, must be decoded to allow proper C -word association. The
guard words, G, are strings of ZEROS which allow a simplification of
the M word.

The format for the S bit as described above is inefficient in bandwidth
usage because the statistical variations of the stuff rates used cause the
C words to be 000 much of the time. A more efficient queuing system
which signals stuffing by means of a channel address could have been
used, but such a system would not yield the easy drop -add capability
of the cyclic system described. The sync signaling for each digital chan-
nel is readily identifiable, and replacement would be 'a simple operation
at drop -add points.

A disadvantage of the cyclic system is the waiting period between the
time stuffing is demanded and the time it occurs. Since stuff signaling for
a T1 carrier channel occurs once per S -bit frame (which is 1944 T1 car-
rier time slots long), the waiting period for T1 carrier can be as long as
1.26 msec, and hence, the maximum allowable T1 carrier stuff rate
equals 794 c/s. Since one C word is allotted per line frame bit, the waiting
time for higher bit rate constituents is proportionately less. For example,
the maximum waiting interval for a video channel is 17.5 As (1260/72
as). The effect of this waiting interval is illustrated in Fig. 5. The phase
of the signal at the output of the synchronizer (relative to the phase of
the input signal) for the case where the stuff interval is large with re-
spect to the waiting time is shown in Fig. 5(a). Note that it is approxi-
mately a sawtooth waveform of amplitude 2r (one time slot) and funda-
mental frequency equal to the stuff rate. Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) illustrate
the nature of the output phase as the stuff rate increases: another com-
ponent is added to that which would occur if demand stuffing could take
place. This "waiting time effect" can include frequency components
between de and the stuff rate, and, as the stuff interval approaches the
waiting time interval, the total jitter amplitude can be as great as 47
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(two time slots). Since the desynchronizer has a low-pass jitter attenua-
tion characteristic, care must be exercised in the selection of the nominal
stuff rate relative to the maximum stuff rate to assure that the residual
output jitter after the desynchronizer is within tolerable limits.

Since the location of the inserted time slots is carried by the data
channel, this method of synchronization is vulnerable to line errors.
Analysis reveals, however, that misframes of an information channel due
to sync signaling channel errors would never occur more frequently than
several times per year for a line error rate of 10-6. This performance could
be improved, if necessary, through modification of the S -bit format;
however, the format described is convenient to realize economically and
is adequate in performance.

IV. PHASE JITTER REMOVAL

In a long digital transmission system there is an accumulation of phase
jitter which arises from the dependence of the phase of the timing signal
at each regenerative repeater on pulse pattern.9 The contribution of each
repeater is small, but the over-all effect can cause a significant trans-
mission impairment.* Consequently, in a long system circuits

* See Ref. 1, this issue, p. 1827.
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would be installed at, intervals along the transmission route to reduce
the accumulated jitter.

Fig. 6 is the block diagram of such a circuit, called a "dejitterizer,"
which consists of two closely associated parts: a phase -locked loop,
which is driven by the jittered timing signal providing a timing signal
with greatly reduced jitter, and an elastic store. After regeneration, the
jittered line pulse train is sequentially written into the store using the
jittered timing signal as a write clock. The smoothed timing is used as a
read clock to produce a pulse train whose timing jitter has been sub-
stantially attenuated.

For the experimental system an eight -bit elastic store was developed.
Tunnel diodes biased in a bistable mode proved to be highly satisfactory
as storage elements. The effective store size is seven bits because the
smallest spacing between write and read operations is about one-half bit
at the line bit rate. Commutation was achieved by forming pulse trains
at one -eighth the write and read clock rates and launching them down
tapped delay lines. A ring counter could have been used to perform the
function of the frequency divider and the delay lines, but it is a more
expensive solution. It should be noted that application of delay line
commutation is limited by the fact that misalignment of pulses at the
AND gates occurs if phase jitter is present. This limitation may be ex-
pressed as follows for sinusoidal jitter with frequency L < 1/(N -

nth < (N - 1)r
M

where

(1)

= peak deviation of the phase jitter [radians]
= jitter frequency [c/s]

M = allowable misalignment at the gates [time slots]
N = number of storage cells
r = delay between taps [seconds].

For example, if M = 0.1 time slots for an eight -bit store operating at
224 Mb/s, then the maximum allowable phase jitter amplitude would be
one radian at a jitter frequency of 3.2 Mc/s or ten radians at a jitter fre-
quency of 320 kc/s. In the applications for which delay line commutation
is used in the experimental system, the constraint expressed in inequal-
ity (1) is never limiting.

Since absolute phase information is not available at a repeater, the
jitter attenuation characteristic must be a low-pass function, and very
low frequency jitter will not be affected by the dejitterizer. Fortunately,
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large amounts of low frequency jitter can be tolerated. Considerable
flexibility exists for shaping the jitter attentuation characteristic through
design parameters in the loop transmission function.rn For all cases
there is a tradeoff between the tolerable net oscillator instability (in-
stability of line clock plus instability of the voltage controlled oscillator)
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and the amount of store capacity allotted to frequency drift for a fixed
jitter bandwidth of the dejitterizer. For the simplest case where there is
no shaping network in the phase -locked loop (so-called no filter case),
it may be shown that

B5 irn  106 rn.106
(Ovco aB)

2wB 2Q

where

(2)

bvco = peak VCO frequency drift [ppm]
OB = peak line frequency drift [ppm]
B5 = jitter bandwidth [radians/sec]*
n = number of storage cells allocated to frequency drift

con = line bit rate [radians/sec]
Q = quality factor of phase -locked loop considered as a bandpass

filter.

As an example, for a net oscillator instability of 4 ppm and a Q of 106
(parameters used in the experimental system), a total of 2.5 storage cells
would be allocated to frequency drift. If, however, the net oscillator in-
stability were doubled, about five storage cells would be taken up by
frequency drift alone.

The phase -locked loop is adjusted so that the elastic store is half full
on the average, and the elastic store is made large enough so that over-
flow does not occur often enough to be a problem.

In order to examine the feasibility of a dejitterizer operating at a bit
rate of 224 Mb/s, the eight -bit elastic store and associated phase -locked
loop were designed to function as the last dejitterizer in a simulated long
system. If it is assumed that the Chapman model' can be used for the
regenerative repeaters,t and if the following assumptions are made:

Number of repeaters in system = 3600
Q of each repeater timing tank = 80
rms phase jitter per repeater = 11.2°§
One dejitterizer every 360 repeaters
No filter case with Q = 106 for each dejitterizer

then the spectrum of the jitter into the last dejitterizer would be that
shown in Fig. 7.11 This spectrum, approximated by the dashed curve,

* B, = 2ao , where a. = the loop gain [radians/sec/radian].
t Ref. 9, p. 2681.

Insufficient experimental data exist to establish the validity of this model for
a 224 Mb/s repeater, but experimental evidence has demonstrated its usefulness
for estimating the jitter performance of strings of T1 carrier repeaters.°

§ Experimental models of regenerative repeaters have exhibited slightly better
jitter performance than the 11.2° rms used here.
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was used to phase modulate the input signal of a dejitterizer having a
Q = 10g. The calculated and experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.
No digital errors occurred during this experiment because the input
phase deviation was limited (by clipping) to a level which prevented
store overflow. An analysis has shown" that for a net oscillator insta-
bility of 4 ppm (used in the experimental system) and for the case de-
scribed above, the effective size of store required for one overflow per
minute, week and century would be 13, 15 and 17, respectively. Note
how rapidly the overflow rate varies with store size. Since it has been
determined that the required store size is not decreased rapidly as the
number of dejitterizers is increased, it is expected that more than the
eight cells used in the experimental dejitterizer would be needed in a
commercial system. The store size required is still quite reasonable,
however.

An indication of the effectiveness of the dejitterizer is provided by Fig.
9, where 1 kc/s sinusoidal jitter has been applied. That the effective store
size is at least seven time slots is seen from the waveforms shown.

V. MULTIPLEXER-DEMULTIPLEXER DESCRIPTION

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of performing the variety of
digital processing steps necessary to multiplex and demultiplex the
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digital signals described earlier, the system shown in Fig. 10 was devel-
oped. The arrangement shown was chosen to allow the transmission of
the following signal types over the 224 Mb/s digital line:

(1.) Synchronous PCM video.
(2.) Synchronous or asynchronous PCM mastergroup.
(3.) Two T1 carrier channels, synchronous with each other, but asyn-

chronous with the line clock, which can be used separately or
can be combined to handle a 3 Mb/s coded PICTUREPHONE
signal. The individual T1 carrier channels also carried data-on-Tl
carrier signals as one experiment."

(4.) Pulses from a synchronous word generator to fill the unused time
slots with a restricted set of pulse patterns which includes all -
ZEROS and all -ONES.

(5.) The synchronous sync signaling signal (S bit).

One feature which was not demonstrated was the processing of an
asynchronous PCM video signal; i.e., a 111 Mb/s synchronizer and de -
synchronizer was not developed. It is clear that development of these

10
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7-= 4.46 NS

1 KC SINUSOIDAL JITTER

(a) INPUT, NO JITTER

(b) INPUT, I TIME SLOT PEAK -TO -PEAK JITTER

(C) INPUT, 7 TIME SLOTS PEAK -TO -PEAK JITTER

(d) OUTPUT FOR INPUT (C)

Fig. 9- Performance of dejitterizer.

system blocks can be accomplished through the use of circuit design
techniques which have been applied elsewhere in the experimental
terminal. Also, the two T1 carrier channels were synchronized with each
other. This was a requirement for processing a 3 Mb/s coded
PICTUREPHONE signal,* and it was apparent that this simplification
would not cause the omission of the development of a crucial circuit
function. The format chosen highlights all of the significant develop-
ments needed for this study.

The line format is shown in Fig. 11 along with a timing diagram which
defines all of the signals depicted in Fig. 10 and in the figures which
follow. Table I defines the frequencies shown in Fig. 10. In the experi-

* Coding and decoding of the PICTUREPHONE signal into a 3 Mb/s digital
signal was accomplished through the use of equipment developed within Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories.
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TABLE I - FREQUENCIES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL DIGITAL
TRANSMISSION TERMINAL

fi.5_ = Asynchronous T1 carrier bit rate = 1.544 Mb/s ±
fi.6 = Synchronous T1 carrier bit rate = 1.544 Mb/s +
J-55- = Asynchronous coded mastergroup hit rate = (1.544 X 36 =

+ (36 ± 2)
156 = Synchronous coded mastergroup bit rate = 55.584 Mb/s +

filo = Synchronous coded video bit rate = (1.554 X 72 =
+ (60 f 2)

f220 = Line bit rate = (1.544 X 145 =
+ (60 ± 2)

50 ppm
(60 ± 2) ppm
55.584) Mb/s

ppm
(60 2) ppm
111.168) Mb/s
ppm
223.880) Mb/s
ppm

mental terminal, the clock stabilities were taken to be ±2 ppm (readily
attainable with a crystal in a simple oven) except for the T1 carrier
clock which was assumed to be ±50 ppm.

Processing of the pulse trains from the various sources is required
either to form the framing gap or to achieve a pulse train in synchronism
with the line rate, or both. This processing is accomplished by the "video
gap inserter," the "mastergroup synchronizer," the "55-Mc/s gap in-
serter," and the "dual T1 synchronizer."

The various sine wave and pulse clocks for the multiplex circuits are
furnished by the "transmitting clock distributor." Synchronism between
the line signal and the video bit rate is achieved by means of a phase -
locked loop whose elements are portions of the video gap inserter and
the transmitting clock distributor.

The sync signal transmitter monitors the mastergroup and dual T1
synchronizers for stuff -demand indications, clocks the stuffing operation,
and signals with the S bit where and when stuffing has occurred.

Multiplexing of the S bit and each of the T1 carrier signals is accom-
plished in the "Ti multiplex gate." All signals are combined to form a
binary line signal in the "line multiplex gate." *

The output of the line multiplex gate drives the "jitterizer" which is
essentially the same circuit as the dejitterizer described in Section IV
except that the phase -locked loop parameters are modified. The loop
gain is increased substantially and the desired phase modulating signal
is introduced at the output of the phase comparator. fi

At the receiving end of the system the j ittered signal is smoothed by
the action of the dejitterizer. Frame synchronization of the "receiving
clock distributor" is forced by the frame detector. The receiving clock
distributor furnishes the variety of clocks required by the demultiplex

* Simultaneous use of signals from the 55-Me/s gap inserter and the T1 multi-
plex gate is permitted even though their signals may coincide. The "55-Mc/s inhibit
circuit" eliminates the pulses from ch which fall in the time slots occupied by the
T1 carrier signals and the S bit.

t Ref. 10, p. 571.
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circuits. The "line demultiplex gate" separates the individual compo-
nents of the line signal; as at the transmitting end, the S bit and the Ti
carrier signals pass through another level of multiplex - the "T1 de -
multiplex gate." Framing gap and/or stuffed pulse removal is accom-
plished in the "video gap remover," the "mastergroup desynchronizer,"
the "55-Mc/s gap remover" and the "dual Ti desynchronizer." Decod-
ing of the S bit is done by the sync signal receiver which signals the
mastergroup and dual Ti desynchronizers exactly which time slots are
to be dropped.

5.1 Clock Distribution

5.1.1 Transmitting Clock Distributor

A block diagram of this circuit is shown in Fig. 12. Its function is to
derive from a sinusoidal line clock signal all of the clock pulse patterns

T=ONE TIME SLOT
DELAY

(OTHER DELAYS
NOT SHOWN)

LINE CLOCK
INPUT FROM
VIDEO GAP
INSERTER

12201

r220 -

°T2

PULSE
FORMING
NETWORK

SINE WAVE
DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIER

=4 +3

4,3

:12
ti 180°

-OUT OF
PHASE

PULSE
DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIER

PULSE
DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIER

2 °F
PULSE

DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER

'PT!

PULSE
DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIER

PULSE
DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 12 - Transmitting clock distributor.
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(0's) shown in Fig. 11 and to distribute sinusoidal line clock signals. The
framing gap, which is 4.47 ns wide and occurs once for every 145 line
time slots, is created with a divide -by -144 counter preceded by an in-
hibit gate. The output of the counter inhibits the line rate input to the
counter; hence, the framing gap exists on signals at each stage of the
counter. Furthermore, the output of the counter occurs at the frame rate.
Note that the S bit clock pulses, which are located midframe, are de-
rived by selecting the "negative" phase at the output of the divide -by -12
counter, thereby avoiding the use of one-half frame of delay.

5.1.2 Receiving Clock Distributor

Note from Fig. 13 that this circuit is almost identical to the transmit-
ting clock distributor, the main exceptions being the provision for in-
hibition by a signal from the frame detector and the furnishing of a
special clock signal to the frame detector.

5.1.3 Clock Distributor Performance

The most difficult problems associated with the realization of the
clock distributors were the counting function (because of the speed of
the input signal and the delay stability dicated by the fact that such
precise inhibition (one out of 145) was required), and the nature of the
required output pulse trains. The circuit used for counting is discussed
in Section 6.2.3. The nature of the pulse clock signals is shown in Fig. 14
where (ki , 4)2 , , and 04 are shown around the framing gap.

5.2 Framing Gap Insertion and Removal

5.2.1 Video Gap Inserter

The block diagram of Fig. 15 shows the components of the video gap
inserter. The need for write and read clocks at one-half the video bit
rate becomes apparent from this diagram. Pulses at that rate are launched
down delay lines to accomplish sequential accessing of the storage cells.
Complete regeneration of the 50 mV pulses at the output of the storage
cells is performed by a 220 Mb/s regenerator. Use of the high speed re-
generator at this point permits the use of a simple untimed line multiplex
gate.

To allow for crystal control of the VCO, f220/18 was generated and
applied to a frequency multiplier, which is considered as an integral part
of the VCO in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 13 - Receiving clock distributor.

5.2.2 Video Gap Remover

The phase discontinuity due to the framing gap can be thought of as
phase jitter. Attenuation of this jitter is accomplished by the video gap
remover shown in Fig. 16, which operates on the same principle as that
used in the dejitterizer. The information containing the framing gap is
written into the store under the control of 02 , the write clock. The jitter
on this clock is smoothed by the action of a phase -locked loop. The re-
sultant, smoothed timing signal is used as the read clock for the store.
Note the similarity with the video gap inserter of Fig. 15. Many of the
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04

1 [it- FRAMING GAP

--III2 T

(9 NS)

Fig. 14 - Oscilloscope trace showing Oi , , , and 04 .

circuit blocks are duplicated in the two equipment blocks. Also notice
that a one-shot multibrator is used to widen the video information pulses
from the line demultiplex gate to improve the operating margin of the
store.

5.2.3 55-Mc/s Gap Inserter

This circuit, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 17, enables pules from a
55-Mb/s word generator (synchronized with the video coder clock) to be
multiplexed onto the high-speed line. These pulses can be used to fill the
time slots not occupied by video, mastergroup, T1 carrier, synchroniza-
tion signaling (S) or framing pulses. This function could be performed
by an elastic store as in the video gap inserter, but the lower bit rate be-
ing processed (f56) allows the use of a simple stretching -sampling tech-
nique. The 55-Mb/s pulses are stretched to occupy three 224-Mb/s time
slots. These are sampled by a modified cki pulse train (called (pi) to
establish the framing gap. See Fig. 17. Pulse train (pi is 01 acted upon
the 55-Mc/s inhibit circuit of Fig. 18 so that digits from the 55-Mc/s
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word generator are not written into time slots occupied by the two T1
carrier channels and the S bit.

5.2.4 55-Mc/s Gap Remover

This circuit, shown in Fig. 19, applies the same stretch -sample tech-
nique employed in the 55-Mc/s gap inserter. The circuit is slightly more
complicated since the narrow input pulses from the T1 demultiplex gate
and the requirement for 50 per cent duty cycle output pulses dictate
that pulse stretching take place at both input and output. The sampling
clock is provided by the video gap remover. For the experimental system,

/INFORMATION

FROM filo
VIDEO -
CODER TIMING

f55

2T

T = ONE LINE TIME
SLOT DELAY

REGENERATOR
CLOCK

f220

INFORMATION WITH
,FRAMING GAP

TO LINE
MULTIPLEX

GATE

220 MB
REGENERATOR

0
STORAGE

W CELL
R

f110

FROM
1'55 TRANSMITTING

0
STORAGE

CELL

2T

PHASE
COMPARATOR

LOW -PASS
FILTER

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

1 f22o
LINE TIMING TO
TRANSMITTING

CLOCK DISTRIBUTOR

Fig. 15 - Video gap inserter.
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f55

all 36 pulses per multiplex frame (T1 carrier, S bit, word generator)
were processed as though they were from a synchronous coded master -
group in order to establish the feasibility of this processing technique.

5.2.5 Gap Insertion and Removal Performance

Fig. 20 shows the performance of the video gap inserter and video gap
remover. An all -ONES pattern was used to emphasize the phase dis-
continuity. The waveforms at the 55-Mc/s circuits are similar, but at
one-half the bit rate.

5.3 Pulse Stuffing Synchronization

5.3.1 Sync Signal Transmitter and Receiver

These circuits provide a central control function for all synchronized
channels. In addition to the coding and decoding of the sync signal (S
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hit), they control pulse stuffing and extraction at the synchronizers and
desynchronizers. Each unit is a 1.5-IVIc/s logic circuit which has been
realized as a straightforward design using mostly ESS logic modules."
The S bit has been organized so that a single 18 -stage shift register in
each unit is used for generation and recognition of the M, R and C
words.8 In a commercial design, monolithic integrated circuits would
probably be used for these circuits.
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5.3.2 111 astergroup Synchronizer

This circuit, shown in block diagram form in Fig. 21, uses a three -cell
elastic store with delay line commutation at the input and ring counter
commutation at the output. Delay line commutation, which was used
in the elastic stores of the dej itterizer, and video gap inserter and remover
could not be used at the output because the stuff gap positioning was not
synchronized with the multiplex clock. A three -cell store size is dictated
by the following: one cell for the stuffed time slot, up to one more cell
for waiting time when stuff rates near the maximum stuff rate are used,
one-fourth cell for the framing gap (one 224 Mb/s time slot), one-fourth
cell allowance for the fact the write and read operations cannot occur
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simultaneously, and one-half cell for margin. Of course, lower stuff rates
will increase this margin.

The low-pass filter reset signal is provided to assure that the need -to -
stuff signal to the sync signal transmitter does not linger after stuffing
has occurred.

5.3.3 Mastergroup Desynchronize).

It may be seen from Fig. 22 that the mastergroup desynchronizer is
very similar to the mastergroup synchronizer except that ring counter
commutation is required on the write side of the elastic store and that
the read clock is obtained through the use of a phase -locked loop. Below
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are calculations which show why the nominal offset of the synchronous
and asynchronous 55-Mb/s rates was set at 24 ppm (see Table I).

It is apparent from the previous section that one-half cell is the
maximum that is available for frequency drift if the maximum stuff
rate is used. It was not anticipated that the maximum stuff rate be used
during normal operation of the system, however, provision was made for
operation at that rate to check out the circuits and to observe the effects
of the resultant low -frequency phase jitter. Therefore, only one-half cell
was allotted to frequency drift. The assumed ±2 ppm clock stability
(Table I) yields a low frequency mastergroup desynchronizer phase -

locked loop gain, ao , of

(2 + 2)21- 55.2r  142 (-
7' 1/2

radians/s/radian. (Equation (2) holds with ae, substituted for B;/2.)
With a simple one -pole RC filter with parameters set to yield critical
damping, the jitter attenuation characteristic of Fig. 23 results. Note
that if a 24 ppm offset (stuff rate = 1335 c/s) is used, the attenuation
at the stuff rate is 27 dB, or the fundamental component of the residual
phase jitter is 0.18 ns rms. This quantity of jitter can be seen from Fig. 7
of Ref. 1 to be acceptable. Furthermore, it may be demonstrated that
since the stuff rate is about one -twentieth of the maximum stuff rate,
the waiting time component of the jitter also meets the transmission
requirements. The 24 ppm offset is by no means optimum, but the
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Fig. 23 - Jitter attenuation characteristic of mastergroup desynchronizer.
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performance it yields indicates that pulse stuffing synchronization is
indeed feasible. Note that almost a full cell of storage is available as
margin for the stabilities indicated in Table I.

5.3.4 Dual Ti Synchronizer

This circuit, realized with monolithic integrated circuit modules,
shares write and read circuits between two three -cell elastic stores.
Whereas the tunnel diode is used elsewhere as the storage cell element,
flip-flops are used for the T1 carrier processing circuits.

5.3.5 Dual T1 Desynchronize?'

An interesting aspect of this circuit was that the phase -locked loop
was made to have high -loop gain and the phase jitter was reduced only
enough to prevent improper operation of a T1 carrier repeatered line.
The motivation here was to reduce the amount of storage needed to ac-
commodate the ±50 ppm T1 carrier clock variations and to allow the
use of a noncrystal VCO. From Table I it may be seen that the maximum
required stuff rate for a Ti carrier channel is 112 ( = 50 + 60 + 2) ppm
or 173 c/s. The phase jitter due to pulse stuffing may be roughly repre-
sented by a sawtooth wave of frequency 173 c/s and amplitude 648 ns
(one Ti carrier time slot) since the stuff rate is only about one -fifth of
the maximum allowable stuff rate. Calculations revealed that the dis-
tortion in a T1 carrier system used for voice or data service which would
result from this amount of phase modulation is entirely negligible.
Measurements on the system bore this out. Since the distortion was
even less for lower stuff rates, the full ±50 ppm variation of the Ti
carrier clock could be tolerated.

Unfortunately this simplification of the dual T1 desynchronizer could
not be tolerated for PICTUREPHONE transmission over two T1 lines.
It was determined, however, that a three -bit store was adequate if the
nominal offset were increased from 60 to 100 ppm and the phase -locked
loop design were modified to provide some jitter attenuation. The
sacrifice paid is a tighter stability requirement on the VCO; crystal con-
trol was necessary in order to make the T1 carrier clock the primary
contributor to the net oscillator instability.

5.3.6 Synchronizing Circuit Performance

Clock frequencies were varied substantially more than those shown in
Table I without any observable impairment of transmission of a coded
mastergroup or T1 carrier signals through the system.

The mastergroup coder clock could be synchronized with the multi-
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plex clock and with no circuit adjustment from the asynchronous ar-
rangement, error -free performance was achieved. All of the circuits used
to achieve synchronization operated over the full stuff frequency ranges,
and the calculated quantities of phase jitter were observed.

5.4 Multiplexing and Demultiplexing Circuits

Two levels of multiplex are employed. The two T1 carrier channels
and the S bit are first combined in the T1 multiplex gate. The output of
this circuit and the other digital signals, now all synchronous, are com-
bined in the line multiplex gate. At the demultiplexer, the two T1 carrier
channels and the S bit are identified in the T1 demultiplex gate, but the
entire "08" digital channel is passed on to the 55-Mc/s gap remover to
show the ability of the technique used therein to remove framing gap
phase jitter.

5.4.1 Line Multiplex Gate

This circuit, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 24, is a simple five -input
untimed combining gate followed by a regenerator. This simplicity is
made possible by the shaping given to the pulses at the output of each
processing circuit. Provision was made for clocking each input to the
gate but it was not necessary.

5.4.2 T 1 Multiplex Gate

This circuit is very similar to the line multiplex gate except that each
input must be clocked because the T1 carrier and S -bit processingcircuits
furnish 50 per cent duty cycle pulses at 1.5 Mb/s. No regenerator is
needed at the output of this gate.

5.4.3 Dine Demultiplex Gate

Functions performed by this block, shown in Fig. 25, include the
distribution of the incoming pulse train to the frame detector and the
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Fig. 24 - Line multiplex gate.
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separation of the coded video and the two 55-Mb/s pulse trains. Note
that 4,2 and (k4, the clock pulse trains for coded video, are first combined
before entering the gate, thereby minimizing the fan -out of the gate
driving amplifier to three, an important consideration for logic operating

speed.

5.4.4 T1 Demultiplex Gate

As one sees in Fig. 10, the role played by this circuit is very similar to
that of the line multiplex gate. The same basic circuit is used for both
applications.

5.4.5 Frame Detector

The function performed by this circuit is similar to that performed by
the frame detectors in the robbed bit coded video signal framine and
in the T1 carrier system.' However, a feature has been added which
results in a circuit simplification.

In each system mentioned above and for the multiplex framing
scheme, the framing pattern is alternating ONE's and ZERO's. During
the reframe or search mode, the condition of a time slot is compared
with the status of another exactly one frame away. If the comparison
yields other than the alternation, the next later time slot is examined.
To reduce the reframe time, not only is the time slot under considera-
tion observed, but so is its neighbor. The previous methods mentioned
above use the first half of a frame to make one comparison and the
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second half to make the comparison for the neighboring time slot. This
means that at least one-half frame of storage must be provided and that
the comparator must be reset and must sense the condition of that
neighboring time slot. A simpler comparator circuit, shown in Fig. 26
as a part of the frame detector, uses the neighboring time slot condition
to route the error indicating pulse to either SET or RESET the flip-flop
(whichever is appropriate), thereby readying the comparator for the
next frame. Thus, one comparison per frame is made as with the other
technique.

The gates and one shot multivibrators of Fig. 26 are required to pro-
vide pulse selection and to allow the use of slower logic circuits within
the frame detector. The shift signal producing circuit contains an ad -
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justable flywheel which is realized with an integrator followed by a
threshold circuit.

5.4.6 Multiplexing and Demultiplexing Circuit Performance

The multiplexing and demultiplexing functions provided complete
isolation of the individual digital channels. These circuits performed
satisfactorily for all signal formats which could be checked, which in-
cluded fixed patterns ranging from all -ZEROS to all -ONES from word
generators and typical continuously changing pulse patterns from the
mastergroup, video and T1 carrier signal sources.

A photograph of an oscilloscope trace of a fully loaded line signal at
the output of the line multiplex gate is shown in Fig. 27. Note the ab-
sence of intersymbol interference.

One test of the frame detector performance consists of forcing the
out -of -frame condition to occur by forcing a single SHIFT output signal
to be generated by the frame detector. Since searching takes place over
an entire frame, the resulting reframe time is an upper bound on the

--)11
14*-- 4.46 NS

T1 TV MG TV F T1 TV I MG TV I T1

(36) (1) (2)

Fig. 27 - Line waveform.
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actual reframe time for the particular line loading present at the time
of the test. It was found that for an all -ZEROS line loading the reframe
time was 93 As. It was not convenient to make measurements with a
random loading pattern, however with the loading shown in Fig. 27 the
maximum average reframe time measured in 1000 trials was 134 As.
These numbers are consistent with the 188 As calculated maximum
average reframe time for a random pattern, after the flywheel effect was
taken into account.

VI. CIRCUIT TECHNIQUESI5

The intention of this section is to convey in general terms some of the
more significant high speed circuit concepts which led to the realization
of the multiplexer and demultiplexer in the 224 Mb/s digital transmission
system.

6.1 Solid -State Devices

To achieve reliable logic circuits in a 224 Mb/s system, it was neces-
sary to have available transistors which could switch in less than one
nanosecond. Such a transistor was developed for this and other proj-
ects16,17,18 which has a gain -bandwidth product in excess of 2.5 Gc/s, a
dissipation rating of 50 mW at 25°C ambient and a maximum Co,
(direct collector -base capacitance with the emitter open circuited) of
0.8 pF. It is a pnp diffused base epitaxial mesa germanium transistor.
All transistors shown in the diagrams which follow are this device.

In applications where higher power handling capability and/or lower
speed requirements dictate, npn planar silicon devices are used. These
units typically have a gain bandwidth product of 1.0 Gc/s, a 25°C am-
bient dissipation limit of 200 mW and a Cob of 1.2 pF.

A number of tunnel and step -recovery diodes were used throughout
the system. Many Schottky -barrier (metal -semiconductor) diodes were
used because of their excellent low capacitance and small minority
carrier storage characteristics. In the following figures, all diode loca-
tions not identified as tunnel or step -recovery diodes are applications
for the Schottky -barrier diode.

6.2 Specific Circuits

6.2.1 Current and Pulse Routing

Fig. 28 illustrates how the current routing and pulse routing concepts"
were utilized in the demultiplex gate. Of all the gating circuits realized,
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this one was found to be most demanding of the high speed character-
istics of the available devices. The current routing stage with transistors
Qt and Q2 provides a good termination for the incoming pulse train,
furnishes a noninverted signal for the gate transistors and drives another
current routing stage (Q3Q4). Notice that the bias on the "cold" base is
midway between the levels on the "signal" base.

The stage containing G and Q4 is used as an inverter to send a replica
of the input signal to the frame detector. One principle applied ex-
tensively throughout the system is the transmission of signals over
moderate distances using coaxial cables with a far end termination only.
The far end also provides the dc bias path for the line driving transistor.
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The common -base stage shown, quiescently biased slightly ON and with
a network to build out the input impedance, provides an excellent line
termination with less than 10 per cent reflection and negligible memory.

The desired pulse trains are stripped off by applying the composite
signal as a current drive to all emitters of the gate transistors and by
clocking at each base (pulse routing).

Current routing and pulse routing are used extensively throughout
the system, especially for circuits operating at the line bit rate.

6.2.2 Tunnel Diode Storage Cell

All elastic stores in the system except for those used to process the T1
signals use the storage cell and associated gates shown in Fig. 29.6 The
tunnel diode, biased in a bistable mode, furnishes a simple, fast memory
element. As described earlier, write and read commutation comes from
tapped delay lines except where ring counters are required. The write
AND gate and read AND gate route current to the tunnel diode to
change its state. The use of this type gate results in a controlled and
predictable loading of the tapped write and read transmission lines. The
"differentiator-clipper" is required to form the negative output pulse.
Gating and clipping functions are performed by diodes rather than
transistors for reasons of economy. However, the relatively small output
level (50 mV across 5052) requires the use of regeneration; hence, in a
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commercial system, it is quite possible that for small stores a cost sav-
ings could result by using a transistor in each differentiator-clipper and
thereby simplifying the regenerator design.

6.2.3 Counter Stage

Another use of the tunnel diode is in the binary counter stage shown
in Fig. 30. The basic counting stage is that described by Chow.2° Reli-
able cascading of these stages has been achieved by using a transistor
with a small emitter bypass capacitor as a differentiator-clipper. In cases
where feedback is applied to count by factors other than powers of two,
the reset pulse is applied as a current drive to the point shown.

1 MA

RESET

Fig. 30 - Basic counter stage.

A critical characteristic of the binary stage used in this system is its
delay stability (see Section 5.1.3). A typical realization of the type indi-
cated in Fig. 30 resulted in the performance shown in Table II for a
single binary stage. For this circuit the tunnel diode bias voltage was
obtained from the voltage drop of a forward biased diode. These data
show that the delay stability performance of this circuit is quite adequate
for use in this system.

6.2.4 Tunnel Diode - Transistor Stage

A circuit which has proven to be quite useful is the gallium arsenide
tunnel diode - 2.5-Gc/s transistor circuit shown in Fig. 31.* The composite

* Ref. 20, pp. 275-277.
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TABLE II - DELAY VARIATIONS FOR A SINGLE BINARY STAGE

±0.03 ns for ±20% power supply voltage variations
±0.0-I us for t5 dB input pulse amplitude variations

0.08 us over -10°C to +60°C temperature range

input I -V characteristic is very similar to that of a tunnel diode. A
GaAs diode was chosen because it has the largest available valley voltage
and is available with parameters which are good enough to make the
transistor the speed limiting component. In earlier investigations, reli-
ability problems were encountered with GaAs tunnel diodes when the
valley voltage was exceeded. This circuit has the feature that the
transistor input characteristic protects against this possibility, and
furthermore, the tunnel diode, with its "backward diode" reverse charac-
teristic, removes the strain from the transistor for a reversed polarity
excitation.

As a bistable circuit, the combination is used to realize a saw -tooth
phase comparator (Fig. 32) and a pulse regenerator (Fig. 33). In the
former application it can be seen that the de value of the output wave-
form is proportional to the phase difference of the two input pulse trains.
With moderately narrow trigger pulses ( <3 ns at the base) this circuit
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has been used up to 55 Mc/s (in the video gap inserter and remover)
with excellent results.

In the pulse regenerator, the pulse to be regenerated is gated with a
clock pulse generated from a sine wave in a step -recovery diode circuit.
The resultant pulse turns the transistor ON. A second clock pulse of
opposite polarity turns the stage OFF. This circuit is the one which
produces the 224-Mb/s pulse train shown in Fig. 27.

Another application of the basic tunnel diode -transistor circuit is in
the various one shot multivibrators in the system. Both kinds of R -L
load lines with one stable point (quiescent ON and quiscent OFF) have
been used with satisfactory results. Output pulse widths range from 4.5
to 300 ns.

VII. EQUIPMENT DESIGN

Since the primary goal of the investigation was to establish the feasi-
bility of processing high-speed digital signals in the manner described, a
conservative equipment design approach was used. For the most part,
circuits shown as blocks in the preceding figures are constructed as sepa-
rate units using point-to-point wiring boards mounted in an enclosure
which provides good shielding and power supply decoupling. The con-
struction technique for the elastic stores is described elsewhere.' Inter-
connection is accomplished by 50 -ohm coaxial cable. Each functional
block, such as the mastergroup synchronizer, is realized as a single 19 -
inch panel. All T1 and sync signaling circuitry is made from standard
ESS plug in modules and mounting hardware." Standard relay racks
house the equipment. The multiplexing and demultiplexing bays are
shown in Fig. 34(a), and the bay containing the jitterizer and dejitter-
izer is shown in Fig. 34(b).

The equipment design approach used, although quite adequate from
an electrical performance standpoint, would not be suitable for a com-
mercial system. It is quite possible that a mother -board approach similar
to that used in the coder" would yield suitable electrical performance.
Also, integrated and thin-film circuit techniques would be applicable to
some circuits.

VIII. SUMMARY

It has been demonstrated that solid-state device and circuit tech-
nology has advanced to the point where digital signals with bit rates up
to 224 Mb/s can he readily processed. Through the use of the pulse
stuffing synchronization technique, with added -bit sync signaling, a
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Fig. 34(a) - Multiplexer-demultiplexer bays.
(b) - Jitter bay.

multiplicity of asynchronous signals with a variety of bit rates can be
combined into a 224-Mb/s pulse stream, and each signal can be recovered
at the, other end of the system. The techniques described also furnish
the capability of dropping portions of the bit stream at an intermediate
point and adding other signals in the vacated time slots. These latter
signals can of course also be asynchronous. All of this can be accomplished
without highly stable clocks and without large digital storage.

Also, it has been shown that accumulated phase jitter can be controlled
sufficiently to avoid signal impairment.

A large number of presentations have been given where the features
and performance reported herein were demonstrated. Experience during
the course of these demonstrations has confirmed the conclusion that
realization of an elaborate 224-Mb/s digital multiplexer-demultiplexer
is feasible.
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Broadband Codecs for an Experimental
224 Mb/s PCM Terminal
By J. O. EDSON and H. H. HENNING

(Manuscript received August 5, 1965)

High-speed PCM codecs (coders and decoders) have been constructed to
handle broadband signals such as a mastergroup of telephone channels or
an N T SC color TV signal. Two widely different approaches to the realiza-
tion of the coding function are described. The first and earliest version
utilizes a beam coding tube to convert the analog signal to digital form. The
second approach employs a tandem array of solid-state stages to perform the
required conversion. Associated circuits to implement the filtering, sampling,
holding, timing, translation, framing, and decoding functions in a PCM
codec are also described. Analysis results, experience gained in design, and
measured
a PCM melee demonstrate that they can be produced to meet stringent
performance objectives.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of the coding and decoding complexes of the PCM ter-
minals discussed by Mayot will be covered herein. The term "codec"
will be used to denote the coder (analog to digital converter), the de-
coder (digital to analog converter), and all of the associated circuits,
such as sample and hold, parallel to serial converted, Gray to binary
translator, resampler, and framing and timing circuits. This definition
specifically excludes the multiplexing and demultiplexing portions of
the terminal covered in the paper by Witt.`'

Before the detailed circuit designs are examined, it will be profitable
to delineate the two approaches taken to the realization of the encoder.
In both coder approaches ideal uniform quantization was sought. The
additional quantizing noise advantage attendant to nonuniform quan-
tization was left for future development.

When this project was undertaken only the beam coding tube3 ap-
peared to satisfy the need for high performance mastergroup and TV

1887
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encoding.' Even then it was recognized that this was by no means an
easy task. A much improved coding tube was required' and high-speed,
high -accuracy, solid-state circuitry had to be designed to couple the tube
to the outside world.

At the same time, several other general approaches to coding were
examined to determine an approach that could be realized exclusively
with solid-state devices. This study phase led to a proposal for utilizing
a novel circuit realization' of the folding coder.' Considerable uncer-
tainty remained since implementation of the scheme called for the use
of solid-state devices on the very fringe of the state of the art.

As expected from the outset, the coder using the beam coding tube
achieved the desired performance first. Realization of the solid-state
coder proceeded more slowly as each new obstacle was recognized and
overcome. To date, the tube coder has outperformed its solid-state
counterpart in both speed and accuracy; though this gap is being nar-
rowed. Indeed, improved devices, circuit techniques, and equipment
layouts (beyond those described in this paper) are coming into being to
support the conclusion that this gap is destined to disappear. There is
little doubt today that the solid-state coder can be made more econom-
ically than the tube coder, and be realized in a considerably smaller
package, and can be made more compatible from the equipment stand-
point with the rest of the terminal. Though it is clear that the future
lies with the all solid-state system, the beam coding tube has served as a
very useful stepping stone. Its mere existence was an essential vehicle
for exercising other terminal circuits as they came into being. More im-
portant, the early realization of the tube coder was used in a field ex-
periment to verify the predicted high quality performance obtainable
with a PCM terminal transmitting live mastergroups.8'9 This was an
integral and valuable link in the over-all development program.

Section II covers the beam coding tube and its associated deflection
and readout circuitry. Section III is devoted to the solid-state coder
design, realization, and performance. Section IV is compartmentalized
into subsections describing the remaining circuits that complete the
coder. In Section V the circuits in the decoder are described. A brief
section on general equipment principles concludes the paper.

II. BEAM TUBE CODER

2.1 General

Coding tubes of the ribbon -beam type are particularly well suited to
analog to digital conversion where precision and relatively fast coding
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times (in the order of several tens of nanoseconds) are required. Tube
coders fall into the class of word -at -a -time coders which are inherently
fast. All possible code words are stored on the code plate, the code word
that corresponds to the analog input is selected by deflecting the beam,
and binary decisions on all digits are made simultaneously and inde-
pendently.

The accuracy of the coding operation is primarily a function of me-
chanical tolerances within the tube. Considerable progress was made in
this area by the Tube Development Laboratory of Bell Telephone
Laboratories culminating in the design of the nine -digit Gray code
coding tube used in the system.'

The tube coder has been operated at a sampling rate of about 12 Mc/s
for coding of standard black and white as well as color television signals
and at approximately a 6-Mc/s sampling rate for coding of 600 -channel
single-sideband frequency multiplexed mastergroup signals.

The system block diagram of the tube coder is shown in Fig. 1. The
signal is sampled and held and applied to the deflection amplifier
which delivers a balanced signal to the two deflection plates of the tube.
During the latter part of the hold period the beam is turned on by the
grid driver. During this time the parallel PCM output is amplified by
linear sense amplifiers and directed to the parallel to serial converter.
The serial PCM signal is finally regenerated by the output regenerator.

In the following sections the design considerations of these blocks are
discussed in greater detail.
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Fig. 1- Block diagram of tube coder.
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2.2 Coding Tube Description

As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), a triode electron gun generates a ribbon -
shaped beam about one-half inch wide. An electrostatic objective lens
system focuses the beam to an average thickness of 2 mils. By means
of a pair of tilt electrodes the horizontal orientation of the beam can be
controlled by application of an external correction voltage. The analog
sample is applied to a pair of vertical deflection plates to direct the beam
to the corresponding code position on the code plate. The code plate is
perforated with nine vertical columns of apertures (Fig. 2b). The
pattern of apertures in each column represents a digit position in a
nine -digit Gray code. That portion of the beam which intersects the code
plate at an aperture position in a particular column penetrates to the
target block and generates secondary electrons. These electrons are
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Fig. 2 - Schematic representation of (a) coding tube, (b) 9 -digit code plate.
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collected by the vertical collector wire assigned to each column. Current
flows into an external load and represents a binary ONE in that digit.

A more extensive description of the mechanical details and assembly
techniques is given elsewhere.'

2.3 Critical Parameters and Impairments

2.3.1 Deflection System

The two deflection plates form a balanced electrostatic deflection
system. Drive voltages of equal magnitudes and opposite polarities are
applied to the plates. A peak -to -peak magnitude of 30 volts is required
at each plate in order to deflect the beam over the entire code plate.
The equivalent capacitance of each plate (measured from plate to
ground) is 15 pF.

To avoid coding errors due to external stray electric fields, the beam is
shielded in the area between the deflection system and the code plate
by a concentric shield. The entire tube is externally encased by a Mu -
metal envelope to eliminate interference from stray external magnetic
fields.

2.3.2 Electron Beam

The accuracy of the coding process is adversely affected by imper-
fections in the electron beam. Beam thickness, uniformity of current
density distribution across the width of the beam, shape, and horizontal
orientation are critical characteristics to be considered. Impairments in
these parameters are referred to as static or dynamic imperfections. A
static impairment implies a fixed deviation regardless of vertical position
of the beam on the code plate, while the magnitude of a dynamic imper-
fection is dependent on the beam position.

2.3.2.1 Focusing

The beam has a normal current density distribution with standard
deviation, a. An important parameter is the ratio W/a where W is the
length of the smallest apertures in the code plate, i.e., those correspond-
ing to the ninth digit (Fig. 2b). When the center of the beam is posi-
tioned in the center of the aperture, the digit output current /0 is a maxi-
mum and, conversely, /0 is a minimum when the beam is positioned
midway between two adjacent apertures. In Fig. 3, the digit output
current is plotted for the ninth digit as a function of beam position with
W/a as parameter. As W/a increases, /0..x reaches a saturated value
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Fig. 3 -A plot of digit output current as a function of beam position. The
aperture pattern is sketched below the abscissa.

and /0,, approaches zero with an increasingly steep transition between
the two. This affects the final binary decision process which is performed
by the output regenerator following the parallel to serial converter.

This decision circuit has a threshold level which, referred to the output
level of the tube, is positioned half -way between /0, and /0.i. . In
practical regenerators this threshold level is the center of a finite un-
certainty region bounded by Worn.. - /0) ± A/. Decisions for
input amplitudes which cause the digit output to fall in this region are
uncertain and may result in partial output pulses, i.e., pulses having low
amplitude or deteriorated rise, fall, and duration times. The likelihood of
errors is further increased if the noise contributed by the digit output
amplifiers to the input signal of the regenerator is considered. The im-
plications of these effects are twofold.

First, at each transition between adjacent codes, there exists a narrow
region in the input signal range over which errors are possible in those
digits that undergo a change from ZERO to ONE or vice versa. A code
which has the property that only one digit is changing at the transition
between any two adjacent code words exhibits errors limited to less than
one quantum step. For this reason, the Gray code was chosen over the
straight binary code. The error is limited to less than one step and occurs
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with equal probability at all 512 code transitions. The noise generated
has essentially flat frequency spectrum, similar in nature to quantizing
noise. The enhancement in quantizing noise has been computed for a
signal with Gaussian statistics, for a regenerator with an uncertainty
region of 2A/Nomax - /0,n, n) = 0.1, 20 -dB peak signal to rms noise
ratio in the digit output amplifiers, and various values of W/a. For
W/a 4, a performance level that was readily achieved, the increment
in quantizing noise is less than 0.5 dB.

A second consequence of indecision in the regenerator, and partial
outputs in particular, relates to Gray code to binary code translation
errors and is discussed in Section 5.6.3.

A practical coding tube usually exhibits some degree of dynamic de-
focusing. Consequently, at initial installation, a is measured at various
positions of the beam on the code plate for a range of external focusing
bias voltages. From these data, a focusing voltage is established such
that the average focus over the entire code plate is optimum. For the
models of the coding tube that were used in the experimental system,
average W/o ratios in excess of 4.5 were achieved.

The beam can be focused most accurately in the center region. De-
focusing effects near the edges of the beam are minimized by making
the code plate narrower than the width of the beam. Also, the digits on
the code plate are arranged such that those digits undergoing the most
frequent transitions (digits nine, eight, etc.) are positioned in the center
while digits one and two, which change less frequently, are located near
the edges (Fig. 2b).

2.3.2.2 Uniformity of Beam Current Density

If the current density varies across the width of the beam, the digit
output currents will exhibit different amplitudes. Static nonuniformity
is compensated by an adjustment in each of the digit output amplifiers.
This adjustment assures that the threshold for the common serial re-
generator can always be set at one-half peak output current for all
digits. In the tubes for the experimental system the average value of
peak output current was 2.5 ALA and never varied more than 10 per cent
from digit to digit; usually the ninth -digit output current was lowest in
peak -to -peak amplitude clue to the small aperture of digit nine in the
code plate. External compensation for dynamic nonuniformity in current
density was not provided. The digit output current of any particular
digit never varied more than ±5 per cent as the beam was swept across
the entire code plate.
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2.3.2.3 Beam Tilt

The electron beam intersection on the code plate forms a line which
should be precisely at right angles to the aperture columns. Any devia-
tion from this angle is tilt. Static tilt can be corrected by applying an
external bias voltage to the tilt correction electrodes. External dynamic
tilt correction was not provided. A procedure similar to the one used for
focusing is followed. A tilt correction voltage is established which mini-
mizes the average tilt over the entire code range. After this correction is
applied the average tilt usually turns out to be zero.

2.3.2.4 Beam Bowing

This term denotes any deviation from a straight line for the inter-
section of the beam with the code plate. The tubes have no provision for
external correction of static or dynamic beam bowing. However, in the
tilt adjustment procedure the effects of bowing can be included in the
averaging process since both tilt and bowing are geometric beam im-
perfections and cause similar coding impairments.

2.3.3 The Collector System

The collector system consists of the target block with nine vertical
slots in which the collector wires are located coaxially. The slots serve
as an electric shield between the collector wires guarding against inter -
digit crosstalk.

Electrically, the digit output is represented by a current generator of
2.5 /AA shunted by capacitance of 5 pF. The coupling capacitance be-
tween adjacent digits is less than 0.25 pF. The interdigit crosstalk into
a particular digit from the two adjacent digits is down by more than
20 dB.

2.4 Deflection Amplifier

2.4.1 General

The design specifications for this amplifier are more severe for video
coding than for mastergroup coding. For this application the principal
design objectives were as follows:

(1.) The amplifier should have single -ended input and two equal -
magnitude, opposite -polarity outputs, each driving a deflection plate
represented by a 15-pF capacitance to ground.

(2.) Voltage excursion on each plate for full end -to -end beam de-
flection must be 30 V peak -to -peak.
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(3.) Voltage gain from input to each output should be 18 dB and sta-
ble to within ±0.05 dB.

(4.) The transient response of the amplifier must be such that the
output settles to within about 0.02 per cent (1/10 quantizing step) of
its final value 60 ns after application of the sampled and held input.

(5.) Gain must be maintained to dc in order to utilize full coding
range for television signals that are clamped at the horizontal sync
pulse.

(6.) The input impedance of the amplifier should be 500 U.
For mastergroup coding (about 6-Mc/s sampling rate), the settling time

could be relaxed to 100 ns and the amplifier may be ac -coupled as long
as sufficient low frequency gain is provided to prevent any appreciable
droop -off during the holding period.

2.4.2 Circuit Realization

The simplified circuit configuration of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.
It consists of two identical forward amplifiers with common input and
different feedback connections, such that the two outputs are equal
in amplitude and opposite in phase.

INPUT e0
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Q4

Wv
RFs

RF2

iAA,

C,

e2

DEFLECTION
PLATES

Fig. 4 - Simplified schematic of coding tube deflection amplifier.
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From the feedback network the voltage gains from the input to the
two outputs are established:

RF1AV1 =().' 1 +
RE

e2 . RF2
AV2 = = -

eo RE

To make e2 = - el ,

RF2 = RF1 + RE 

The open -loop gain -frequency characteristic is shaped with the
transient response requirements of the amplifier in mind. The settling
time objective is met by designing the frequency response of the open -
loop current gain to have a well controlled slope of 20 dB/decade to at
least an octave beyond a unity gain crossover frequency at 25 Mc/s.

For minimum gain transistors, the amplifier has an open -loop current
gain of 54 dB at dc. This assures that the output settles to a steady
state value with an accuracy of better than ±0.05 dB. This loop gain
is maintained up to about 50 kc/s and then falls off with the desired 20
dB/decade slope, controlled by the local feedback capacitor C1 . This is
readily verified by considering the loop current gain of the lower am-
plifier in Fig. 4.

Breaking the feedback loop at the emitter of Q4 , the loop gain in the
frequency range from 30 kc/s to about 50 Mc/s is

At3= AiZT

where

RF2

A,; = common base current gain of Q4
ZT = transfer impedance from base of Q6 to collector of Q.

Since Q4 is a transistor having a gain -bandwidth product of greater
than 800 Mc/s, A , is not dependent on frequency in the range of interest
and has a value near unity. The transistors Q5 and Q6 have gain -band-
width products in excess of 500 Mc/s. Hence, ZT is determined by C1
and AFB becomes

Af3(p)
1

pCiRF2

This produces the desired asymptotic performance with a unit gain
frequency crossing at
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The 20 dB/decade slope was maintained up to about 50 Mc/s and the
open loop gain then fell off with a final slope of 60 dB/decade. Since
series feedback is used at the input, the input impedance of the amplifier
is set primarily by resistor R1.

The quiescent dc voltage at the output of one amplifier was fixed at
-6 V. The other amplifier contains a bias control which varies the out-
put do voltage from - 5.5 V to - 6.5 V and permits external correction
for any vertical misalignment of the beam. By means of this control the
beam is positioned at the center code on the code plate with no input
signal. Differential do stability of the deflection amplifier outputs is
important to maintain the beam at this center position. Long term differ-
ential dc stability corresponding to ±3 quantizing steps has been
achieved in the amplifier.

The physical separation between the amplifier outputs and the deflec-
tion plates is critical. Excessive lead inductance causes undesirable
resonance effects. The amplifier was constructed with this in mind
and installed adjacent to the tube deflection plates so that the external
lead length did not exceed one inch.

2.5 Digit Output Amplifiers

2.5.1 General

The_coding tube delivers & relatively low level digit output signal.
The outputs are cosine -squared current pulses of 2.5 -AA peak amplitude
and 40-ns base width. The maximum repetition rate is about 12 Mc/s
for video coding. Since it is undesirable to make binary decisions at
such low levels, the output signals are amplified by linear digit output
amplifiers ahead of the decision circuit.

The digit output amplifier is comprised of a low level preamplifier,
which raises the signal level to 50 mV, followed by a postamplifier which
delivers a 2-V peak -to -peak signal to the parallel to serial converter.
Because of the low input current, it was desirable to ac -couple the
stages in the preamplifier and to include a dc -restoration circuit in the
postamplifier.

2.5.2 Preamplifier

The preamplifier is a conventional feedback amplifier consisting of
three common -emitter stages and an over-all shunt -shunt feedback
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network which stabilizes the input-output transresistance to 20 k12. The
collector wires from the tube are each directly connected to the low -
impedance input summing node of the corresponding amplifier. The
output drives a 93-0 coaxial cable which is terminated at the input of

the postamplifier.
The amplifier has more than 32 -dB loop gain at midband. The 3 -dB

closed -loop bandwidth of the amplifier is 25 Mc/s. This is adequate to
amplify the cosine -squared pulses with only minor deterioration in
wave shape.

As shown in Fig. 5, the preamplifiers are mounted directly at the
head of the tube, where the collector wire output pins are located, to
avoid interference and noise problems.

2.5.3 Postamplifier

This amplifier is similar to the preamplifier except that it is designed
for higher levels and contains provisions for de restoration. The voltage
gain is feedback stabilized to 32 dB over a 3 -dB bandwidth of 40 Mc/s.
The input, which has an impedance of 93 U, is ac -coupled to the
preamplifier. The amplifiers drive negative -going pulses with 2 V peak -
to -peak amplitude into a 2-mA diode AND gate in the parallel to serial
converter.

The base line of the output signal is restored by the dc -restoration

Fig. 5-Digit output amplifier assembly.
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circuit to +1 V. This circuit, shown in Fig. 6, consists of diode D1,
capacitor C1, and resistors R1 , R2, and R3 . The operation of this cir-
cuit is as follows:

In the absence of an input signal the dc value of the output is at the
clamping voltage of +1 V. Diode D1 is conducting and delivers positive
current through R1 into the summing node of the amplifier to
maintain this steady-state condition. When an input signal is applied,
output voltage excursions above +1 V are integrated by the capacitor
C1. This increases the dc feedback current to keep the output signal
excursions below the clamping voltage.

The clamping voltage can be shifted slightly about +1 V by means
of potentiometer R3 . With this control each digit output can be posi-
tioned symmetrically about a common threshold voltage which in this
system is zero volts. As mentioned in a previous section, nonuniform
beam current density across the width of the beam causes slightly
different peak -to -peak amplitudes in the digit output pulses. The R3
adjustment keeps the decision threshold level halfway between peak
and base line on each digit.

2.6 Associated Tube Coder Circuits

2.6.1 Dc Biasing

The dc bias voltages for the tube are derived from a conventional
voltage divider circuit including resistors and zener diodes. A single
high -voltage supply and a filament supply are the main sources of power.
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In order to avoid isolation problems in the digit output amplifiers, the
digit collector wires are at ground potential and the cathode is negative.
The voltage divider supplies bias voltages to the following electrodes:

(1.) cathode
(2.) control grid
(3.) focus electrodes
(4.) target block.

The electron acceleration voltage is approximately 800 V. The con-
trol grid and focus electrode voltages are externally variable. The heater
power supply is floating at -800 V to prevent filament to cathode
breakdown.

2.6.2 Control Grid Driver

The control grid is turned on towards the latter part of the holding
interval by means of a 12-V peak -to -peak drive signal generated by
the grid driver circuit from the sampling clock. The positive peaks of
the drive signal are held flat for a period of 20 us. The flat portion of the
drive signal is desirable because at this voltage level the beam focus,
which is dependent on the grid voltage, is optimized.

The input capacitance of the control grid is 16 pF. The driving circuit
is a conventional two -transistor saturated amplifier which is coupled to
the grid by means of a capacitor. Because the grid is at a high negative
potential, the coupling capacitor has high -voltage breakdown require-
ments.

2.6.3 Digital Limiter Circuit

A PCM coder is expected to exhibit perfect limiting for an input
signal which extends beyond either of the two extreme code levels.
For a Gray code, one extreme level is represented by nine ZEROS, and
the other by a ONE followed by eight ZEROS. In the tube coder there
exists a problem with the latter. For overloads limited to several quan-
tizing steps in magnitude, the tube coder continues to generate a ONE
followed by eight ZEROS code because the aperture corresponding to
digit ONE is extended somewhat beyond the extreme level. However,
for excessive overload peaks the beam is deflected completely off the
code plate and, in effect, generates the nine ZEROS code, which is in
error by the full coding range. The resulting input-output characteristic
is illustrated in Fig. 7.

This undesirable feature is eliminated by the digital limiter which is
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Fig. 7 - Input-output characteristic of tube coder. The dotted curve shows the
transfer characteristic that results if the digital limiter is omitted.

connected as shown in Fig. 1. This circuit effectively bypasses the cod-
ing tube and forces the first digit to a ONE in the range where the prob-
lem exists.

In the Gray code the first digit is essentially the sign digit and is a
ONE for the entire positive range of the signal, from level 256 to 512.
The digital limiter is a wide -threshold circuit which is connected to the
sample and hold output and determines whether the signal is above or
below the midpoint of the positive range. If the signal is above positive
half range (level 384), it forces a ONE in the output; if the signal is be-
low, the digital limiter is effectively out of the circuit. The critical de-
cision operation which takes place when digit one is in transition, i.e.,
when the signal is just changing polarity, is still performed exclusively
by the coding tube.

2.7 Performance

The only meaningful tests of the performance of a coder are: (1.) a
measurement of quantizing noise, and (2.) a measurement of errors that
have large amplitudes but may occur infrequently enough so that
quantizing noise is not appreciably affected. These errors may have
severe subjective effes such as the appearance of occasional black or
white dots on a television display.

Quantizing noise tests have to be executed in real time in conjunc-
tion with a decoder and all the associated circuitry. It is, therefore,
rather difficult to establish precisely the contribution from the individual
circuits to the over-all impairments. This is especially true when a
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performance level very close to theoretical is reached. What circuit
has to be improved when the actual performance is only a few dB below
theoretical? This posed challenging questions during .the experimental
PCM program. However, it is most likely that the major contribution to
the deviations from theoretical performance originate in the coder. Not
only does this circuit perform the most difficult and critical operation,
but it is also the circuit where individual tests are least likely to have
meaningful results.

The tube coder was operated at 6-Mc/s and 12-Mc/s sampling rates.
The theoretical and measured noise performance for 6-Mc/s mastergroup
operation are shown in Fig. 8. For high input signal levels overload is
controlling, and for low levels quantizing noise diminishes. Optimum
loading is attained when the rms value of the mastergroup signal corre-
sponds to about one -eighth of the peak -to -peak coding range. Under this
condition, the signal-to-noise ratio is maximum and is less than 2 dB
away from theoretical performance. The measurements were performed
with a noise loading test set which loads the coder with Gaussian dis-
tributed bandlimited noise, and measures the total quantizing noise
falling in an initially signal -free 3-kc/s channel slot. At the 12-Mc/s
sampling rate, the tube coder noise performance was less than 2 dB
above theoretical quantizing noise. At both sampling rates, the tube
coder met the performance objective which was set at the outset of the
experimental program. The performance level of the coder in regard to
single errors, that are subjectively undesirable, is discussed in Section
5.6.3.

III. THE SOLID STATE CODER

3.1 Basic Plan of Operation

The general plan of the solid state coder was suggested by F. D.
Waldhauere and is an improved design based on an earlier coder de-
scribed by B. D. Smith? A Gray code is generated by a cascade arrange-
ment of binary stages. Each of the binary stages must perform two
functions: it must (1.) decide and report whether the applied signal is
positive or negative, and (2.) deliver a residue signal to the next stage
for further processing. Full -wave rectification of the input, and addition
of a suitable bias so the residue ranges between equal plus and minus
values, is a desirable way of presenting the residue.

Fig. 9 illustrates this process. Fig. 9(a) shows the transfer characteris-
tic of a full -wave rectifier with gain of two. In the (b) portion of the
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figure, a one unit reference has been subtracted from the characteristic
shown in (a). The digit output is a ONE when the input is positive and
a ZERO when the input is negative. The amplitude of the residue ranges
from -1 to +1. Similar stages in cascade can generate successive Gray -
code digits. As in the parlor game of twenty questions, each binary
decision narrows the range of uncertainty. When nine digits are known,
the input can be specified within one of 512 small ranges, often called
steps.

tOUTPUT

2 -

INPUT

( a )

IRESIDUE
OUTPUT

-1
"ZERO" "ONE"

DIGIT OUTPUT

(b)

I

INPUT

Fig. 9- (a) Full -wave rectifier characteristic with gain of two, (h) characteristic
biased with reference of one unit.
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3.2 Need for Sample and Hold

If the input signal changes slowly with respect to the speed of the coder
stages, the code corresponding to the input signal can be read out of
the coder stages at any time. However, when the signal changes rapidly,
the stages are unable to follow accurately and incorrect codes are gener-
ated. In order to avoid excessive speed requirements on the coder stages,
the signal is sampled briefly and the sample is held constant at the input
of the coder for the remainder of the interval available for coding.
About one-fourth of the period (21 ns) is allowed for sampling the signal
and charging a capacitor to a proportional value. The capacitor holds
this value for the remaining 60 us and applies it to the input of the
coder.

3.3 General Method of Coding

Waldhauer6 proposed that nearly ideal rectification can be attained
by use of diodes in the feedback path of a high -gain operational ampli-
fier. Two feedback paths with oppositely poled diodes give two half -
wave rectified outputs. If the feedback is large and the diodes do not
conduct in the reverse direction, the rectification characteristic is

independent of diode forward drop. To obtain full -wave rectification,
an inverting amplifier can be used to invert one of the two outputs.
When this plan is used, the number of cascade amplifiers traversed by
a signal varies with the value of the sample to be coded. This causes
difficulties at high speed. Waldhauer saw that this problem was elimi-
nated if balanced signals were fed to balanced coder stages. A typical
stage is shown as Fig. 10. Two operational amplifiers are provided with
rectifiers in the feedback paths. Equal and opposite input currents are
applied to the two amplifiers.

Combining the outputs and adding reference currents provides
balanced residues suitable for driving a following stage. A digit output
circuit connected to the outputs of the operational amplifiers senses the
polarity of the signal and generates a clearly defined positive or negative
output with negligible chance of indecision. Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate
the currents in the coder stage for positive and negative inputs.

A different circuit (Figs. 12 and 13) is used for the first stage. It is
capable of taking a single ended input and producing a balanced residue
suitable for driving a stage such as Figs. 10 or 11. This circuit uses
partial cancellation to yield the full -wave rectifier characteristic. Figs.
12 and 13, show the circuit conditions when the maximum positive
and negative inputs, -I-Em and -EM , are applied. The delay cable is
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Fig. 12 - First coder stage giving balanced residue output from unbalanced, posi-
tive input.

selected empirically to match the delay of the operational amplifier.
Best balance of the total output is the criterion used for delay adjust-

When this stage is used at high speed, the operational amplifier must
have a transient response such as to settle very nearly to the final steady-
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Fig. 13 - First coder stage giving balanced residue output from unbalanced, nega-
tive input.
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state value in the allowed 60-ns interval. This requires a loop gain which
slopes off uniformly at 20 dB/decade and has a unity -gain crossover
frequency as high as can be attained. A unity -gain crossing at 80 to 90
Mc/s has been realized. This gives a settling time constant of 2 ns. The
gain may roll off more rapidly above the unity -gain crossover frequency
without seriously deteriorating the transient response. The amplifiers
used in this coder have a minus three slope (60 dB/decade) which sets
in about half a decade above the unity -gain crossover frequency. Devia-
tions from the desired unit slope in the three decades below the unity -
gain crossover frequency are more serious. They can produce relatively
slow transients that are not of negligible amplitude.

An additional high-speed problem is introduced by the transition
from one feedback path to the other when the output changes sign.
The forward drop required to cause the decision diodes to conduct
requires the amplifier output voltage to change by twice this value
before current can be diverted from one diode to the other. If the input
changes from a large value to a small value of opposite polarity, the
amplifier output moves exponentially until one diode cuts off. Next,
the output moves linearly at the same rate until the opposite diode
conducts. Then the exponential approach to final value is resumed.
Time required to cross the midregion may be longer than a sampling
interval if the diode drop is large in relation to the signal swing. This
difficulty can be reduced only at the expense of some reduction of static
accuracy. The means for improvement is to bias the diodes in the for-
ward direction so that, with no input to the coder stage, some current
flows in each of the decision diodes. The feedback path does not fully
open and the change of output voltage required to cross over is much
reduced. The rectification characteristic (Fig. 9a) is rounded at the
point of the "VEE" and does not reach zero. This makes the decision
problem more difficult for the digit output circuit, and inputs near the
decision point deliver a less accurate residue to the succeeding stages.

3.4 Computer Analysis of Coder

The result of forward bias on coder performance was studied by
simulation on the digital computer assuming amplifiers with an ideal
unit slope which becomes a three slope starting half a decade above the
unity gain point. The diodes were assumed to follow the ideal expo-
nential law. These studies show that forward bias improves transient
response at the expense of static accuracy and makes a very large re-
duction in rms error of coding. All stages were assumed to have the
same bias. Because of coder stage gain, this means that maximum error
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occurs in the two decision points adjacent to the center transition.
Bias in the first stage does not inherently introduce error in the center
decision or most significant digit, though it does make the decision
problem more difficult and so increases the random error and drift at this
decision point. The errors caused by bias, expressed as a fraction of a
step, tend to be halved in each successive stage. There are, of course,
twice as many opportunities for error in each successive stage if all
input amplitudes are equally likely. Thus, for a signal with flat proba-
bility distribution, the error power contribution of all succeeding stages
would equal that of the first. With a normal distribution, as provided by
a mas ergroup o single -gdeband telephone channels, the first -stage -error
would dominate.

For the normal distribution of input signals, the optimum bias is such
as to move the decision points adjacent to the center by about one-half
step. Increase of bias to eliminate the two center codes, or even four
center codes, does not cause serious deterioration of system performance
if judged by rms error.

3.5 Circuit Design of the Operational Amplifiers

Circuit design features of the operational amplifiers were discussed by
F. D. Waldhauer.1° If the desired accuracy of transient settling is to
be attained, the open -loop gain must maintain substantially unit slope
over a range of about six decades below the frequency of unity trans-
mission. Some pole -zero pair cancellations may be tolerated in the
lower three decades but the upper three decades must be extremely
clean. The amplifier must also be nearly free of drift and noise. The
design chosen is such that a current of 13 11A. applied at the input repre-
sents a change of one code step. Drift resulting from temperature and
aging over a reasonable maintenance interval must be less than one -
tenth of this value.

Stable, low -drift, de transistors do not have good wideband perform-
ance. Thus, the problems are solved separately and suitable circuits
are joined as shown on Fig. 14. The high -frequency transmission path
is through a four -stage amplifier comprising a common -base stage, a
common -emitter stage, and a compound common -collector stage. This
ampfilier has the desired single phase reversal at low frequency and
from about 100 kc/s to over 100 Mc/s the amplification varies inversely
with frequency. The collector -to -base capacitance of Q2 is dominant in
controlling the gain slope. Bootstrapping the power feed resistors to the
output preserves the very high input impedance of the compound
common -collector output stage.
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In broadband amplifiers, excess phase caused by transit time is very
important. Each transistor tends to add about 0.1 ns. In the cordwood
modules used in the first coder, wiring length added about three inches
which translates to 0.3 ns. Later models used multiple -chip integrated
packages containing the four high-speed transistors and two breakdown
diodes providing a 6.2-V drop. The shorter path length and better con-
trolled stray capacitance resulted in substantially smoother high fre-
quency transmission characteristics.

To continue the gain slope below 100 kc/s and to provide low de
drift, a de amplifier takes over transmission from the common -base
stage. The first stage is a differential pair of matched transistors con-
tained in a single encapsulation. Mounting the two transistor chips in
one package minimizes differences of VBE with variation of temperature.
This stage is followed by a second balanced stage using large common -
emitter resistance to maintain constant total current. One collector of
the second stage drives the base of a common -emitter third stage. The
output stage is common -collector.

Variations of VBE in transistors Q6 and Q7 are not very important,
provided they are less than 100 mV. Therefore, mounting the transistors
in a common encapsulation is not necessary. Drift in the balance of
current input required by the second stage is very important, because
any such unbalanced input must be provided by the first stage. For this
reason the operating current is reduced to about 6µA for each transistor.
Reduction of the total current also reduces the possible unbalance. The
transistor was chosen to maintain large current gain at very low current.
The first stage operates from a relatively low source impedance so cur-
rent gain is less important and VBB is very important. Current to each
half of Q5 is about 50 AA. With this design, the initial balance takes
care of dissymetry in transistors and other components and subsequent
drift is small in terms of a peak input of 3.3 mA to a coder stage.

The feedback capacitor CI gives the de amplifier a unit slope for about
four decades from 100 c/s to over 1 Mc/s. The gain value is such
that the transmission through the dc amplifier, and that of the common -
base stage of the high -frequency amplifier merge at about 100 kc/s and
produce a zero to match the pole of the high -frequency amplifier.

If the gain of the de amplifier continued to fall off smoothly with
a slope of 20 dB/decade, no further compensation would be needed in
the mid -frequency region. The transistors used in the first stages are of
limited bandwidth so the gain slope must increase to 60 dB/decade at
about 2 Mc/s. Even though the high -frequency path dominates in
this frequency region, the change of slope of the low -frequency path
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produces a small doublet in the over-all transmission characteristic and
can cause noticeable degradation of transient behavior. Local feedback
by capacitors C2 and C3 and resistor R1 reduces this effect, but it may
still be significant. Further study is needed.

3.6 Digit Output Circuits

When the coder transients have settled, it is necessary to read out
the states of the individual stages and generate a corresponding code
word. The code is read out on nine parallel lines approximately simul-
taneously. These outputs are brought into time coincidence by suitable
lengths of cable and directed to the parallel to serial converter.

It is important that the code pulses delivered shall be definitely
binary in nature. Indecisive or partial pulses can result in serious errors
in Gray to binary translation and decoding. The process of forcing a
decision is commonly called regeneration. It is usually done by the use of
trigger action involving negative resistance in some form. For best re-
sults, the negative resistance circuit should be very fast compared to
the time allotted for decisions. For this reason, it has been placed in the
digit output circuits, where the code is handled in parallel and more
time is available for decision.

The circuit now in use is shown is Fig. 15. The differential input
stage can be driven balanced or single sided. Suitably biased limiter
diodes in the collector circuit prevent saturation of the transistors on
the one excursion and limit the positive swing on the other. The input
impedance presented to the coder stage is a few hundred ohms for small
signals near the decision point and much higher for inputs of 50 mV
or more regardless of polarity. It does not load the coder stage.

The second stage (Q3 and Q4) serves the dual purposes of amplifier
and gate. The emitters are held at a static potential of about +6.4 V
by a bias regulator circuit. This is comparable to the maximum base
voltage permitted by the catcher diodes in the first stage so current
cannot flow to Q3 or Q4 in the absence of additional emitter drive.
The 12-Me/s clock signal is supplied to Q7 , which runs as a limiter,
and the small pulse -forming capacitor of 10 pF drives the emitters of
Q3 and Q4 in a negative direction for a period of a few nanoseconds. A
pulse of current flows to one or both of transistors Q3 and Q4, depending
on the input to the first stage.

The tunnel diode has a peak current of 5 mA and a valley current of
about 0.5 mA. Resistors connected to the +32-V and -12-V power
supplies together with a center tapped pair of resistors across the tunnel
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diode provide bias equivalent to an 870 St, 2.56 V source which is bal-
anced with respect to +12 V. The negative slope resistance of the tunnel
diode is much less than 870 52 so the circuit is strongly bistable.

When the clock pulse turns on Q:$ alone, the tunnel diode is forced
into its high -current state. If Q4 alone is turned on, the tunnel diode
goes to the low -current state. If the currents of G and Q4 are equal,
or differ by too small an amount, the state of the tunnel diode remains
unchanged after the clock pulse passes. These marginal inputs do pro-
duce a disturbance; but it dies out rapidly. The timing is arranged so
that the output is gated into the serializing line in a 5-ns interval im-
mediately preceding application of the next following clock pulse to Q3

and Q4 . Thus, the tunnel diode circuit has about 70 ns in which to form
a decision. The probability of residual indecision is very small. However,
to meet system requirements it is necessary to use an additional serial
regenerator (as in the case of the tube coder) to further resolve decision
uncertainties (see Section 5.6.3).

3.7 Experimental Results

The nine -digit coder was built using precision resistors with ±0.02
per cent tolerance in the feedback, feed forward, and reference bias
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positions. The dc amplifiers were trimmed by means of the potentio-
meter between emitters of first stage so that the voltage at the summing
node of every stage was less than 50 AV. Static alignment was then
attained by trimming the reference resistors of all stages. This was done
by applying specified dc inputs corresponding to the successive de-
cision levels and observing the state of the coder stage being adjusted.
The work progresses from the first -digit stage to the ninth -digit stage.
Initial adjustment was made to a precision of 1/20 step or better. Static
accuracy is maintained over a period of months with errors no more
than ±0.1 step in most cases and a maximum of ±0.15 step. This
source of error would not degrade the noise performance by more than
1 dB from theoretical nine -digit performance.

When the coder is operating at a sampling rate of 12 Mc/s into a
decoder whose imperfections are known to be small, the measured peak -
to -peak signal to rms quantizing noise is 57 dB which is 7 dB more noise
than would be expected from a perfect nine digit system. When the
sampling rate was cut to 6 Mc/s, corresponding to operation on a master -
group, the performance was 28 dBrncO, which is within 5 dB of theo-
retical nine -digit quantizing noise. The rms error was reduced to about
three-quarters of its former value because twice as much time was
allowed for the transients to settle. It is believed that imperfect matching
of the de amplifier and the high -frequency amplifier is an important
contributor to the noise impairments. A second coder with improved am-
plifiers is in process of construction.

IV. ASSOCIATED CODER CIRCUITS

4.1 Sample and Hold

4.1.1 General Description of Sample and Hold Circuit

Fig. 16 shows in block form the method used to carry out the sampling
and holding process. The input signal passes through an amplifier whose
output impedance is only a few ohms. The amplifier output is switched
to the holding capacitor C by driving balanced currents through a
diode bridge. When the bridge current is cut off, the charge on the
capacitor is held. The capacitor provides an input to an amplifier whose
input impedance is about 1 Mg. With 100-pF capacitance the time
constant is 100 As; so the droop of the held voltage is about one part in a
thousand in an 80-ns interval. In the following discussion, the more
difficult 12-Mc/s sampling operation for the solid-state coder will be
emphasized.
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4.1.2 Analysis and Requirements

If the gate driver could supply a constant current to the diode bridge
for the sampling period (about 21 ns) and then instantly switch the
diodes off and into a state of back bias greater than the signal voltage,
perfect operation would depend only on diodes with negligible storage
time and very high back resistance. Hot -carrier diodes satisfy these re-
quirements well enough. If the driver changes the bridge voltage slowly,
the diodes cut off at different times unless the signal is zero. This results
in some change in the charge stored on the holding capacitor during the
turn off time. This, in turn, aggravates the transient settling problem
of the coder and also produces some nonlinearity in the sampling proc-
ess. To keep the nonlinear distortion well below quantizing noise, the
driver needs to switch the gate off in less than 1 ns. This requirement
is documented in the paper by Gray and Kitsopoulos."

4.1.3 Preamplifier and Postamplifier

The preamplifier is of straightforward design using shunt feedback
to provide constant gain, linearity, and low output impedance. Its
load impedance is switched from open circuit to 100-pF capacitance. The
preamplifier must be stable under both load conditions and have good
transient performance.

The postamplifier is more critical in design. High input impedance
is obtained with a transistor amplifier by using series feedback at the
input and designing for unity voltage gain. The loop gain varies in-
versely with frequency (unit slope) up to about 50 Mc/s. This results
in good transient response and in an equivalent input impedance of 1
MO in parallel with a 10-pF capacitance.
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4.1.4 Gate Driver Pulse Forming Network

The pulse forming portion of the driver is shown on Fig. 17. Balanced
direct currents /0 are applied through resistors from the plus and minus
32-V supplies. The magnitude of /0 is 15 mA. This current will flow
through the bridge or be diverted through diodes D5 and D6 depending
on the voltage generated by the driver.

Sinusoidal current at the desired sampling frequency of 6 Mc/s or 12
Mc/s is introduced through blocking capacitors C1 and C2 and flows
through inductors L1 and L2 to the pulse -forming diode network. The
peak value is 0.6 A. Direct bias current is introduced through L3 and L4
with a value of about 0.4 A so that the total current tends to forward
bias D12 for 25 per cent of the time and to forward bias D11 for 75 per
cent of the time. These diodes are of the type which exhibit charge
storage and snap recovery properties. While D12 is conducting in its
forward direction, with a peak current of about 200 mA, stored carriers
accumulate in the semiconductor. As the current reduces to zero and
reverses direction, these carriers tend to maintain conductivity and hold
the voltage drop almost constant at the value that existed when it was
conducting in the forward direction. This situation persists for about 4
ns with reverse current sweeping out the stored charges. Then, within a
period of 0.2 or 0.3 ns, conductivity "snaps" off and reverse current no
longer flows. By this time the reverse current has built up to a value of
about 160 mA and is still growing since the inductors L1 and L2 insure

Fig. 17 - Sample and hold gate driver pulse forming network.
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that the fundamental component dominates and the harmonics are small.
When D12 snaps off, the large current is immediately available to charge
the stray capacitance (about 4.5 pF) and to overcome the bias voltage
and diode drop establishing current in D11. D11 is also a snap diode but
capable of working with larger average current. It operates in the same
manner as diode D12 except that it serves to steepen the step that takes
place when current switches from diode D11 to diode D12. Average
currents flowing through R3 and R4 , bypassed by capacitors C3 and C4 .
provide back bias on the diodes of about 6 V. Thus, the voltage from
line to line must swing about 14 V to transfer conduction from diode
D12 to D11 or vice versa. The more important transition from D12 to
D11 (the onset of the holding portion of the cycle) takes almost 1 ns;
the other is a little slower. Diodes D7-10, supported by resistors R6 and
R6 , cut the output slightly so the voltage presented across R7 and Rg to
ground swings ±3 V. These diodes clean up the top portions of the
waveform and serve to establish a low impedance at high frequencies
from each side of the bridge to ground while the bridge diodes are in
the cut off state. This aids in establishing a large loss from the source to
the holding capacitor during the holding interval so that the held volt-
age is maintained constant.

4.1.5 Power Amplifier for Gate Driver

The power amplifier that provides the sine -wave drive is shown
in Fig. 18. Design need not be covered in detail. The tuned circuits
are not very high Q; so variations of phase shift have not proven trouble-
some. Shielding is essential in the interest of preventing unwanted
oscillations and to keep the large circulating currents from getting into
the coder. There is quite a bit of heat generated but it has caused no
serious problem.

The common -base first stage is used only to provide a good impedance
to the clock source. The push-pull common -emitter second stage pro-
vides power gain to drive the final amplifier. The push-pull output stage
operates in the common -base mode. This may not be immediately ap-
parent because the collectors are grounded. It was necessary to solidly
ground the cans (and thereby the collectors) for heat transfer. Using
isolation windings on the interstage transformer permits the base and
emitter to swing. The stage is operated class B for convenience and
efficiency.

4.1.6 Mechanical Layout

As is the case in all high-speed circuits, the mechanical layout of the
sample and hold circuit is an important part of the total electrical de-
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sign. The photograph (Fig. 19) shows one view of this circuit. Complete
symmetry of the bridge is important. The preamplifier and postamplifier
are mounted close to the bridge as are the final pulse forming parts of
the driver. The entire circuit is enclosed in a solid shield.

4.1.7 Performance of Sample and Hold

When tested separately with the resampler only, the sample and
hold circuit gives a noise performance at least 6 dB better than an ideal
nine -digit system. It does not appear to limit system performance at
present. It is somewhat difficult to adjust for good performance but
once adjusted has performed well over long periods of time. Simpler
driving circuits are under investigation.

4.2 Parallel to Serial Converter

The digit output circuits of both the tube and the solid-state coder
present the PCM code words as plus or minus voltages on nine separate
leads. All outputs are in phase and occur periodically at the sampling
rate. The parallel to serial converter combines these signals into a
serial pulse train. This process is carried out by means of a tapped delay
line.

Fig. 20 illustrates this operation for the case of the 12-Mc/s converter.
Each digital output is sampled by a 4-ns clock pulse and gated onto the
respective tap of the delay line. To avoid reflections, the line is ter-
minated at both ends in its characteristic impedance. The total end -to -

Fig. 19 - Sample and hold.
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Fig. 20 - Parallel to serial converter.

end delay of the line is 72 ns, divided into eight sections of equal length.
At the upper termination of the line the signal appears in serial form;
digit one first, digit nine last. A linear de amplifier of 200-Mc/s band-
width raises the output signal to a level of 2 V peak -to -peak.

A partially shielded microstrip delay line of somewhat unconventional
construction was used. Fig. 21 is a photograph of this line. A dielectric
material is sandwiched between a ground plane and a conductor plane.
However, the conductor plane contains an additional ground area that
is interleaved with the conductors. This construction reduces coupling
between adjacent sections of the conductor, permits a closer spacing
between conductors, and hence larger amounts of delay are realizable
in a given area. The line is photoetched on a 1/16 -in, thick copper
clad Tellite board, whose dimensions are 12 in. by 16.5 in.
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1-141034Molle

Fig. 21- Partially shielded microstrip delay line.

The characteristic impedance of the line is 93 O. The response to a
4-ns pulse is excellent. The total end -to -end attenuation of 2 dB is
somewhat higher than the attenuation of a coaxial cable of the same
electrical length. However, this line has a definite advantage over a
coaxial line because the conductor is exposed and, therefore, the taps
can be connected without any difficulties and without the introduction
of appreciable discontinuities in the line.

A source of reflections on the line is the load that the gates present
to their respective tapping points. When a gate is conducting, the load
is the 8-1(52 gate resistor; when a gate is not conducting the load is the
capacitance of the output diode, which is less than 0.5 pF. The two load
conditions represent impedances that are high compared to the 93-12
line impedance. The total reflections on the line are 20 dB below the
signal.

In the 6-Mc/s converter, which requires a delay of 144 ns, a coaxial
cable line was used. A microstrip delay line with that much delay would
have unwieldy dimensions and excessive end -to -end transmission loss.

4.3 Output Regenerator

The function of the regenerator is twofold. It makes the final binary
decision on the output digits, i.e., it resolves the remaining partial, or
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undecided digits that may still be present at this point. Second, it
retimes and reshapes the serial output pulses. It must be a relatively
fast circuit, since it executes these functions on 4.5-ns pulses. As will be
discussed in a later section, the threshold uncertainty region must be
extremely small. Achievement of such speed and accuracy dictates the
use of 2.5-Gc/s transistors in conjunction with tunnel diodes.

Fig. 22 is a partial circuit schematic which shows the threshold and
retiming circuit. Fig. 23 illustrates the composite current -voltage charac-
teristic of the tunnel diode DI and transistor Ql . It includes the actual
operating points of the circuit for various input conditions. These points
are readily derived from the circuit parameters.

Transistor Qi can be turned on only when both the signal and the
clock are negative to their respective thresholds (operating point A).
Even if the signal subsequently rises positive with respect to its above
threshold (as may be the case for a partial undecided digit pulse), the
transistor remains in the "on" condition (point B) until the clock signal
crosses its threshold. Q1 then turns off (point C). Under the remaining
two input conditions (D and E), Qi never turns on. The timing of the
regenerator is shown in Fig. 24.

This circuit ensures that the output pulsewidth is determined ex-
clusively by the clock, regardless of the width of the input signal.
The use of the tunnel diode as a threshold element makes this circuit
extremely -fast -and -results -in -a -very -narrow -threshold region.

The threshold performance of this circuit cannot be measured directly.
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Fig. 22 - Regenerator threshold and retiming circuit.
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All attempts to do this have lead to the erroneous conclusion that this
regenerator is ideal; which it is not. However, the error performance of
the entire system will give a clue to the actual performance. This will be
discussed further in Section 5.6.3.

4.4 Clock Circuits

The video coder as well as the mastergroup coders have individual
sine -wave clocks. The clock signal is generated by means of a crystal -
controlled Colpitts oscillator. The desired stability is achieved by
mounting the crystal in a temperature -controlled oven.

The sine -wave clock is distributed, via 93-a coaxial cable, to the
various points in the system from conventional emitter -follower dis-
tribution amplifiers. Proper timing is obtained by suitable choice of line -
length.

A times -nine multiplier circuit (Fig. 1) generates the clock signal
used for timing the output regenerator. The video coder has an addi-
tional circuit that divides the sampling clock by a factor of eighteen
for purposes of forced -bit framing (Section 5.5.1).

4.5 Bandlimiting and Reconstruction Filters

The mastergroup signal is inherently sharply bandlimited and there-
fore the filter design is straightforward and presents no problems. On
the other hand, the television signal falls off rather slowly with frequency
and the filter design for this application is more difficult. It is con-
trolled by the transmission objectives for television. Both the band -
limiting filter and the reconstruction filter for television were designed by
balancing foldover distortion against transient behavior and making
minor refinements to satisfy the over-all transmission objectives. The
bandlimiting filter is implemented by a seventh -order Butterworth
filter with delay equalization, and the reconstruction filter is a fifth -
order inverse Tchebycheff filter also with delay equalization.

V. DECODING TERMINAL CIRCUITS

5.1 General

The decoder executes the digital to analog conversion process at the
receiving terminal. Fig. 25 shows a block diagram of the receiving
video terminal. The Gray -code serial PCM pulse and its timing signal
are received from the demult.iplex terminal. By means of a countdown
circuit the frequency of the received high-speed (approximately 110
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Mc/s) clock signal is divided by a factor of nine. This process yields the
12-Mc/s clock signal which is used to time the various decoding cir-
cuits. The terminal framing detector controls the countdown circuit
and thereby ensures that the clock signal has the correct phase relation-
ship with respect to the information pulse train.

The information digits, after being processed by the Gray to binary
translator and the serial to parallel converter, are read into the decoder
control circuitry.

The actual digital -to -analog conversion process takes place in the
decoding network. The output of this network is then fed to the re -
sampler and the low-pass filter.

The mastergroup decoder is identical with the video decoder except
all operations are executed at one-half the speed and the framing method
is different.

5.2 Decoder

The decoder consists of: (1.) the decoder control circuits, (2.) the
weighting network, and (3.) the resampler. The decoder control cir-
cuits are nine storage flip-flops into which the parallel binary PCM
word is read. The weighting network (Fig. 26) is a resistive ladder
network with eight sections, each of which has a transmission ratio of
two. Under control of its corresponding storage flip-flop, each network
node is supplied with a current of +1 or -I, depending on wether
the stored digit is a ONE or a ZERO. The voltage generated at the
output of the network, as a result of the individual node currents, has a
magnitude which corresponds to the PCM word. The network output
is then resampled.
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Maintenance of constant loss ratio in the ladder network depends
on keeping a constant resistance at each node independent of the value
of the digit. The gate shown on Fig. 26 presents a resistance R when
the flip-flop is in either the ONE or the ZERO state. Use of +E or - E,
rather than .E and ground, gives network outputs with equal plus and
minus swings. In the design of the weighting network the shunting effect
of resistance R must be considered.

E. F. Kovanic12 has discussed the design and operation of the video
decoder in detail. The reader is referred to his paper for further infor-
mation on this subject. Only minor modifications have been made in

___the_decoder_controLcireuitry;_but, the resampler was redesigned_entirely
and is discussed in Section 5.3.

The mastergroup decoder utilizes an integrated tantalum -nitride
thin-film network. The design requirements and the fabrication of this
network are described elsewhere.13 The diodes that switch the network
currents are encapsulated in groups of four in a single package. These
are appliqued to the thin-film network. A photograph of the master -
group decoder, including the network, is shown in Fig. 38.

The integrated thin-film approach to the realization of the network
has several advantages over the discrete resistor approach. The geome-
try of the integrated network permits a reduction in parasitic elements,
especially inductance; thereby reducing ringing in the analog output.
The entire package is considerably smaller in size and use of the common
substrate yields better temperature tracking of the resistors.
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Fig. 26-Decoder weighting network.
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5.3 Resampler

5.3.1 Function

The resampler substantially eliminates all switching transients that
are present in the decoder PAM output signal. These transients occur
in the form of spikes when the PAM signal changes from one quantizing
level to another. In a practical decoder, these transition spikes are un-
avoidable because the nine network currents, that are under the control
of the digits, cannot be switched simultaneously in an infinitessimal
time. These spikes are not linearly correlated with the signal. Their
energy is dependent on which and how many digits are being switched.
For example, a transition from code 011111111 to 100000000, which
represents a change of only one quantizing level, at the center of the
coding range in the binary code causes the largest spike because all
digit currents are switched. If these spikes were not removed, the signal
impairment would be substantial.

5.3.2 Requirements

The resampler is basically a transmission gate which conducts only
during that portion of the PAM sample that is free of transients. For
video decoding the gate periodically conducts for a 28 -us interval.

To avoid further degradation in over-all system performance as a
result of the resampling process, the total signal distortion due to the
resampler is held to a value which is better than 10 dB below quantizing
noise. Transmission impairments in the resampler are caused by: (1.) dis-
tortion in the input and output amplifiers, (2.) nonlinearities in the gate,
and (3.) signal compression which is a result of finite switching time.
This latter condition is quite important because the output signal,
after it has passed through the low-pass filter, is proportional to the
area under the resampled PAM pulses. For infinitely fast rise and fall
times this area is linearly proportional to the pulse amplitude; but for
finite gate switching times this is not the case. For a PAM pulse width
of 28 ns, gate switching time must be less than 4 ns.

5.3.3 Circuit Description

A schematic of the resampler is shown in Fig. 27. It consists of an
input amplifier, a balanced diode gate, an output amplifier, and a gate
driver. The gate is a balanced diode bridge, similar to the sample and
hold gate, which works into the summing node of the output amplifier.
Since this amplifier is a shunt -feedback amplifier with more than 40 dB of
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loop gain, the impedance looking into the summing node is very low.
On the other side, the gate is driven from the input amplifier through
a 1.78-ka resistor. This impedance is high relative to the summing node
impedance that the gate sees at its output. As a result, the gate is switch-
ing signal current into a virtual short circuit, rather than switching a
signal voltage into a finite impedance. This has several advantages.

This mode of operation makes the gate relatively insensitive to the
effects of an error voltage which may exist between the input and
output of the gate as a result of mismatched diodes. Because of the
relatively high impedance in the gate transmission path, the error volt-
age has negligible effect on the gated signal current. This considerably
reduces the magnitude of a pedestal which an error voltage would
introduce into the gated signal if the gate were to operate in the voltage
mode. By the same argument, the impedance of the bridge, which is
nonlinear because of the diodes, introduces negligible degradation to
the transmission performance.

The current mode of operation has further advantages in regard to
the switching performance. The gate is switched in a similar fashion to
the sample and hold gate. However, since the resampler, in contrast
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to the sample and hold gate, works into a virtual short circuit, the
voltage excursions at the input and output nodes of the bridge are
extremely small and centered around the quiescent dc voltage which is
adjusted to a value of zero volts and has less than 10 -mV drift. Conse-
quently, if the gate is driven by control pulses that are reasonably
symmetrical in shape with respect to each other, all diodes switch very
nearly simultaneously (Fig. 28). The rise time of the control waveforms
may be relaxed provided symmetry and summing -node voltage drift is
under control.

The circuit that generates the control pulses is a current routing cir-
cuit (Fig. 27). This circuit generates pulses which have opposite phase
and excellent symmetry. The pulses are clamped to ±1.7 V and have a
rise time of 10 ns. Ideal current -mode operation of the gate is achieved if
(1.) the de voltage at the postamplifier summing node is zero volts,
(2.) the two gate control pulses cross zero at the same instant, and (3.)
the postamplifier summing node is a short circuit so that the voltage
excursions of the gated signal are zero. In the system, deviations from
these ideal conditions were held to within ±100 mV. In this case, the
theoretical switching time of the gate is 0.6 ns. Because of the finite
switching times of the diodes, the actual gate switches somewhat more
slowly. The gate diodes are gallium arsenide switching diodes with less
than 1141 junction capacitance and negligible storage time.

The noise performance of the resampler was measured with a noise -
loading test set. The noise level is more than 10 dB below the quantizing
noise of a theoretical nine -digit coder.

5.4 Serial to Parallel Converter

This circuit is similar to the parallel to serial converter. Identical de-
lay lines are used. The serial pulse train is fed into one end of the line
and the parallel outputs are taken from the tapping points by means of
single -stage emitter followers.

Strictly speaking, the outputs do not contain the digits in parallel

+1.7 V

+ 0.1V --- VOLTAGE EXCURSIONS
-,_ AT OUTPUT OF GATE-0.1 V --__ARE LIMITED TO THIS

REGION

-1.7 V

Fig. 2.i - llesampler gate drivcr Iva vi,
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form, but instead, each output lead contains the serial pulse train de-
layed one time slot from the preceeding output lead. At the decoder
control circuit all nine outputs are sampled simultaneously by a single
clock pulse. In this way the proper digits are gated to their respective
decoder circuits.

5.5 Framing Detector

5.5.1 Television Framing

The television codec is framed by removing the ninth digit of every
ninth word at the coder and substituting ONES and ZEROS alter-
nately. This introduces a small degradation in over-all system noise
performance.' At the decoder the framing detector identifies the fram-
ing pulses and ensures that the decoder timing clock has the proper
phase relationship with respect to the received digits. The framing de-
tector is patterned after the framing circuit used in the T1 carrier sys-
tem."

A simplified functional block diagram is shown in Fig. 29. The ap-
proximately 110-Mc/s clock received from the demultiplex terminal is
divided down by a factor of 81 to produce a clock at the frame rate. The
frame clock gates a pulse out of the high-speed line. This pulse is coin -
pared with a reference flip-flop which generates the framing pattern. If
the system is out of frame, violations occur and are sent to the store.
After an average of about three violations have occurred, the threshold
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CLOCK AT
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COMPARE STORE

L

THRESHOLD
CIRCUIT

110 Mb/5
CLOCK IN

-0 9 +9

MONOSTABLE
CIRCUIT

12 Mb/5 CLOCK TO
DECODER CIRCUIT

Fig. 29 - Video codec frame detector.
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circuit recognizes an out of frame condition and sends an error pulse
which in turn inhibits the high-speed clock and shifts the counter by
one time slot. This process is repeated until the system is in frame.

The worst case exists when the decoder timing has slipped by only
one time slot. The decoder framing detector has to advance the decoder
timing a slot at a time through 80 time slots until it is in frame again.
It checks for a framing digit every 9 X 81 = 729 ns. If it is assumed
that any information digit has a 50 per cent probability of being in the
same state as the framing digit, it takes on the average about 1.5 As to
advance one time slot. Since 80 time slots have to be traversed before
the decoder is in frame again, the average reframe time is 1.5 X 80 =
120 ,us. Fig. 30 shows experimental data on the distribution of reframe
time in the worst case.

5.5.2 Mastergroup Framing15

The mastergroup codec is framed by observing the statistics of the
digits in the received Gray -code pulse train. If the coder is loaded with
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Fig. 30 - Distribution of video codec reframe time in worst case.
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a mastergroup signal, which has Gaussian amplitude distribution and an
rms value of one -eighth the peak -to -peak coding range, digit two has a
95 per cent probability of being a ONE while the probability of a ONE
in any other digit position is nearly 50 per cent (Fig. 31).

The block diagram of the framing detector is shown in Fig. 32. The
approximately 55-Mc/s clock is divided by a factor of nine. This process
yields the basic decoder clock at the sampling rate. This clock period-
ically extracts a digit from the signal pulse train. If the extracted digit
is a ZERO, the clock pulse also charges a leaky integrator. If the ex-
tracted digits have the value ZERO frequently enough, the integrator
reaches the threshold value and sends out a shifting command to the
countdown circuit. When the receiver is finally in frame, the integrator
will remain below the threshold because of the infrequent occurrence of
zeros in digit two.

Measured data of the reframing time statistic in the worst case (when
timing slips only one digit) is given in Fig. 33.

5.6 Gray to Binary Translator''

5.6.1 General

The coders generate the Gray code because, as previously mentioned,
the probability of gross error in coding is thereby made negligibly small.
Since the binary code is more simply decoded, the code must be trans -

1 2 3 4 -- --
GRAY CODE DIGITS

Flo. 31- Gray -code digit assignments.
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lated. As will be discussed in Section 5.6.3, the translator produces gross
errors when partial pulses are presented at the input. In order to take
advantage of the circuits in the multiplex and demultiplex terminal and
the repeatered line to further resolve undecided pulses, the translation
is performed at the receiving end. The amount of circuitry required is
considerably less when the translation is performed on the serial pulse
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stream rather than in parallel, although the speed requirements are
quite stringent.

5.6.2 Circuit Realization

Let bk and g k represent the kth digits in the binary and the Gray -
pulse streams respectively. Let n be the number of digits in a serial word.
The translation logic is

=
bk = bk_rgk bk-rgk

for

2 < k < n.

The second equation states that binary digits other than the first.
repeat the preceding binary digit if the Gray -code digit is ZERO and are
inverse to the preceding binary digit if the Gray -code digit is ONE. This
function is represented by the output of a flip-flop, or binary counter,
which can be forced to agree with the first digit and is then free to be
triggered by subsequent ONES in the Gray -code word.

The desired logic function is realized as shown in the block diagram
of Fig. 34. The actual circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 35. The circuit
operates with a speed of 110 Mc/s. It employs germanium mesa transis-

- tors which- have a -gain -bandwidth product of 2.5 -Gc/s. The duration
and position of the clock pulses is critical and must be controlled to a
small fraction of a time slot.

5.6.3 Effect of Partial Pulse on the Translation Process

A cause of translation errors is the presence of an unresolved partial
pulse at the input of the translator. A partial pulse has deteriorated
wave shape and represents neither a binary ONE nor a ZERO. The
magnitude of the error depends on which digit is unresolved. The largest
error occurs in the case of a partial first digit and the error magnitude
decreases for subsequent unresolved digits. To illustrate the mechanism
by which these translation errors are generated, the case of a partial
first digit is considered.

Suppose the sample at the input to the coder has an amplitude level
which is precisely midway in the coding range. The coder is expected
to process this sample into the code word 010000000 (quantizing level
255) or 110000000 (quantizing level 256). However, because the coder
as well as subsequent threshold circuits are not ideal, the state of the
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first digit may not be completely resolved and a code which may be
called i10000000 and has a partial pulse in the first digit position ap-
pears at the translator input.

The first digit controls the clock routing switch which directs the
clock pulse Z1 to the set or reset inputs of the binary memory (Fig. 34).
Since the first digit has partial energy, this operation may not be executed
properly. The binary cell may momentarily change state, but, because
of insufficient trigger energy, will return to its previous condition.
Therefore, the partial pulse has propagated to the output of the trans-
ator. The output of the translator is simultaneously directed to two
different destinations: (1.) the decoder control circuit, and (2.) the steer-
ing switch. An undecided translator output may result in one of the
following situations:

(1.) Both the decoder and the steering switch interpret the translator
output as a ONE (or a ZERO). In this case no error is made and the
word is correctly decoded as quantizing level 256 (or 255).

(2.) The decoder interprets the output as a ONE while the steering
switch interprets a ZERO (or vice versa). In this case the resulting
binary code is effectively 111111111, which corresponds to quantizing
level 512 (or the binary code is 000000000, which corresponds to quan-
tizing level ZERO).
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Because of the inconsistency in the decisions reached by the two
circuits, an error with a magnitude of one-half the coding range is made.
A similar error mechanism exists for partial pulses in the second -digit
time slot. These errors have a magnitude of one -quarter the amplitude
of the coding range.

These errors occur relatively infrequently and therefore do not affect
the noise appreciably. However, when they occur, they are, because of
their large amplitude, clearly visible in the form of occasional white or
black dots in a decoded television display.

In order to see how sharp the effective threshold of the entire system
must be for a tolerable error rate, the width of the threshold uncertainty
region over which first digit errors occur is computed. For a standard
television signal, the video signal excites about 366 codes; the remaining
146 codes are coding the sync pulses. Of the 720 -million samples coded
every minute only 600 million contain video information; the remainder
are used for the sync pulses. If it is assumed that the video information
has uniform amplitude distribution, the width of the uncertainty region
over which first -digit errors occur must be held to within six parts in
107 for an error rate of one error per minute.

This level of performance has been achieved in the experimental
system.

VI. EQUIPMENT DESIGN

The codec equipment is mounted on four standard 19 -in. relay racks.
The major equipment features are depicted in the photographs (Figs.
36 and 37). Except for the coding tube and the video decoder, the cir-
cuits are mounted on small plug-in cards and in 16.5 -in. by 12 -in. sliding
drawers. The latter appears to be the most promising approach for a
design for manufacture. Fig. 38 is a photograph of the drawer that
houses the decoder. The basic design encompasses a large printed cir-
cuit motherboard onto which small circuit packages and other com-
ponents are mounted. By this approach the system can be divided into
major functional blocks which have relatively few interconnections.
Within each major block the more numerous interconnections between
the subsystems are done with little difficulty on the motherboard. The
high -frequency signals are brought in from the outside via RG 180/U
coaxial cable and are transmitted to their destination by means of
microstrip lines on the motherboard. The extensive use of microstrip
lines for interconnection of subsystems reduces the amount of bulky
coaxial cables and associated connectors.
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Fig. 36 - Video codec.
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Fig. 37- Mastergroup codes.
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Fig. 38 - Decoder.

VII. CONCLUSION

Codecs for the PCM coding and decoding of a 600 -voice channel,
frequency division multiplexed, mastergroup and of a standard color
or black and white television signal have been built and operated suc-
cessfully. The practicability of commercial designs of such codecs and
their associated circuitry has been demonstrated.

For mastergroup coding (6-Mc/s sampling rate), the theoretical
quantizing -noise level under optimum load conditions is 23 dBrncO. The
measured noise of the over-all systems was 25 dBrncO with the tube coder
and 28 dBrncO with the solid-state coder.

For television coding (12-Mc/s sampling rate) the theoretical peak -
to -peak signal to rms noise ratio is 64 dB (including 1 -dB framing
impairment). The measured peak -to -peak signal to rms noise is 62 dB
for the tube coder and 57 dB for the solid-state coder. Improvement
in the performance of the solid-state coder should be possible with addi-
tional work.
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Some Inequalities in the Theory of
Telephone Traffic

By V. E. BENE;

(Manuscript received May 26, 1965)

The dynamical theory of telephone traffic in connecting networks, ini-
tiated by A. K. Erlang, has long lacked satisfactory ways of making ap-
proximations and deriving inequalities. These would reduce the fantastic
computational burden implicit in the "statistical equilibrium" equations
while still controlling accuracy. It is the aim of this paper to present a
start in such a direction, in the form of inequalities (valid for wide classes
of networks) for moments, probabilities, and ratios of expectations, among
these last being the loss. The bounds in one series of these inequalities all
depend on the known distribution of the number of calls in progress in a
nonblocking network associated with the network under study. In a second
series of cognate, simpler, but weaker inequalities, these bounds depend
on Erlang's loss function or more generally on the terms of the Poisson
distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Determining the grade of service of a telephone connecting network,
as measured, for example, by the probability of blocking, continues to
be a major outstanding problem of telephone traffic theory. Two princi-
pal methods are available for solving this problem. The first, simulation
of a mathematical model of the operating system, has, with the advent
of large high-speed computers, become very much less arduous than it
used to be. The second, calculation of desired probabilities and expecta-
tions from [the] statistical equilibrium equations [of a mathematical
model for network operation], is still hampered by the astronomical
order of the equations, and in spite of its apparent promise, and its
success with trunking problems early in the century, cannot be said to
have reached fruition as far as connecting networks are concerned.

Indeed, it is taking so long for the strictly analytical approach to
develop beyond its trunking and delay applications that in practical

1941
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engineering circles its value is in serious question. The problem is not
so much the lack of a suitable basic theory, for the models provided by
the "statistical equilibrium" approach have been available since the
time of Erlang. The real problem is a lack of approximate methods for
collecting and reducing the information available in these models in a
manageable way to desired quantities without losing track of the accuracy
of the approximations along the way. It is no trick to dream up approxi-
mate ways of calculating loss. But who can meet a challenge to show
theoretically that his approximate method is not off by more than fifty
per cent?

Some basic studies of the combinatorial and probabilistic features
of connecting systems have been undertaken in previous work.' From
these emerged a broad class of Markov stochastic processes suitable as
mathematical descriptions of operating connecting networks. The
statistical equilibrium equations for these models have been solved in
principle with complete rigor, and the probability of blocking defined
and calculated in principle. The results obtained were valid for arbitrary
networks, and so were of necessity rather complex. Subsequent effort
has been concentrated on reducing the rigorous results to practice by
finding bounds and inequalities, and by making suitable approximations.

It is the aim of this paper to present, as the first step in such a pro-
gram, a number of inequalities involving such quantities of interest to
the traffic engineer as the probability of blocking, the mean and variance
of the number of calls in progress, and the probability of more than k
calls in progress. These inequalities have several noteworthy features:

(i) They are simple.
(ii) Most of them are consequences of one analytical "basic lemma".
(iii) The bounds they give are couched in terms of the distribution

of the number of calls in progress in a corresponding nonblocking net-
work of comparable size, or in terms of the Poisson or truncated Poisson
(Erlang) distribution. (These distributions are familiar in traffic theory,
but they have not been exploited systematically to give rigorous bounds
for large classes of connecting networks.)

(iv) They afford ways of directly converting combinatorial informa-
tion about network structure into probabilistic information about the
chance of loss, the load carried, the attempt rate, etc.

In casting about for approximations and inequalities in a subject
such as the present one, it is reasonable to collect first those that are
valid for wide classes of connecting networks, and then those that de-
pend on special combinatorial features of certain connecting networks.
Only the first task has been attempted here; a start on the second
appears in a later paper.2
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II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL AND ITS PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES

Before summarizing results, we describe the assumptions on which
they are based, the notations in which they are couched, and the salient
properties of the theoretical model used to represent network operation.
The results themselves will be given and derived only for the important
case of "one-sided" networks,' for which all inlets are also outlets; it
will be easy to see that analogous results (with similar proofs) are valid
in the "two-sided", and other, cases.

With S the set of permitted (i.e., physically meaningful) states of
the network v (of T terminals) under study, we recall' that S is par-
tially ordered by inclusion where x y means that state x can be
obtained from state y by removing zero or more calls. If x is a state,
the notation I x I will denote the number of calls in progress in state x.

The Markov stochastic process xt (taking values on S) studied in
previous work''' is used as a mathematical description of an operating
connecting network subject to random traffic. This process is based on
two simple probabilistic assumptions:

(i) Holding -times of calls are mutually independent variates, each
with the negative exponential distribution of unit mean.

(ii) If u is an inlet idle in state x, and v z u is any outlet, there is a
(conditional) probability

Xh o(h ), X > 0

that u attempt a call to v in (t,t h) if xt = x, as h -> 0. All terminals
have the same traffic characteristics.

The choice of unit mean for the holding -times merely means that the
mean holding -time is being used as the unit of time, so that only the
traffic parameter X needs to be specified.

It is assumed that attempted calls to busy terminals are rejected,
and have no effect on the state of the system; similarly, blocked at-
tempts to call an idle terminal are refused, with no change of state.
Successful attempts to place a call are completed instantly with some
choice of route.

To describe how routes are assigned to calls, we introduce a routing
matrix R = (r.), with the following properties: For each x, with Az
the set of states accessible from x by new calls, let IIx be the partition
of A. induced by the equivalence relation of "having the same calls
up", or satisfying the same "assignment" of inlets to outlets; then for
each Y E rix rzi, for y e Y is a probability distribution over Y; in all
other cases r. = 0.

The interpretation of the routing matrix I? is this: Any Y E IIZ repre-
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sents all the ways in which a particular call c not blocked in x (between
an inlet idle in x and an outlet idle in x) could be completed when the
network is in state x; for y e Y, rzy is the chance that if this call c is
attempted, it will be routed through the network so as to take the sys-
tem to state y. That is, we assume that if c is attempted in x, then a
state y is drawn at random from Y with probability rzy , independently
each time c is attempted in x; the state y so chosen indicates the route c
is assigned. The distribution of probability {rzy , y e Y} thus indicates
how the calling -rate X due to the call c is to be spread over the possible
ways of putting up the call c. It is apparent that

E rzy = number of calls each of which can
yeAz actually be put up in state x

= s (x), ("successes" in x),

the second equality defining s( ) on S. This account of the method of
routing completes the description of the traffic models to be studied.

The "statistical equilibrium" equations for the stationary proba-
bilities { px , x E 2} have the simple form

[ x I Xs(x)]pr = E py + E pyryx , x e S
ye Az yeBz

where

Az = set of states accessible from x by placing a new call,
Bz = set of states accessible from x by a hangup.

The probability of blocking, or call -congestion, written in the mnemonic
form Pr{ bl} is just

-

where

E PxOr
xeS

E Pxax
xeS

Ox = number of idle inlet -outlet pairs that are blocked in state x.
ax = number of idle inlet -outlet pairs in state x.

The mean of the number of calls in progress is

m= Elx1px
xeS

and its variance is

= E (I x I - M)2Px .
xeS

(1)
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It has been shown' that for a "one-sided" network v of T terminals
we have

1 2m1 - - (2)
X (T - 2m)2 -T + 2m + 40-2

This formula relates the important parameters of the system, limiting
their possible values to a surface in five dimensions.

III. TRAFFIC IN NETWORKS

It is important to equip a reader with intuitive motivation for mathe-
matical procedures and results, and to do this at an early enough stage
in the exposition of work for it to be helpful. With this motivation in
mind we proceed with a discussion of certain traffic theory topics, to
which the ensuing mathematics is most directly relevant.

The best-known and most widely used results in telephone traffic
theory are undoubtedly those deduced in Erlang's classical model for a
finite trunk group: c trunks, Poisson arrivals at rate a > 0, negative
exponential holding -times, and blocked calls cleared without retrials.
As is familiar, the probability of k calls in progress in equilibrium in
this model is

ak
k!

Pk c J,k = 0,  , c,E
J=0 j!

the probability of blocking is just E(c,a) = pc , the load offered is a,
the load carried is in = a (1 - Pc), and the load variance is

0-2 = m - ape (c - m).

It is important to note precisely just what is given, and what is calcu-
lated, in this model. The attempt rate and the number of trunks are
-given, and all else is calculated from a and c. This is because there is
no "finite -source effect" here, no diminution of the instantaneous calling
rate when many calls are in progress.

In a telephone connecting network model with a finite number of
terminals, however, the finite source effect is inescapable. The attempt
rate (or offered load, if the mean holding time is the unit of time) is
not given a priori, but must itself be determined from the statistical
equilibrium equations. This fact is sometimes overlooked. The same
circumstance applies to the carried loads, whether the total load or
simply the loads on particular parts (e.g., junctors or links, or groups
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thereof) within the networks; all these loads are functions of network
structure and operation (e.g., routing) and are not given a priori. It
is, nevertheless, a common practice to assume that such loads are
known.4'5

For the reasons cited in the foregoing paragraph, the fact that the
basic relationship (2) obtains between m, Prfbli , Q2, T, and A assumes
additional importance over and above its value as an aid to rough
calculation.

Also, while it is inescapable, the finite source effect may nevertheless
be demonstrably negligible. For example, T may be so large and A so
small that the finite source effect is virtually absent and can be neglected:
almost everyone is idle almost all of the time. On the other hand, this
may not happen, and thus it is important to be able to foretell to some
extent when it does. Our analyses provide (among other results) some
upper bounds on how large the finite source effect in a particular model
actually is, and thus are of use in deciding whether or not it can be
ignored.

It is known that there are respects in which either the Poisson dis-
tribution Ca (a7j!), j = 0, 1, 2, , or sometimes the truncated
Poisson or Erlang distribution

a'

E a
i=o i!

plays a boundary or limiting role for the equilibrium distribution of
the number of calls in progress in various stochastic telephone traffic
models. Examples of this phenomenon abound. In Palm's "infinite
trunk" model' this equilibrium distribution is exactly the Poisson; in
Erlang's classical model' for c trunks, Poisson arrivals, and lost calls
cleared, it is exactly the truncated Poisson.

Further, it has been shown6 that if the present model is used to de-
scribe the operation of a nonblocking network, then as A -> 0 and T -> 00
with 1X712 = a = constant, the distribution of the number of calls in
progress approaches the Poisson with mean a. Finally, it is suggestive
but perhaps less directly relevant that in the present model the expan-
sion of Pr{ I xe I = k} in powers of A has the form

Pr{ I xt I = k} = po(X4 / kOuk o (X) , A -> 0

where Po is the probability that no calls are in progress (po-1 = nor-
malization constant) and uk is a constant depending only on the struc-
ture of the network and on the routing rule R used.3
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All these facts suggest that the relationships of the distribution { pk}
of the number of calls in progress to various possible distributions similar
in algebraic character to the truncated Poisson should be explored in
a systematic way, with special efforts to establish rigorous inequalities
for quantities of interest in terms of truncated Poisson distributions.
Such inequalities are obtained in the sequel.

Applications of the inequalities are numerous. A particularly im-
portant one provides a precise form of the following natural approxima-
tion procedure: In most telephone systems, the chance of having many
more calls in progress than the average will be small; hence little error
will be incurred in the calculation of loss if the states with many more
calls in progress than the average are omitted from the sums defining
[cf. (1)] the loss.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Some of the problems, ideas, and observations that motivated the
inequalities to be presented here were considered informally in Section
III. The problem of estimating the extent of the "finite source effect",
and the fact that distributions related to the Poisson or Erlang distribu-
tions give rigorous and useful bounds in traffic theory, were both men-
tioned.

In Section V we discuss the distribution of the number of calls in
progress, and remark on the basic inequality

Pr{ k calls in progress} < Pr{ no calls in progress}

X k Y1 T - 2j) (3)
j=0 2

The distribution of the number of calls in progress, it is to be recalled,'
entirely determines the load carried and the load offered in a "one-
sided" network; thus it also determines the probability of loss, by (2).

Section VI contains two analytical lemmas on which all the ensuing
inequalities are based. The first merely observes that all extrema of a
bilinear functional on a polyhedron must be achieved at the vertices.
The second lemma is used over and over again in the sequel and for this
reason it is called the "basic lemma." For certain special convex poly-
hedra and bilinear functionals, it pinpoints that extreme point of the
polyhedron at which the functional assumes its maximum. Many
problems of traffic theory lead to polyhedra and functionals of just
these special types, whence their relevance.

A network v, together with a routing rule R for v, is called a system.
There is a natural map ti which takes a system (v,R) into the distribu-
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tion of the number of calls in progress induced by (v,R) (for a stochastic
process xt describing the operation of v under R and under the traffic
assumptions of Section II). Section V is devoted to proving a basic
preliminary result to the effect that if v carries at most w calls then for
any R the induced distribution of the number of calls in progress be-
longs (if normalized so that Pr{xt = 0} = 1) to a special convex set of
(w 1) dimensions, describable in terms of w, X, and T, and closely
related to the factors

xk k-1
bk = k = 1, ,w, (4)

k! J-0 2 '

appearing in (3) and in the theory of traffic in nonblocking networks.'
All the preceding preliminary results are combined in Section VIII

to prove a principal inequality for ratios of expectations: For nonde-
creasing nonnegative f () and positive nonincreasing g (),

Elf (1 st I)} jtof (i)bi
max

v,R E{g(I xt I)}
.J=0

where bk are as in (4), and the maximum is over v and R appropriate
to v such that v has T terminals and carries at most w calls. In Section
IX we make direct applications of this result to the mean load carried
and to the attempt rate.

The extent of the finite source effect is estimated in Section X in
terms of the quantities bk of (4), or, more roughly, in terms of the Erlang
loss function E(c,a), with a = 1XT2. Section XI next considers the
problem of estimating the equilibrium chance that more than k calls
are in progress; again, this is done in terms of the bk , and also by means
of Erlang's function, using the basic lemma. Estimates of this proba-
bility have important applications to studying the error incurred in
omitting states with more than k calls in progress in the sums in (1),
defining loss.

It is natural to expect that in most telephone systems the probability
that an immoderately large number (about twice the average number)
of calls be in progress is small. This expectation suggests omitting
states with more than k calls in progress from the sums defining loss,
for some suitable k, as an approximation. The next two sections, XII
and XIII, are concerned with the magnitude and the sign, respectively,
of the error in this approximation. Two of the results are simple enough
to paraphrase: Theorem 5: In virtually all cases of practical interest, if
Pr{ I xt I > k} 5_ [p/ (1 + p)], then omitting states with more than k
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calls in progress in calculating Pr{ bl} [by (1)] will not result in an error
of more than 100p per cent. Theorem 6: If Pill st I > k} < e, then
omitting states ... [etc., as above] will not result in an absolute error
of more than e.

Because the loss, Pr { bl , is a bilinear (or linear fractional) functional
of the state probabilities, determining the sign of the error incurred in
the approximation under discussion is usually not simple. This sign de-
pends (Theorems 7, 8, 9) on whether or not the fraction of hangups made
with more than k + 1 calls in progress exceeds the fraction of attempts
made with more than k calls in progress. In particular, if the fraction of
attempts made with at most k calls in progress is not more than a certain
expression (15) involving k and Erlang's loss function the approxima-
tion is an underestimate; whereas if the fraction of hangups made with

-at most k +-I calls in progress exceeds another similar expression (16),
then the approximation overestimates loss.

Oilier approximations are considered in Section XIV. A natural one
is omission of states with more than k calls in progress in (2) for loss
in terms of the mean and variance of the load. The basic lemma implies
that this approximation is always an upper bound.

The final section, XV, exhibits a simple upper bound on the loss in
terms of a bound on the number of blocked idle terminal -pairs in a state
with k calls up, i.e., a bound of the form

I3x 6 fix! f( ) increasing. (5)

This result, to be developed in a later paper,' provides a reasonably
manageable way of converting combinatorial information about net-
work structure directly into probabilistic inequalities about loss. The
search for bounds of the form (5) for various classes and kinds of net-
work is now one of the next most important tasks of congestion theory.

Some of the conclusions to be drawn from the present work are set
down in the following list; many others will occur to those skilled in the
art.

(i) The terms bk , given by (4), of the distribution of the number
of calls in progress in nonblocking networks can be used to give
inequalities for the mean load carried, the attempt rate, the loss,
and other quantities of interest arising in the study of traffic in
blocking networks.

(ii) Terms of the Poisson or Erlang distribution, long used in trunk-
ing theory and in certain limiting cases of no congestion, can be
used to give inequalities similar to, but always weaker and sim-
pler than, those of (i), for the same quantities of interest.

(iii) The inequalities of (i) become those of (ii) in the "infinite
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source" limit X 0, T - co , iXT2 = a = constant, with X the
calling rate per pair of idle lines, and T the total number of lines.
(This limit is interesting and relevant to practical matters.)

(iv) Of the networks with T terminals, the nonblocking ones carry
the most load and have the smallest attempt rate; among those
that can carry at most w calls, the networks which are nonblock-
ing up to w calls in progress, and block completely at w calls in
progress, carry the most load and have the smallest attempt rate.

(v) If a network carries at most w calls, its load per line is at most

XT[1 -E (w,a)],

and the equilibrium chance that it have more than k calls in
progress is at most

w -k
k! E (k,a)1 - a
w! E(w,a)

where E ( ,a) is Erlang's loss function and a = 2 A T2.
(vi) In almost all cases, omitting states with more than three times

the average number of calls in progress from the sums in (1)
defining loss will result in at most a 50 per cent error in the loss.

(vii) Omission, in calculating loss by (1), of all states with more than
k calls in progress will result in an underestimate if k is low
enough. If (2) is used, this omission always overestimates loss.

(viii) If Pr{ xt > k) < E, the above omission makes an absolute error
of at most E, if formula (1) is used.

(ix) Any bound 13r < fix!, fi, on the number of blocked idle termi-
nal pairs in a state x at once yields the inequality

w

Pr{ bl} j=°
E

Eaiaj

When the right-hand side is within an order of magnitude of
the left, this result puts a large premium on combinatorial stud-
ies in networks of the rate at which blocking goes up with number
of calls in progress.

V. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF CALLS IN PROGRESS

The calculation of the call -congestion, or probability of blocking
Pr{ bl}, reduces in general to that of the stationary state -probabilities
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f p. , x e . In the case of one-sided connecting networks, however, the
basic formula (2) shows that a knowledge of the equilibrium mean and
variance of the number of calls in progress is sufficient to determine
the call -congestion. It is particularly important, then, to study the
distribution of the number of calls in progress very carefully, because:
(a) it contains all the information necessary to calculate congestion;
(b) being a distribution of probability over a finite subset of the integers,
it is a much simpler object than the distribution {p.} over S; (c) without
doubt, it is much easier to approximate than {p.} itself, and so is much
more likely to be useful. Various properties, inequalities, etc., pertaining
to this distribution are studied in this section.

We use the notation

Pk = E px
ixi=k

for the probability that k calls are in progress in equilibrium. We know
from Lemma 1 of Ref. 3 that for 1 < Ic,-_5_w= max I x I ,

xeS

kpk = x E pxs (x) (6)
1.1-k-1

This formula expresses the fact that in equilibrium the average rate of
entrances into the set {x: I x I >= k} must equal the average rate of
exits from this set.

Unfortunately, (6) does not in general permit an actual calculation
of {pk} , because it depends, on the right, on the actual distribution of
probability over {x: Ix' = k - 1} , and not merely on . However,
let us observe (i) that if it takes more than k - 1 calls in progress to
block any call at all then

s (x) = (T - 2 I x I)
for x I = k - 1,

and (ii) that in any case

(T - 2 I x I)
2

Thus, if n is the minimum number of calls which must be in progress
in order that there by any blocked calls at all, we find that

(T - 2k ± 2)
kpk = XPk-1 9

1 n

T- 2k ± 2)
kik XPk-1 1 k w.

2
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Iteration of these relations then gives
xk k-1 2

Pk = PO C! jll=0 2

xk k-1

Pk PO -k! J-0 2

1 < 1 n

1 k w.

(7)

The bound on the right of this last inequality has the same form as
the exact formula for Pk for a nonblocking network.6 This implies that
for X fixed the maximum possible value of the ratios

(pk/po) k = 1,  ,w
is achieved by nonblocking networks, and it is achieved by a blocking
network at a particular value of k only if

1 (T - 2k + 2)
Pk -1 lx1=k-1

i.e., only if the conditional expectation of s( ) given that k - 1 calls
are in progress is the number

(T - 2k + 2).
2

Since this is an upper bound for s( ) over all x with 'xi= k - 1, this
means that all the probability is concentrated on the nonblocking states,
so that the bound (7) is also achieved for k - 1. (This observation will
be fundamental in the proof of Lemma 3.)

Reasoning from (6) leads to the inequalities

XPk-1 min s (y) < kpk < Xpk_i max s (y)
II/ =k-1

and thence by iteration to the

Remark:

Xk k-1
H min so ) Pk

xk k-1

J <= <
po k!

II max 8(y).
k! j=0 iyi=j 1=0

This result indicates (to a first approximation) how the values as-
sumed by the "success" function s ( ) on S affect the distribution of
the number of calls in progress, and through it, the congestion or proba-
bility of blocking. Obviously, the nearer the network is to being non -
blocking, i.e., the nearer s ( ) comes to assuming the value
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T- 2 1 x

for state x, the closer pk will be to its upper bound (7), and the less will
be the congestion.

VI. TWO PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Lemma 1: Let P be a polyhedron in n -dimensional Euclidean space, and let

c1 (a,F(x) = x),
( , ) = inner product

eI (b,x)

be a bilinear (or linear fractional) function of the n -vector x, such that the
plane c2 (b,x) = 0 does not intersect P. Then the extreme values of F()
on P are assumed at the vertices of P.

Proof: Let x be a point interior to P. Since the sign of

aF ct1[c2 (b,x)] - bi[ci (a,x)}
ax, (c2 + (b,x)p

does not depend on xi, we can find another point y e OP (the boundary of
P) such that F(x) (y). The point y will be on a face P1 of P deter-
mined by a linear condition (c,x) = a which can be used to eliminate
one of the variables from F() to get a new bilinear function F1(  ) of
(n - 1) variables agreeing with F() on P1 . Except for dimension, the
problem of maximizing F1(  ) over Pi is of exactly the same form as that
maximizing F() over P. The result is true for n = 1, and -hence -for all
n z 1. The argument for minima is dual.

Basic Lemma (Lemma 2): Let X = (X0 , Al , , Xn ) be a vector of
(n + 1) positive numbers, and let A be the closed convex hull of the points

X0 0, 0, 0, 0

X0 , X1, 0, 0, 0

X0, X1, X2,

XO XI X2,Xn
Let f (.) be nondecreasing and nonnegative, and let g () be nonincreas-
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ing and positive, on (0,1, - , Then with ( , ) = inner product,

max (f,v) (f,X)
DEA (g,v) (g,X)

Proof: It follows from Lemma 1 that the maximum is assumed at a
vertex. However, as can be verified,

kk k+1

E E
J-0 j-.

, k = 0, 1, n -1.- k+1
E gjx; E giX;
j=0 j=0

VII. BASIC INCLUSION

Let I be the set of inlets, and Sl that of outlets, of a possible or in-
tended connecting network to be used for making calls from I to
By a network v for 1 and 12 we mean a quadruple

v = (G,I

where G is a linear graph indicating network structure, I and St are
respectively the inlets and outlets of the network, and S is the set of
permitted states! The letter w is used to stand for the largest possible
number of calls in progress; thus

w= max I x I .

xe S

If v is one-sided, I = Sl and w [1 I I I]. If v is two-sided, I fl SZ =
and w <= min{ I /1,igi}

By a system for I and SZ we mean a pair (v,R) with v a network for
I and St and R a routing rule defined on the states x e S = S (v) and
satisfying the conditions of Section II. It follows from the theoretical
assumptions made in Section II that, together with a value of the traffic
parameter X > 0, v and R determine a stochastic process xi taking
values on S with a stationary distribution

fpr = px(v,R,X), x e S(v))

determined by the equilibrium condition (cf. Section II).
We shall assume that I, S2, and X are fixed, and shall omit indications

of dependence on these notions or numbers.
Let S. denote the set of systems for I and Si such that w < n. With

pk = pk(v,R) = E px(v,R)
1z1-k
zeS(v)
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the map IA ( , ) is defined on 8 for each value of X > 0 by

(Po, pi, p)
, p = p(v,R),

po

i.e., its value for (v,R) is the distribution of the number of calls in
progress in the associated stochastic process xi , normalized so that
po = 1.

Lemma 3: Let n 5 [171, and let

bo = 1
(ix)k 71!

bk =
k! (T - 2k) !

= 1, , n. (g)

Let C be the closed convex hull of the (n 1) -dimensional points

co = (1,0,0, , 0)
ci = (1 ,l)
c2 = (1 ,

, 0 ,
b2 ,

, 0)
,0)

Cr' = (1 , b2 , , b).

Then

11(87,) C,

i.e., C includes the a -image of 8 .

Proof: We show first that each c, , i = 0, , n is in fact in the image
of 8 under te ( ). Let vo be the trivial network containing no crosspoints,
and let Ro be the trivial rule that says nothing. Then

:( vo,Ro)-> co ,

and co e µ (8). Now let vk , = 1, , n, be a "one-sided network
_consisting () of a concentrator taking T terminals to 2k in a non -

blocking manner, and (ii.) of a nonblocking "one-sided" network on
those 2k terminals. In such a network, obviously, a state is nonblocking
if fewer than k calls are in progress; the network blocks up completely
as soon as k calls are in progress. It follows from the arguments for
Theorem 1 of Ref. 6 that for any routing rule Rh appropriate to vk ,

A:(vk,Rk)-> Ck

From formula (7) of Section V we know that

pk(v,R) = < uk 
po ( v,R ) po
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Hence, to show that 1.4(87,) is contained in C, it suffices to show that if for
some (v,R) e S. and some 1 < k < n,

(Pk/Po) = bk , p = P(P,R)

then for all 1 < j k,

(pi/p0) = bi.

Suppose then that pk /230 = bk . Using (6) we find

kpk = X E pys(y) = Apk_xis(st) I xt I = k -
IuI k-1

Hence,

But,

= pokbk

= (T - 2k ± 2)
2

bk_i .

(T - 2k + 2\
Pk -1 2 )

bk-1
po Els(xi) I

I xt I= k- 11

max s(y) (T - 2k ± 2)
2

so the ratio is > 1. But we know from (7) that pk_i/po
equality holds, and by iteration,

pi/po = bi , 1 < j < k.

VIII. PRINCIPAL INEQUALITY FOR RATIOS OF EXPECTATIONS

Hence,

We now combine Lemmas 2 and 3 to obtain a basic inequality for
ratios of expectations. Applications of this result to the quantities of
interest in traffic engineering appear in the following Sections IX
through XIV.

Theorem 1: If f ) is nondecreasing and nonnegative, and g () is
nonincreasing and positive, on {0,1, , n} , then

E
max

E {f(I xt 1)} f(i)bi
0

v,R)68 Eig(1 xi 1)1 g( i)bj
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(the expectation being calculated with respect to the stationary probabilities
associated with v and R.)

Proof: By Lemma 3, the image of 8 under µ( ) is contained in the
closed convex hull C of the points co , c1, , c. By the basic lemma,
the maximum of the functional

r) -
r)

=
E=o

(g,r)
L1 g(3)r1
i=0

for r e C is assumed at r =

IX. INEQUALITIES FOR THE MEAN AND THE ATTEMPT RATE

Let v and v be two connecting networks with the same number of
terminals, and the same offered traffic X per idle pair. If v is nonblocking,
it is our intuitive expectation that it will carry at least as great a load
as and that (since more lines of v are busy on the average than of
v) the attempt rate for VI will be at least as great as that for P. It is
being assumed here, of course, that in each case the operation of the
network is being represented by a stochastic process xt of the type de-
scribed in Section II, with

It'

E kpk/po
m = carried load = k=1

1 + E pk/po
k=1

(T - 21)
2X.E1 al.,11 = attempt rate = k-0 \ I

1 + E pA/p.
k=1

Arguments v,R are used in the next three results to indicate de-
pendence on the network v and the routing rule R under discussion.

Theorem 2: Let v be a one-sided network of T terminals, and let w =
-w(v) = max Ix' ,a = iXT .2 Then for any R such that (v,R)

zeS(v)

vi

E jb1
m(v,R) j-1 a[1 - E(w,a)].

1 E b;
a=i
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Proof: For the first inequality let f (j) = j and g = 1 in Theorem 1; for
the second, use the basic lemma and b; < a'/j!.

Corollary 1: Let (v,R) and (11,R') belong to 8,, for some integer w, with
both v and 1/ one-sided. If v' is nonblocking until w calls are in progress,
then with a = 1XT2

w

E jb;
m(v,R) _5 m(v',R') = 5 a[1 - E(w,a)].

1 ± E b.;
=1

The following properties of the Erlang loss function

a

c!

a_

J-0 j!

E(c,a) -

are used:

Ejai
J-1

ai
j! = a[1 - E(c,a)],

j=0 j:
j

.2 a
.7

.1-1 3! = a[1 - E(c,a)] - a2E(c,a)r - 1 + E(c,a) 1+ a2[1 - E(c,a)]2,
a

i-o j!

= (a + a2)[1 - E(c,a)] - acE(c,a).

Theorem 3: Let v be a one-sided network of T terminals. Then for w =
w (v), a = I'd'', and any R such that (v,R) e ,

i (T - 2j) E (T - 2j) al
Eailp =-

,. > i-o \ 2 P
t irt ,R.w L w a,

r%1 ± E b; 4' Tij=1 )=0 J .

Proof: The first inequality follows from taking f = 1 and g (j) = a,
in Theorem 1; the second, from the basic lemma. The last term on the
right is expressible in terms of Erlang's loss function as

(T) - a(2T - 3 + 2a)[1 - E(w,a)] - 2awE(w,a).
\2
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X. APPLICATIONS TO ESTIMATING THE "FINITE -SOURCE EFFECT"

It is reasonable to expect that in a telephone system with a large
number T of terminals, each one contributing only a small amount of
traffic, the "finite -source effect" will be small. Since the finite -source
effect is a diminution of the instantaneous calling rate due to busy
terminals, it is properly measured by the fraction of busy terminals,
i.e., in our model, the quantity

q = 2m/T = load per customer's line in erlangs.

When T is so large and X so small that q is very small we might with
justifiable confidence replace our finite -source model with an infinite
source model. One way of doing this is to consider a sequence of con-
necting networks which concentrate traffic from more and more termi-
nals into a sub -connecting network of fixed structure. However, we do
not here digress into a detailed consideration of this transition; the basic
idea5V-s been at theart of applications of the Poisson arrival process
in telephone traffic theory since its beginning. Instead, we obtain an
upper bound on q in terms of T and X; this bound provides a conserva-
tive estimate of the negligibility of the finite source effect.

Corollary 2: With a = 1X74, E (c,a) the (first) Erlang loss function, and
bo , b1, , b,0 as in formula (8),

q :5

en

E 2aj=1 <
T

E bi
j=0

- E(w,a)

2a< (1
eaa.

= 7' w!

2a
= XT.

(w= maz x
xts

Proof: The first inequality follows from Theorem 1, the second from
the basic lemma, and the third from

a
W

w
'w!

=
e-a

w!a
E(w,a) - >

i=0I.
Alternatively, since the finite -source effect is a diminution of the

calling rate due to busy terminals, one can also estimate it in terms of
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(the difference between the maximal calling rate X
T when no terminals
2

are busy and the average calling rate

XElaixid = X t Pi (T -22i)
a-0

This estimate is covered in the

Corollary 8: The average diminution

D = X (2 T) - XE{aizti}

in calling rate due to busy terminals satisfies the inequality

D S Xa(2T - 3 + 2a)[1 -E (w,a)] + XawE (w,a)

0 (71-' ) as X -> 0, T. ->co, a= 1XT2 .

Proof: Theorem 3 and the known properties of E ( ,a).

XI. ESTIMATE OF THE CHANCE OF MORE THAN k CALLS IN PROGRESS

The chance Pr{ I xi I > k} is a quantity that is useful in estimating
the extent of the finite source effect, and the error incurred in ignoring
states with more than k calls in progress in calculating loss. (See Sec
tion XII.) Upper bounds for it are given in

Theorem 4: If v is one-sided, w = w (v), and a = *XT2, then

W

E bi
Pr{ I xi I > k} < j-k4.1

w

1 + E bi
i-i

< 1 - cr-kk! E(k,a)
w! E (w,a)

Proof: For the first inequality, choose

f (j) = 10 j S k
11 j > k

and g () = 1 in Theorem 1; the second follows from the basic lemma.

XII. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS FOR THE PROBABILITY OF BLOCKING

In any telephone system that provides adequate service the proba-
bility of a substantially larger than average number of calls in progress
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will be small. Thus, in using the formula for probability of blocking,

E pro.
Pr{b1} = x's

P.a.
,

zeS

it should be possible to omit states with more than k calls in progress
from the sums, without incurring too much error. It is the purpose of
this section to examine this possibility rigorously. In particular, we wish
to answer the following very important question: If p is a given posi-
tive number, how large must k be so that the omission of states with
more than k calls in progress, i.e., the approximation

E p.43.
PrIbll

pzaz

results in an error of at most 100p per cent?
In what follows we shall make systematic use of the following ab-

breviations:

E prs(x)
Ixl <k

px,xx
1.1,k

U = E pis(x)
ixi>k

E pzaz.

(9)

(10)

(The notation b for the probability of blocking, used in Ref. 3, e.g., is
being avoided in favor of Pr{ bll. ) It can be seen that

+ success rate m
A A

S V =

1 - Pribll -

attempt rate
A

r u
s v

Thus, omitting states with more than k calls in progress in calculating
1 - Pr{ bl} is equivalent to approximating it by

r/s. (12 )
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We note that

v/ (s v)

is the fraction of attempts made with more than k calls in progress.

Lemma 4: vgs v) < Pr{ I x I > k} .

Proof: We have

s v

E p,ax

E pzai + 2 _ a=
lx1 <k IxI>k

Let a = max{ ax: I x I = k} . Then because a(.) is antitone on S

s v x I Lc. ki

Since for A > 0

d - > 0
(11 + (µ±1)z

we can replace v in the last inequality by its majorant

a Pr{ I x I > k} ,

which proves the lemma.

Also, it is seen that

V - E 75,A
Ixl>k

8 v - r - E pox
xeS

is the fraction of blocked attempts that occur when more than k calls
are in progress.

Theorem 5: If, simultaneously, the fraction of attempts that are blocked
with more thank calls in progress is at most p/ (1 + p), and x I > k}
p (1 p), then omitting states with more than k calls in progress when
using (1) for Pr{ bl} will not result in an error of more than 100p per cent.

Proof: It suffices to show that

r r
s+v p (1 7.

s v
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The hypothesis and Lemma 4 imply that

< P
si-v= 1.-Fp

and hence that

ps,

v(1 - -p (s - r)
s

(1 + (r +v) <p(s+v)+S(s+v).+

Since u < v, we have

(1 + + u) :) (8 + v)

or

7' + u r r + u
s + v s

5_ p (1 s + v 1'

which is one half of the requisite inequality. For the other half, the
hypothesis gives

so that

Or

v -
s - r p

v -u p(s - r)
r

v u p (s - r)

:5 pv + (1 - p)u + p(s - r)
= u + p(s v - r - u)

p (vs - u
1

s + v

r + u\
s + v

r u

8 + V s -P (1 - ru
s v
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Since a,

V - U < ak+1 PrXt I >S ±v-r-u= s+v-r-u
Hence, the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied if both

and

Pr{ xt > 1

Pr{ixtil>/c} < P s+v-r_u
ak+1

or if both
1

+ p
p Pr{bl}

p 1 ak+Igs + v)

POI xi I > ki 1 -FP 13

(71 2 k -
2

8 +

(13)

We now show that the first inequality in (13) is easily met by a choice
of k that depends very simply on p and on the carried load m, and that
with this choice of k, the second inequality holds for virtually all cases
of interest. By Chebyshev's inequality, the first inequality is satisfied if

p + 1
k in - 1.

for then

Pr{ I si > ±k 1 -< 1+p p.

As for the second, we have

(T - 2m
2

0_<40-'/71 1.

Thus,

+

T- 2k - - 2/o - 2) T- 2m.
2 > 2

s+v CT - 2m)
2

,
2

+ T2
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Since m >> 2p, choosing k = (m/p) - 1 makes the first factor
greater than unity. The second factor is, with q = 2m/T = line usage

1

1T21 + 2

T - 2m
1 ± 1 + -F o(1))

2
(T - 2m)2 -T + 2m (1 - q)

_as T becomes large. As q assumes values in the representative range 0
to 0.2, the second factor varies between 0.5 and about 0.39, if the o(1)
term is ignored. The strongest form of the second inequality in (13) is
then roughly

Pr{b1} S 0.4,

and is virtually always fulfilled in cases of practical interest. Thus, for
example, to obtain an error of at most 25 per cent, it is sufficient to
consider only states with at most

5m - 1

calls in progress. For a 50 per cent error, only states with at most

3m - 1

calls in progress need be considered.
In many cases, especially in those in which very little is known about

the actual value of the probability Prfbll of blocking, it may be de-
sirable to assess the effect of neglecting states with more than k calls in
progress on the absolute error rather than the percentage error. This
situation is covered by the following simple result:

Theorem 6: Let e > 0 be any positive real number. If x I > k} < E,
then omitting states with more than lc calls in progress in calculating Pr{ bll
by (I) will not result in an absolute error of more than e.

Proof: It is sufficient to establish that

-By Lemma 4, we have

' u r
s v

E.

Pr{lx1 > k} <e
s v -

and hence, using U < v,
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7' + e
s v

r u r  E.
s + v s

r

s v

For the other half of the requisite inequality, we observe that

E e -
+ v

r 7'

s + v S
( 1 - -e.

From the hypothesis we have

and hence,

which proves the result.

 E
s + v

s+ v 1 - e

 -r (1 - e),
8 v 8

r + u r -
8 + V S -

XIII. THE SIGN OF THE ERROR

In the two preceding theorems we have studied the approximation
1 - (r 1 s) to Pr{ bl} (obtained by omitting from the sums in (1) states
with more than k calls in progress) without considering whether this
approximation will tend to overestimate or underestimate Pr{ bl} . This
question is now taken up.

Various intuitive arguments why 1 - (r /s) should lie on one side or
the other of Pr{ bl} come readily to mind. The number if3z of blocked idle
inlet -outlet pairs in state x tends first to grow with I x I, but then as
I x becomes large enough it must again decrease to zero, because
13z < ax = number of idle inlet -outlet pairs in state x. However, if the
network cannot carry more than w calls with w << 1T, it is possible
that f3x is actually monotone increasing (or isotone) with respect to the
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partial ordering < of S; since ax is definitely monotone decreasing (or
antitone) on (8,), one might in this case expect that omitting the
states where /3x is largest and az is smallest would tend to make the
congestion seem to be less than it actually is.

Similarly, viewing (r Is) as an approximation to

pxs(x)
ZES

E Pzaz
reS

and noting that s() is antitone on (S,_), one might expect that
omitting the states where s () is smallest would tend to make 1 -
Prtbll larger than it is.

In fact, neither of the above intuitions is always correct; omission of
states x with more than k calls in progress from the sums in the ratio
(14) defining 1 - Pr{ 131} sometimes gives an underestimate, and at
others gives an overestimate. Roughly, if k is large enough, 1 - (r/s)
will be an overestimate of the loss, whereas if it is too small, it will be an
underestimate.

- 1 - (14)

Theorem 7: If the fraction of hangups made with more than k 1 calls
in progress exceeds the fraction of attempts made with more than k calls in
progress, then omitting states with more than k calls in progress in the
calculation of Pr{ bl} results in an overestimate; in the opposite case, the
omission results in an underestimate.

Proof: For t E [0,1], let

U(t) r
s vt

so that U(0) = r/s and U(1) = 1 - POW} . It can be seen that

E E s(x)px
i>k-Fi I.1>k, E s(x)p,E iPi xeS

i=0

E arp.
1.1>k

E arpr

V

s

u.

r u

and that the following inequalities are all equivalent:
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ry us

r(s v) + ut(s + v) > s(r + u) + tv(r + u)

U (t)

V >
s + r +

Theorem 8: If the fraction s/ (s + v) of attempts made with at most k calls
in progress is at most

1 - E(k + 1,a) E(w,a) w!
ka +1-u' (15)

1 - E(w,a) E(k + 1,a) k + 1!

then omitting states with more than k calls in progress in calculating Pr{ bl}
results in an underestimate:

Prfbli ,?__ 1 - (r/ s).

Proof: It can be verified that

1
1 - E(k + 1,a) E(w,a) w!

ak+l-w
1 - E(w,a) E(k + 1,a) k + 1!

W ai W W

r=k+2 , . > j=k+2-E 3 i I
E ib, E jp; X E

k

pxs(x)
1.1> Xu

w

Ei ,a_i,
-

w --

> i>k+1 -
m m

2., ibi E ipi
a-. 3. i=o J-0

The first equality follows from known properties of Erlang's function,
the two inequalities follow from the basic lemma with g = 1 and

If=
{0 j5k+1

1 j > k + 1,

and the last two equalities follow from (6) and the definition (11) of
u, respectively. Thus the hypothesis gives

771s + v> X

u 1 m r u
v-

<Xs±v=s+v-1- P111311,

and the argument now proceeds as in Theorem 7.

Remark:
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..,b; 2 a -77
S < J>k < j>k

=
E a ib

w+V = x -,w a2,
J=o j-0 j.

Proof: Basic lemma, with X; = aibi .

It follows that

s v
- 1 > 1

s v

E a'
ajbj Ea;-

i>k >1 j>k 3!

a.
Et' ajb
i=o j -o 3!

1969

Theorem 9: If the fraction Xu/m of hangups made with k 1 or fewer
calls in progress is at least

1 - ak_, w! E(w,a)
k! E(k,a)

(2T)
- a(2T - 3 + 2a)[1 - E(k,a)] - 2akE(k,a)

(72i)

then omitting states with more than k calls in progress in calculating PrIbli
results in an overestimate:

(16)

a(2T - 3 + 2a)[1 - E(w,a)] - 2awE(w,a)

Pr{bl} 1 - (r /s).
Proof: It can he verified, using the formula, for integers c < w,

T - 2j) a'
,-0 2

that

- a(2T - 3 + 2a)[1 - E(c,a)] - 2acE(c,a)a' (2
c! E(c,a)

( 16) =

a"E a E a ;b.;
j=k+i 3 > j=k-1-1

=alE ai - E ajb;
J-0 3. J=0

W

E
Vj=k+1- w

E a jPii=o

s
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where the first equality follows from the stated formula, the two in-
equalities follow from the basic lemma, and the last equality from the
definitions of s and v. Hence, the hypothesis implies

Au

m = s v'

r±u=s+v'
and the argument again proceeds as in Theorem 7.

XIV. OTHER APPROXIMATIONS

Since

1 - Pr{ bl}

one can envisage an approximation

Pr { bl 1

, Ej=- , k

ajpj
J=0

(17)

(18)

obtained by omitting states with more than k calls in progress from the
sums in (17). The basic lemma implies that this approximation is
always an overestimate. We have

Theorem 10: For each k = 1, , w,

Proof:

k

E E s(x)p.,
1 - Pr{ - 1.1

k

E E azp.
aiPi Ix] .1c

j=0

1 - Pr{b1} -
E
j=o

1

E iPi
x k

EMai
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the inequality following from the basic lemma. We now use formula (6):

/Pi = A E Po(Y), j = 1, , w.

We note that the bound given in Theorem 10 is exactly the estimate
r/s of (12) with the top term in the numerator sum omitted. This term
is just -'(k + 1 )pk+i , and we have shown that

Pr l bl - 1 +

(k 1)pk+1

Xs

(k Obk+1

E bia;

a
k! AT<a

k '
(with a =

aj (71 - 2j)
x E T.

j=0 .1; 2

aE (k,a)

2
Y-F-X-ak - Xa(2T - 2a2 - E(k,a)]

The last bound goes to E (k,a) as A -> 0, T -> co, with 2a = X7'2.
In this limit, then, if 1 - r/8 underestimates Pribli at all, it does so by
at most E (k,a).

Another result of the same character is

Theorem 11: With a = iXT2 and k + 2 < w,

r k ± 2 E(k + 2,a)Priblj 1 - +
a 1 - E (k 2,a)

Proof:

1 - Pribll =

k+1

1 E Ejpf 1 iPij-1 >J-1
- x k+1

E aiPi
j=0 i=o

r

the inequality coming from the basic lemma, and the second identity
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from formula (6) and the definitions (10) and (11) of r and s respec-
tively. Writing the last term on the right as

r s r (1
S ak-FJPk+1 S tiek+iPk+1

we find, since r/s < 1,

1 - Pr{bl) - ak+lpk+1
k+1

Eaipi
J-0

The basic lemma gives, using jt = J-1 ,

ak_oPk+i < ak+Ibk+i (k 2)bk+2
k+1 = k+1 k+2

E E aibi E it);
j=0 i=0 j=i

ak+2

(k2) (k k + 2 E(k + 2,a)
k+2a =

a 1 - E(k + 2,a)
E -

Theorem 12: Let K be a set of integers j all satisfying j > Xa - PrIbill.
Then omission of all the states in U L1 in the calculation of Pr{ bl} as

;ex
defined by (2) results in an overestimate.

Proof: Let = , , t,,,) be a (w + 1) dimensional vector variable
taking values in the positive orthant, and consider the function V(s)
defined by

V(E) =
>aisi

i=o

It is apparent that if = (po , , P.) = P =
number of calLs in progress, then

V (p) = 1 - Pr{ 131}.

Now,

av 1 j - AcriV(t)
=

aE; x
aiEij0

distribution of the
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Hence, T7(0 :5_ (p) and j e K imply

> 0
0E;

Consider a path of integration F along which

ti = Pi j K
and which runs from the pAT Viwith-offordinates

f 0, for j e K
7).; for j 4 K

to the point t = p in such a way that Adds > 0 for j e K along P.
V (s) is the approximation to 1 - Pr{bl} resulting from omitting from
(17) states having j calls in progress for j e K.

It is apparent that there is a segment of r in the neighborhood of
p on which V (E-) V (p). Since V () is condi-mous the set
A = {E: V (t) V (p)} is closed. If r first intersects aA at some point
q 0 p we have

V(p) V(q) V(p)
ao Eils;

ds

which is impossible since the integral does not vanish. Thus

V(Ss) V(p).

It is easy to see that the condition j > Xcli[1 - Pr{131}1 in Theorem 12
occurs for relatively low values of j. For it is enough that

j> -2 [1 - Pr{b1}] - (1 - q)2 - T-'(1 - q) 4a2T-2'

and thus it suffices that

> (1 - + T-1(1 - q)
The second term in the denominator is negligible for all but uninterest-
ingly small values of T, so roughly j can be any integer larger than

m

(1 -
With q = 0.1 erlang, a representative value, the condition is approxi-
mately j > 1.22m.

The method used in Theorem 12 also proves
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Theorem 13: Let X be a set of states such that x  X implies

s(x) > 1 - Pdbl}.
az

Then the approximation

E s(x)pz
Pr {bl} N 1 - x's;11c

a.Pz

is an overestimate.

XV. INEQUALITY FOR PROBABILITY OF BLOCKING

Last, yet we hope not least, we give a basic inequality for the proba-
bility of blocking itself. The result to be given clearly shows how com-
binatorial knowledge about the connecting network of interest (in this
case information about how fast the number of blocked pairs goes up
with the number of calls in progress) can be used to give an upper bound
on the loss.

Theorem 14: Let .5_ fix, for nondecreasing f ( ). Then
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with a = IX T2. The first inequality follows from the hypothesis and
the assumed one- or two-sided nature of the network; the ensuing two
inequalities follow from the basic lemma.

The foregoing theorem makes it plain that much is to be learned about
congestion in a connecting network from a study of the rate at which
the special function lg. , X ES} changes with I x I. The search for bounds
of the form

Ox fixi x e S

(with f increasing) for various kinds or classes of connecting networks
now becomes one of the next most important problems in the -eTdi eavor
to bring, by purely analytical methods, A. K. Erlang's dynamical
theory of telephone traffic to- belated but final fruition. This problem is
beyond the scope of this paper; some elementary phases of it are con-
sidered in a later paper.'
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An 80 -Megabit 15 -Watt Transistor
Pulse Amplifier

By L. U. KIBLER
(Manuscript received June 28, 1965)

A transistor pulse amplifier delivering a 1.1 -ampere, 11 -nanosecond
pulse at an 80-mc rate into a 15 -ohm load has been designed. This
amplifier was developed for use with an optical modulator. This paper
describes the performance and gives the design and construction de-
tails of the amplifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

High -power broadband amplifiers operating into impedances of
less than 50 ohms have not been previously available. With the ad-
vent of optical modulators a need has arisen for such amplifiers. In
particular an optical modulator' designed for experiments on optical
communication systems requires a one -ampere peak signal to produce
a one -radian phase shift. This modulator consists of a one meter long
strip line partially loaded with a KDP (potassium dihydrogen phos-
phate) dielectric. The line impedance is 15 ohms. A PCM system was
proposed requiring an 80-mc pulse rate and 10 to 12 nanosecond (ns)
raised cosine pulses. The use of raised cosine pulses was dictated by
the low-level vacuum tube pulse generator in the PCM system. A suit-
able driver for this optical modulator must deliver a one -ampere peak
pulse into the 15 -ohm line over a band extending from near de to at
least 100 me.

The discussion of the amplifier that realizes these requirements is
divided into several parts. Section II is a general description of the
completed amplifier, including the configuration used and the results
obtained. Section III gives the performance that was obtained, includ-
ing photographs of the response to both square wave pulses and raised
cosine pulses at rates up to 80 me. The design considerations are taken
up in detail in Section IV, and the mechanical construction is de-
scribed in Section V. A discussion of the results is contained in Section
VI.

1977
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II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The complete amplifier consists of a power amplifier and a pre-
amplifier. The power amplifier consists of a pair of VHF silicon
power transistors coupled at the input and output with broadband
transformer hybrids. This amplifier has a current gain of 3.2 and
delivers a 1.02 -ampere pulse 11-ns wide at the base into an output
impedance of 15 ohms.

A three -stage transformer -coupled transistor preamplifier is used to
drive the power amplifier. The preamplifier has a current gain of 5.3
and has a bandwidth larger than that of the power amplifier so that
it has negligible effect on the pulse response. An input pulse of 60 ma
into 50 ohms is required to achieve the full peak output power of 15
watts.

These amplifiers use the common -base configuration with current
gain obtained by transformer coupling. The pulse response of the com-
bined amplifier is limited by the parameters of the transistors used in
the output stage. Under these circumstances, the common -base con-
figuration is the only one which can be used to deliver the required
power with the desired pulse response.

The complete circuit diagram is shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1 (b). The
transistors used in the output stage are RCA 2N2876; those in the
preamplifier the RCA TA2307 (2N3375). The transformers and the
hybrids are of the type described by Ruthroff.2

The total dc power required is 13 watts: 0.46 ampere at 28 volts.
The power amplifier occupies a space of approximately 3 -inches wide
by 1 -inch deep by 11 -inches high. The preamplifier occupies a space
of 1 by 1 by 4 inches. The total volume of the complete amplifier
excluding the heat sinks is 91 -cubic inches. A photograph of the com-
plete amplifier is shown as Figs. 2(a), (b) and (c).

III. PEFORMANCE

The amplifier was tested with 8-ns raised cosine pulses recurring to
rates varying from 10 mc to 80 mc and with 50-ns square wave pulses
at 100 cps rate. The raised cosine pulses were generated by tube pulse
generators supplied by A. F. Dietrich of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The pulse amplitude was variable up to a maximum of 15 volts into 50
ohms. All waveforms were observed on a Hewlett-Packard 187A
sampling oscilloscope. The arrangement of the test circuit is shown
in Fig. 3. A coaxial probe for one channel of the sampling scope was
placed in the input line with a 3-db General Radio coaxial pad as iso-
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Fig. 2 - (a) Side view of complete amplifier; (b) top view of interior of power
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lation between the pulse generator and the amplifier input. The
coaxial probe of the second scope channel was placed in the amplifier
output between a 3-db isolation pad and a 50 -ohm, 10 -watt termina-
tion. Coupling of the 15 -ohm output of the amplifier to the 50 -ohm
test circuit was accomplished with a 4:1 core transformer and a length
of tapered strip line. The 15 -ohm side of this transformer was con-
nected to the output hybrid of the amplifier through a 0.01 -pi capaci-
tor to provide dc isolation. The collector -base and base -emitter cir-
cuits of the power amplifier were supplied with dc bias from separate
Harrison Lab 36 -volt, 3 -ampere current- and voltage -regulated power
supplies. The same circuits in the preamplifier were separately sup-
plied by Harrison Lab 40 -volt, 0.5 -ampere power supplies. This divi-
sion of power supplies was used to allow a variety of bias conditions
for test purposes.

The power amplifier was tested separately with an 8-ns pulse at a
10 -me rate. The pulse in the input line and the output pulse are shown
in Fig. 4. The collector was biased with +28 volts and the zero pulse
emitter bias was 20 ma. The output pulse amplitude corresponds to a
0.9 -ampere pulse in 15 ohms. There is a large reflection evident in the
input line as seen in Figs. 4 (a) and (b). This is a consequence of
designing the transformers to match the 50 -ohm input line to the
transistor input impedance of 6 ohms at the peak pulse amplitude. At
lower amplitudes, the transistor input impedance is approximately 21
times greater and varies both with drive and frequency. The fre-
quency variation of the input impedance is less at high drive than at
low drive. The reflection in the input produces the small pulse follow-
ing the main output pulse shown in Fig. 4 (a).

To suppress the reflected pulse from the power amplifier, and pre-
vent further reflection from the preamplifier with the attendaRt
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Fig. 4 - Power amplifier pulse response: (a) power amplifier input and output
without compensating diode; (b) expanded view of amplifier input without diode;
(c) amplifier output with diode compensation.

degradation in the output of the power amplifier, a Western Electric
1N3476 "pin head" diode was placed across the short section of 50 -ohm
line in the power amplifier input (Fig. 1). The diode anode was con-
nected to the center conductor. The cathode was connected to a posi-
tive bias supply through a 0.001-µf feed -through capacitor. This diode
has a 1-pf capacitance and will dissipate 200 mw. Thus the negative -
going input pulse to the power amplifier will cause no diode conduc-
tion. The 1-pf capacitance will cause negligible loading. The reflected
positive pulse will cause the diode to conduct. By adjusting the diode
bias voltage, the amount of conduction and hence the impedance of
the diode can be controlled. This arrangement damps out the reflected
pulse. The effect of this damping is evident in the output pulse of Fig.
4(c). The pulse following the main pulse in Fig. 4 (a) has been elimi-
nated.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the measured wave shape and the
calculated wave shape for this amplifier. The plot of the measured
response was normalized so that the peak amplitudes of the measured
and calculated responses were equal. The beginning of the output
pulse was taken to coincide with the calculated pulse (thus eliminat-
ing the amplifier delay) so that a comparison of the pulse shapes
could be readily seen.

The response of the power amplifier with the compensating diode to
a 50-ns pulse with 0.5-ns rise time from the Spencer -Kennedy pulse
generator is shown in Fig. 6. The input is shown in Fig. 4 (a) with the
amplifier output in Fig. 4 (b). The rise time of the amplifier is approxi-
mately that shown in Fig. 5, and there is no indication of sag.
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The pulse response of the complete amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 1(a) shows the amplifier output with 8-ns driving pulse at a 40 -me
rate. The 35 -ma input pulses (in 50 ohms) are 8-ns long. The 0.9 -
ampere output pulses measured in 15 ohms are approximately 11-ns
long. Fig. 7 (b) shows an expanded scale of Fig. 7(a). The output base
line ripple is 0.076 ampere for a 0.008 -ampere ripple in the input
pulses.
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Fig. 6 - Amplifier step response.
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These 0.93 -ampere pulses measured in 15 ohms are approximately 12
ns wide. The 60 -ma driving pulses and the 1.02 -ampere output pulses
measured in 15 ohms are shown in Fig. 8(c) and 8(d), respectively.
An expanded view of these pulses is shown in Fig. 8 (e). Here a 56 -ma
driving pulse produces a 0.93 -ampere output pulse about 12-ns long.
This corresponds to a total amplifier gain of 19.2 db.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design of the amplifier with the required specifications was
divided into two stages. Since the power amplifier has the most diffi-
cult power and bandwidth requirements, it was considered first. With
the power amplifier design completed, a preamplifier was designed so
that the overall amplifier would have a gain of 20 to 23 db.

A number of low-level broadband transistor amplifiers have been
built. These have been of the distributed type3,4 and of the staggered
tuned° variety. Both types have delivered only a few milliwatts of
power into 50 ohms. These amplifiers have been operated in a linear
region of the transistor characteristic. In addition to the linear range
of operation, however, transistors can be operated in a pulsed mode. In
this type of operation, the transistor is normally off, drawing no col-
lector current until a driving pulse turns the transistor on.° In many
applications, the input pulse is sufficient to drive the transistor into the
saturation region where the collector current is dependent on the de
supply voltage and the load impedance only. This type of operation
decreases the turn -on time of the output pulse, but increases the pulse
length due to charge storage in the collector -base region. Such transis-
tor switching amplifiers are usually operated in the common -emitter
configuration with a passive network in the base lead to compensate
for the fall -off in gain above the # cutoff frequency. Current gain can
also be realized in the common -base configuration if suitable broad-
band transformers are available to match the transistor input and
output impedances to the source and load.

Gartner° points out that the common -base power amplifier produces
the same output power as the common -emitter amplifier but with less
distortion. However, the power gain of the common -base amplifier is
less than that of the common -emitter amplifier. Since this power
amplifier must deliver a large peak pulse power with a minimum
distortion of the pulse shape, and since sufficient over-all gain can be
obtained in the lower -level preamplifier, the common -base configura-
tion using broadband coupling transformers is best suited for this
application.
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' The required broadband transformers have been developed by
Ruthroff.2 These transformers consist of a bifilar winding about a
toroidal core of ferrite material. Hybrids, 4:1 impedance transformers,
and 1:1 reversing transformers can all be assembled by combinations
of the basic core transformer with appropriate interconnection of
windings. Schematic representations of these three coupling devices
are shown in Fig. 9.

Of the commercially available VHF power transistors, the RCA
2N2876 and TA2307 provided the best compromise in power dissipa-
tion, a -cutoff frequency and output capacitance for broadband high -
power operation. These NPN transistors are of the triple -diffused
silicon planar construction using a novel overlay construction. Either
transistor will handle the required 3 watts of average pulse power. The
use of a single common -base transistor with input and output trans-
formers to achieve current gain would result in peak voltages that are
close to or exceed the breakdown conditions of the transistors. To
prevent this possibility and to allow cooler operation, two transistors
are used in a hybrid coupled power amplifier.

The operation of the hybrid coupled amplifier can be understood
with reference to the schematic diagram in Fig. 1 (a). We can con-
sider a unit amplitude current pulse incident upon the 50 -ohm termi-
nal of the input hybrid. The current pulse out at the conjugate
terminals of the hybrid will be of unit amplitude at a 25 -ohm im-
pedance level. The polarity of the pulse at the conjugate arms will be
opposite. In order to convert the positive pulse in one conjugate arm
to the required negative pulse, to drive the transistor, a 1:1 reversing
transformer is used. Since we want both transistor input circuits to
have the same time delay, a 1:1 nonreversing transformer was in-
serted in the opposite conjugate arm. The negative unit amplitude
current pulses are coupled to the emitter of each transistor through
4:1 impedance transformers. This arrangement provides a 2 -unit
amplitude negative pulse at a 61 -ohm impedance level to each emitter -
base circuit. The collector current of each transistor will be a 1.8 -unit
amplitude pulse since the a's of these power transistors are approxi-
mately 0.9. The output of the two transistors are combined in the
output hybrid to produce a 3.6 -unit amplitude negative pulse into
the 15 -ohm load. With a 15 -ohm load, the collector load impedance of
each transistor is 30 ohms. The current gain of the amplifier from the
50 -ohm input to the 15 -ohm output is 3.6 (a power gain of 5.9 db).
Thus a one -ampere peak pulse in the 15 -ohm load requires a 0.28 -
ampere driving pulse in the 50 -ohm input line.
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The theoretical response of the hybrid coupled amplifier to a raised
cosine pulse was determined by a combination of experimental and
analytic investigation of the component parts. Ruthroff2 has shown
that the core transformers have a flat response from less than 1 me to
greater than 400 me at low current levels. To determine what satura-
tion effects might be present at peak currents of one ampere and
greater, we tested a reversing transformer and a pair of 4:1 trans-
formers placed back-tb-back at various current levels from 0.1 ampere
to 3 amperes. Transformers, bifilar wound with #20, A22, and §24
Formex wire, were tested with 0.5-ns rise time, 50-ns long pulses of

varying amplitudes generated by a Spencer -Kennedy pulse generator
operated at a 100 -cps rate. Representative pictures taken from the
Edgerton Germeshausen & Grier traveling -wave oscilloscope of the
input and output pulses are shown in Fig. 10. It is evident from these
pictures that there is no significant change in the pulse shape in going

from a 0.1 -ampere pulse to a 3 -ampere pulse.
The amplitude and phase of the a of the 2N2876 transistor was

measured as a function of frequency for two collector currents, 0.25
ampere and 0.5 ampere at 28 volts. The rather novel method of meas-
urement is described in the Appendix A. Representative response
curves are shown in Fig. 11. At 0.25 ampere, the a -cutoff frequency is
approximately 200 me while at 0.5 ampere it is 170 mc. These measure-
ments confirm the manufacturer's nominal fa of 200 mc.

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

3 AMP 2 AMP 1 AMP 0.1 AMP

(a)

M ME ME
3 AMP 2 AMP I AMP 0.1 AMP

(b)

Fig. 10-Top: reversing transformer, #20 wire; bottom: two 4:1 transformers
back-to-back.
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From these measurements it is evident that the response of the
amplifier to a raised cosine pulse will be determined by the a of the
transistor rather than the connecting circuitry. Gartner° has a general
analysis of the step response of the common -base transistor operated
in the nonsaturating switching mode. The response to a raised cosine
pulse can be obtained by using a step approximation to the convolution
integral.

The effect of the collector circuit RC cutoff frequency has been
analyzed by Easley.? For the common -base configuration where o

RC, is less than one, but of the order of one, the effect of RC0 is to alter
the shape of the waveform and slow the response for times small
compared to 1/6). , i.e., in this case less than 1 ns. The details of this
analysis are contained in Appendix B. Since some 400 calculations
were required for each point of the response curve, the solution was
programmed on an IBM 7090 computer. The response of a tran-
sistor with an a of 0.9, an Wa of 200 mc, a collector capacity of 20 pf,
and a load of 30 ohms to a raised cosine pulse 8 ns long is plotted in
Fig. 12. This figure shows that the output pulse is broadened to 11 ns
and decreased in amplitude by 17 per cent. Applying these results to
the hybrid amplifier of Fig. 1, we see that the amplifier using the
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2N2876 transistor will have a current gain of 3.32 or 5.2 db operating
from 50 ohms to 15 ohms. Thus for a 1 -ampere output pulse we re-
quire a 0.3 -ampere driving pulse. A preamplifier with 16-cib gain will
require a 48 -ma peak current pulse to drive the power amplifier to full
output.

The schematic diagram of a three -transistor preamplifier that will
supply the required gain is shown in Fig. 1 (b). This amplifier uses
the common -base configuration with the ferrite core transformers to
provide the current gain. To maintain a 200 -me bandwidth in the
presence of the bandwidth reduction that results from cascading
identical amplifiers, the TA2307 (2N3375) transistor with its a -cutoff
frequency of 500 me was used. Since the preamplifier operates at
lower power levels than the power amplifier, the 11.5 -watt dissipation
of the TA2307 is adequate. As in the power amplifier, the transistors
in the preamplifier are operated in a nonsaturating switching mode.

The pulse response of a single 2N3375 transistor was calculated in
the same manner as above (see Appendix B). The width of a unit
amplitude pulse 8 ns wide is increased to 8.3 ns and the amplitude is
decreased by 12 per cent, yielding a current gain of 0.88 per transistor.

The operation of the preamplifier between 50 -ohm impedances can
be understood with reference to the schematic diagram, Fig. 1 (b). A
negative unit amplitude pulse incident upon the input of the first 4:1
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impedance transformer produces a 2 -unit pulse to the emitter of the
first transistor at a 12.5 -ohm impedance level. The real part of the
input impedance of these transistors ranges from 12 to 20 ohms, de-
pending on pulse amplitude. The collector current, using the effective
a of 0.88, is then 1.76 units. A 1:1 transformer is used to isolate the
collector dc bias from the 4:1 input transformer of the next stage.
Since each succeeding stage is identical, the collector current of the
output of the preamplifier is 5.43 units. The current gain is 5.43, or a
power gain of 14.7 db. For the 0.3 -ampere output pulse, a driving
pulse of 55 ma in 50 ohms is required. This corresponds to a peak
power of 150 mw per pulse which is available from most pulse genera-
tors. -Since -the -transistors -and -the -core -transformers have -band -widths
of at least 400 me, the bandwidth of the amplifier will be limited to
less than 400 me by the effect of cascading. The reduction in band-
width due to transformer coupling will be less than the reduction
caused by cascading RC coupled amplifiers. Three RC coupled stages
using these transistors would have a bandwidth of 204 me.

V. MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

The basic amplifier construction uses a quasi-stripline to intercon-
nect the core transformers and transistors. The input and output
circuits are placed on opposite sides of a center board in nonover-
lapping areas. Ground plane boards are placed on top and bottom of
the common board. This results in a 3 -layer sandwich construction.
The. center board is i-inch thick glass -loaded Teflon with 2 -oz copper
on each side. The ground plane boards are* -inch thick glass -loaded
teflon with 2 -oz copper on each side. Transistor sockets were made by
placing a spring contact for each pin on the transistor case into holes
drilled in the center board. These contacts were made using the center
conductor of BNC female coaxial connectors. After being placed into
the center board, these contacts were soldered to the copper. Matching
rectangular holes were cut in each board to accommodate the core
-transformers. The copper on the board surfaces was cut away so as to
leave stripline connections between the cores and transistors. The
boards were separated by placing *-inch thick brass spacers around
the periphery of the boards. Where this spacing was not adequate for
the proper stripline impedance, brass pieces were attached to the center
board -to decrease the spmu in a local region. The terminations for
the input and output hybrids, 50 ohms and 15 ohms, respectively, are
1 watt 1 per cent metalized film microwave rod resistors made by
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Film Ohm Corp. The base by-pass capacitors consist of a o.00i-g
feed -through capacitor mounted in the ground plane with the center
connected to the base terminal of the center board. Two 2 -pi miniature
tantalum capacitors were used in parallel with the feed -through capaci-
tor. The collector de connection is by-passed with a 0.01 -pi postage
stamp type capacitor in parallel with a 2 -pi miniature tantalum
capacitor. Collector bias is applied between collector -base terminals.
Emitter bias is applied between base terminals and ground.

The layout of the three circuit boards for the power amplifier is
shown in Fig. 13. Both sides of each board are shown. The layout of
the 3 -transistor circuit board of the preamplifier is shown in Fig. 14.
The positions of the parts and of the sections of stripline are evident
upon examination of these figures.

The outside dimensions of the circuit boards were dictated by the
space available inside the KDP modulator structure and by a need to
keep all leads as short as possible. To keep the connection between the
power amplifier and the KDP stripline to a minimum, the power
amplifier had to be placed in a space 1 -inch deep, 3 -inches wide, and
11 -inches high. A mounting box of these outside. dimensions was made
of is -inch brass and the circuit board sized so as to fit inside this
box. The transistor heat sinks -2 -inch diameter, 1 -inch high, 12 -fin
aluminum cylinders - were extended out through the end plate of the
KDP mounting box. The heat sinks are mounted on the transistor
package stud and are kept isolated from ground. Since the collector of
the 2N2876 and TA2307 are isolated from the case (collector -to -case
capacitance 6 pf), the mounting of the heat sinks in this manner
reduced the collector circuit capacitance to a value close to the tran-
sistor collector capacitance of 20 pf for the 2N2876 and to 10 pf for
the TA2307.

The cores in the output hybrid of the power amplifier are bifilar
wound with 6 turns of §22 Formex wire. The transformer cores and
the input hybrid cores are bifilar wound with 6 turns of §24 Formex
wire. All the transformer cores in the preamplifier except the output
transformer are bifilar wound with 6 turns of §24 Formex wire. The
output transformer core is bifilar wound with 5 turns of §24 Formex
wire.

The size of the preamplifier was also dictated by the dimension of
the KDP modulator structure. A narrow 1 -inch by 1 -inch passage
existed between the top of the power amplifier and the top wall of
the modulator structure. The preamplifier was mounted in a a -inch
thick brass box, 1 by 1 by 4 inches, mounted on top of the power
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amplifier and extended through the top of the modulator structure. Con-
nection of the preamplifier with the coaxial output of the modulator
source was made through a BNC coaxial connector. The circuit boards
of the preamplifier were cut to dimensions to fit this box. The heat
sinks for the preamplifier are of the same type as those of the power
amplifier. Certain fins of each heat sink were cut away so that the heat
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sinks of successive preamplifier transistors could interleave. The de-
tails of the complete amplifier can be seen in Fig. 2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This experimental transistor amplifier has demonstrated that
broadband high -power transistor pulse amplifiers operating into im-
pedances e1-s-s-than 50 ohm can be -designed-and-built-with existing
commercial transistors. In the common -base configuration with broad-
band transformer coupling, the amplifier design depends on the
transistor switching analysis and the RC product in the output circuit.
In addition, the experimental work with these bifilar wound core
transformers shows that these transformers can handle short rise
time pulses of several amperes without saturation effects.

Several amplifiers of this type have been constructed. Their per-
formance is equivalent to the amplifier reported in this paper. One of
these amplifiers has been in daily use for six months with no degrada-
tion in performance.

These results also support Easley theory on the effect of o, RC,
products that are of order unity but less than unity. Easley in his
paper7 discusses this effect theoretically but only examines experi-
mentally the effect of ok, RC, on the common -emitter and common -
collector configurations. For these latter transistor configurations,
the effect of oh, RC, is to lengthen the rise time by (1 + (0« RC0). If this
theory were valid for the common -base configuration, the output pulse
width would be doubled.

It is evident from the experimental results obtained with this
common -base amplifier that the pulse width is not broadened appreci-
ably from that due to the transistor alpha. Since the wa RC product
for this amplifier is 0.75, the results are in accord with the theory.
Further support of Easley's theory is evident in the small distortion
present in the measured output.

The results obtained with this amplifier justify the use of the com-
mon -base configuration when the highest frequency of operation is of
the same order of magnitude as the fa of the transistor. The use of a
common -emitter configuration would result in the pulse -broadening
noted above and would require additional circuits in the base or
emitter leads to compensate for the frequency variation of the tran-
sistor beta. While in theory such compensation is possible, the addition
of lumped circuit elements in high -frequency circuits introduces
parasitics which would adversely effect the amplifier performance.
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A problem of conditional stability is associated with the use of the
common -base amplifier. The possibility of oscillation can be avoided
by careful isolation of the input and output circuits and by the
proper choice of the bias conditions and the load resistance. The iso-
lation of the input and output of each transistor in the amplifier was
achieved with the three -layer sandwich construction. The choice of
the load resistance and the bias eliminated any tendency to oscillate.

The use of a hybrid -coupled transistor amplifier for the power
amplifier increases the maximum power by 3 db for the same tran-
sistor rating without paying a penalty in the RC cutoff frequency in
the individual transistor output circuit. It is evident that 2N tran-
sistors could be coupled by tandem hybrids to obtain a 3N dl) in-
crease in output power without a significant bandwidth reduction over
the single amplifier circuit. As an example, consider the circuit for
a power amplifier delivering a 2 -ampere pulse into a 15 -ohm load.
Four of the present hybrid coupled power amplifiers would have their
inputs and output coupled by core hybrids. Since the input and output
currents are additive, we require a 0.15 -ampere pulse to produce a
2 -ampere, 11-ns pulse at an 80 -me rate.

The success of these amplifiers is due in part to the ability of J. W.
Batton to accurately construct and assemble the strip line connec-
tions.

APPENDIX A

Measurements of Transistor Alpha Cutoff Frequency

To determine the response of a transistor pulse amplifier in the
common -base configuration, it is necessary to know the variation of
the short circuit current gain alpha, with frequency. The manufacturer
lists the /7, , a gain bandwidth product, of the 2N2876. Since this
transistor is of a new design, the relation between fT and fu was not
known.

A coaxial test jig was designed to measure both the magnitude and
phase of alpha as a function of frequency. The drawing of the test jig
is in Fig. 15. The diameters of the inner and outer conductors are the
same as the General Radio 50 -ohm air coaxial line. A phenolic tran-
sistor socket was mounted in a hole cut in the outer conductor. The
base terminal was grounded directly to the inner wall of the outer
conductor. The emitter terminal was connected to the center conductor
through a parallel RL circuit with a cutoff of 140 me. The collector
terminal was connected directly to the center conductor with a short
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Fig. 15 - Transistor -test jig.

length of §22 wire. Bias connections to the center conductor were
supplied by by-passed terminals in the outer wall of the test jig.
Silver mica button capacitors, 0.001 were soldered to the outer wall
to provide RF by-passing. The bias terminal of these capacitors was
connected to the center conductor through a parallel RL circuit with
140 -me cutoff frequency.

The arrangement of the test circuit is shown in Fig. 16. The emitter
side of the test jig is connected through a 20-db pad to the coaxial
probe of one channel of a Hewlett Packard 185/187A sampling oscillo-
scope. The coaxial probe was connected through a 3-db pad to a
General Radio mixer rectifier. The low -frequency output of this
mixer (dc to 30 me) was connected to the sync terminal of the scope.
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Fig. 16 - Test, circuit for measurement of alpha,
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The mixer input was fed from a 10-mc pulse generator and a General
Radio 50- to 250-mc unit oscillator through a coaxial tee. The oscillator
output was much greater than the pulse amplitude. This arrangement
provides a 50- to 250 -me sine wave to the test jig and a sync signal in
the 100-kc to 30-mc range that the scope will accept. The output of the
test jig is connected to a 50 -ohm termination through the coaxial probe
for the other scope channel.

A measurement of the magnitude and phase of alpha is made in the
following manner. The emitter -collector terminals are shorted together
with a low inductance plate that covers the transistor socket except
for the base terminal region. The input and output waveforms were
displayed on the dual traces of the scope. The amplitudes of the two
waves and the difference between the zero crossings were noted. The
difference in zero crossing in centimeters was converted to degrees.
The short circuit was removed and the transistor was inserted in the
socket. The required bias conditions were set up, normally a collector -
base voltage of 28 volts and a collector current of 250 ma or 500 ma.
The RF input amplitude was adjusted to the value noted on the scope
with the short present. The output amplitude and the difference in
zero crossing between the input and output wave were determined from
the scope. The magnitude of alpha is the ratio of the output amplitude
to the input amplitude. The phase of alpha is the difference of the
difference in zero crossings with the short and with the transistor. This
procedure was repeated at a number of frequencies so that a complete
curve was obtained.

The validity of this measurement procedure was checked by meas-
uring Western Electric transistors whose alpha vs frequency curves
were available. The measurements checked within 10 per cent of the
nominal value curves of the transistors. The accuracy is determined by
the impedance of the socket short circuit and the ability to read
vertical and horizontal dimensions on the waveform displayed on the
scope.

APPENDIX B

Analysis of Transistor Pulse Response

The analysis of the transistor pulse amplifier in the common -base
configuration follows directly from the work of Gartner.' From the
physics of the transistor, the short-circuit current gain is defined as

a = sech Tw (1 + jcor,B)i
LipB

(1)
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where

= frequency
w = base width

L,B = base diffusion length
TpB = base lifetime.

We define

a = rw
Lipp

b =w V
L

r
B,

s=jW

and rewrite (1) as

a = sech (a2 + b2s)i.

The low -frequency a is determined from (2) by letting w = 0.

allo = sech a.

The short-circuit current gain is also defined as

-ic(t) = aiE(t).

Applying (2) and taking reverse Laplace transforms leads to

-ie(t) = £-'[(sech [a2 + b's]i) 2(ie[t])].

(2)

(3)

(4)

If ie(t) is a step of emitter current, im , the collector current becomes

-ic(t) 1 2-1 [sech (a2 + b2s)
allo.-E1 aNO

(5)

To solve (5) we write the hyperbolic secant in a series expansion and
apply the tables of integral transforms. This yields

-ic(t) 1 (2n + 1) b
- (-1)n {exp [(2n + 1)a] erfc [axon2 Vi

c/31
exp [- (2n + 1)a} erfc

(2n+ 1) b a .01}

where erfc is the complementary error function.

(6)
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We define the alpha cutoff frequency wis, as

lal 1

an
Using (1) fora we obtain

coN = K/b2

where K = 2.64 for allo = 0.98.
This step response of the transistor can be used to find the response

to arbitrary waveforms. The arbitrary waveform can be approximated
by a stair case function - i.e., a series of finite steps. This step -wise
approximation can be expressed mathematically as

ieN(t) = 5(ia) S_1(t - «St) (7)
a=0

where S_1(t) is a symbol for the unit step and n is the largest integer,
so that

t - nnt > 0 .

Equation (6) can be written as

-ic(t) = A (t)i (t) .

The approximate collector current for an arbitrary emitter current
becomes

00

-ic(t) = E , a) A (t - a5t)S_1(t - ant).
a=o

For a raised cosine emitter pulse defined by

2e(t) = Io c0s2 7r (t -
2

equation (8) becomes
cy

-ic(t) = E e a(t)121(t - ant)S _1(t - ant)
a=o

where 5[ica(t)] is

(8)

(5[i WO] = i(at) - ,(0)

S[ie2(t)] = i,(260 - ie(St), etc.,

and A (t - ant) is written in a like manner. The solution of (8) was ob-
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tamed using an IBM 7090 computer with St = 0.1to and several values
of a No .
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A 14 -Watt Transistor CW Amplifier
with a 50 -me Bandwidth

By L. U. KIBLER

(Manuscript received June 24, 1965)

A transistor amplifier capable of delivering 14 watts of CW power
into a 15 -ohm load over a band of frequencies from 46 to 90 mc was
designed for use with an FM optical modulator. This paper describes
the performance and details the design and construction of the ampli-
fier.

I. INTRODUCTION

An experimental FM optical communication system under active
study required an amplifier capable of delivering a one -ampere rms
signal to an optical phase modulator over a 60 -me band centered at
70 mc. The optical phase modulator' consists of a one -meter long 15 -
ohm strip line partially filled with KDP (potassium dihydrogen phos-
phate). The amplifier must amplify the FM input signal with a mini-
mum harmonic distortion. Since the signal is FM modulated, the
amplitude linearity of the amplifier is unimportant.

Rather than embark on a new design using stagger tuned amplifier
sections, it was decided to modify a high -power transistor pulse
amplifier2 to operate as a CW amplifier. The general description of
this modified amplifier appears in Section II of this paper. Amplifier
performance and the modifications made to it are then described in
Section III. Its design is presented in Section IV and a discussion of
results is contained in Section V.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The CW amplifier consists of a power amplifier driven by a pre-
amplifier. The power amplifier uses two UHF silicon power tran-
sistors, RCA type 2N2876, in a common -base configuration coupled
at the input and output with broadband transformer hybrids. The
preamplifier is a three -stage amplifier using broadband transformer

2003
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coupling. It uses a UHF silicon transistor, RCA type TA2307
(2N3375), in the common -base configuration.

The complete amplifier delivers a 0.98 -ampere rms signal to a 15 -
ohm load impedance over a band ranging from 44 Inc to 90 mc and
centered on 67 inc. The amplifier has a gain of 21 db and requires a
60 -ma signal in the 50 -ohm input line for a full output of 14.5 watts.
The circuit diagram of the power amplifier and the preamplifier is
shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). The transformer hybrids and the
coupling transformers are of the type described by Ruthroff.3

The total dc power required is 33 watts: a VCR of 28 volts and a total
/c of 0.8 ampere for the power amplifier, and a V eB of 32 volts and a
total 1c of 0.32 ampere for the preamplifier. At the full output of 14.5
watts, the efficiency of the complete amplifier is 44 per cent.

The power amplifier is 3 inches wide, 1 inch deep and 14 inches
high. The preamplifier is 1 by 1 by 4 inches. The total volume of the
complete amplifier excluding the heat sinks is 91 cubic inches. The
amplifier is shown in Figs. 2(a), (b), and (c).

III. PERFORMANCE*

The maximum power dissipation of the power amplifier transistors
limits the output power that can be obtained from CW operation of
the pulse amplifier. The 14.5 -watt output in the 15 -ohm load im-
pedance was obtained by experimentally adjusting the drive and the
transistor bias conditions to obtain a class AB mode of operation. This
mode of operation as used in this amplifier over the frequency band of
interest gives the maximum power output with minimum distortion.

The frequency response of the complete amplifier consisting of the
preamplifier and power amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum
power output was obtained at 50 inc with upper and lower 3-db fre-
quencies of 90 mc and 44 mc, respectively. Examples of the output
wave shape for a sine wave input are shown in Fig. 4. The first scope
picture, Fig. 4 (a), shows some distortion present at 46 mc. The remain-
ing two photographs, Figs. 4 (b) and (c) , show no distortion present
at 70 mc and 90 mc, respectively. The distortion evident at 46 mc
becomes smaller and disappears at 55 mc. A fall off in response from
60 mc to 100 mc of 6 db per octave was required by the characteristics
of the FM modulator.

* These measurements were taken with a Hewlett Packard 185A sampling scope
with the coaxial probe across a 50 -ohm load. The 15 -ohm output terminal of the
power amplifier was connected to the 50 -ohm line through a 0.01-jzf coupling ca-
pacitor and a 1:4 broadband transformer. The location of this transformer and
the 50 -ohm type N output connector are shown in Fig. 2(a).
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Fig. 2- (a) Side view of complete amplifier; (b) top view of interior of power
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The distortion present in the output of the power amplifier results
from the use of the class AB operation. In this bias condition, the
transistor is operated at a collector current between that necessary for
class A operation and that necessary for cutoff. Since the two tran-
sistors in the power amplifier are operated in a push -push configura-
tion rather than a push-pull one, the second harmonic distortion is
not cancelled in the output. However, by operating only over a band
of frequencies from the upper 3-db frequency, (DA 3 db to one half this
frequency, the second harmonic distortion is filtered out by the am-
plifier itself.

In addition to harmonic distortion, class AB operation causes
rectification of the input signal. This can produce additional direct
current in the collector and emitter of the transistor with an increase
in the do power dissipation in the transistor.

Under class AB bias condition, an increase in the emitter drive

OUTPUT INPUT

(a) 45 MC

OUTPUT

(b) 70 MC

INPUT OUTPUT IiNPUT

(C) so MC

Fig. 4 - CW power amplifier output wave shapes.
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causes the emitter -base junction of the transistor to become reversed
biased over a portion of the RF cycle. The effect of the reversed biased
emitter -base junction is to cause rectification of the emitter signal and
the increase in dc emitter current. In order to prevent an increase in
the collector current with drive, both the emitter and collector bias
supplies were current -limited in the absence of signal to a predeter-
mined level.

A further increase in the emitter drive causes the transistor to be
driven into the saturation region where the collector current depends
only on the collector supply voltage and the load. The nonlinearity
associated with the transition to this region causes an increase in the de
collector current. The use of the current -limited bias supplies prevents
this increase.

The bias and drive conditions for class AB operation of the power
amplifier were determined experimentally. The total collector current
to the two transistors was limited to 0.9 ampere with a collector voltage
of 28 volts. The emitter bias was adjusted to provide a limited total
current of 0.9 ampere in the absence of signal. The drive was increased
until a maximum output power with minimum distortion was obtained.
Under these conditions the total collector current was 0.8 ampere.

These bias conditions correspond to a dc power dissipation of 11.2
watts per transistor. Approximately 5.5 watts of RF drive were re-
quired for full output. To obtain the 14.5 -watts output, each transistor
must supply 4.5 watts of RF power. The total power dissipation, the
sum of the RF and de power, is 15.7 watts per transistor. The maximum
allowable dissipation of the 2N2876 transistor at a 25°C case tempera-
ture is 17.5 watts. A derating factor of 1 watt per 10°C rise in case
temperature is required. The case temperature rise of the transistors in
the power amplifier was held at 10°C or less through the use of heat
sinks and copious quantities of cooling air.

The preamplifier is operated in class AB under current -limited bias
conditions also. The three 2N3375 transistors are operated from a
common -collector bias supply and a common -emitter bias supply. The
total collector current was limited to 0.32 ampere at a collector voltage
of 32 volts. The emitter current was limited to 0.34 ampere under no -
signal conditions. An input signal of 60 ma to the preamplifier in the
50 -ohm input line is required to drive the power amplifier to the full
output of 14.5 watts.

The need for class AB operation rather than class A operation is
evident when one examines the transistor characteristic curves and the
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region of second breakdown. For class A linear operation of the power
amplifier, an rms collector current of 0.5 ampere is required to obtain
the 15 -watt output. Thus the peak collector current is 0.71 ampere.
With the nominal a of 0.9, we need a peak emitter current of 0.79
ampere. The peak collector voltage across the 30 -ohm load seen by
each transistor is 22 volts. The class A bias points must be at a collec-
tor current and voltage somewhat greater than these values to prevent
distortion due to the nonlinear transistor characteristics at the peak
value of current. For a collector voltage of 26 volts and a bias current
of 0.75 ampere, the transistor is in a region of second breakdown for
class A operation.

The 60 -ma input signal required to drive the power amplifier to its
full output could not be supplied by the IF amplifier used in the FM
system. A second preamplifier was designed to amplify the +5 dbm
output of the IF amplifier. This amplifier was of the same basic con-
struction as the preamplifier used to drive the power amplifier. The
original preamplifier had a rising output with frequency to compensate
for the fall off of the power amplifier. In order to flatten the frequency
response of the second preamplifier, it was necessary to add a 130 -ohm,
i-watt resistor across the output of each collector transformer. These
resistors are shown dotted in the circuit diagram of the preamplifier
in Fig. 1. The measured frequency response of this second amplifier is
shown in Fig. 5.
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IV. AMPLIFIER DESIGN' AND CONSTRUCTION

The operation of the power amplifier can be seen by reference to
Fig. 1 (a). Consider a unit current signal at a 50 -ohm impedance level
incident on the input transformer hybrid. Unit current signals appear
at the two conjugate arms at a 25 -ohm impedance level 180° out of
phase. A 1:1 reversing transformer in one arm reverses the phase of
one signal. A 1:1 transformer in the opposite arm preserves the phase
of the signal but introduces a delay equal to that of the reversing trans-
former. These in -phase signals are applied to the emitter of the respec-
tive transistors through 4:1 impedance transformers. These two unit
current signals applied to the emitters are at a 64ohm impedance
level. This level is close to the 6 -ohm input impedance of the transistor
in the common -base configuration. The transistor collector current
using nominal short current gain, a, of 0.9 is approximately 1.8 units.
The output signals of the two transistors at a 30 -ohm impedance
level are combined in the output hybrid to produce a 3.6 -unit ampli-
tude current signal in the 15 -ohm output impedance. The power ampli-
fier has a current gain of 3.6. Due to the class AB operation, the actual
current gain will be somewhat less.

The operation of the preamplifier can be seen from the circuit dia-
gram of Fig. 1 (b). Consider a unit current signal incident at the
input. The first 4:1 transformer produces a 2 -unit amplitude signal
at the emitter of the first transistor. Under large signal conditions the
input impedance of these transistors, 2N3375, is approximately 8 ohms.
Using a nominal a of 0.9, the collector current will be 1.8 units. The
output of the transistor is coupled to the 4:1 transformer at the input
of the next transistor through a 1:1 isolation transformer. The use of
this transformer provides a path for the collector bias. The operation of
the two following stages is identical with the first stage. The overall
current gain is 5.83. Because of the class AB operation, the actual cur-
rent gain will be less.

The current gain of a complete amplifier between the 32 -ohm input
impedance of the preamplifier and the 15 -ohm output of the power
amplifier is 23 db. Since the measured gain was 21 db, approximately
2 db of gain is lost in using the class AB bias conditions.

The basic amplifier construction uses a quasi-stripline to intercon-
nect the core transformers and transistors. The input and output cir-
cuits are placed on opposite sides of a center board in nonoverlapping
areas. Ground planes boards are placed on top and bottom of the
common board. This results in a 3 -layer sandwich construction. The
center board is i-inch thick glass -loaded Teflon with 2 -oz copper on
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each side. The ground plane boards are* -inch thick glass -loaded
Teflon with 2 -oz copper on each side. Transistor sockets were made by
placing spring contacts for each pin on the transistor case into holes
drilled in the center board. These contacts were made using the cen-
ter conductor of a BNC female coaxial connector. After being placed
into the center board, these contacts were soldered to the copper.
Matching rectangular holes were cut in each board to accommodate
the core transformers. The copper on the board surfaces was cut
away so as to leave stripline connections between the cores and tran-
sistors. The boards were separated by placing h -inch thick brass
spacer around the periphery of the boards. Where this spacing was
not adequate for the proper stripline impedance, brass pieces were
attached to the center board to decrease the spacing in a local region.
The terminations for the input and output hybrids - 50 ohms and 15
ohms, respectively - were 1 watt, 1 per cent metalized film micro-
wave rod resistors made by Film Ohm Corporation. The base by-pass
capacitors consisted of a 0.001 -pi feed -through capacitor mounted in
the ground plane with the center conductor connected to the base
terminal of the center board. Two 2-pf miniature tantalum capacitors
were used in parallel with the feed -through capacitor. The collector de
connection was bypassed with a 0.01-,uf postage stamp type capacitor
in parallel with a 2-pf miniature tantalum capacitor. Collector bias
was applied between collector -base terminals. Emitter bias was ap-
plied between base terminals and ground.

The layout of the three circuit board for the power amplifier is
shown in Fig. 6. Both sides of each board are shown. The layout of the
3 -transistor circuit board of the preamplifier is shown in Fig. 7. The
position of the parts and the sections of stripline are evident upon
examination of these figures.

The outside dimensions of the circuit boards were dictated by the
space available inside the KDP modulator structure and by a need
to keep all leads as short as possible. To keep the connection between
the power amplifier and the KDP stripline to a minimum, the power
amplifier had to be placed in a space 1 -inch deep, 3 -inches wide and
11 -inches high. A mounting box of these outside dimensions was made
of h -inch brass, and the circuit board was sized so as to fit inside this
box. The transistor heat sinks, 2 -inch diameter, 1 -inch high 12 -fin alumi-
num cylinders, were extended out through the end plate of the KDP
mounting box. The heat sinks were mounted on the transistor package
stud and kept isolated from ground. Since the collectors of the 2N2876
and TA2307 are isolated from the case (collector -to -case capacitance
6 pf), the mounting of the heat sinks in this manner reduced the col-
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lector circuit capacitance to a value close to the transistor collector
capacitance, 20 pf for the 2N2876 and 10 pf for the TA2307.

The cores in the output hybrid of the power amplifier were bifilar
wound with 6 turns of number 22 Formex wire. The transformer cores
and the input hybrid cores were bifilar wound with 6 turns of number
24 Formex wires. All the transformer cores in the preamplifier except
the output transformer were bifilar wound with 6 turns of number 24
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Formex wire. The output transformer core was bifilar wound with 5
turns of number 24 Formex wire.

The size of the preamplifier was also dictated by the dimension of
the KDP modulator structure. A narrow 1 -inch by 1 -inch passage
existed between the top of the power amplifier and the top wall of the
modulator structure. The preamplifier was mounted in a 13i -inch thick
brass box 1 by 1 by 4 inches mounted on top of the power amplifier
and extended through the top of the modulator structure. Connection
of the preamplifier with the coaxial output of the modulation source
was made through a BNC connector. The circuit boards of the pre-
amplifiers were cut to dimensions to fit this box. The heat sinks for the
preamplifier were of the same type as those of the power amplifier.
Certain fins of each heat sink were cut away so that the heat sinks of
successive preamplifier transistors could interleave. The details of the
complete amplifier can be seen in Figs. 2 (a), (b) and (c).

V. DISCUSSION

The broadband transformer -coupled transistor pulse amplifier has
been shown capable of high -power CW operation. CW output power
up to 14 watts into a 15 -ohm load was obtained over a 46-mc band
extending from 44 to 90 mc. CW operation of the pulse amplifier was
obtained by using class AB bias with current -limited power supplies.
The distortion generated by this bias condition was eliminated from
the output by using the amplifier as its own filter. This scheme of
filtering is useful for operation over a band of frequencies extending
from the upper 3 db frequency of the amplifier to one half this fre-
quency. A second amplifier with selected transistors, matched in am-
plitude and phase of the a response, delivered 9 watts -±-1.5 db with a
3-db bandwidth extending from 70 mc to 140 mc. As a comparison, a
similar amplifier operated with class A bias can deliver 5 watts to the
15 -ohm load with some distortion over a band extending from 19 mc
to 86 mc. Several of these amplifiers have been in daily use for sev-
eral months. There has been no degradation in their performance dur-
ing this period.

With the advent of this family of high -power UHF and VHF silicon
power transistors using a novel overlay construction, it is possible to
design broadband high -power CW and pulse amplifiers that operate
into low impedance loads. With a staggered tuned amplifier design it
should be possible to obtain output powers of 10 or more watts over
wide bands centered in the 100- to 300-mc region. Future effort could
well be directed in this direction.
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The success of the amplifier described in this paper is due to large
part to the ability of J. W. Batton. He was able to accurately con-
struct and align the stripline segments that make up the major inter-
connection network of the amplifier.
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Light Propagation in Generalized
Lens -Like Media

By S. E. MILLER
(Manuscript received July 23, 1965)

This paper provides a preliminary assessment of electromagnetic wave
propagation in focusing media which departs from those previously studied,
ideal lenses and continuous media with square -law index variation. New
approximate methods are described for obtaining the transverse beam width,
phase constant, and ray trajectory in continuous lens -like media, and for
determining stability conditions in lens waveguides, where the lenses con-
tain spherical aberration and the continuous media contain fourth -order or
higher -order terms of variation in index of refraction.

It is proven that only in aberrationless-lens waveguides or in a con-
tinuous medium with square -law index variation will the shape of a beam
injected off axis or with an angle to the medium's axis remain constant
about a beam axis which oscillates about the axis of the medium. In non -
square law media the beam will spread, but knowledge of the coefficients
describing the medium and the position and angle of the injected beam en-
ables one to specify the maximum radius within which all of the energy
will be confined.

The following is an example of the type of solution obtained for non -
square law media: for a medium characterized by the transverse index varia-
tion

n = nQ (1 - ia4x4)

and assuming no index variation exists in the direction of propagation, the
radius to the 1/e point in field is approximately

x113

we = 0.666
a4116

and the phase constant is

2r
= x

0.256 (a4X)"3(m + 1)2
2.5\2/3

2.5

2017
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where the free -space wavelength X0 = naX and m is the order of the mode,
m = 0, 1, 2 . Quite generally, non -square law media show dispersion,
and unlike the square -law media the various modes travel with different
group velocities. Expressions are given to allow these effects to be evaluated
for small perturbations on a square -law medium as well as for higher -order
index variations.

The transverse beam shape associated with any law of index variation
is shown to be as well approximated (in the region of significant power
density) by a cosine function or Gaussian function as is the field for an
ideal lens-waveguide approximated by a Gaussian function in the presence
of typical diffraction losses.

Normal mode shapes are obtained for resonators with fourth -order and
eighth -order mirrors by the method of Fox and Li; diffraction losses for a
few Fresnel numbers are also given. In a certain range of Fresnel numbers,
fourth- and eighth -order mirrors give lower diffraction losses than spherical
mirrors.

An approximate method for solving the paraxial ray equation for rather
general (non -square -law) media is outlined. Requiring only reciprocity
and symmetry about the medium's axis, it is shown that the radial position
of the ray (x) is related to distance (z) along the axis of the medium by

x = lbai cos mi3z

where m = 1, 3, 5, 7 . Moreover, it is shown that this series converges
very rapidly, making it possible to get a good approximate representation
with only a few terms. For example, for the fourth -order medium described
above, an approximate solution is

x = xo {0.959 cos 1z + 0.041 cos 313z}

where )3 = xo 1/1.44a4 . It is characteristic of all non -square law media
to have a ray period 27 /13 which is a function of the peak ray displacement,
X0

Lens waveguides with fourth- or higher -order terms in the focusing or
index function can of course exhibit increasingly strong focusing for energy
departing farther from the medium's axis, and if the lenses are suitably
spaced might be useful in reducing the magnitude of beam wander due to
imperfections or guide -axis curvature. However, for a given beam spot size,
non -square -law lenses must be placed closer together than square -law
lenses.

Use of non -square law lenses or distributed media in transmission systems
will most probably require repeater -system techniques which are operable
with multi -mode signals at the receiver input.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although a great deal of work has been done to describe electromag-
netic wave guidance using a sequence of ideal aberrationless lenses, little
has been done with more general lens -like media. The objective of this
paper is to provide a beginning understanding of what happens to the
important descriptive parameters of a light waveguide-wave phase
constant, wave spot size, ray trajectory, stability restrictions-for
general lens -like media, either continuous or formed from a sequence of
focusing elements. Exact solutions for these parameters are difficult or
impossible, a possible reason for little having been done.* A second result
presented herein is a series of analytical techniques for obtaining useful
approximate solutions representing a broad class of lens -like media;
some of these techniques are most clearly presented by giving examples,
which unfortunately leads to a rather large number of equations. To aid
the reader in finding the section dealing with a particular topic, an out-
line and brief resume is given below.

As pointed out by J. W. Tukey, there is no a priori reason why ideal
aberrationless lenses are best for use as a communication medium. We
would like to know what does happen to wave guidance as we depart
from aberrationless lenses, which is the case studied extensively in
earlier work. Gas lenses have nearly constant focal length but their
"principal planes" are actually curved surfaces.' E. A. Marcatili and
D. H. Ring have pointed out that these curved principal planes have
effects similar to those expected in plane lenses with spherical aberration.
Thus the present work relates to existing gas lenses as well as to the
question of whether or not to attempt to create a different form of
inhomogeneous medium for light -wave guidance.

Some of the present work dates back more than a year; impetus to
putting it on paper was given by recent calculations planned by E. A.
Marcatili and D. Marcuse.2 These calculations showed that ray optics
can accurately predict the loss even when half of the beam falls off the
edge of the lens. Many of the conclusions drawn here are based on ray
optics but since the controlling transverse variations take place over
distances that are large compared to the wavelength, ray optics should
give a correct conclusion.

The subject is developed in this paper in the following manner. Sec-
tion II covers ray optics for aberrationless lenses of any thickness, in-

* As this paper goes into print, S. J. Buchsbaum points out the existence of an
exact solution for a particular non -square -law f(x) originally derived with refer-
ence to a quantum -mechanical problem. J. P. Gordon will report on this in a later
publication.
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eluding the case of a continuous medium. A ray -optic method for de-
termining stability conditions applicable (using results of later sections)
with generalized focusing elements is also covered here. Proof that the
transverse field distribution of a normal mode beam injected off the
medium's axis (or which goes there due to curvature, or displacement of
the medium) is preserved only when the index of refraction decreases as
the square of the distance off axis is presented in Section III. Section IV
develops the proof that in a wide class of continuous focusing media,
the ray paths are representable by a series of odd -harmonic cosine or
sine terms. A definition of the focal length of a segment of an arbitrary
medium is covered in Section V. Section VI discusses a new technique
for obtaining approximately the wave phase constant and spot size for
generalized lens -like media, stated generally and illustrated for fourth -
order and eighth -order media. A characteristic ray angle and a charac-
teristic ray period is defined for the generalized medium. Calculations
for field distribution and diffraction losses in resonators and lens wave -
guides using non -square -law elements are derived in Section VII. These
calculations are the only ones available on fields and losses in non -square -
law resonators. Section VIII discusses a solution for ray paths in pure
fourth -order, or a mixture of second- and fourth -order, media; the ap-
proach for extension to other media is indicated. Some further discus-
sion and acknowledgements are presented in Section IX.

II. TRANSMISSION IN AN IDEAL LENS -LIKE MEDIUM

The medium referred to as ideal is one in which the index of refrac-
tion has the form3 (see Fig. la)

n = na (1 - 'a x2)(1)
where

na = index of refraction on axis, x = 0
x = transverse dimension

a2 = a constant.
The index is independent of z,

an/az = 0. (2)

We can obtain a solution for the path of a light ray in such a medium
using the well known paraxial ray equation

82x 1 an
az' n ax (3)

Here, x is the position of the ray at some value of z. Equation (3) is
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Fig. 1 - Ideal lens -like medium, (a)-two-dimensional continuous medium
with index of refraction independent of z and varying with x according to (1),
(b)-light ray paths in medium a for parallel input rays, (c)-light ray paths
in medium a with non -parallel input rays.

valid over a broad range of conditions provided only that the ray path
makes a small angle to the z-axis. For a medium of the form of (1)

and with the restriction

we can write

an
- naa2x (4)

ax

la2x21 <<1 (5)

02x 1 an -a2x. ( 6)
az2 = n- ax =

The general form of (6) indicates an exponential solution for x as
function of z, and it can be verified that
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We have

x= A cos 1/a2 z B sin Nici2 z (7)

is a solution, A and B being constants to be determined.
Using the boundary conditions at z = 0,

x = = input ray position (8)

(9)

x = ri cos Nia. z 7.1 /a2 sin N/a, z. (10)

ax = ri = input ray slope.
az

This is very interesting in that it corresponds exactly to the ray be-
havior in a sequence of equally spaced aberrationless lenses." It is
important that all rays have the same oscillatory period regardless of
input displacement or input slope, as sketched in Figs. 1(b) and 1 (c).
It is likewise significant that the effects of input ray slope and position
are separable with respect to x, subsequent ray position.

If a2 is negative, the cosine and sine of (10) become cosh and sinh
and a divergent medium results.

A short segment of the distributed medium characterized by (1)
may be assigned an equivalent focal length, even when it is not a "thin"
or "weak" lens. With reference to Fig. 2, the most general case is one
in which the index on axis, na , is different from that of the surrounding

RAY

LENS

t

--f

ro
n =no AXIS

Z

Fig. 2 - Diagram defining focal length and principal plane for an ideal dis-
tributed lens.
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medium no . The path of input ray with zero slope and displacement
ri can be obtained from (10).

The general equation for the ray slope, derived from (10), is

ddzx =ri a2 Sin 1/a2 z ri cos Vat z. (11)

At the lens output the displacement is

ro = ri cos Va2t (12)

and the ray slope is, from (11),

ro = -ri 1/W2 sin 1/ u2t. (13)

Because (5) holds, the refraction at the lens output surface is (see
Fig. 2)

Hence,

(1 = ro

a2

ro no= . (14)
a2 na

no cot Nfit2 t

na N1C-L2
(15)

The distance from the focal point to the principal plane where an equiv-
alent thin lens may be placed (Fig. 2) is

ri nof - - .
a2 na -v a2 sin -12 t (16)

This result was excerpted from the present work and given previously'
with the approximation appropriate to gas lenses no .

With the continuous focusing medium according to (1), there is no
limit to the strength of the focusing effect; a stronger index gradient
merely confines the normal mode energy more closely to the axis. How-
ever, when a series of segments of the distributed medium are used as
a waveguide, with gaps of a homogeneous medium in-between, there is
a cut-off effect which occurs if the lenses are too strong in relation to the
lens spacing. This is a well-known effect with thin lenses,4 and the limit-
ing conditions were derived from wave optics for the medium according
to (1) by J. R. Pierce' and E. A. Marcatili.7 A ray -optic derivation is
given here for the medium (1) to show the method which can be extended
to arbitrary focusing media, including fourth -order or higher -order
terms in x, which has not yet been handled by wave optics.
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With reference to Fig. 3 (a), we assume an input ray of zero slope
and a displacement ri at the center of the first lens, where the longitudinal
axis z1 = 0. At z1 = t/2 and restricting our attention momentarily to
the region 0 < 1/a2 t < r/2, the output of lens # 1 is

r01 = ri cos (Va2 t/2) (17)

role = -r, 1/a-2 sin (1/a-2 t/2). (18)

Taking the approximation appropriate to gas lenses, no na , the ray
output of lens 1 intersects the axis at a distance b/2 from the end of
lens # 1 (Fig. 3a).

b/2 = I roi/roi' f (19)

Using our knowledge that (1) is symmetrical about x = 0 and reciproc-
ity holds, we can construct the remainder of Fig. 3 (a) with a ray maxi-
mum r1 at the center of the second lens. The value of b corresponding
to this condition is

LIGHT
RAY

zet
z, =o

r1

2h = - cot ( Va2 t/2) .
a2

Z2=0

NO. 2

(20)

NO. I

1'

(a)

z

t -b

(b)

t

Fig. 3 - Ray path at one maximum lens spacing, (a)-weakest lens case,
(b)-second stability band (stronger lenses than 3a).
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It is clear that this is the largest permissible ray displacement at the
center of lens # 2, since a larger value there would represent displace-
ment growth without limit as z ---+ 00. We can show that larger values
of b violate this stability condition by writing the expression for the
displacement at the center of the second lens. The input to the second
lens is

slope ri2 = rol

displacement ri2 = rol

(21)

(22)

Then, from (10) and using a new origin of the longitudinal axis z2 = 0
at the input to the second lens,

ri2'
x2 = r,2 (cos 1/a2 z2) /- sin Va2 z2.

v a2

Using (21) and (22)

x2

ri
= cos (1/a-2 z) {cos (1/a2 1/2) - b 1/i2 sin (Va2 t/2)

- sin (12 z2) sin (1/a2 t/2).

Making the substitution

b = ---- cot (Va21/2) ±
V2 a2

and evaluating (24) at z2 = 1/2 we find

X2 /-= -II -I- sin (1a2 1/2) cos
ri
zi2=1/2

(Va2 1/2)]

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Iii the region 0 < Va2 1/2 < 7/2 both sin (1/i2 t/2) and cos (1/a2 1/2
are positive; hence for (5 positive, the ray at the center of the second
lens is displaced more than the input ray and a divergent path is followed
in such a sequence of lenses. For 5 negative the propagation is stable.
Fora < Va2 1/2 < 37/2 another passband occurs with the limiting
value of b having a ray path as in Fig. 3 (b). This leads to the stability
conditions

2
b - cot (Va2 1/ 2)Vat

applicable in the regions of lens length

(27)
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nor < Va21/2 < n7 +
2

(28)

where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.
For other permissible values of lens length we derive the stability con-

dition with reference to Fig. 4. The input ray at zi = 0, center of lens # 1,
has zero displacement and a slope of ri'. Fig. 4(a) shows the ray path
for the limiting value of b when 7/2 < Va21/2 < IT, constructed using
symmetry and reciprocity as before. This yields

2

a2
b = - tan Wa21/2) . (29)V

This gives a positive value for b because the tangent is negative.
Following the lines indicated above we can derive an expression for the
ray path in lens h 2

{
ri'

x2 = cos WW2 22) -.../-- sin
v a2

(1/a2 1/2) bri' cos (1/a2 t/2)}

ri'
/- cos (1/a2 t/2) sin (-Va, z) .

V a2

z,=o z,=

NO. 1

r(

z2=0

NO. 2

(30)

t

(a)

t b

(b)

Fig. 4 - Ray path at another maximum lens spacing, (a)-weak lens case
(b)-second stability band (stronger lenses than 4a).
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We want the slope at the middle of this lens, which is obtained by putting
z2 = //2 in

dz24422

= - 1/a2 sin (1/a2a-
a2

2 z) sin (1/a2- t/2)

Letting

we obtain

bri cos (1/a,2 t/2)} r cos (Va2//2) cos (1/a2 z) .

1 (1X2

ri' dz2

b =
2tan

(Va2t/2)
1/a2

(31)

(32)

= 1 - 6 Vat sin ( Va2t/2) cos (1/a2t/2). (33)

z2-t/2

In the region 7r/2 < (.t/2) < r, the sine term is positive and the
cosine term is negative; hence a positive S indicates instability, a slope
at the center of the second lens greater than the slope at the center
of the first lens and (as may be verified in (30)) a displacement at
z2 = 1/2 adding to the subsequent ray divergence.

Higher order passbands occur, one sketched in Fig. 4 (I)). Thus, in
the region

(nr / 2) < (1/a2 t/2) < (n 1)7

n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., the permitted range of lens spacing b is

b < - tan (V a,2t/ 2). (34)

Equations (27) and (34) are identical to the relations obtained from
wave theory.'

The above method for determining stability of lens waveguides can
be applied for arbitrarily shaped lenses, as long as symmetry about the
z axis and reciprocity exist. Numerical integration can be employed
where the lens cannot easily be represented by functions in closed
form.'

III. WAVE BEHAVIOR IN INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIA

We will now consider media which are of the form

n = no [1 + (x)] (35)
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where
f (x) _02x2 _2x424- 2a6x6 (36)

in which a2 , a4 , a0 are constants which may be positive or negative.
Positive values represent convergent focusing and negative values
represent divergent focusing. This represents a general medium re-
stricted only to symmetry about the axis x = 0 and uniform with
respect to the direction of propagation.

The normal mode for such a medium is characterized by the index
variation. We will presently discuss the field shapes and losses for
several special cases of (35); for now it is sufficient to note that a differ-
ent equation for the index n means a different normal mode.

An interesting general conclusion can be drawn by expanding the
index n of (35) about some off -axis radius r1 as in Fig. 5:

n(x - r1) n(x') n(x = r1)
na

in which

na na

+ x/1 -a2r1 - 2a4r13 - 3a6r15 

(x' )2 -a2 - 6a4r12 - 15a6r14 
2

(x' )3
1 -12a4r1 - 60a6r13 1

6

24

4

-12a4 - 180a8r12 )

With the approximation

x = (x - ri).

.1'(x) « 1

(37)

(38)

the first term of (37) is unity. Then for a4 , al3 , and all higher order
coefficients equal to zero, (37) becomes

n (xi ) = na 11 - a2rd - )21. (39)

This is sketched in Fig. 5. Thus, for the medium according to (1),
the effect of entering off axis at x = r1 instead of at x = 0 is to intro-
duce a term in the index which is linear in x. This term has the effect
of delaying or advancing every region of the transverse cross section
an amount proportional to the displacement from the axis; this term
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/

/
/

/
/
/

/

X

Fig. 5 - Expansion of n(x) about point x = /*I .

acts the same as a dielectric wedge and tilts the wave front. The path
of any ray is described by ray optics in the continuous medium accord-
ing to (10). The remaining term of (39) is identical to the original
equation at r1 = 0; hence the normal mode for a wave entering at x= r1
is the same as at x = 0, with a direction change superimposed. * Thus,
the beam follows a path sketched as in Fig. 6 (a); a pure mode intro-
duced into the square -law medium travels without change of shape
if the change in position and direction of the beam axis is taken into
account. If a plane wave is introduced, Fig. 6 (b), the field is concen-
trated periodically at the points where the beam axis crosses the axis
of the medium.

We can also see immediately that these properties are not charac-
teristic of any medium in which a4 or higher order terms are present.
In the expansion (37) there are, in addition to the term linear in x',
additional terms in (x')2 and (x')3 brought in by a4 , as , etc., which
change the normal modes in a manner dependent on the particular
value of r1 . When any one or more of al , as , etc., are non -zero, the

* This was previously proven for a sequence of ideal lenses independently by
H. E. Rowe and J. P. Gordon.
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NORMAL X
MODE ...BEAM AXIS

BEAM WIDTH

MODE
MIXTURE

--
(PLANE

WAVE)

OC= 0

(b)

Z

Fig. 6 - Ray path representation of beam flow in the ideal square law -medium,
(a)-normal mode off -axis input, (b)-mode mixture off -axis input.

modes for a region off the axis of the medium are different from those
on axis and the rather simple and attractive situation sketched in Fig. 6
no longer exists. It also follows that ray paths also differ importantly
from those sketched in Figs. 1(b) and 1 (c).

IV. RAY PATHS IN NON -SQUARE -LAW MEDIA

When f (x) of (35) and (36) contain non -zero a4 or higher order
terms, the general shape of f (x) can be something like that of Fig. 5,
even though a4 or some other terms are negative yielding a defocusing
tendency. We shall be concerned now with arbitrary values of az ,
a4 , a6 , etc., within the limits on x such that

df(x) < 0 for x > 0
dx > 0 for x < 0

This assures that all rays will be bent toward the axis at any x, per (3).
We can observe several additional features of the general case:
(1.) As a consequence of (40), any ray will monotonically go through

a maximum and return to the axis, as sketched in Fig. 7. Due to sym-
metry about the z axis and reciprocity, the curve x = g(z) will have
even symmetry about zz , z4 , etc. and odd symmetry about z3 , z6 , etc.
The period of g (z), (z6 - z1), will depend on the coefficients a2 , a4 ,
in (36).

( 40)
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Fig. 7 - Ray paths in a generalized lens -like medium.

(2.) It will be instructive to note that

f (x) = -
a

2031

(41)

with in ---> co is the special case of (36) which corresponds to a step change
in index at x = a:*

f (x ) -> 0 and n= na forixl <la'
- f(x) >> 0 and (n- 1) << (no - 1 ) forlx1->lal

We will see that this is a convenient bounding condition on non -ideal
focusing media. In Fig. 7, the dotted line represents the ray path for
such a medium.

(3.) As already noted, the paraxial ray equation (3) is valid. Since
f(x) in (36) is to be kept very small compared to unity, the solution
for the position of the ray as a function of z, x = g (z), is related

d2
9

1 an- [ (z)] = - -= d- [As)] (43)
dz2 n ax dx

or

(42)

f(s) = f f- [g(z)] (44)
dz2

* We will want to continue to use the paraxial ray equation and the associated
condition,f(x) «1. We shall use the region 0 < x I < a but allow x Ito approach
a so closely that f (x) >> 0.
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(4.) Due to symmetry about the z axis,

[g(z)] = 0 at values of z where x = g(z) = 0. (45)
de

Obviously,

dz
[g(z)] = 0 (46)

periodically at maxima for g (z), which will occur at values of z midway
between the places where g (z) = 0, Fig. 7.

(5.) It follows from the preceding notes that the function g (z) must
have even symmetry about the values of z for which (46) holds, and odd
symmetry about the values of z for which g (z) = 0, a consequence of
reciprocity and the known symmetry about x = 0 for f (x). Hence, the
most general ray trajectory will be of the form

CO

x = E b, cos mq3z (47)

where m = 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. We will proceed presently to find a par-
ticular solution of the form (47).

In all functions (35) where a4 or some higher an is present, the period
of the ray trajectory depends on the peak amplitude. That is, if the
medium characterized by (35) starts at z = 0 (as in Fig. 8) and if a
series of rays enter parallel to the z axis but at different values of x,
the ray trajectories will have different periods. If a2 , a4 , etc. are all
positive, the rays farther from the z axis will be bent more sharply and
the picture qualitatively will be as sketched in Fig. 8. However, if a2

Fig. 8 - Ray paths in a generalized focusing medium for various parallel
input rays.
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is positive and a4 negative (other a. = 0) the rays entering farther
from the z axis will have a period longer than those entering near the
z axis. As previously noted, all rays have the same period (Fig. 1)
only when all an except a2 are zero.

V. FOCAL LENGTH OF A SEGMENT OF AN ARBITRARY MEDIUM

Suppose a ray at radius x passes through a section of arbitrary medium
(Fig. la) of length t. We can ascribe a focal length to each x position
as follows: the phase difference Ace, between a ray on -axis and a ray at x
is given by

Av = noglad 2 a4x4 j.
Xo

We require tin (48) to be so small that

(48)

Opp « (49)

and we represent the segment of focusing medium as a thin lens; for
any thin lens the focal length f is

f =
x.,40

Then, combining (50) and (48),

f
1

natta2 a4x2 aox4 I

(51)

If a2 = 0, the focal length approaches infinity as 1 x I -+ 0.
If the medium is represented mainly by the square law term a2 with

a small a4 perturbation

where

f
1

nata2(1 R)

a4x2R = - .
a2

(52)

( 53 )

The ratio (53) appears repeatedly in describing slightly non -ideal media.

VI. NORMAL MODE PROPERTIES IN ARBITRARY FOCUSING MEDIA

It would be nice to have solutions to Maxwell's equations for a medium
according to (35) and (36) but this has not yet been achieved. E. A.
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Marcatili has solved Maxwell's equations and found normal mode field
properties for the ideal square -law medium (only a2 present),' and for
a perturbation thereon (small a4 in a medium principally characterized
by a2).8

In this section, an approximate method for obtaining some of the
properties of the modes of an arbitrary medium (pure fourth order, for
example) is described. This is of interest as guidance on whether or
not to put the effort into getting better solutions.

We use as limiting cases the solutions found by Marcatili when only
a2 is present, and the known solutions for a step transition in dielectric
constant, which as previously noted in connection with (42) corresponds
to a very high exponent on the xn term of (36). These two cases can be
viewed as limits to the possible solutions for arbitrary (36), within the
bounds of (40), and useful results inferred about the intervening cases.

We note that the transverse field distribution for the first -order mode
with the step -change of index, Curve I of Fig. 9, is of the form

0

- 0.2

- 0.4

-1.0

- 1.2

-1.4
0

E = cos (-7;5) (54)
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Fig. 9- Index of refraction versus normalized transverse position (x/a) for
several media.
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where the index change occurs at x = ±a. From Marcatili's wave solu-
tion,' the transverse field shape for the lowest order mode in a medium
characterized by

is given by

where

n = na (1 - la2x2) (55)

2

E = exp)1

/X 1

7 (a2)1

X = Xo/no

(56)

(57)

Xo = free space wavelength.

We now match the fields given by (54) and (56) by setting (54) equal
to (56) at x = this yields

a, = 1.315 (58)

where a, is an "equivalent" or effective half -width for the square -law
medium. The corresponding field shapes and plots of index variation
are given by Curves I and IV in Figs. 9 and 10.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

NORMAL MODE FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS

CURVE INDEX FIELD EQUATION

.--- nab- (zia)01 cos (vx/2a) \ I r1 =\ --- II n = na [1- 5.28 X 1020X6] (MACHINE)

-- DI n = na [I-1.975 X 107x4] (MACHINE)\ - IQ rl = r1a [I- 2 X2] e- (t/0.76 a)2\ PLOTTED FOR a = 0.419 X 10-3 METERS
X = 0.6328 X 10-6 METERS\,,

EN\ \ II
N

,,,......Q....y

4'....,....,......
s...1 ........................7...

02 04 06 0 8 1.0

x/a
1.2 1.4 16 1.8

Fig. 10 - Normal mode amplitude vs normalized transverse dimension
(xja) for media of Fig. 9.
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As already indicated, these two cases are limits on the index varia-
tion. It is inferred that an arbitrary index distribution (35) will have a
field distribution similar to that of Curves I and IV of Fig. 10 when x
is related to the effective width ae to yield an index variation approxi-
mating Curves I and IV of Fig. 9. This idea has been carried through
to specify a procedure for defining ae for arbitrary media, and to yield
particular solutions for several specific index variations. Approximate
phase constants for the various modes of arbitrary media are also
found.

To document the inference on normal mode field shape for the non -
ideal medium, two specific cases were considered in a little more detail.
These were represented by Curves II and III of Figs. 9 and 10. Pure
fourth order and pure eighth -order index variations were taken, the
constant an in (36) being selected to give an "eye -ball" fit to Curves I
and IV of Fig. 9; the actual numbers for (an/2) are on Fig. 9. Then,
using the computer -simulation of a resonator as first employed by Fox
and Li,9 the normal mode field distributions were computed. More will
be said about these calculations presently, but for now we note the
conclusion on the normal mode field distributions for the eighth -order
and fourth -order index variations, Curves II and III of Fig. 10. The
choice of an for these curves was a first guess, not an optimized choice.
Nevertheless, the fields do correspond very well to the limiting cases,
Curves I and IV. We shall see that differences between Curves I, II,
III, and IV in the region x < 0.9a are comparable to the differences
between the true fields in the system of ideal lenses and the Gaussian
approximations commonly used to represent them.

The effective medium width ae can be defined for a more general
non -ideal medium as follows: the normal mode in the medium charac-
terized by (35), (36) and (40) will have a shape similar to that of the
associated square -law medium or step -change medium when a, is defined
by

f(x = ae) = _r 1.315 )4 4 (X )2
b - .

210 a,
(59)

This comes from making f (x) of (35) for the arbitrary medium equal
to r times the same quantity for an equivalent square -law medium, both
at x = a, , and then using (57) and (58) to eliminate the a2 of the equiv-
alent square -law medium. The constant b is unity for the lowest order
mode, and is shown in Appendix I to be

b= i/m -I- 2.5
2.5

(60)
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for the TEM. mode. * The constant r varies slightly depending on the
exact form of f (x); in the examples plotted in Fig. 9, r is 1.72 for the
fourth order case and 1.43 for the eighth order case. When considering
a medium which is very nearly square law, r may be taken as unity,
and for fourth or higher order media a value r = 1.5 is a good value.

Following known theory for metallic waveguides, the normal mode
for the step -change index can be represented by two plane waves travel-
ling at an angle a to the axis of the medium, where

Xsin a = -
Ac

(61)

and X, is the cutoff wavelength in the guide containing everywhere the
index n . Restricting our interest to the region X/X, << 1, the phase
constant is given by

# -2r= -2r - sins a 11 - 2
1.

X

Higher modes are accounted for by noting

4aX,_

giving

(62)

(63)

(64)

X = Xo/n..

Since the principal part of the field distribution has been shown to be
essentially the same for all f (x) restricted by (40) provided a, is defined
as in (59), we can expect that the expression (64) will give a good ap-
proximation for the phase constant in a medium characterized by any
f (x).

We proceed to write down the expressions which result.
For the medium described by

n = n, (1 - lap:2 - la4x4) (65)

the application of (59) leads to

a, = 1.:115b r 1' fi`
La2(1 /?) V (66)

* Following Fox and Li and Boyd and Gordon") the nzth order mode has (in + 1)
field maxima in the transverse cross section.
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with R = a4a,2/a2 . The ratio R is the ratio of the fourth order term 0.5
a4x4 to the second order term 0.5 ad at x = a, , the equivalent half -
width of the medium. Thus the expression (66) gives ae implicitly.

When R << 1, we can rewrite (1 + = 1 + Z R; under this con-
dition, putting (66) into (64) gives for the medium characterized
principally by a square -law distribution with small fourth -order varia-
tion, (taking r = 1),

2r ( in + 1)2 0.275(m 1)2a4X1
= - 0.35.7 Va2 (m + 2.5) a,"2 (67)

2.5

We can compare this result to Marcatili's direct wave solution' in the
limit of a4 = 0. The functional dependence on X and a2 is identical;
the coefficient of 1/a2 in (67) compares to the correct one as follows:

Coefficient of Nra:
Marcatili7 Eq. (67)

0 0.5 0.357

1 1.5 1.02

2 2.5 1.78

3 3.5 2.6

4 4.5 3.43

m 0.892 nt

Thus, the approximate value of the phase constant is correctly given for
all modes at any wavelength by the approximate theory outlined above,
but the unique integral relationship for the phase differences between
the modes in the square -law medium is not given.

A comparison between (67) and some unpublished results Marcatili
obtained using a direct perturbation solution of Maxwell's equations
shows identical dependence upon a4 , a2 and X with comparable but some-
what different constants.

The above comparisons lead one to have confidence in other results
obtained from (59) and (64) for which there is no previous information.
For example, we can get the phase constant corresponding to medium
(65) with a2 = 0. Equation (66) leads to

r"(1.315)213 b"2 X1/3ae

= ,1/3 a41/6

= 0.876 (m 2.5r X113

2.5 a41/6

for the equivalent half -width of the medium, and

(68)
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(m + 1)2
# -2r - 0.256(a4X)" (m 2.5)2"X (69)

\ 2.5

for the phase constant.
Likewise, for a medium

n = n0(1 - ?-,,a8x8)

the application of (59) and (64) gives
0.1 (1.315)0.4

.a. = (a-8 b° 4X°.2
X0.2

and

211-

P =

= 0.925
X0'2 (m

.1a80

0.323x0.6a80.2

2.5

(m + 1)2
in + 2.;.5)g"4

\ 2.5

For the limiting case of a step change in index

a, = a
27r r X

= -
A 16

w, (in + 1)2.

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

Looking at the change in /3 as the exponent in variation of index of
refraction changes from 2 to 4 to 8 to 00, (see (67) with a4 = 0, (69),
(72) and (73)), we observe that the # dependence on A goes smoothly
from A° to XI, X''6, and X". It seems certain that the square -law medium
is unique in having beats between modes being independent of X.

There is a physical explanation for the increasing /3 dependence on
A for increasing exponent in the index variation. For the step change in
refractive index the modes are all contained in the same transverse
space, illustrated by Curves I of Figs. 11 and 12; by definition no energy
can exist at x > a. However, with the square -law variation in refrac-
tive index, Curve IV of Fig. 9, energy can and does exist at x > ae
and the penetration of the field at x > ae increases as the mode index
m increases. This is illustrated for m = 0 and m = 2 as Curves II in
Figs. 11 and 12 respectively. Since the higher order modes occupy
more transverse width for increasing m, Ac decreases more slowly for
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the square -law medium than for the step -change refractive index. That
is the basic reason for the factor b, (60) appearing in (59). Similarly,
the increased field penetration at x > a, for the square law compared
to the step -change index makes the angle a smaller for the square -law
medium than in the step -change medium, and consequently the 13 is
less altered from the value 27r/X. As the exponent in the terms of f (x)
increases from 2 toward 00 the behavior in 13 and X, approach those for
the step -change medium because the more rapid variation in index at
x > a, prevents the field from penetrating that region as much.

One can write explicitly an expression for the half -width we of the
lowest order mode's field for the various non -square -law media using the
relation

a,
we - 1.315

where a, is again defined by (59). As a consequence of the method of
defining a (74) gives the exact spot size for the pure square -law me-
dium. For the medium which is principally square law with a small
fourth -order term, (65) with R < 1,

(74)

1 Xa4
{1 - 0.55 (75)We =

_.k

a2I/ a2312

the pure fourth -order medium,
N1/3

We = 0.666

and for the pure eighth -order medium,

(76)
a4116

°2
We = 0.703 (77).a80.1

It is possible now to specify unique rays to consider characteristic
of the particular mode in each of the media. These rays are the normals
to the two plane waves which in combination give approximately the
transverse field distributions in the manner outlined above. Each of these
normals makes an angle a to the axis of the medium as in equation
(61). Again confining our interest to waves far from "cut-off"

X (m 1)
a /V (78)

4a,

where a, is again defined by (59). For the medium (65) with R < 1
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1.315 Vm -I- 2.5 41X {1 - 0.55 [m + 2.51Aa4 (79)ae -
a2114 2.5 2.5 a23/2

and
via21/4 + 1)a - .

2.97 ,Vm ± 2.5 {1 - 0.55 Xa4 + 2.5) (80)
2.5 a2312 2.5

This expression also gives the characteristic ray angles for the square
law medium by letting a4 = 0.

For the fourth -order medium, (68) gives ae and the characteristic
ray angle is

a = 0.285X2/3a41/6
+ 1)

rm 2.5T/3
L 2.5

For the eighth -order medium, (71) gives ae and the characteristic ray
angle is

0.271A0.8a_0.1 On + 1)

8 2.5

Having a characteristic half -width a, and ray angle a for each me-
dium, we can easily calculate a characteristic ray period for each me-
dium. With reference to Fig. 13, the ray at an angle a with the z axis
has a period X

(81)

4a,
n= a

(82)

(83)

For the pure square -law medium, using (66) and (80)

4 X 1.315 X 2.97 1 rm 2.51 1

X, -
-a21 L 2.5 j (m + 1) (84)

tx

ael

ae

Fig. 13 - Diagram for determining an equivalent ray period in non -square -
law media.
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or

8.8 (m + 2.5)X, - (84a)
chi 2.5(m + 1) 

We can compare this ray period to that derived from the paraxial ray
equation; that solution is (10) from which the ray period is seen to be
27r/1/a2 . Equation (84a) corresponds quite well to 27/Va2 for the
lowest order mode (m = 0) including independence of X! Equation
(84a) is also relatively independent of mode order, m.

For the pure fourth -order medium the ray period from (83) is

=
12.3 Fm + 2.512/3 1

(85)
Xu3a41/3 L 2.5 (m 1) 

There is no previous theory for comparison and, as already noted,
ray theory alone does not define a unique period; unlike the square -law
case, it depends on the initial ray slope.

VII. FIELD DISTRIBUTION AND DIFFRACTION LOSSES IN RESONATORS AND
LENS WAVEGUIDES USING NON -SQUARE -LAW ELEMENTS

In this section there are recorded new computations of normal mode
field distributions and diffraction losses for a few resonators using non -
spherical mirrors. The results are applicable to lens waveguides using
non -square -law focusing elements. No other information is known to he
available on these configurations.

The motivation for the work was to determine the normal -mode field
distributions for non -square -law continuous waveguides to support the
approximations made in the preceding section. Thus, most of the con-
ditions selected represent relatively close spacing of weak lenses. A few
instances are cited where cutoff effects associated with too great spacing
of lenses were observed.

The resonator whose descriptive dimensions are given in Fig. 14 is to
be used to represent the lens guidance system of Fig. 15. The equiva-
lence is exact if one includes the absorbing screens in Fig. 15; if the dif-
fraction losses in the resonator are not large very little effect is expected
from omitting the absorbing screens. Fig. 15, in turn, can represent a
continuous guidance medium when the focal length of the lenses is ap-
preciably greater than the lens spacing. Then the beam size is very
nearly the same at the lens and at the plane midway between lenses,
and the electrically thin lenses of Fig. 15 can be representations of
segments of the continuous medium of length s. For the square -law
medium, this approximation is that the focal length expression (16) is
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M IDPLANE

Fig. 14 - Definition of parameters in a resonator for use in Fox -Li type calcu-
lations.

well represented by

f = no

naa2t
(86)

when Alcc2 t < 1.
In representing a continuous medium by a resonator it is important

to have a measure of the accuracy of the approximation. We obtain
this and observe an interesting outcome by comparing the phase shifts
along equi-power contours (i.e., contours within which the fraction of
the total power in the beam is constant) for the resonator with spherical

V

--s

V

--s--

ABSORBING
SCREENS

BEAM
~ CONTOUR

LENSES

Fig. 15 - Transmission medium analogous to Fig. 14.
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mirrors and for the square -law continuous medium,

n = na (1 - 2a2x2). (87)

For the square -law medium of length s, the phase difference for a ray
following the axis and one at radius xo is

Xo

2
Aioc = -21r s( --2-a2xo ). (88)

For the resonator with spherical mirrors the phase difference between a
ray on axis and one following an equi-power contour is

Aso.
Xo

( -2A).

By making

A = a2S 2-
4

(89)

(90)

it is apparent that (88) and (89) are identical when x = xo . It may be
shown that the beam spot size at the center of the resonator is the same
as the spot size of the continuous medium when

wo = /1X 1/-
r

Rcx
1/27r (91)

where Re is the field curvature at the confocal spacing of mirrors asso-
ciated with the mid -plane spot size wo .* The equi-power contours are
given by

X W,
= = V1 E2

SO wo

= -
R,,

w. = spot size at the mirrors.

Using (91), (92), and (93), the value of both (88) and (89) is

47r 2 5Aq), = Aco, = - Xo
Xo Re2

( 92)

(93)

(94)

Thus by choosing the continuous medium and spherical mirror system
to have the same mid -plane spot size, the phase shift along any contour
enclosing equal powers is identical, regardless of lens spacing.t

* See Ref. 10.
f Within, of course, the region of stability for the resonator.
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For reference it may be noted that the mirror radius of curvature
b' and focal length f are related to R, and s byw

b' = 2f = (1 + E2)Rc (95)

2
Rc = = 1/2sb' - s2. (96)

V a2

Useful forms giving the mid -plane spot size wo and spot size at the
lens w8 for the lens system of Fig. 15 are:

= fswc:4w/r( (4f; (-1 --82)1

(97)

(98)

(.fs)1w.=
_ (99)(1

It seems certain from (94) that the normal mode field distribution
for a continuous medium will be well represented by the normal mode
of a resonator having (Fig. 14)
and the coefficients of (36), provided that the mid -plane of the resona-
tor field does not differ appreciably from the field at the mirror.

The proper value for A of Fig. 14, to represent a general medium (35)
and (36), is obtained by taking x = xo (Fig. 14) and letting Aso. = Asoc
as was done in connection with (88) and (89). This yields

= -S a2x
2

a4x
2
-(1 2 1 4 1

as:v.
6

2
- - )
2

(100)

Selection of a mirror spacing suitably small can be done for the square -
law medium with the aid of (92). For example, with

a2 = 4 (meters) -2

s = 0.2 meters

wo = 0.319 X 10-3 meters

Rc = 1 meter

one computes ws/wo = V1.04. This is based on the Gaussian function
approximations for the actual fields. A computer determination of the
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actual field distributions* has been carried out using the method of Fox
and Li and the results are plotted in Fig. 16 for a Fresnel number N =
1.38.f These are true normal mode field distributions for the resonator;
some perturbation from the Gaussian shape is caused by the 5.27 per
cent power diffraction loss on each reflection but this does not account
for the fact that the midplane 1/e width is approximately 7.5 per cent
less than the mirror field instead of 2 per cent less as predicted by (92).
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Fig. 16 - Computed normal mode fields at the mirrors and at midplane for a
spherical mirror resonator.

See Fig. 17, where the diffraction loss is increased by reducing the mirror
size; the mirror spot size changes very little. Also see Fig. 18, where the
fields, both the real fields developed on the computer simulation and the
Gaussian theoretical approximation thereto, are plotted. We see here,
with N = 1 where diffraction losses are less than 0.1 per cent per re-
flection, that the Gaussian approximation is too narrow at the mirrors

* In all of the computer determinations of field distributions and losses, 100
radial intervals were employed in representing the transverse field distribution.

t In the terminology of this paper, N = r2/sX where 2r is the mirror diameter
and s is the mirror spacing.
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Fig. 17 - Computed normal mode fields at the mirrors for the resonator of
Fig. 16 with two mirror diameters.

and too broad at the midplane; whereas w8/wo = -0 from the Gaussian
approximation, the actual ratio of widths at 1/e is about 1.58. The
prolate spheroidal wave functions give computed results in much better
agreement with the Fox -Li machine computation'" and we presume
the latter to be more accurate than the Gaussian approximation.

The transverse fields corresponding to the fourth -order index variation,
Curve III of Fig. 9, is shown in Figs. 19 and 20. The mirror spacing,
losses and Fresnel numbers are listed on the figures. The midplane field
corresponds as well to the mirror field as did that for the square -law
case, Fig. 16, and the spacing s is judged adequately short. For the same
Fresnel number, N = 1.38 and the same spot size, the fourth -order
medium had 3.91 per cent loss per reflection compared to 5.27 per cent
for the square -law medium. This is because the field at x = a, falls off
more sharply as shown on Fig. 10. The field plotted in Fig. 10 as Curve
III was obtained from the computer data which produced Fig. 20,
with the reflection number selected to minimize the amplitude of the
higher modes still present in the data for Curve I of Fig. 20.
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Fig. 18 - Comparison of normal mode fields in a confocal square law resonator
as determined by (1.) Fox -Li type calculations and (2.) Gaussian analytical
approximation.
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Fig. 19 - Computed normal mode fields at the mirrors and at midplane for a
fourth -order mirror resonator.
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Fig. 20 - Computed normal mode fields at the mirrors for the resonator of
Fig. 19 with two mirror diameters.

Figs. 21 and 22 show computed field distributions for a resonator
with eighth -order mirrors chosen to match the medium of Curve II,
Fig. 9, at the same mirror spacing used for Figs. 16-20, 0.2 meters.
The value of A is computed from (100). In Fig. 21 we note the midplane
field is quite unlike the mirror field, and in Fig. 22 we note the loss
does not decrease smoothly for increasing mirror size, but remains more
or less independent of mirror size. This is due to the fact that the focal
length, which is a function of radial position on the mirror according to
(51), is too small compared to the mirror spacing at the outer edge of the
mirror. For example, for the Curve III of Fig. 22, the focal length is
0.077 meters at the edge of the mirror. For larger mirrors than those
represented in Fig. 22, it was found that both the loss and field distri-
bution became constant, independent of mirror size. The fields striking
the outer edges of these mirrors are radiated because they are reflected
through the axis of the resonator at such a sharp angle as to miss the
opposite reflector. Fig. 23 shows a rough sketch of this situation. (Note
that the midplane fields resulting would be composed of a mixture of a
propagating field and a radiated field.) An analogy can be made to the
unstable region which occurs for all rays in a resonator with spherical
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Fig. 23 - Diagram illustrating over -focusing losses in a resonator.

mirrors when f < s/4 or f < 0.05 meter when s = 0.2 meters as in Figs.
21 and 22.

The corresponding situation in a lens guidance system is shown in
Fig. 24. The energy near the beam axis is weakly focused leaving a rather
large spot size. The energy extending to larger and larger radii is even-
tually focused too strongly and misses the next focusing element, illus-
trated by the dotted lines of Fig. 24. Thus, ordinary field spreading,
causing the usual diffraction losses, is mixed with over -focusing losses
in a certain region of the parameters for a non -square -law resonator.
It is believed that this accounts for the loss differences tabulated on
Fig. 22.

The objective of determining the normal mode field for Curve II of
Fig. 9 can be met by making the mirror spacing in the equivalent
resonator smaller. This has been done in Figs. 25 and 26. In Fig. 25,
the midplane field and mirror field are shown to agree quite well. In
Fig. 26, some variation in field shape results with reduction in mirror
size, but this is in part due to higher order modes still present in the
field plotted for Curve I where the loss is extremely low. For the normal
mode shape plotted as Curve II in Fig. 10, a careful selection of the
resonator reflection number was made to minimize the higher -order
mode amplitudes.

Using very closely spaced mirrors with so little curvature over the
area where most of the beam energy is located, as in Curve II of Fig. 26

Fig. 24 - Diagram illustrating over -focusing losses in a lens guidance system.
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and the associate medium curvature curve II of Fig. 9, one might wonder
whether the guidance is caused by diffraction as with plane parallel
mirrors or really by the curvature of the mirrors. Fig. 27 shows the fields
and loss for the plane -parallel mirrors corresponding exactly to Curve II
of Fig. 26 for the eighth -order mirrors. The loss is <0.45 per cent for
the eighth -order mirrors and 1.4 per cent for the plane parallel case.
Evidently the guidance is importantly determined by the curvature.

VIII. RAY PATHS IN NON -SQUARE LAW MEDIA

In this section, the general properties of media described by (35),
(36) and (40) are exploited to obtain approximate solutions for the
paraxial ray equation (3) in several non -square -law media, and to indi-
cate an approach which reduces to straightforward algebra the problems
of getting similar solutions for other media.

It has been shown that (47) gives the general form of the ray path
for the media of interest, and it was noted in connection with Fig. 7
that the limiting case of a step -shift in index of refraction results in a
triangular waveform for the ray path. For a triangular waveform the
coefficients b, in (47) are in the ratio 1, 1/9, 1/25, etc. for m = 1, 3, 5,
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etc. For the square law medium, a simple cos $z represents the ray path,
as given in (7). Hence, we know that for any medium of interest the
series (47) will converge very rapidly. We can hope to get a good ap-
proximation with only a few terms of (47). We now outline the results
of such a solution for a medium described by (65). We set

which is equivalent to

with

x = cl cos /3z + c2 cos 313z

A
x -=x0{(1-F-)cosa Az- cos 33z}

4 4

x = xofi + A sine 13z) cos Oz

A =

C2 =
CI

Cl + C2 = X0 

42
Cl

c2i)1 ± -

A

4 + A

(101)

(102)

(103)

(104)

(105)

In form (102) it is seen that the maximum x is xo , occurring at z = 0,
for any value of A; this is a useful form in visualizing the effect of a4 as
a perturbation on a medium mainly controlled by a2

Using (101) we find

(11
dz2

(x) -c02 cos 13z - 9c202 cos 313z. (106)

Also, from (65)

d
Li(x)] = - a2x - 2a4x3.

dx
(107)

We can get the solution to the paraxial ray equation in the form (43)
by equating (106) to (107) with x replaced by (101). Equating the
coefficients of the cos 13z terms yields

= 1/a2 (1 + R(1.5 + 0.376A + 0.1875A2))1 (108)

where

R
a4xo2

a2
(109)
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We note that the restriction (40) requires (107) to be greater than
zero, or

R

This is a limitation on xo if a4 is negative.
Equating the coefficients of the cos 3/3z terms gives

-0.89A
R=

[1.15A + 0.222 (1 -I- 4\1 (110)
4

Thus, with known R which is fully defined by the medium (a2 and a4)
and the point of entry (xo) for the ray, one can compute A and 13. The
plots of Figs. 28-30 show the interrelations between A, R, and /3 as
given by (108) and (110). For R 1, A -R /4 and 13 c:=-/ Va-2 (1 +
1.5R/2). The principal effect of a small a4 term in the index variation
is to change the period of the ray oscillation. This is illustrated in Fig. 31
for several values of R compared to the R = 0 (square law) case. Posi-
tive R means a4 has a focusing effect, and the ray period is shortened.
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With a renormalization of the abscissa, the curves of Fig. 31 are re-
plotted in Fig. 32 to show that the cos 313z term is indeed small and the
ray path differs little from a sine wave.

However, the period 27r/13 does depend on the peak ray -path am-
plitude (or ray -path slope at the axis), and hence the nice separation
between the input -ray slope and input -ray position which was found in
(10) does not exist for non -square law media.

Because the ray period depends on the peak ray -path amplitude, a
group of rays entering a non -square law medium at z = 0 as in Fig. 33
will fall out of step and at some large z one ray will be at a positive
maximum when another is at a negative maximum. These rays can
represent parts of a beam of light injected into the medium off -axis
when the beam spot size is very large compared to a wavelength. This
shows that the injected off -axis beam will spread out and occupy the
region ±w t about the guide axis. However, the beam will never
occupy any more than the region ±tv t if it is injected parallel to the
guide axis.

One can obtain solutions analogous to the one given above if the
input ray is on axis but at some slope x by noting

x = Mc. sin nf3z (111)
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Fig. 33 - Ray position x vs distance z in a non -square -law medium illustrating
the way an input beam breaks up as the wave propagates.
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n = 1, 3, 5, etc. This follows from the same considerations which led to
(47). Since we already have solved for the coefficients c1 and c2 of (101),
we can get the solution for (111) by transforming (101), letting xi (il) =
x (z - 7/213) which yields

xi = c1 sin I3z - c2 sin 3j3z. (112)

The parameters c1 and c2 are related to so , the maximum of x1 , as in
(105) and we define a new parameter B

12 (c.)
B = (113)

(c2)

which allows the ray slope to be written

dx1 = c1$ cos /3z - 3c213 cos 3,8z

= x1' {(1 -B) cos Oz - cos 3,3z (114)

= xi'll B sine 13z} cos flz.

The initial slope xi' is the ray slope at z = 0, and it is related to c1 and
c2 by

3c2
= cd3 {1 -- . (115)

The previous interrelations between c1 , c2, A, 0, and R still hold. We
seek a method for getting (3 and xo , knowing only x1 , a2 and a4 . To do
so x1', is rewritten in the form

a2xi =
AZ

Hence, given x1', (116) determines x1' 1/a4/a2 in terms of R (since R vs
A is given in (110)); knowing R, a2 and a4 , we can compute xo and /3
using (109) and (108). Fig. 34 shows x1' 1/a4/a2 vs R to facilitate this
process.

For an input ray with both slope and displacement, the proper match-
ing to (101) with a suitable transformation can in principle be done,
but has not been attempted.

An approximate solution for the pure fourth -order medium

n = na (1 - ickx4) (117)

VN (1 + A ) 1 R(1.5 + 0.376A + 0.1875A2)}4. (116)
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Fig. 34 - Normalized input ray slope xi' vs R according to (116) and (110).

is obtained by letting a2 -> 0 in the equations which led to (108) and
(110). This yields

= xo V1.44a4

cl = 23.3
C2

A = -0.165

02 03 04 0.6 0.8 1.0

(118)

(119)

(120)

for the solution corresponding to (101) and

xi' = s02 Va-4 (121)

for the solution corresponding to (114). Equation (121) gives the ray
slope at the axis x = 0.

Better approximations would of course be obtained by including
higher order terms in (101) but the large ci/c2 ratio produced by in-
cluding only the cos 30z terms suggests that the cos 513z term would
have a negligible coefficient.

We can combine (121) and (118) to express the ray period for the
fourth -order medium in terms of the ray slope at the x-axis, this gives

= 1/1.44x1i . (122)
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We can now compare the ray period from (122) with that previously
derived, (85). We let x1' equal the characteristic ray angle defined by
(81) with m = 0. Then the ray period from (122) becomes

27r 9.81
= .

13 X a4
(123)

The constant in (123) differs slightly from the value 12.3 found in (85)
but the dependence on A and a4 is identical.

IX. DISCUSSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The abstract contains a summing up review of the contents of this
paper. One might add that a remarkably small step change in index is
required to contain completely (for practical purposes) a light beam.
As shown in Fig. 9, at A = 0.6328 Ai, a step change in index of refraction
of a few parts in 106 is adequate for a beam radius of a = 0.419 mm,
and this change need only be maintained from x = a to x 2a where
the energy is certain to be too small for that region to influence the
wave propagation.

The author would like to thank Mr. Tingye Li for the use of his
computer program which was modified to make the computations repre-
sented in Figs. 16-27. Without Mr. Li's previous work the author would
not have included those figures which help justify the inferences leading
to (59). Mrs. C. L. Beattie made the modifications and very effectively
saw through all of the computations, for which the author is most
appreciative. Mr. E. A. Marcatili on numerous occasions gave learned
reactions to the newly developed ideas.

APPENDIX

We seek here to account for the expression (60)

b = m ± 2.5 (124)
2.5

As noted in connection with Figs. 11 and 12, in a medium with a
continuous variation in index of refraction, the fields of the higher
order modes extend farther from the axis than do the fields of the lowest
order mode. The technique used here to determine the phase constant
and characteristic ray angle for rather general media is to establish an
equivalent width of medium in which the energy is completely confined
-as in guides with perfectly conducting walls or with zero permittivity
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walls. It is clear then that this equivalent width must be different for
the lowest -order modes than for higher -order modes.

When the author was casting about for a method of expressing this
change, E. A. Marcatili pointed out that there is a characteristic radial
distance at which the function describing the square -law medium's
modes changes from an oscillating function to an exponentially decaying
function. These functions are the parabolic cylinder functions and the
value of x for the transition is*

xt = 2 Vm
2-

(125)

where m is the mode index.
This was tried as an equivalent width, but was found to change much

more rapidly at small m than the actual increase in extent of the field
illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. By examining the radii at which the field
decreased to about 1 per cent of the peak value for various low -order
modes, it was found that (124) represents the variation quite well. Thus,
the general form (125), which is supported by the function theory for
the square -law medium, was modified to fit actual known field width
variations_at_small m. For -large in, (124) and (125) do have -the -same
variation.

The method of defining the equivalent width, outlined in the body
of the paper in connection with (59), causes media with higher than
square -law variations in index to merge smoothly into the known be-
havior of the step -change index variation including the gradual disap-
pearance of the factor b.
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Statistical Treatment of Light -Ray
Propagation in Beam-Waveguides

By D. MARCUSE

(Manuscript received July 15, 1965)

It is well known that uncorrelated, transverse displacements of the lenses
of a beam-waveguide cause the light beam to deviate from its axis and that
the tolerance requirements on the accuracy of the transverse lens positions
are very stringent.

This paper extends the statistics of beam waveguides to include correla-
tions between displacements of different lenses and studies the effects of a
succession of uncorrelated bends.

It can be concluded from this work that the rms deviation of the light beam
is proportional to the square root of the length of the waveguide if the corre-
lation between lens displacements extends only over a limited range.

The amplitude of the Fourier component of the waveguide axis whose
period equals the oscillation period of the ray has to be less than 0.2 micron
if the deviation of a light beam passing through 10,000 lenses of a confocal
waveguide is to be kept less than 2 mm. This requirement means that the
average radius of curvature of a waveguide composed of independent circular
sections of an average length of 20 in with lenses spaced 1 in apart has to be
more than 10 km. The comparison between two model guides, one composed
of circular section and the other of sections shaped like sine fix, indicates
that the beam deflection depends only on the average radius of curvature and
average length of the sections but not on their particular shape.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hirano, Fukatsu and Rowe' have studied the behavior of a light beam
in a beam-waveguide whose lenses are randomly displaced from a per-
fectly straight line. The first two authors considered also a waveguide
with sinusoidal axis displacements. The behavior of light beams in bent
lens-waveguides was studied in Ref. 2. These two papers represent two
extreme cases of completely uncorrelated departures of the waveguide
axis from perfect straightness on the one hand and perfectly correlated
departures from a straight line on the other hand.

2065
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This paper describes the statistics of a light ray by introducing a cor-
relation function connecting different points on the waveguide axis.'

We show how the ray position at the nth lens depends on one Fourier
component of the curvature function of the waveguide axis, while the
rms value of the beam displacement depends on one frequency com-
ponent of the "power spectrum" of the curvature function.

The dependence of the ray position on the Fourier component of the
curvature function of the waveguide axis is analogous to the mode con-
version loss of multimode waveguides.3

The description of the beam deflection in terms of the correlation
function of the guide axis is used to draw some general conclusions. It is
found that the rms value of the light beam deflection depends on the
square root of the number of lenses in the guide provided that the cor-
relation length is much less than the length of the guide. This fact can
be used to deduce that the contributions of different, uncorrelated sec-
tions of the waveguide to the mean square of the beam deflection simply
add up, so that this value can be computed by computing the average
value of the beam deflection of one section only.

It is pointed out that apparently plausible models for the correlation
function can lead to widely varying results. For this reason no attempt
was made to describe the statistics of the waveguide in terms of the
correlation function model.

The results of this paper can be applied to alternating gradient focus-

ing systems since it is known4 that the beam deviation in such systems
is of the same order of magnitude as that of a system of positive lenses.

The results of this paper are of particular significance for beam wave -
guides composed of gas lenses since such a waveguide would use closely

spaced lenses so that the number of lenses for a given length of waveguide
would be very large. The tolerance requirements are proportional to the
square root of the number of lenses in the guide so that the tolerances of
waveguides with closely spaced gas lenses become more stringent than
those of waveguides using lenses spaced far apart.

II. RELATION TO FOURIER SERIES

We use the ray description of Ref. 2 to study the statistical behavior
of a light ray in a lens-waveguide.

The position of the light ray is given by its distance r. from the lens
centers. The inhomogeneous difference equation'

r.+2 - (2 - Orn+i + = Yn +2

with

(1)
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K = L If (2)

(L = lens spacing, f = focal length) connects the ray positions at three
successive lenses. The quantity Yn+2 at the right hand side of (1) is the
distance from the center of the (n + 2)th lens to the point at which the
straight line through the centers of the nth and (n + 1)th lens intersects
the (n + 2)th lens (Fig. 1). If the lens spacing L becomes infinitesimal,
L 0, Y/L2 assumes the meaning of the inverse radius of curvature R
of the waveguide axis. However, even for finite lens spacing one can
define a radius of curvature Rn.f., by the relation2 (Fig. 1)

Yn-1-2 =
L2

Rn+1
(3)

so that Y is a measure of the curvature of the waveguide axis.
The waveguide axis can also be described by the distance S of the

nth lens from an arbitrary straight line.' Between S and Yn exists the
following approximate relationship which can easily be derived from
Fig. 1

Yn +2 = Sn+2 2Sn+1 Sn

The solution of (1) can he given in the form'
hrn =

with the solution of the homogeneous equation

- ro cos 6
rah = ro cos nO sin a

sin 0

and the definition

cos 0 = 1 - z h (6)

and the solution of the inhomogeneous equation
n-1

= -1 179+1 sin (n - v)0, n > 2. (7)
sin 0 v=1

We will calculate the ray's departure rn from the axis at the end of
the waveguide assuming that the ray entered the waveguide on -axis,
ro = = 0.

Equation (7) can be rewritten

1
n-1 n-1

rn = Sill ne E Y.+, cos po - cos nO E Yv+i sin v0 . (8)
sin 0 p-i
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LENS r1

Rn+1

n+2

Fig. 1 - Definition of various parameters of the beam-waveguide.

The sums in (8) are Fourier coefficients as can be shown in the following
way. The N -discrete points 17,4.1 can be represented by a Fourier series

(N-1) /2

YHA. = E a, exp [i(2r/N)µv] v = 1, 2, , N. (9)
Pa -(N-1) /2

Equation (9) is a system of N simultaneous equations for N unknown
quantities a, . The Fourier coefficients a, can be calculated by multi-
plying (9) by exp [-i(27r1N)0v] and summing over v from 1 to N

1 Naa = E 17,44 exp [-i(27/N)ad.
N ,-1

(10)

The representation (9) works if N is an odd integer. Separating ao. into
its real and imaginary part

= + Off (11)
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1 N
ya,=-17+1 cos (27r/N)av

N p=i
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(12a)

N
f3 = - - 17,1_1 sin (27r/N)ay. (12b)

If we choose a such 0 = 2ra IN (this may be possible only approximately
but 2ra /N will approximate 0 closely if N is large) and denote the cor-
responding values of a and 13 by a0 and 00, we get from (8)

n - 1
= a0 sin n0 138 cos n0}.

sin 0
(13)

This is an oscillatory function with an amplitude rmax which is a slowly
varying function of n,

n- 1 n - 1
sin 0

rm.. - Va02 ± 82 -
sin 0 I

ae i (14)

The maximum deviation of the ray in the vicinity of the nth lens is
determined by the magnitude of the Fourier coefficient of 17,44 belonging
to the frequency 0. The amplitude I a0 I has to be extremely small to
keep rmax within reasonable limits.

If S, is strictly a sinusoidal function

S,= A sin Ov (15)

we obtain with the help of (4)

YY= KA sin 0(v- 1) (16)

and from (10) with N >> 1

Equation (14) leads to

I ao I = %KA.

KA(n - 1)
'max 2 sin 0

Using (3) we can also write

L2(n - 1)
rmax - 2 R sin 0

(17)

where R is the minimum radius of curvature.
If we take K = 2, L = 1 m, n = 10,000 we obtain a waveguide of 10
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km length. Requiring rmax =< 2 mm we find that the amplitude A, the
maximum departure of the waveguide from a straight line, has to be

or

A < 0.2 micron

R = 2500 km.

These numbers show how extremely small the 0 -Fourier component has
to be!

If we take Y.0 = B sin 6v and substitute into (10) with 0 = (27r/N)a

we get nonvanishing values for I ae I even if z 0 and N -> co . These
nonvanishing values appear for all 6 values satisfying the equation

6 = 0 + 27rp (p = 0,1,2,3,  ).

It appears, therefore, as if we obtain Fourier components ae for all
harmonics z = 0 + 2irp. This apparent discrepancy is resolved if we
consider the period length X6 = 2irL/6 of the oscillation sin (6/L)vL.
The above equation leads to the solutions for the period length

LX0 X0 if p = 0
Xty

L pX0 {<L if p 0

with ae = 27rL/0. The period length X,, is therefore either equal to Xe ,
the natural period of the ray oscillations, or it is less than L. Since the
lenses are spaced a distance L apart a period of length less than L is
meaningless!

III. RANDOM DISPLACEMENTS OF THE GUIDE AXIS

Our considerations so far have been limited to a definite shape of the
waveguide axis. However, they can easily be extended to a statistical
theory. Equation (14) can be used to obtain the rms value of the maxi-

mum beam displacement.
n - 1

V(I ae 2)= V(rm"-) - sin 0
(18)

The symbol ( ) designates an ensemble average. The quantity (I ae 12)
is the expected value of the 0 component of the "power spectrum" of
the waveguide curvature. It is also possible to express A not by means
of the power spectrum but by the correlation functions of Y, . For this
purpose we write, with the help of (10),

N N

KI ae 12 =
N-2 y=1 µ=1

E (Y,4437,4_,) exp - 10] (19)
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It is reasonable to assume that (Yy+IYA+1) depends only on the difference
- v so that we can write

(Y,-4-11'0+1) = (20)

and to assume, furthermore,

fµ -Y = fV-A (21)

The factor fx is the correlation function of the curvature function of
the waveguide axis.

Equation (19) can be rewritten in the following way:
r i(N-

E
1) N-181

(l ad2) = E f28e2(08
8=-4(N-1) l=1.14-1

i(N-1)+ E E exp [io(2s - 1)]
a-, t=181+1

-# (N-1) N+1-181+ E E f28+1 exp [i0 (2s + 1)]} .
a=-1 t==181+1

The summation over t can be carried out since the terms under the sum-
mation signs are independent of t. Using (21) to simplify our expression
further we obtain

(i ao 12) = 1V2{NA + 2

so that (18) becomes

(N-1)

E (N - X)f), cos X0} (22)
x=i

n -2-Vn - 1 {./.0A - (23)
sin 0

± 2 (1 -
n

1) fx cos X011.

If fx decreases with increasing X so that the upper limit in the sum of
(23) becomes immaterial the equation shows that A is proportional to

- 1 and not to n - 1 itself as one might have suspected by looking
at (18). If the waveguide's curvature contains a sinusoidal component
which persists throughout its length, so that no correlation length less
than n exists, then the sum is proportional to its upper limit n and A
becomes truely proportional to n itself.' Equation (23) expresses the
rms-beam deviation in terms of the correlation function fx of the curva-
ture of the waveguide axis. It is easy to rewrite this equation as an ex-
pression depending on the correlation function of the waveguide axis
displacement itself. The displacement of the nth lens from a straight
line is S.. Defining

(S,S,) = G = G_, (24)
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we get with the help of (4) and (20),

= 6G), - 4Gx_I - 4Gx+1 Gx-.2 Gx+2 

Substituting (25) into (23), rearranging terms leads to

A = 1/n- 1K {Go + 2 E [1 - X/(n - 1 )]Gx cos X0
sin 0 x=1

+ 2 [2(1 K - 1K2)Go - (2 - K)Gi
(n - 1)K2

co

- 4 K K - 1K2 E Gx sin X0
x=i

(25)

where we assumed that the correlation length A << n. If we assume that
n >> 1 (26) simplifies

K
{Go + 2 2 Gx cos X01 .

sin 0 x=i
(27)

This approximate equation shows that A is very nearly proportional to
the 0 component of the Fourier coefficient of the correlation function.

If the lens displacements S, are uncorrelated, Gx = 0 for X 0 0, we
have

with

A= 2 4/4 6 N/

6 = = 1/(Sn2)

(28)

Equation (28) differs from Ref. 1 (17) (for large values of n) by a factor
of -O. The reason for the occurrence of this additional factor in our
theory is that our A is the rms value for the amplitude of the oscillatory
beam trajectory while (17), Ref. 1 describes the rms value of all points
of the oscillatory beam trajectory.

Let us assume that the waveguide axis is composed of sections of a
given average length and that the curvature function of one section is
uncorrelated to that of any of the other sections. All sections are assumed
to be of the same type. For example, they may all be circular bends which
differ only in length and radius of curvature. A waveguide of this type
has a finite correlation length and if n, the total number of lenses, is
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large we get from (23)

An2 = A n (30)

with

(1 yA =
sin 0 {if

0 ± 2 E fx cos xo . (31)
x=i

Adding one more section with in lenses changes n to n + m in (30). The
increase of ,A2 due to the addition of a section with in lenses is given by
A,2 = Am so that we get

An+m2
Ant

Im2 (32)

for a guide with n m lenses.
Each section of the guide can be thought of as such an additional sec-

tion so that
.1f

A2 E Amp,
,=1

with Am,2 being the contribution of the with section and M the number of
sections. Introducing the average value 64,2, we obtain

A = (33)

The rms beam deviation of a waveguide composed of sections can be
obtained by calculating the contribution of the rms beam deviation of
each section, computing their rms values and applying (33).

IV. EXAMPLES

As a first example we consider a waveguide composed of circular sec-
tions which are connected so that the first derivative is continuous. The
departure of the light beam which goes through the center of the first
two lenses of one of the circular arcs is given by (7)

0
sin n

2-
sin (n - 1)2

r. = Y
0

sin 0 sin
2

(34)

with Y = Y y = const. If the circular sections have an average number
of m lenses which vary with a Gaussian distribution with variance a-,,, we
get with the help of (33)
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1 + z cos 0
sin 0 sin -e

2

0- 2 cos
2
- cos (m - ) 0 exp (102cr,2)

+ 4 cos (2m - 1)0 exp ( -2020-.2)

(35)

with M circular sections per waveguide. It was assumed that Y and
are statistically independent.

The validity of (35) was checked by a computer simulated experi-
ment. We constructed 30 different waveguides composed of a series of
circular arcs. The quantities Y and m were computed as Gaussian ran-
dom variables with mean value ( Y ) = 0 and ( m ) = m. Each wave -
guide contained 10,000 lenses. One light ray was traced through each
guide with the use of (1) and the rms value of the values rn with n =
10,000 was computed which, multiplied by N/2-, should equal the value
A of (35). This experiment was repeated three times with different
values of m. In all experiments we considered the confocal case, rc = 2,
cos 0 = 0.

Table I shows how (35) compares to the computer results. The cr,
values in Table I were chosen for the convenience of the computer
calculations.

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental values is

quite good considering that the rms value was computed from only 30
samples.

We can relate ( Y2 ) to an average radius of curvature R since ac-
cording to (3)

(36)

TABLE I

n = 10,000

m Urn

3

20
100

0.92
6.1

30.0

A

Vt Y2)(equation
(35))

77.9
22.4
10.0

Computer
.0-7y ) Experiment

60.2
21.9
8.7
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TABLE II

m R

3
20

100

39 km
11.2 km
5.0 km

We may allow 0 = 0.2 cm at the end of the waveguide of 10 km length
(L = 1m). The permissable values of R, computed from the theoretical
values of Table I, are listed in Table II.

As a second example we consider a guide which is built up of sections
of tapered bends formed according to Fig. 2

Si, = A sin' (ir/m) (v - 1) v = 1,2  m. (37)

The amplitudes A and the number of lenses m are random variables.
Substituting (37) into (4) and (7) we obtain

sill2 -71
m.-A

sill 0

(sin On) (cos 2r - cos 0 + (sin 0) (cos -27r. n - cos On.

0
o2 sin - 7r-) sin (- 71-)

2 m 2 m

(38)

The lens numbered n = m 1 is the last lens on the bend. According
to (5a) the amplitude of the oscillations is given by

2 (ri - ro cos 0)-
rmax = 1 - sin

(39)

We restrict ourselves to the confocal case K = 2, cos 0 = 0 and set ro =
, r1 = r.+1 because the oscillation caused by the bend is taken as the

Fig. 2 - Beam-waveguide composed of sections of tapered bends.
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initial condition of the ray. We obtain from (38) and (39)

(sin' ) (1 ± cos2-±r2 ) (1 - cos !m)
A2

2 (40)=
1-)

2 '

2 [sin (-1 - 7 -1msin (
4 m 4

± ) 71

To compute A we must average rmax2 over A2 and m. We assume that
A and m are uncorrelated and that m follows a Gaussian distribution
with average value m and variance am . To simplify the averaging 7/m
is replaced by 7/m and these terms are taken out of the integral. This
procedure is valid only if 7/m << 1 so that we may also take sin 7/m =
r /m and cos 27/m = 1. Remembering that M = n/m, we obtain from
(33)

A
it 1/M/1 - cos m exp (- 72a-,)

2 8

TAT 2
sin 1

1) (1 1
in  S111 - - - sin + -

4 m 4

with n being the total number of lenses of the guide and m the average
number of lenses per section.

The equation (41) is valid if m > 1 and cr,/m << 1. It shows that
A decreases as the number of lenses per bend is increased.

Some numerical results are shown in Table III. The column labeled
"computer result" again contains data calculated by tracing rays through
simulated beam-waveguides. The waveguides were "constructed" of
arcs according to (37) with A and m being Gaussian random variables.
Thirty random waveguides were constructed for each value of m and
the rms values of the ray position r with n = 10,000 was computed from
these 30 samples.

The computer results agree with the theoretical values to the order
of magnitude. The agreement in this second example is poorer than that
of Table I. However, the 30 values of rio,000 of this example scatter more
widely than those of the first example. Omitting the largest of the 30
values for m = 50 changes A by a factor of 0.65 which shows that the
statistics of these 30 samples is not very reliable. By comparison omitting
the largest value of the sample with m = 20 of the first example changes
A only by a factor of 0.95.

The results of Table III can be used to get an impression of the line
tolerances required for a nominally straight waveguide. Let us assume
that the 10,000 lenses of our model guide are spaced 1 m apart (L = lm)

(41)
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TABLE III

n = 10,000

m qM

A
Computer Resultequation (41)

10 2.8 7.70 12.6
50 15 1.12 10-1 8.8 10-1

250 77 2.00 10-3 2.7 10-3

which results in a guide 10 km long. If this is a guide built of gas lenses
of 0.65 cm diameter (about 4 in.) we might allow A = 0.2 cm to be
reasonably sure that the light beam will get through the pipe. Fixing A
allows us to calculate the rms value of the amplitudes 1/(A2) of the
deviation from straightness and the average radius of curvature of the
guide. An average radius of curvature R at the peak of the arc of (37)
is given by

1 titi 21r21/(11.2)
m21,2

(42)
20 2 s'n (1 1 ) sin (41 1)

The second half of this equation was obtained by substituting (41) for
( A2)4 assuming that *7202 >> 1. Table IV shows the values of the rms
amplitudes and the average permissable radius of curvature which were
computed from the theoretical values of Table III. The tolerance re-
quirements are rather stringent as Table IV shows. For short bends,
departures from straightness of only a fraction of a millimeter can be
allowed while this tolerance moves up into the meter range as the aver-
age length of the bend exceeds hundreds of meters. In case of uncor-
related random wiggles our present example of A = 2 mm and n =
10,000 lenses leads to an rms value for the position tolerances of 5 =
0.01 mm according to (28). This is a very real tolerance requirement

TABLE IV

mL

10 m
50 in

250 m

V(A2)

2.6 10-2 cm
1.78 ern

1.00 102 cm

R

19.4 kin

7.1 km
3.16 km
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since there will always be random lens displacements superimposed on
longer bends so that the uncorrelated, random component of lens
displacements has to be kept below 10 microns.

A comparison of Table II with Table IV shows that the average radii
of curvature permissable for our two examples are nearly the same. This
is true even though the waveguides of the two examples are of very
different construction. This may support the belief that the average
radius of curvature and the length of the sections determine the deflec-
tion of the ray regardless of how the waveguide is shaped in detail. The
agreement between the values of Table II and IV is improved if one
corrects for the different length of the sections.

It may be in order to add a remark concerning models for the correla-
tion function GA . Since the correlation has to be of finite length one
might be tempted to try a correlation function of the form6

Gx = Go exp (- I X I) (43)

with q being the number of lenses within the correlation distance. The
correlation number q must be of the same order of magnitude as the
average number m of lenses per section of our model waveguide. Sub-
stituting (43) into (27) we obtain

Vn- K
A = -VG0

sin 0

1 - 2 exp -1/0
exp (-1/q) - cos 0

exp (-2/q) - 2 exp (-1/q) cos 0

or if 1/q << 1

A_Arns c ,/ Go

sin 0 if q(1 - cos 0)

(44)

(45)

This correlation function is obviously a poor model for a waveguide
with random bends since A of (45) decreases with q only like q while
A of (41) decreases like m-2. For q = 250 we obtain from (45), setting

v(A2) (Go for the arcs of (37) ),

O

V(A2) --6.4

which is three orders of magnitude larger than corresponding values of
Table III.

Another possible choice for a correlation function may be

Gx = Go exp (-X2/q2). (46)
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Using the identity5

2x /q2)E exp (- q E exp (-7r2q2[ (0/27r) IT) (47)

we obtain from (27 )

A rix VT?,
Go Sill 0

-V
/-
q t exp 1 -71-'0( 0 9 ) -

(48)
exp (- .11202 exp 1- 7,....2(12[(0//27r 1].21

where all but three terms of the sum on the right hand side of (47) are
neglected which is justified if q > 1.

The maximum rms beam deviation of (48) decreases with increasing q
like

exp (-1q202)

that is much faster than (45 ). These two examples indicate hdw criti-
cally A depends on the shape of the correlation function. It appears that
more insight can be gained by choosing models for the random deviation
of the waveguide curvature rather than by trying to guess at model cor-
relation functions.

The reason for the critical dependence of A on the shape of the corre-
lation function can be seen from the following argument.

In our second example, (37) we obtain Go ti 0.5 ( A2). However the
ratio 0/V(A2) is, for example, in the order of 0.1 according to the
second line of Table III. From (27) we obtain, with K = 2 and n = 104,

A G),0. +
(A2)

2 102 52 cos X0.

If A/ V(A2) is to be 0.1, the sum under the square root sign must be
very nearly equal to -0.25 so that the two terms under the square root
sign cancel to a term of the order of magnitude 10-5. A very slight varia-
tion of the value of the sum gives rise to a large variation of A.

As a last example we consider a waveguide with M random tilts. If
each tilt is located at a lens, Ref. 2 (31), gives for the beam amplitude
caused by one tilt with angle a

so that (33) leads to

Lr... = 2a
- ic2

L
= 2 V(a2) - K2

(49)

(50)
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If n = 10,000, L = 1M, K = 2, and M = 100 we find that

-Oa') < 2 10-4 radians = 0.0115°

if A 5 2 mm is required.

V. CONCLUSION

Is it more advantageous to space the lenses of a beam-waveguide
closely or farther apart? The answer to this question depends on our
ability to control tolerances. Equation (41) shows that the rms beam
deviation due to random bends decreases rapidly with increasing num-
ber of lenses, while (28) indicates that the rms beam deviation due to
uncorrelated lens displacements increases slowly with increasing lens
number. Only practical experience can tell how to compromise between
these two conflicting requirements.

APPENDIX

Equivalence of Two Representations

The problem of ray propagation in a bent lens-waveguide has been
treated in Ref. 2 and by Hirano and Fukatsu.' The treatments of the
problem in these two papers differ in the way the ray is described. In
Ref. 2 the ray position rn is measured from the center of the lenses and
the position of the lenses with respect to each other is described by a
quantity Y. (Fig. 1). In Ref. 1, a straight reference line is used to
determine the position pn of the ray as well as the lens displacements S..
The ray position r. at the nth lens in the representation of Ref. 2 is
given by

1
n-1

r,+= E Yv+i sin (n -
sin 0 w-1

n> 2. (51)

The values of rn at n = 0 and n = 1 are ro = 7.1 = 0.
In the representation of Ref. 1 the solution of the inhomogeneous

difference equation reads
it -1

Pn = K E 8, sin (n - nz 2 (52)
sin 0

with Po = P1 = 0.
With the help of Fig. 1 it is easy to see that approximately
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(53)V1 - (AS,1-1-1 Sn)2/L2)

or if

-S1+1 S71

Yu +2 = 28,1+1 +2 - , (53a)
and

Pn = Sn (54)

The substitution of (53a) and (54) into (51) leads to
n-1

Pm=Sn+sin
0 v=1-E(2Sy

S v+1 - Sy -1) sin (n - v)0

= 1
{Si sin (n - 1)0 - Sn sin 0- So sin (n - 1)0sin 0

n-1
E S,(2 sin (n - v)0 - sin (n - v + 1)0 - sin (n - v - 1 )04

which can be simplified to

pn = (So - Si) cos nO - (So - Si) cos 0 sin nO
71-1

0 v=1
E S, sin (n - v)0.

sin

The first two terms with So -th are solutions of the homogeneous dif-
ference equation and appear here because ro = ri = 0 does not coincide
with Po = p1 = 0 if So and Si are unequal to zero.

Since the first two terms can always be removed by adding a suitable
solution of the homogeneous equation the equivalence of (51) and (52)
has been shown.
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Properties of Periodic Gas Lenses
By D. MARCUSE

(Manuscript received June 18, 1965)

Gas lenses are being considered as focusing elements of beam-waveguides.
Since very many lenses are needed to form a long waveguide, it is reasonable
to consider periodic arrangements of gas lenses. Such periodic structures
might operate with a gas stream which flows through all of the lenses in
succession. A periodic temperature distribution in the gas results which is
different from that of single gas lenses considered in two earlier papers 3.4

This paper analyses the ray optics properties, such as focal length and
principal surfaces of the gas lenses, of two types of alternating gradient
focusing systems. One system consists simply of a succession of hot and
cold tubes. The other system results from the first by insertion of heat in-
sulating tubes of equal length between the hot and cold tubes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The beam-waveguide described by Goubaul appears as a promising
device to transmit light over long distances. However, to reduce the
power loss due to absorption and reflection, which is inevitable with
lenses made of solid dielectrics, gas lenses have been proposed2.3 instead
of the solid lenses used by Goubau.

Two earlier papers3,4 discussed the properties of a particular type of
gas lens. This tubular gas lens consists of a warm tube into which a
cooler gas is blown. The thermal gradients in the gas lead to density
gradients which give the structure the properties of a positive lens.

Ref. 4 discusses the focal length and principal surface of this gas lens
for the case that the gas enters the lens at a constant temperature. It
was shown that this device, when operated under optimum conditions,
acted as an optically rather thin lens with moderate lens distortions.

The present paper extends the earlier analysis in several ways. We
consider periodic lens structures. Such a structure results if hot and cold
tubes are alternated to form a long, periodic structure. The gas is heated
and cooled periodically giving rise to periodically arranged positive and
negative lenses. A periodic structure of this type represents an alter -
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nating gradient focusing system.5 In general, the temperature of the gas
entering the hot or cold tubes will not be constant over the cross section
of the tube so that the earlier results are no longer applicable. The gas
temperature in the periodic structure will also be periodic and will de-
pend on the temperatures of the hot and cold tubes as well as on the flow
velocity.

It is our aim to compute the temperature distribution in such periodic
structures and use it to determine the properties of the equivalent
lenses which describe the ray optics of the alternating gradient focusing
systems.

The equivalent lenses are rather complicated. They are neither op-
tically thin nor free of distortions. Further investigations are required
to determine the guidance properties of an alternating gradient focusing
system with imperfect lenses of this type.

We discuss two types of periodic gas lens systems. In one case we
assume that hot and cold tubes of equal length are directly adjacent to
each other. The other type is an alternating gradient beam-waveguide
which consists of hot and cold tubes which are separated by tube sec-
tions made of an ideally heat insulating material. For simplicity it is
assumed that the insulating sections are as long as the hot and cold
tubes. The assumption of a perfectly heat insulating material is an over -
idealization since hardly any material conducts heat more poorly than
gases. It is intended as an approximation to the real situation of im-
perfect heat insulators.

In the insulating tube sections, the gas has a chance to equalize its
temperature. As it does so rather rapidly, we again have the case of hot
and cold tubes being fed by an input gas at a constant temperature.
However, the insulating sections act also as lenses in the same sense as
the hot or cold tubes by which they are preceeded. Therefore, it is not
surprising that some improvement of efficiency results if heat insulating
tube sections are used to separate the hot and cold tubes. But this ad-
vantage is not very striking; and, since this analysis assumes ideally
insulating tubes, it is not certain how much of a real advantage can be
gained by using this construction. Considerably more experience is
needed before a decision can be made.

This analysis again neglects all convection effects in the gas lenses.
To be able to distinguish which of the two structures is being dis-

cussed we will call the structure using hot and cold tubes without heat
insulating tube sections the simple periodic structure while the second
case which includes insulating sections will be called the extended periodic
structure.
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H. RAY TRACING

Before entering into a discussion of the simple and extended periodic
structures, the ray tracing technique used to determine the focal length
and principal surface of the lenses will be explained.

The trajectory of the light ray in the gas lens is given by the ray
equation°

ssd = grad n (1)
d r)

r = the position vector leading from an arbitrary origin to points
on the ray.

n = index of refraction.
s = length coordinate measured along the ray.

We limit ourselves to rays which are very nearly parallel to the axis
of the structure which is used as the z-coordinate so that we can replace
s by z. * Assuming angular symmetry it is sufficient to consider the vector
component in radial direction r perpendicular to the z-axis. Finally, we
neglect the term

(an/az) (dr /dz)

because dr /dz < 1 for rays which are nearly parallel to the z-axis and
also because the variation of n in the z -direction will generally be smaller
than that in the r -direction.

(an/az) << (an/ar).

With these assumptions we obtain from (1)

d2r 1 an
dz2 n ar 

However, since we are only interested in gases where n - 1 << 1 we can
safely write

der
=

an- 
dz2 ar

(2)

(3)

The index of refraction depends on temperature in the following way:

n - 1 = (no -1)o (4)

To is the absolute temperature at which no is measured while T is the
* The error caused by this approximation is estimated in Ref. 4.
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absolute temperature for which we want to determine n. It follows
from (4) that

an To aTar.(no - T2 ar 

The value of the absolute temperature varies only slightly through-
out the gas so that T can be replaced by a suitable average temperature.
It is convenient to choose To equal to this average temperature which
should be chosen as

To = 1(Th ± (5)

TA = temperature of hot tubes
= temperature of cold tubes

This leads us to the ray equation

der no - 1 aT
dz2 To or

(6)

Equation (6) is our starting point for the ray optics of the gas lenses.
Since aT/ar is a complicated function of r and z, it is difficult to solve
(6) analytically so that we content ourselves with numerical solutions
obtained by means of an electronic computer.

Rather than expressing our results as functions of z, we want to ob-
tain them as functions of the on -axis gas velocity vo normalized by a
suitable constant V. (This representation was also used in Refs. 3 and
4.) We define V (L) by

with

volV (L) = (7)

= k / avopcp (8)

a = tube radius
L = tube length
k = heat conductivity of the gas
p = (average) gas density
cp = specific heat at constant gas pressure.

Equation (7) shows that vo/V (L) is inversely proportional to the length
of the tube. Therefore, it is convenient to introduce a variable

u(z) = a/02 (9)



which at z = L equals

Using
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vo

)
W = u(L) =

V(L
(10)

= r/a (11)

equation (6) becomes

d2x

+ du
2 dx 1 no - 1 aT

dueu is' 0-2110 ax
(12)

Equation (12) is used to obtain x and dx/du as a function of W from
which the focal length f and principal surface p can be computed.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), we follow the ray from a point z = z1 to z =
z2 , corresponding to u = u1 and u = u2 , through the tube anticipating
the case of lenses which are not bounded by planes through the ends of
the tube but by surfaces inside of the tube to be defined later.

The definition of focal length and principal surface can be seen from
Fig. 1(a). The principal surface is obtained by following a ray, which is
incident parallel to the axis (dx/dz = 0 at z = z1), through the lens.
If we extend the direction of the ray entering the lens and the direction
of the ray leaving the lens at z = z2 by straight lines back into the lens
we obtain a cross -over point which defines a point on the principal
surface. The distance p of this point measured from the beginning of the
tube as a function of .r1 , the input position of the ray, describes the
principal surface. The distance p+ for rays traveling in the same direc-
tion as the gas flow is given by (Fig. 1 (a))

x(z2) - x(z1)
p+ = L - (dx) (13)

dz z=z2

or, expressed in terms of u and TV rather than L

p+ z1 x(u2) -x(u1)
T = + 1 + 2 (dx

U)u=u2
n2 du

W.
(14)

We define the focal length as the distance from the intersection of the
incoming ray (extended in a straight line) with the principal surface
to the point at which the outgoing ray crosses the axis of the structure.
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PRINCIPAL
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(a)

TUBE

L

z=L Z=Z2

TUBE

LIGHT RAY

Z=0 L
z=zi

---- P-(12)- --
f_

(b)

L

Z = L Z=Z2

Fig. 1 - Geometry of a single gas lens showing the definition of focal length
and principal surfaces.

Therefore, we have

or, in terms of u and W,

x(zi)
=

dZiz=z2

f+ x (ui)
(dX

U2
ueU)2/..--u 2

(15)

(16)

Similarly, we obtain from Fig. 1(b) the principal surface and focal
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length for the ray traveling in opposite direction to the gas flow

and

P-
L L

f-__
L

-W

-W

X(U2) X(U1)

Ul2
(dS

UU)u u

x(u2)

(17)

ic12
(C/ X (18)

utt)u=u,

The principal surfaces p+ and p_ do not, in general, coincide. If they
are identical the lens is called optically thin. The separation between
the two principal surfaces is an indication of the optical thickness of the
lens.

III. THE SIMPLE PERIODIC STRUCTURE

3.1 Temperature Distribution

The simple periodic structure consists of alternating hot and cold
tubes (Fig. 2). In order to compute the equivalent positive and negative
lenses of this structure we first have to determine the temperature
distribution.

The temperature distribution is given by a series expansion' which,
in the hot tube, reads

T1(x,u) - E A Rn(x) exp (-13:/u) (19)
n =0

00 > 2l > W = vo

V (L)

with T,, being the wall temperature of the hot tube and u = aluz; and

GAS
F LOW

HOT I COLD HOT COLD

iz
z = L z - 2 L Z -3L z=4L

Fig. 2 - Sequence of hot and cold tubes comprising the "simple periodic
structure".
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in the cold tube

with

00

T2(x,u) = - E BR(x) exp {- /32.(1 - L)} (20)
n=0 u W

w> u > -}TV
T = wall temperature of cold tube
W = a/ aL.

The functions R. and the eigenvalues 13 are discussed in the appendix.
The coefficients A. and B. have to be determined so that the temperature
is a periodic function in the simple periodic structure of Fig. 2.

To simplify the determination of A. and B. we limit ourselves to
sufficiently long tubes or slow enough flow velocities so that the first
term of the series expansions (19) and (20) are sufficient to describe
the temperature distribution at the end of each tube accurately. This
condition is expressed by the requirements

vo

)
W =

V(L
< 10. (21)

The periodicity condition requires that the temperature at the end of
the cold tube (z = 2L or u = iW) equals the temperature at the be-
ginning of the hot tube (z = 0 or u = 00)

(x, 0°) = T2 (x,1 W) (22)

In addition, we have to require that the gas temperature passes con-
tinuously from the hot to the cold tube

Ti(x,W) = T2(x,W). (23)

The conditions (21) to (23) allow the determination of the constants
A and B

and

with

2(Th - Tc) f 60.
A 

aR
= - 1 -() 1 + exp (0021 (24)

W

B = - A,, (25)

{1 n = 0
bon =

0 n O.

The eigenvalues On and the derivation aR/a13 are given in the appendix.
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The temperature distribution in the hot tube is shown in Fig. 3(a)
for vo/V (L) = 5 and in Fig. 3(b) for vo/V(L) = 10 as a function of
normalized radium x = r/a. The various curves in each figure correspond
to different positions along the tube axis. At z = 0 the temperature
distribution is identical to that at the end of the cold tube. The tem-
perature is cold on the wall and warmer in the center of the tube. As
we follow the temperature distribution deeper into the hot tube we see
that the temperature on the wall changes instantly from its value equal
to the wall temperature of the cold tube to that of the hot tube. How-
ever, the slope of the temperature distribution close to the tube axis
remains negative for quite some length. This means that the gas in the
hot tube acts like a negative lens close to the input end of the tube. It
takes some distance to reverse the negative temperature gradient which
the cold tube imparted to the gas. In fact, there exists a neutral surface
in the hot as well as the cold tube which is defined by the points where
the temperature gradient OT = 0. On this surface the gas acts neither
as a positive nor negative lens. The neutral surface separates the region
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0 88
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Fig. 3(a) - Temperature distribution in the simple periodic structure as a
function of normalized radius x = r/a at various cross sections z/L in the tube.
The normalized flow velocity is vo/V(L) = 5 and (Th - Tr)/Th = 0.155.

Fig. 3(b) - Same as Fig. 3(a) with vo/V(L) = 10.
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of the positive from the negative lens. It has the same shape in the hot
as well as the cold tube and the distance between corresponding points
of these surfaces in either tube is L, the length of the hot and cold tubes.
The temperature distribution T/Th in the cold tube is obtained by
reflecting each point of the temperature distribution of Fig. 3 (a) or
3 (b) on the line parallel to the x-axis at T/Th = Th Te/2Th. The
neutral surfaces, z/L as a function of x, for various values of flow veloc-
ity are obtained by rotating the curves of Fig. 4 around the z-axis. At
high gas velocities (v0/17(L) = 10) the neutral surface extends almost
to the half way point into the hot and cold tubes.

3.2 Focal Length and Principal Surface

To calculate effective lenses which describe the ray optics properties
of the hot and cold tubes it is not permissible to trace rays through each
tube and compute focal length data from the ray trajectory since each
tube functions as a combination of positive and negative lenses. It is
more reasonable to trace rays from one neutral surface to the next
since the gas between two neutral surfaces acts entirely in one sense
either as a positive or negative lens.

z

L

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0 02

V0

v(L)
10

8

6

4

2

04 06
X

08 I0

Fig. 4 - Shape of the neutral surfaces for various values of vo/V(L).
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We inject a ray at a point z1, x (z1) on the neutral surface with a slope
(dx/dz) = 0 and follow it to the point z2 = L, x(z2). This point
does not, in general, lie on the next neutral surface since the ray moves
from its entrance position, x (z1) x (z2). However, this point 22 , x (22)
lies sufficiently close to points on the next neutral surface that this ray
tracing procedure seems justified.

Our present discussion explains the meaning of the points zi and 22
(or correspondingly u1 and u2) introduced in (13) through (18) and
shown in Fig. 1.

The slope and positions of rays entering at z = z1 with dx/dz = 0
were computed at z = z2 by numerical integration of (12). The tem-
perature distribution entering into (12) is given by (19) and (20).
The values of the slope and the ray position were then used to calculate
the focal length and principal surface from (14) and (16). The rays
traveling in the direction opposite to the gas flow were launched at
z = z2 , x (22) on the neutral surface with the slope (dx/dz)z_r2 = 0
and their slope and position at z1 = z2 - L, x (zi) was used to calculate
p_/L and f_/L from (17) and (18).

It is apparent from (12) and (24) that all of our results depend on a
parameter

no - 1 Th Tc
.72 To

However, we like to plot our results as functions of W = vo/V (L) which
is contained in a. It is therefore convenient to write

and use

D = v° C
V (L) a

C(0. TA - T ((no - 1)
To Vc

(26)

(27)

(28)

to characterize the focusing power of the lens. * Fig. 5 shows the focal
length f divided by the length L of the tubes as a function vo/V (L). The
solid curves represent the positive, the broken curves the negative lens.
The focal length of the negative lens is shown as a positive quantity.
These curves were computed setting x (21) = 0.1. The positive and
negative lenses have almost equal focusing power for small values of
C (L/a). The negative lens has more focusing power for larger values

* In reference 4 C(L/a) was defined slightly differently. There, TA - Tc was
replaced by TA - Ti (T1 temperature of input gas).
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Fig. 5 - Normalized focal length f/L of the positive (solid lines) and negative
(broken lines) lenses of the simple periodic structure as functions of the normal-
ized flow velocity vo/V(L).

of this parameter. The temperature gradients are equal but opposite in
sign for either of these lenses so that one might expect that they should
have equal focusing power. The discrepancy is explained by considering
that the rays travel through different parts of the lenses. In the positive
lens the ray starting at x (z1) = 0.1 moves closer towards the lens axis
while the ray in the negative lens, starting at the same point, moves
away from the axis and toward the wall.

The minima of the focal length curves are explained by the fact that
we have no lens action if the gas is stationary, vo/V(L) = 0. The lens
begins to function with increasing gas flow. But, if the gas finally flows
so fast that the on -axis temperature does not have time to follow, lens
action ceases again. Interpolation of curves for parameter values other
than those shown in Fig. 5 is facilitated by noting that the focal length
is nearly proportional to [C(L/a)]-1.

The focal length of an ideal lens does not depend on the input position
x(z1) of the ray. Plotting f/L as a function of x should result in a straight
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line parallel to the x-axis. That gas lenses are not ideal lenses is shown
in Figs. 6(a) through 6(e). These figures contain three different types of
curves. The solid curves represent the positive lens for rays traveling in
the same direction as the gas while the dotted curves represent rays
traveling opposite to the gas flow. The dash -dotted curves give the
results for the negative lens and rays in the positive gas direction. The
rays opposite to the gas flow in the negative lens have been ommitted.
They can be visualized by the fact that the curves in the two directions
coincide at x = 0. At x = 0.9 the curves for the negative lens join up
with the dotted lines of the positive lens. The lines for the negative lens
do not all extend to x = 0.9 because the ray in the negative lens moves
toward the wall and may hit it before it travels its full length if the lens
is too strong and if the ray started out sufficiently close to the wall.

Figs. 6(a) through 6(e) show that there are focal length distortions for
smaller values of vo/V(L). For vo/V(L) = 6 and 8 the focal length curves
are substantially parallel to the x-axis. (We see, furthermore, that the
focal length for the two directions of propagation coincide more closely
for smaller values of C(L/a) and x.

The principal surfaces are shown in Figs. 7(a) through 7(e). The
meaning of the solid, dotted and dash -dotted curves is the same as ex-
plained above. The dash -dotted lines for the negative lens for the low
values of C(L/a) coincided very nearly with the solid line for the positive
lens and was omitted. Also not shown are the corresponding curves for
the negative lens for rays traveling against the gas flow. The principal
surfaces are far from being plane. It is also apparent that for most
values of C(L/a) and x, the two principal surfaces for the two directions
of the beams don't coincide too closely. This shows not only that the
lenses comprising the simple periodic structure have considerable dis-
tortions but also that they are not optically thin under all conditions.

Fig. 8 shows the dependence of the point x = 0.1 of the principal
surfaces on the flow velocity vo/V(L). The principal surfaces move to
z = 0 for vanishing flow velocities and extend far into the tube for large
values of vo/V(L).

IV. THE EXTENDED PERIODIC STRUCTURE

4.1 Temperature Distribution

The extended periodic structure is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of
alternating positive and negative lenses which are separated by pieces
of insulating tubes of equal length.

The temperature distribution, T3, in the hot or cold tubes is well
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known3'7 if we can assume that the input gas is at a constant tempera-
ture.

.1?7,(x)
T3(x,u) = T11 + 2( - OR) exp ( --132/u)

80 jZ_,0

00 > u >

(29)

Tw = either Th, temperature of hot tube, or T temperature
of cold tube.

Ti = input temperature to the hot or cold tubes.
W = vo/V (L) with L length of hot or cold tubes.

The temperature distribution, 7'4, in the insulating sections is given in
terms of U -functions and their eigenvalues which are defined in the
appendix.

T4(x,z) = AO + E AnUn(x) exp[n1 (30)

> // >

The expansion coefficients have to be determined from the condition

T3(x,W) = T4(x,W). (31)

Since the exponential functions appearing in (29) and (30) decrease very
rapidly with decreasing _values of u, it is sufficient to consider only the
first term in the expansion at the end of each tube. This is justified if

0 IV < 10. (32)

Condition (31) leads to

Ro'(1) exp --1302/W)
A 0 = Tw - 8(Tw - Ti)

el ( a R 0

\a/3)-1
i3=00

and for n 0

A = -4(Tw - T}) 7Ro1(1) exp ( -1302/W)

(33a)

7.2 002)
(aRe aU' (33b)

ado

where we have used the Rotation F' = dF
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The temperature distribution in the hot and cold tubes can be in-
ferred from curves shown in Ref. 3. The temperature distribution in
the insulating tubes is shown in Fig. 10(a) for 6(L1a) = 0.15 (W = 6.67)
and in Fig. 10(b) for a(L/a) = 0.05 (W = 20) for various values
of o[ (z - L)/a]. z -L is the length coordinate counting from the be-
ginning of the insulating tube. The curves show the temperature as a
function of radius at different distances from the input to the insulating
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Fig. 9 - The hot, cold and insulating tubes comprising the "extended periodic
structure".
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ture to the preceeding hot tube 71 over its wall temperature T h is Tin' h = 0.857.
The normalized length of the tubes is aL/a = 0.15.

Fig. 10(b) - Same as Fig. 10(a). 01,/a = 0.05. The dotted line is the actual tem-
perature distribution at the end of the hot tube while the line with a (z - L)/a] = 0
is the temperature distribution at the end of the hot tube which results from
dropping all but the first term in the series expansion of (29).
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tube. At z -L = 0, the temperature distribution is identical to that
at the output end of the hot tube feeding the insulating tube. It is
apparent that the temperature equalizes rather rapidly. For practical
purposes we can say that the temperature has reached a constant value
at Q[ (z - L) /a] > 0.1. If we consider insulating tubes of length L,
equal to the length of the hot or cold tubes feeding them, we obtain
constant output temperatures of the insulating tubes for values 0
W < 10. The hot and cold tubes are fed by gas at a constant tempera-
ture as long as these conditions are met. Therefore, we are justified
in using (29) which has been derived for the case that the gas at the
input end of the tube is at a constant temperature.

In the periodic structure of Fig. 9, the input temperature T to the
hot and cold tubes are not arbitrary. They adjust themself to satisfy
the periodicity condition

(T3(x,u))z=0 = (T4(x,u)).--4L. (34)

With the help of (34) we can calculate the input temperature Tih
of the hot or Tic of the cold tube from (29), (30) and (33).

We obtain from (30) and (33a), for the constant output tempera-
ture of the insulating tube following the hot tube, (W < 10 is assumed
so that all exponential terms exp (-72/W) can be neglected)

(T4(x))...21, = Tic = Th - 8( Th - Tih)
Oo Ay)x=i

3 (oRo

13=P0

Ro'( 1 ) exp ( -1302/W)

and also

R01(1) exp (-0022/W)
(T4(x)).-4L = Tih = - 8(Tc - Tic)

se (aRA
.71

Here we have two equations which allow us to determine the two quanti-
ties Tih and Tic .

It is convenient to express them in the form

Th 71,h W(1) exp -/362/W)
=

po'

0_,30

(35a)
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and

Tic - T, Th - T ih
7Th-T, 7'h - T, (35b)

A plot of (35a) as a function of W = vo/V(L) is shown in Fig. 11.

4.2 Focal Length and Principal Surface

The following graphical representations show the focal length and
principal surface of one hot and insulating or one cold and insulating
tube. The extended periodic structure is thus transformed into a system
of equivalent positive and negative lenses in the same way as in the case
of the simple periodic structure. Fig. 12 shows the dependence of the
normalized focal length f/L on the normalized flow velocity vo/V(L) for
a ray entering at r/a = 0.1. The length L is that of the hot tube and not
the total length of the combination of hot and insulating tubes which
has the length 2L. The solid curve in Fig. 12 shows the focal length of
the combination of hot and insulating tubes while the dotted curve
shows the focal length of the hot tube alone for comparison. It is obvious
that the insulating tube adds to the focusing power of the gas lens. We
terminated the curves at vo/V(L) = 10 since we wanted to remain in
the domain of (32) where our simplifying assumptions used to calculate
the temperature distribution are valid. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding

1.2

1.0

Th -Ti h

Th-Tc 0.8

0.6

0.4
0 2 4

vo

v(L)

6 8 10

Fig. 11 - Temperature difference between the hot tube T,, and the input tem-
perature to the hot tube Tih divided by the temperature difference Th - 71,
between hot and cold tube as a function of normalized gas velocity vo/V(L).
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Fig. 12 - Normalized focal length f/L of the positive lenses of the extended

periodic structure (solid lines) and of the hot tubes alone (dotted lines) as func-
tions of normalized flow velocity vo/V(L).

curves for the cold tube resulting in a negative lens. A comparison of the
two figures shows that the negative lens is more powerful than the

--positive-lens-for-corresponding values of C --17/a);
Figs. 14(a) and (b) show the dependence of the focal length (measured

from the principal surface) on the input position, x = r/a, of the ray for
the hot plus insulating tubes. The solid lines represent rays traveling in
the same direction as the gas while the dotted curves show the focal
length of rays traveling in opposite direction to the gas flow.

The shape of the principal surfaces for the hot plus insulating tube
are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b). The distance p of points on the principal
surface is measured from the gas input end of hot tube. The solid and
dotted lines again represent rays traveling with and against the gas flow
-respectively. The principal surface is far from being a plane for larger
values of vo/V(L). The two principal surfaces do not coincide exactly
which means that the lens has some optical thickness for larger values
of C(L/a).

The corresponding negative lens shows very similar distortions and
has therefore been omitted.
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V. COMPARISON OF THE TWO PERIODIC STRUCTURES

In order to compare the two periodic structures let us assume that
their equivalent lenses are spaced at the same distance D. For the simple
periodic structure D, the distance between a positive and the next nega-
tive lens is equal to the length L of the individual tubes. In the extended
periodic structure D = 2L. It seems fair to compare both structures
under the condition that the actual gas velocities in either one of them
are identical. However, this assumption requires some resealing of the
data of the extended structure. If we operate the simple structure at
a certain value of vo/V(D) the corresponding value for the extended
structure will be different since vo is the same but in the extended struc-
ture D = 2L. It is apparent that

vo vo vo= 9
V (L)Ltended (D) V (D) (30)

9
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A similar transformation has to be done on C. A certain value of C (D/a)
of the simple periodic structure corresponds to a value of

C
(1.2 , D ) ,,= u =1 -).

a )t.xtentled 2a 4 a
(37)

Since f/L is nearly proportional to C-1 for small values of C it is

convenient to compare the values of

C
(D-)1 = 2 [C (L1)

a D a la jextended

This comparison is shown in Fig. 16. For the same values of Th - Ta
and vo , the extended structure has the longer focal length because its
active hot (or cold) tube is only half as long as that of the simple
structure. The curve of Fig. 16 for the extended structure is not very
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Fig. 16- Comparison between the focal lengths of positive lenses of the
simple and extended periodic structures as functions of the same normalized gas
velocity vo/V(D).
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accurate for values of vo/ V (D) > 5 because the value of vo/ V (D) = 10
corresponds to vo/ V (L) = 20 for the extended structure. For such a
large value of the normalized flow velocity, our assumption of a constant
input temperature to the hot (or cold) tube is incorrect.

To be able to compare the efficiencies of the two systems we need to
know the power consumption of one positive lens of either of them
assuming that it requires no additional power expenditure to keep the
cold tubes at the temperature T, .

This power consumption is given by

P = 27rpcpa2 f 1[T(x,u)],i, - [T(s,u)]z.--dxv(x) dx (38)

v (x) is the gas velocity as a function of .r. For viscous, laminar flow

v(x) = vo(1 - a?). (39)

Using (19) and (24), we obtain for the power consumption per hot tube
of the simple periodic structure

2P s yo {1 -
(40)rkD(Th - Te) = V (D) 003 (-1

x=i
(1 + exp (002/W))

and with the help of (29) for the corresponding power consumption
in the structure composed of extended tubes (assuming that the first
term in the series of (29) describes the temperature distribution at
z = L sufficiently well), we obtain

2P0xt vo T h -T ih
1

8R01(1)
rkD(Th - T.

=
V(D) T h - T. 3 (aRo) exP (-002/11') . (41)

ao x=1

The expression (T,, - Tih)1 (Th - T,) has to be substituted from (35a).
The quantities represented by (40) and (41) are plotted in Fig. 17 as
functions of vo/V (D). The positive lenses of the extended structure
consume less power than those of the simple structure for equal amounts
of gas flowing through them. This is not surprising considering that
the hot tubes of the extended structure are only half as long as those
of the simple structure.

To compare the two structures we require that their lenses have equal
focal length which we achieve by adjusting the temperature difference be-
tween the hot and cold tubes. We then plot the ratio of the resulting
power consumptions. This plot is shown in Fig. 18. The extended struc-
ture requires less power than the simple one and this ratio improves as

16R1(1)
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Fig. 17 - Comparison between the power consumptions of the positive lenses
of the simple and extended periodic structures as functions of the same normal-
ized gas velocities vo/V(D).
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-the-flow -velocity increases. It should be remembered, however, that the
focal length of the extended structure (Fig. 16) is inaccurately repre-
sented for values vo/V (D) > 5. This inaccuracy carries over to Fig. 18.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the efficiency of the extended structure is
more than 20 per cent higher than that of the simple structure for
vo/V(D) > 6. The additional focusing which the insulating tube sections
provide pays off to some extent to make the extended structure more
efficient. The improvement is not as large, however, as one might have
hoped and it may be considerably poorer if the insulating tubes have the
finite heat conductivity of a real material.
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APPENDIX

The functions to be discussed in the appendix are solutions of the
differential equation

2dF 1 dF 2- k (1 - x2)F = 0. (42)
dx2

The solutions of (42) are related to Whittaker's functions W., by

F = 1- W(km,o(kx2).

The differential equation (42) stems from an approximate formulation
of a heat transfer problem.' Assume that a gas at a different tempera-
ture is blown into a tube with a circular cross section. The gas is sup-
posed to flow as a viscous fluid in laminar flow with a velocity profile

v(r) = vo 1 - -a7.2 2( (43))
r = distance from tube axis
a = tube radius.

The stationary state of the temperature distribution T is obtained from

ceV2T = v VT (44)

with a being a constant which contains the heat conductivity, density
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and specific heat at constant pressure all of which are assumed to
be temperature independent which, strictly speaking, is not true.

The velocity has only a longitudinal component vz given by (43).
In polar coordinates r, (p, z taking am, = 0 (44) can be written

a2T 1 aT a2T
ai.2 ai. 737} = VO (1 - 7.2) a 7i

//2/ az (45)

It is often permissible to neglect a271/82 compared to the term on the
right hand side of (45). Taking

r = ax (46 )

and

T (r,z) = (x) exp (-Xz) (47 )

we get from (45)

cele 1 CiF a2voX

dx2 Tr nix a
( 1 - 3.72 F = 0. (48)

Finally, taking

A=le a (49)
dvo

we recognize that (48) is identical to (42).
We are interested in two types of heat transfer problems:
(1.) The tube through which the gas flows may be kept at a constant

temperature T. . We then have the boundary condition T (a,z) = T..
It is more convenient to introduce a new variable

0 (r,z) = T - T (r ,z). (50)

We can replace T by 0 without changing any of equations (44) through
(47). However, the boundary condition now becomes simply

0 (a,z) = 0. (51)

The functions satisfying this boundary condition are designated by

F (x) = R (x)

and (51) becomes

(52)

R(1) = 0. (53)

The R functions have been studied in some detail."
(2.) The second type of problem involves a tube which is a perfect
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heat insulator. That means that no heat flows into or out of the walls.
This assumption requires that

=
0.earT),=. (54)

A second class of functions is obtained by setting F (x) = U(x). The
U -functions satisfy the same differential equation hut are defined by
the boundary condition

(dU = 0.
dx z=1

(55)

For convenience, both functions are normalized so that

R(0) = U(0) = 1. (56)

The U -functions have not been studied to the knowledge of the author.
For series expansions of arbitrary heat distributions in terms of either

the R or the U functions we need their orthogonality relations and any
numerical evaluation of heat transfer problems requires the knowledge
of the eigenvalues and numerical values of these functions.

The eigenvalues belonging to the R functions Rn (x) will be designated
as

kn = On (57)

and those of U (x) will be designated by

= 7n (58)

Orthogonality Relations

Let Fn with eigenvalue k designate either an Rn or a Un function.
We proceed to show that

10

We have

__and

x(1 - x2)1?(x)F,(x) dx = 0 for n m. (59)

F" -1 F' kn2(1 - x2)Fn = 0
X

Fm"
1 F,/ + km2 (1 - x2) Fm = 0.
x

(60)

(61)
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We multiply (60) by xF, and (61) by xF , subtract and integrate:

(k2 - km') f x(1 - x2)F(x)F.(x) dx

1

= -f x FmFn"( Fn' - Fn F " 1 F x

We perform partial integrations and obtain for the right hand side of
this equation

-[xF,F' - xFF.:]16 f {F.F' - FF,,,' x(F,'F' - F'F.')

- (FmFn' - dx = (F.F./ - = 0.

The last part of the equation follows from the boundary condition (53)
or (55), depending whether F stands for an R or a U function. This
calculation proves (59).

Next, we calculate the value of (59) in the case n = m.

fo
x(1 - x2)[F(x)]2 dx =

limF"' - FFin
kni-k k7,2 - k.2 ).=1

For F = R we get

fo
x(1 - x2)[R(x)]2 dx

ak
Fn' __. Fn

ak
a Fn,

2kn
x=1.)k=k

1 [aR- - nn ix=i
213n 4913 13=4

(62)

and for F. = Un

1 TT[ a
x(1 - x2)[(1,,(x)r dx =

2-yn

TTn - (Jn, i=1 (63)
.0 ay 7=7n

Finally, we need to determine the value of the integral over the prod-
ucts R U. :

R" + 1 R' + 02(1 - x2)Rn = 0
x

Um " + - Um, + -yn2(1 - x2) Um = 0,

(64)

(65)
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(2 - 7,2) j - 2)R.(x)U,(x)dx

=
_o_

f {x(RU,n" - UmR7,") RU,' - U,R' }dx
_

= [R U: - UnaRn1=1

or using (53) and (55),

x(1 - x2)R(x)U,n(x)dx = [U,R']x=i . (66)

Calculation of the R and U Functions and Their Eigenvalues

We make the series expansion

F (x) = E C2x2v. (67)
v=o

For the problem of interest to us F (x) has to be an even function of x,
for that reason only even powers of x appear in (67). The normalization

F (0) = 1

requires that (68)

Co = 1.

The substitution of (67) into (42), using (68), leads to

C2= k2 .

and
702

C2v = C2v-I C2v-2}(2v)2 for v__>_2. (69)

The parameter k has to be chosen so that either F (1) = 0 or F' (1) = 0
results, depending whether k and F shall represent # and R or y and U
respectively.

The fact that k2 enters all coefficients C2v makes the determination
of # and 7 very tedious.

A further difficulty results from the fact that the coefficients C2v
grow to very large values particularly for the larger values of #n and
yn before they decrease again. The series (67) does not converge readily
for values of x close to 1. In fact, it proved impossible to compute more
than the first eight R and U functions from (67) on the IBM 7094 com-
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puter even using double precision since the absolute value of R and U
remains between zero and one but the coefficients C2, grow to values
above 1020. The series (67) can be used to compute R and U. for x
in the range 0 <= x 0.5 since the powers of x decrease rapidly enough
to keep the value of the product C2 x2" within manageable proportions.

However, in order to cover the whole range 0 : 5 _ x :5_ 1 it proved
necessary to use the following series expansion:

00

(x) = E Dvi with y = 1 - x (70 )
v=0

to calculate R and U in the range 0.5 < x < 1.
Equation (42) expressed in terms of y reads

d2F dF 2( 1 - y )JZ - k (2y - 3y2 y3)F = O. (71)

The coefficients Do and D1 have to be properly chosen to satisfy the
boundary conditions at x = 1. For F = R we require R (1) = 0 so
that

Do = 0

results. For F = U we require U' (1) = 0 so that

D1 = 0

results.
The substitution of (70) into (71) yields

.13'2 = .D3 = 1D1 - lik2DO D4 = lik2)D1

Dv = 1 I (v - 1)2 Du_1 - k2(2D,_3 - 3Dv-4 D. --o) J.v(v - 1)
The eigenvalue k = i or k = 7 and the coefficient D1 or Do must be
chosen so that F as well as F' are continuous at x = 0.5 where both series
expansions should coincide.

By breaking the range of x into two parts and using different series
expansions to cover both parts of the range it was possible to compute
the function and their eigenvalues. Table I shows the eigenvalues
fin and as well as the values of aRnim, -D, = Rn'. (. / 87)U,,' and
Do = U all taken at x = 1. These values are needed to evaluate the
integrals (62), (63) and (66).

The values of aft/a# and aur:/a-y were obtained from differentiation
of the series (67) and evaluating it at x = 1. The terms of the differ -

(72)
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entiated series grow very large so that only the first eight values of
awai(3 and the first six values of a C/ay could be obtained. The remain-
ing values of aR/af3 were calculated from the approximation'

(OR

" )ril = ( -1)n
62/3 r (1)&1/3

(73)

which is in good agreement with the values obtained by machine calcu-
lation for larger values of n. An approximation of au /al, can be obtained
by using approximations similar to the ones used for the R functions
in Ref. 8. One gets

au' - - ( -1)n 71/1
13,F (1)

7=7n

(74)

However, this approximation is not very good for n < 15 so that we
used the equation

(au')
ix ---1
7=7n

(-1y ,77
(1)

(75)

The coefficients A, were determined from the first six values of 8(11/87
which were obtained from a machine calculation. Their values are given
at the bottom of Table I.

TABLE I

- tan R.L0) tamoN
yn U1 (1)

tou'o))
1 a -s. ay 1-y=1,7,

0 2.70436 -1.01430 -0.50090 0 1

1 6.67903 1.34924 0.37146 5.06750 -0.492517 0.97816
2 10.67338 -1.57232 -0.31826 9.15760 0.395509 -1.24720
3 14.6711 1.74600 0.28648 13.1972 -0.345874 1.43522
4 18.6699 -1.89090 -0 .26449 17.2202 0.314047 -1.58486
5 22.6691 2.01647 0.24799 21.2355 -0.291252 1.71127
6 26.6686 -2.12814 -0.23491 25.2465 0.273806 -1.82164
7 30.6682 2.22038 0.22485 29.2549 -0.259853 1.92042
8 34.6679 -2.32214 -0.21548 33.2615 0.248332 -2.01037
9 38.6676 2.40274 0.20779 37.2669 -0.238591 2.09330

10 42.6667 -2.48992 -0.20108 41.2714 0.230199 -2.17045
11 46.6667 2.56223 0.19516 45.2752 -0.222863 2.24275
12 50.6667 -2.64962 -0.18988 49.2785 0.216371 -2.31088
13 54.6667 2.70216 0.18513 53.2813 -0.210569 2.37539
14 58.6667 -2.76421 -0.18083 57.2837 0.205216 -2.43671

= -4.881355 A4 = 2.838701 104
A2 = 1.536461 102 A 5 = -1.420240 105
A6 = -2.838383 103 A6 = 2.728875 105
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An approximate formula for (3 is8

137, = 4n + s . (76)

The # values of Table I for n > 11 have been computed from (76).
The lowest order U function is a constant

U0 = 1 with -yo = 0. (77)

The -y values should converge to

7 = 4n + s . (78)

This expression can be derived by methods analogous to those used in
Ref. 8. For unknown reasons this approximation is much poorer than
that for f3 . However, it appears from the values of Table I that 7,,

will converge to (78) for very high values of n.
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Growth of Oscillations of a Ray about
the Irregularly Wavy Axis of

a Lens Light Guide
By D. W. BERREMAN

(Manuscript received July 20, 1965)

If a ray is launched in a direction coincident with the axis of a lens light
guide whose axis is somewhat wavy, the ray will soon begin to oscillate about
the axis. The amplitude of these oscillations will grow in proportion to the
square root of the product of the distance from the origin and the natural
wave number of the oscillations, on the average. The growth rate is propor-
tional to the amplitude of the components of the spectrum of the waves in
the guide axis in the immediate vicinity of the natural wave number of the
ray oscillations. The rest of the spectrum of waves in the guide does not
contribute appreciably to the growth of ray oscillations after the first few
oscillations.. A tractable analytic expression with four adjustable parameters
is used to approximate the wave spectrum of the shape of the guide axis. The
expression is used to illustrate the relations between various factors such as
mechanical stiffness of the guide, spectrum of external forces, over-all am-
plitude of waves in the guide, etc., and the rate of growth of the ray oscilla-
tions. Estimates of the order of magnitude of the oscillation growth rate in
some realistic models of light guides are made from these relations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of guiding a beam of light over a long distance through
a series of lenses or a continuous lens -like medium has recently received
considerable attention because such a system might be useful in com-
munication. One problem that has only recently come under investiga-
tion is the statistical growth rate of the oscillation of an initially paraxial
ray about the axis of such a guide when the axis is crooked in a some-
what random but partially coherent way.' .2 In this paper I will show
that the ray will oscillate about the axis with ever-increasing amplitude,
on the average.

The oscillations of the ray about the axis are analogous to the os-
2117
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dilations of an undamped mechanical oscillator subject to a particular
steady "noise spectrum" of forces. Spherical aberration in the guide
would be analogous to anharmonicity in the mechanical oscillator.
Distance in the optical problem corresponds to time in the mechanical
problem.

The dominant term in the expression for the amplitude of ray oscilla-
tions is proportional to the square root of the distance from the origin,
if the amount and spectral form of the crookedness is constant and if
the lenses have no spherical aberration. The oscillations of the ray about
the axis have a natural wave number, lc,. The growth rate of ray os-
cillations is also proportional to the square root of k, . The third factor
governing the growth rate is the amount of crookedness of the axis. A
major portion of this paper is devoted to a mathematical description of
the amount of crookedness of the axis of the guide. Only those compo-
nents of the crookedness having approximately the same wave number
as the natural oscillations of the beam have an appreciable influence on
the growth of the oscillations beyond the first few oscillations.

Some numerical examples of growth rates of oscillations in guides
having reasonable amounts of crookedness or waviness are given at the
end of the paper and in Table I. The amount of crookedness in the
examples was obtained by estimating the variation of forces on a pipe of
reasonable stiffness lying on a rough surface. See Fig. 1. The pipe was
assumed to be relatively straight before the irregular forces due to the
rough surface were applied. This specific method of estimating crooked-
ness does not limit the generality of the relations between the crooked-
ness spectrum and the growth rate of the oscillations.

The results indicate that, unless such a light guide could be kept ex-
tremely straight or free of waves on a scale approximating the wave-
length of natural oscillations of the beam, the beam would have to be
recentered at frequent intervals* or the guide would have to have a very
large aperture to avoid vignetting of an initially paraxial ray.

II. EQUATIONS OF THE RAY TRAJECTORY

In order to keep the analysis simple, I will suppose that the axis of
the guide is wavy only in one dimension, y. The distance from a straight

* There is no physical reason why we could not redirect the beam down the axis
of the guide at intervals with almost no loss of beam energy. For example, the
position and direction of the main beam could be located at one point by reflect-
ing a very small fraction of it into a photoelectric analyzing device with a very
weakly reflecting mirror. The analyzing device could be used to control some
prisms which would change the direction and displacement of the beam. The
analyzing device could be a simple null device if the beam passed through the
prisms shortly before reaching the analyzer. L. U. Kibler of Bell Telephone
Laboratories described this idea in an unpublished memorandum in March, 1962.
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X9

Fig. 1 -A guide on a rough surface that produces an irregular distribution
of forces with a characteristic separation Xp. This results in waves with a charac-
teristic length X .

coordinate axis, x, to the axis of the guide will be called y (x) and the
distance from the axis of the guide to the ray or any point in the guide
will be called 6(x). See Fig. 2.

For the case of the continuous lens -like medium, suppose that the
refractive index can be described as a function only of distance, 6, from
the axis of the guide. A medium free of spherical aberration will be

defined as one obeying the relation

n(6) = no exp (- C62 /2) no (1 - C62/2). (1)

C is the specific convergence' of the guide, which is approximately the
convergence, in diopters or reciprocal meters of a one -meter segment of
the guide if that convergence is small compared to one diopter.

The equation of the trajectory of a ray in a medium of slowly, smoothly
varying isotropic refractive index is4

d di)
ds ds

grad n.)
(2)

In this equation ds is an element of length along the path of the ray,
r is the vector position of a point on the ray and n is the (isotropic)
refractive index at that point.

LENS GUIDE

CONTINUOUS GUIDE

Fig. 2 - Symbols used to describe a continuous guide (left) and a thin lens
guide (right).
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If the slope of the ray, da/dx, and the slope of the guide axis, dy/dx,
both remain small, then (1) and (2) may be combined to give the fol-
lowing differential equation for the trajectory of the ray,

d26 , 2y-rCS = -
dx2

(3)

This is like the familiar forced, undamped harmonic oscillator equation.
For a guide composed of a series of thin, aberration -free lenses of

equal convergence, c, separated by a distance L, we can obtain the fol-
lowing analogous difference equation for the trajectory from simple
geometrical construction.

i(On+i - cL+ = -(1(y+1Yn-i) - yn) (4)
2

8,, is the displacement of the ray from the axis of the nth lens and yn
is the displacement of that lens axis from the straight x-coordinate axis.
(See Fig. 2.) Note that the product nL is equal to x. Hence, once we
define a shape, y(x), for the guide axis, the right-hand side of either (3)
or (4) can be written down.

III. SOLUTIONS IN TERMS OF GUIDE SHAPE

Suppose we pretend that the shape of the guide is periodic with a
length, A, for the periodicity. The path of the axis of the pipe can be
represented by the Fourier series:

27rjy(x) = E Y(-sin 2 7rjx - co) (5)
J-1 A A

The phase factor go' is used to avoid writing cosine terms in the series.
We can avoid a constant term (j = 0) by proper choice of the position
y = 0. Making the substitution k; = 27-j/A, we may write

CG

y(x) = E y(ki) sin (kg - (p;).
-1

3.1 The Case of a Continuous Lens -Like Medium

By substituting a trial solution of the form

(5 = E A (k;) sin (k ;x - B (k ;) sin
J=1

(6)

(VCx - (7)
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into (3), along with the shape spectrum (6), we obtain the results

ki2Y(ki) and = (pi. (8)
C - ki2

If we add the boundary conditions

5(0) = (a/dx)x...0 = 0 (9)

we find that

B (k;) = -A (k;) sin v;/sin E; (10)

where

cot Ei = cot co; . (11)

Note that Vet is the natural angular wave number of oscillations of
the ray about the axis of the guide if the guide is straight.

Inserting these results into (7) we finally obtain

ki2Y(k k;) [cos
vi (sin kg- N77. -,sin VCx)5(x) = C -

- sin ioi(cos kg - cos -Vex)
(12)

At this point in the derivation we introduce the random, statistical
character of the problem by asserting that the phase factors, 9i , are
random. Then we can no longer specify y (x) or 5(x) but we can specify
a mean square value of each and relate one to the other. Since the mean
square value of a sinusoidal function is half the square of its absolute
value, we can rewrite (5) as

00

(Y2(x)) = y = I E 172 (kJ).
i-1

Similarly, from (12) we obtain

sin kix - ,-- sin VeX
C - k;2

)21 (kj2Y(kj))2 ka

J-1 \ C
(82(x 82(x)

± (cos kg - cos VE'x)21.

If we make the substitution

(13)

(14)

(15)
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and do quite a lot of algebra and trigonometry, we find that (14) can
be written in the following form: (Remember that i ranges from -1 to
+00.)

=2(x) =
V

17-(e.)1 (1 + ej)4 [4 sin2(eA/Cx/2)
2 ,-1 (2 ei)2 L .72

e; ej
VCX4 sin( EJ-V-Cx/2) sin eA/Cx sin 2Vdx . 2

(16)

If the length, A, of the periodicity of the shape of the guide is allowed
to become very large, we may replace the summation signs in (13) and
(16) by integrations over the variable e, and we may drop the index j.

If ear ,e.) remains finite as e approaches infinity, then large values
of e will not cause the integral for (S (x))2 to diverge. (Slightly weaker
conditions could be applied.)

For large values of x, the first of the four terms in square brackets in
(16) will dominate if Y(e = 0) is nonzero. Thus we obtain the following
result

-s2(_) , 1 i
Y2(E)

(1 + e)4 4 siii2 e-Vdx/2
" 2 -1 I ci (2 + e)2 2

-* x T6 Y2(e = 0) for large x.
4

The proper normalization of the function Y() can be obtained from
the following relation:

2y = 172(c)dE

(17)

(18)

(Compare (13). It is assumed that the relative spectral distribution
for Y (e) is known, and we may also assume that the mean square value
of y is known. See Section V for examples.)

3.2 The Case of a Series of Lenses

An exactly analogous but slightly more complicated procedure can
be followed for the case of a series of lenses. We can keep the same
function, (6), to describe the displacements of the lens centers if we let
x be an integral multiple, n, of the lens separation, L. (See Fig. 2.) Equa-
tion (7) for the ray trajectory may similarly be retained with the same
expression replacing x.

However, when (7) is substituted into (4) rather than (3), we obtain
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a somewhat different expression for A (kJ). The phase factors On are
the same.

(1 -
cL

cos kiL)Y (kJ)A(ki) - and th = so; . (8')
- (1 - cos kid)

We use boundary conditions analogous to (9),

5(n = 0) = 8(n = 1) = 0

and we obtain expressions for B and ti :

B(ki) = - A(ki) sin
c°1

sin ti

and

(9')

(10)

cos kL - cos koL + sin kL cot (Pi
Cot Ei - (11')

sin koL

In (11'), k c is the natural angular wave number of oscillations of the
ray about the axis, corresponding to VT' in the case of a continuous
lens. In this case it is the first positive real solution to the following
equation, if such a solution exists.

cos koL = 1 - cL (19)

The denominator in (8') may be written cos kir, - cos koL. (When
cL > 4 the lenses are separated by more than four times their focal
length and they will not guide the beam.)

The analog of (12) would be like (12) except that terms from (8'),
(11') and (19) replace the terms from (8) and (11). It is not worth-
while to write it out here.

Equation 19 has an infinite number of real roots if cL < 4. We have
chosen to describe the ray trajectory using only the first root, but we
cannot ignore the rest entirely. If the pipe containing the lenses has an
appreciable amplitude of waviness near one or more of these higher
wave -number roots, the ray oscillations will grow because the lenses
will be displaced as if there were additional amplitude in the funda-
mental, long wave -length component. These higher roots correspond to
waves in the pipe with length less than 2L or twice the lens separation.
In choosing the lowest root for ko we are following Brillouin's example'
and restricting values of k to the "first Brillouin zone" of the periodic
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array of lenses. Remember that k; = 2irj/A where A is the length of
the periodicity in the shape of the guide, which will ultimately be made
very large. We can rewrite (6) in the following form in order to limit
the range of k; from zero to it/L.

y(nL) =
h =E0

r),(27rh
. k) sin (kinL coh,;,i)

L \
(2w(h + 1) 16) (kAL coh,,,2)1

(6')
sin

L

(nL is the x coordinate of lens number n. See Fig. 2.) Then the analog of
(13) may be written as

2 [r(27rh ki) y2(2,r(h ± 1)
2 - j=1 h=0 L

AI2L

E 82(k1).9 =i

When written in terms of S rather than Y, the analog of (14) looks
like this:

(13')

S2 (
A/2L 1- cos kJ/ 2S (k;)

cos kJ. - cos kcL

sin kix sin kiL sin k2,x[(
sin k,L

(+ cos kix - cos kcx

S!D k(;.T (cos kJ,- cos M.))2ssin.
(14')

It is easy to show yourself that if L approaches zero then kc -VC
and (14') approaches (14).

Next, we make the substitution

j =k - 1 (15')

in (14') and neglect terms of order (EilecL)2 or smaller in the result.
The neglect of these terms is justified because the result we are seeking,
as before, turns out to depend only on extremely small values of
when x is large. The result of this and a large amount of manipulation
is the analog of (16) which follows:
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A/2 L
(ea) 1 - cos kJ,

;52(x) Er:J.' - E2 J-1 VD I + cos kJ.

[4 sine (eik,x/ 2)
Ej

(Cot kJ, (1 + cos
2

(16')

- 2 sin Iccx) - tan kcL (1 + cos -rL - 2 cos kcx))]

1 (1 - cos Iccli\ Al2L, s2('
21c,2L2 k1 + cos kJ,/ ) 12

u(e,i) V

e11

(\
As before, we let A go to infinity and change the sum to an integral.

s2(x) 1 (1 - cos kcl r(rikcL)-1 s2( (u(,e ) v)a,
21cc2L2 1 + cos kJ. Ll ) E", E

Although the integral of v/E has a logarithmic divergence at e = 0,
the divergent part is an odd function of e and the integrand over a small
finite range around zero is small. The dominant term in the integration,
for large values of x, comes from the u (e)/2 part. Thus we find that
for large x

32(x) 1 (1 - cos keL)
1

(71k, 0-1 4 sin2(ekcx/2)
de

2kc2L2 k1 + cos kci. -1 e2

1 (1 - cos kcL)
27T-kexS2(e = 0)

2kc2L2 1 + cos kci.

where, from (13'),

,'
Y2

L
-(27r

KS2(e = 0) = 2_, h + + y2 7:(27 (it ± 1) kc)
h=1)

Again, when L 0 we obtain the same result as from (17).

IV. THE SHAPE OF THE AXIS OF THE GUIDE

(17')

We might arbitrarily guess a spectral distribution for the Fourier
components, Y(k), of the shape of the somewhat irregular pipe. It may
be somewhat more meaningful, however, to guess a spectrum of forces

on the pipe and to obtain the shape from that. The latter procedure
enables us to see the effect of stiffness of the pipe, and of the spectrum
of applied forces, on its shape. For simplicity we will assume that the
pipe would be perfectly straight, or at least relatively very straight, in
the absence of the forces that are to be applied to it.

Suppose the pipe has a modulus of rigidity (T = El where E is Young's
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modulus and I is the geometric second moment of a cross section of the
pipe about a transverse axis. The curvature of the pipe is related to
the local moment of torque, M (x), through the equation6

d2y M(x)
dx2

The second derivative of the torque moment is the transverse force
per unit length, p, applied to the pipe, so that

d4y(x) 1-
dx4

p(x). (21)

(20)

If the net force per unit length on the pipe is represented by the expres-
sion

00

p (x) = E P(k;) sin (kix - co;), (22)

we obtain the following expression for the Fourier transform of the shape
of the pipe by comparing (6), (21) and (22):

Y(k) = P(k).
(23)

A convenient analytic expression that can be used to approximate a
reasonable spectrum of forces is the following, where Po , ko , m and n
are adjustable parameters.

P(k) = Po((k/ko)n/ (1 + (k/ko),"))3. (24)

In this case (23) becomes

Y (k) = (Po/ko4a) ( (k/ko)n-8/ (1 + (k/ko) m) )4. (23')

Curves of Y and P as functions of k/ko are shown in Fig. 3 for the spe-
cific values m = 11 and n = 8. The factors outside the square roots are
omitted. (If necessary we could use a sum of several such expressions
with different parameters in each without greatly complicating the
results, but we shall restrict the analysis to one.)

We will make use of the following formula several times in the follow-
ing analysis.'

e° Kr dK1 + Ka +s1 )7r) 

Let K represent the ratio k/kn

7r
(25)
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1.0
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0.6

0.4

0.2

P

0
O

kc,
ko

kC2

ko

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
k/ko

Fig. 3 - Relative amplitudes of sinusoidal components of forces applied to
the guide (P), and of the shape of the pipe (Y), as a function of relative wave
number, k/ko . /calk) is the ratio of kc to ko used in the examples on the left side of
Table I, while kc2/ko is the ratio used in the examples on the right.

The mean square value of P (K) is

-P2 = 1. -z2 r 132 (K)dK =

7rpe

Po'
2

Kn dKfo 1±Km
(26)

2m sin ( (n 1)7/m)

The mean square displacement on the guide axis from the straight x
axis is (cf. (23))

1
= 2 Jo

x
Y2

2(K)dK = 1 (P0) Kn-8f
1 +KmdK

PO
2

7r=
14)4) 2m sin ((n - 7)7/m)

(27)

Hence and 7-1 are related through the expression

n=p (n 1)7/ ( 7)7
= sin sin(28)

ko'cr

We will also define characteristic wavelengths, X, and X5 for p(x)
and y (x) since they are more tangible than the parameter /co. The char-
acteristic wavelengths will be taken as 27r divided by the angular wave
number corresponding to the "center of gravity" of the integrands of
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(26) and (27). Thus we obtain

Kn Kn
XP = ko0 1 + Km

dK f0 1 + K dK

27r sin ((n 2)7/m)
ko sin ( (n 1)7/m)

and similarly

(n - 6)7
sin

7
Xy =

-
(n - 7)7rsill

(29)

(30)

For very narrow force spectra Xi, and X are both equal to 2r/ko , but
when the spe-ctra-are-broad, X tends to be larger than X , since shte
wavelength force components are unable to bend the stiff pipe much. See
Fig. 1.

V. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION

The following numerical illustration serves mainly to show how the
preceding results could be used. The parameters chosen are the ones
that one is likely to know in a real situation. The actual numbers might
vary considerably, but it is not hard to estimate how much changes in
various parameters would affect the results. What is most important is
to know the order of magnitude of the effects using reasonable param-
eters. The following example forms the left half of Table I.

5.1 Shape of the Guide Axis

Let us suppose we have a guide composed of a series of lenses or a
lens -like medium perfectly centered in a cylindrical pipe. We will sup-
pose that curvature of the pipe axis is due largely to strain from ex-
ternally applied forces. For purposes of illustration, we will suppose
that the main force on the pipe is due to its own weight. We shall sup-
pose that it is lying on an irregular bed which supports the weight of
the pipe at more or less random intervals averaging about X,, meters
apart. See Fig. 1. (The spread in the intervals is determined by m and
n in (24).)

Suppose the pipe is made of steel whose density is p = 7.8 X 103
kg/meter' and whose Young's modulus of rigidity is E = 2.0 X 109
newtons/meter'.
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Let the pipe be 10 cm OD and 9 cm ID. Let the distance X he one
meter.

Let us use the smallest integer values of m and n that are consistent
with the conditions on (25) for all the applications of that equation
(see (26) to (29) ). We find that these values are m = 11 and n = 8.
(This gives a rather broad spectrum of wavelengths of applied force.
See Fig. 3. Larger values would give narrower spectra, which would be
appropriate if the pipe were supported at regular intervals.)

Using these numbers in (29) we find that ko = 3.27 meters-'.
Equation (30) then gives X = 3.68 meters.
The stiffness of a cylindrical pipe is related to its OD and ID through

the equation

=
64

E( (OW - (ID)4) (31)

which gives a = 3.38 X 103 newton meters2 for our example.
We shall assume for simplicity that the mean square amplitude of

force variations, 75, is equal to the linear density of the pipe times the
gravity constant, which is correct to within a small numerical factor
when the weight of the pipe determines all the forces. We thus obtain

= pg((0D)2 - (ID)2) r/4. (32)

For our pipe we get 77 = 114 newtons/meter.
Equation (28) then gives us y = 0.407 X 10-3 meters.
We shall need to know Po when we compute the beam oscillation

growth rate. Equation (26) gives us Po = 222 newtons/meter.

5.2 Beam Oscillation Growth Rate

Let us first suppose we have a continuous lens -like guide with spe-
cific convergence C and the shape defined in part A of this section. We
use (23') to evaluate Y at k = VC = 0.5 meters -1, which is the value
at e = 0. If we let C = 0.25 diopters per meter, we get Y (VC) =
0.572 X 10-3 meters. The ratio VT1/ko is 0.153 in this example. It is
labeled kci/ko on Fig. 3.

Inserting the value of Y into (17) gives S(x) = Vx-  (0.358 X 10-9
meters. In 100 meters, the root mean square amplitude of oscillation is
3.58 mm and in 10 kilometers it is 3.58 cm.

Next let us consider a series of thin lenses that are separated by twice
their individual focal lengths, (L = 2/c), and that give the same
angular wave number for ray oscillations as in the preceding example,
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ke = 0.5 meters -4. From (19) we find that cos kJ, = 0, which gives
= 7 or 3.14 meters and c = 2/T or 0.637 diopters.
Now we evaluate the sum for S2 ( = 0) in (17'), using (23'), as in

the first example. The first term of the sum is equal to Y2 at 0.5 meters-%
whose square root we already evaluated in the first example. The
next term is Y2 evaluated at 1.5 meters-% the next at 2.5 meters-% etc.
The terms rapidly diminish in size. Equation (17') gives S = -/X
(0.830 X 10-3) meters, which is not much larger than the result for the
continuous lens -like medium with the same ray oscillation wave num-
ber.

The preceding examples illustrate the fact that the results are essen-
tially the same for a series of lenses or a continuous lens -like medium of
equal k, when the characteristic wavelength, X,, , of irregularities in the
pipe axis is longer than the separation of the lenses and when the lens
separation is not too near to the limiting value of four focal lengths.

The input parameters and results of the preceding examples are listed
on the left side of Table I.

The right side of Table I shows what happens when the characteristic
distance between bumps on the ground, X1,, is increased to 4 meters,
keeping other parameters the same. There is a catastrophic increase in
rate of growth of beam oscillations because the root mean square am-
plitude of waves in the pipe is greatly increased while the value of Y at
k, remains near its maximum. See Fig. 3. The ratio Nie/ko or kdko in
these examples is 0.611 and is labeled ke2/ko on Fig. 3.

A short FORTRAN computer program is available upon request to
anyone who may wish to enlarge on Table I using other values of the
input parameters.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results are strongly dependent on some of the input parameters,
but we hope the examples represent the general magnitude of the factors
one might have to work with if such a light guide were built. By using
a suitably spaced periodic set of supports for the guide, we could prob-
ably make or S2 very small at Nie or k, . The peak or peaks in the
function Y2(k) or 82(k) could lie elsewhere. Thus, the contribution to
wave growth due to forces on the pipe might be considerably reduced.

The computations did not consider waves in the pipe axis due to
-tolerance limits that would arise in manufacture of the guide or in linking
sections, but these waves could obviously be incorporated as an addi-
tional term in Y2(k) if they could be estimated or measured.
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It seems probable that the beam would have to be recentered at
rather frequent intervals along the guide unless the aperture were very
large or the pipe were extremely stiff and straight.
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Some Stability Results Related to Those
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In a recent paper by this writer, some new techniques are described for
obtaining sufficient conditions for the £2-boundedness and Acboundedness
of solutions of nonlinear functional equations. In this paper, these tech-
niques are developed further and are used to prove some stability results for
large classes of feedback systems and electrical networks that contain sub-
systems which are not necessarily representable in terms of ordinary dif-
ferential equations.

I. NOTATION

Let ac(0, cx) ) denote the set of real -valued measurable functions of the
real variable t defined on [0, co ). Let

4(0, co) = f if e5C(0, , f 1.f(t) IP < co}
0

for p = 1 and v = 2. Let

Coo (0, cc ) = Li I f ;lc (0, oo ) , sup I f (t) I < .

Let y e (0, cc, ), and define"; by

.4(1) = f (t) for t E [0, y]

=0 for t > y

for all f e 3C (0, r ), and let

g (0, ) = If I f e 3C (0, r ), .f, e (0, 00 ) for all y e C°

[i.e., 8(0, ) denotes the set of real -valued locally square -integrable
functions defined on [0, co A.

* This paper was presented at the Symposium on Network Theory, Cranfield-
Bedford, England, September, 1965.
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Finally, the integral

fo
f(t)g(t) dt

is denoted by (fy g) (or by (g, fy)) for all f e &(0, co ), all g - 8 (0,00 , and
all y e ; and II h II denotes

I h(t) (01

for all h ^e2 (0) `).J ) 

II. INTRODUCTION

To a considerable extent, Ref. 1 is a summary of certain results of a
recent study by this writer of the input-output properties of a large class
of time -varying nonlinear systems. The properties of a vector nonlinear
Volterra integral equation of the second kind that frequently arises in
the study of physical systems are considered in detail,* and some condi-
tions are presented for the norm-boundedness of solutions of a func-
tional equation of similar type defined on an abstract space. Much of the
material presented in Ref. 1 is drawn from Refs. 2 and 3.

In Ref. 1, some techniques other than those of Refs. 2 and 3 are de-
scribed for obtaining sufficient conditions for the £2-boundedness and
0%-boundedness of solutions of functional equations. In this paper, these
techniques are developed further and are used to prove some stability
results, related to those of V. M. Popov,' for large classes of feedback
systems and electrical networks that contain subsystems which are not
necessarily representable in terms of ordinary differential equations.t

III. THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM AND THE MAIN RESULTS

Consider the system of Fig. 1. We shall restrict our discussion through-
out to cases in which g, f, u, r, v, and w denote functions belonging to
8 (0, 00 ). The block labeled represents a memoryless time -invariant
nonlinear element that introduces the constraint w (t) = O[v(t)] for
t 0.

* The results for the Volterra equation are of direct engineering interest be-
cause of the central role played by a certain "critical -disk" frequency -domain con-
dition. "Critical -disk" frequency -domain conditions were encountered in connection
with related analytical questions in Refs. 4, 5, and 6. Some material related to the
results of Refs. 1, 4, 5, and 6 has been written up by G. Zames.7

t Some interesting "Popov -like" stability theorems for systems governed by
ordinary differential equations are proved in Refs. 9, 10, and 11.
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Fig. 1- Nonlinear feedback system.

Assumption 1: (x) is defined and continuous on (- 00,00 ), 11/ (0) = 0.
and there exist real constants a > 0 and 13 < 00 such that

a x1,14x ) #

for all x 0.
The block labeled F represents a (not necessarily linear or time -in-

variant) subsystem that introduces the constraint (Ff) (t) = u (t) for
0.

Assumption 2: The operator F can be written as F2F1 with

(1.) F1 a (not necessarily linear or time -invariant) mapping of 8 (0, 00 )
into itself, and

(2.) F2 the linear mapping of 8 (0,00 ) into itself defined by the con-
dition:

(F2q) (t) =
fo

exp [ -f (3(x)dx]q(T) dT, t 0

for all q E 8 (0, co ), in which S is a real measurable function defined
on [0, 00) such that there exist real constants c1 > 0 and c2 < 00
with the properties that c1 < 5(x) < c2 for all x E [0,00).

We note that F2q denotes the convolution of q with the impulse -re-
sponse function of a positive -element parallel resistor -capacitor combina-
tion with time -varying resistance.

In Fig. 1, g denotes an input and r takes into account the effect of
initial conditions at t = 0. The relation between f, g, and r is

g = f CF2Fif r]. (1)

Equation (1) also governs the behavior of a large class of active time -
varying nonlinear networks. A network analog of the feedback system
of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, where denotes a nonlinear conductance.

Assumption 3: r e 8 (0,00 ), t exists on [0, ) and i. e 6 (0, ).
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- U +

F

(f -9)

g 0

Fig. 2 - Equivalent network.

3.1 The Main Results

V

The principal contributions of this paper are believed to be the tech-
niques used to prove the following results.

Theorem 1: Let Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 be satisfied. Let F1 be such that
there exist a real constant k, a nonnegative constant a, and a positive con-
stant c with the properties that

(i) o < 2a2 (-1
c1 k)

(ii) (e" (Fig) , q) k II e4" qy 112

II e4" (Fiq) II c II elatqy II

for all q e 8 (0, 00) and all y e (0, 00 ).

Let f e 8 (0, co ), and let

g = f 1,14F2F,f +r].

Then there exists a positive constant X, depending only on k, a-, c1 , a, 3, and
c, such that

r(0)

X 11 eh II II el"g II + II e4"(1. sr) + [10 tfr(n) do

for all y (0, 00 ).

Corollary 1: If the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied with 0- = 0, i
g c £2 (0, 00 ), and if + or) a 22 (0, co then f e 22 (0, 00 ), and there
exists a constant X > 0, depending only on k, c1 , a, (3, and c such that

r fr(0)
II f II II g II + II ar Li° ign)dni .
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Remarks: If F1 denotes the mapping of 8(0,00 ) into itself defined by

e(F1'0(0 = vou(t) f v(t - r)u(T) dr, t 0
0

for all u 8(0,0C ), where vo is a real constant and v E cei (0,00 ), then

II (Fig), II [ Ire + fo' I v(t) dt] g

for all y c (0, 00 ) and all g e 8 (0, ) , and ((Fiq), , k g for all
y E (0,00) and all q 8(0,00 ) provided that

vo + Re f e-E"v(t) dt k
0

for all W E (-`x,`,00).

Corollary 2: If the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied, if g(t) -> 0 as
t- 00 , and if r (t) -4 0 as t 00 , then f (t) 0 as t 00 .

Corollary 3: If the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied with a > 0, if
g 2. (0,00 ), if r and i belong to ce, (0, co ), and if there exists a constant
y such that, with = F2F1 ,

(Fq)(Y)I 7e-1"II eNy II

for all q e 6(0,00) and ally E (0,00), then f e co (0, 00), and there exists
a positive constant Ai , depending only on k, 0-, y, c1 , a, 0, and c such that

X1 SUP (F2F1J)(t) I < sup I g(t) I ± sup I (r Sr)(t)
0 t1.0

0

7-00

i(n)dol.

Remarks: Suppose that F1 is the mapping of 8(0,00 ) into itself de-
fined by

(Flu) (t) = vou(t) f v(t - T)u(T) dr, 0
0

for all u c 8 (0, 00 ), where vo is a real constant and el"v c (0,00 ) for some
positive constant a. Then
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(e"(Fiq),,q) =
JO

ei"qy(t)[voei"q(t)

Jc
± v(t - r)ek(1-r)ekrq,(7-)dr dt

1 j -i= - [Vo f v(t)e-""-4°)`di]f e ot qy(t)ewtdt
27

and

II e`r1(Fiq) II II
c'''Fiq11 elgivoq v(t - 7-)elu"-T)e"(ii,(T)f

f v(t)ekt ddII elgt(h, II

2

dw

for all y E (0, cc) and all q E 8 (0, 00 ). Thus Assumption (ii) of Theorem 1
is satisfied if

vo + Re v(t)e-uw-wIdt > k

for all w e (- 00 , oo ).
Concerning the key hypothesis of Corollary 3, if F = F2F, is the map-

ping of 8 (0, cc) into itself defined by

(Fu)(t) = f w(t - r)u(r)dr, 0
0

for all u 6(0, x ), where el'iw e (0, 00 ), then

(Fq)(y) I =
fo

U

w(y - r)ei,(Y-T) ,
e qyk dT

(
II

f< e-.1,77/
I iv(t)eat 12 (1)

11 (1.7

for all q 8 (0, ) and all y e (0, cc).

3.2 Related Results

The results stated above can be extended in many different directions
by exploiting the techniques of Section 4.1. For example, similar results
can be obtained (see Section 4.5) for the case in which the nonlinear
element 4/ of Fig. 1 is replaced by a linear time -varying eleMent that in-
troduces the constraint w (t) = m(t)v(t) for I > 0, in which m(  ) is a
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positive bounded measurable function. In that case

= f mF2F,f,

in which g = g - mr.
A specific application of the material of Section 3.1 is considered in

the appendix. In particular, the result proved there implies that a rather
general type of (not necessarily lumped) time -invariant physical system
containing a single nonlinear element is "bounded -input bounded -out-
put stable" if the so-called Popov inequality8 is satisfied.

Some material related to the content of Theorem 1 can be found in
Ref. 7. Our results differ in many respects from those stated in Ref. 7.
In particular, there the effect of the initial condition function r is not
taken into consideration.

The idea of using an inequality of the form stated in Corollary 3 in
order to establish the boundedness of solutions of nonlinear functional
equations evolved from the techniques of Ref. 3 and was presented in
Ref. 1. This idea has also been considered by G. Zames in very recent
independent unpublished work.

IV. PROOFS

4.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Lemma 1: Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied. Let a be a
nonnegative constant. Then

(e"(tp[F2q,, + r] )y, 513-) 11 'ke((. tk[F2q, r] )y 112

,(0)

- e'°` (r ar)y II ek14[F2qy r] )1, f- Cn] (in

for all y e (0, oo ) and all q e 8 (0, co ).

Proof of Lemma 1: Let y E (0,00), let q e 8(0,x ), and let z = F2q . Then
i (t) + a (1)z (t) = q (t) for almost all t e (0, 00 ), and, with a r [0, co ),

(e" (1,4F + y = (e` (1,1/[z r]) y 6 (z r))

(4/[z r]) y

- (d" (11/[z r]) , Sr).
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Thus, since

(e" (11/[z r] ) ,S (z r)) >= (el/ )3) II eeta`(11/[z r] )U 112

(we have used the fact that x/IP(x) r for all real x 0), and (by
the Schwarz inequality)

(eat
(1* + or) < 11 el"(r + Or), 11.11 el"(Cz r] 11,

we have

(eat (iii[F2m, 7]),, gy) -1" (c1/13) iI el" ('[z r] 112

- II el" + 8r )b JI ll ei"(1/4 rpy II

+ Ke"61/[z r])y , t).

With n = z r, we find that

(ear

Thus,

Since

and

= (e"(1111[71] )Y)11) = eg`11/[71]7)dt
0

= eat tkinicin
,

in(1)- 0[711jdnet
0 0 4,(0)

r(0)
[n]dn - ik[n]dn

0 0

Vik
n(t)- kine" dt .

0 0

(eat
(4,[nny 7)) >=- jrn(0) tk[n]dn - a Onldneat dt

0 0 0

fy
rn(t) f y i'n (t )

0 ignidne"dt ,3J ndne" dt

111

0 lin(t)12e"dt 14/[n(t)] re" dt

= 2fi-2a 11 el"(Ik[n])y iI2,

we have, using the fact that n(o) = r(0),
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r(0)

(e1(4[z rDy f) -0 1,0771dn -2«2II el°.(61/[z r]),, 112.

Upon combining our bounds, we obtain the inequality stated in the
lemma.

Lemma 2: Let A and B denote mappings of 8 (0, GO ) into itself. Let a be a
real constant. Let f e &(0, co ), h = Bf, and g = f Ah. Then

(e" (th)y ht,) + (ea (Bf),, , fy)
I

II ei"gy II II ei"hy II

for all y E (0, 00 )

Proof of Lemma 2: It is clear that

(e" (Ah) , h,,)
(eat (Bf), , fv) = (e" (Ah) e"f , h)

= (e"g,h)
(e161gy , d'ih)

for all y E (0, cc ). Therefore, by the Schwarz inequality,

(e"(Ah) , h (e" (Bf ) , .1)

for all y E (0, 00 )

Lemma 3: Let A and B denote mappings of 8(0, co) into itself. Let a be a
real constant. Let f E 8 (0, 00 ) , and let g = f ABf. Suppose that

(i) there exists a real constant k1' such that

(ea (Bq)y , qy) k11 II elq`q, 112

fm' all q 8(0,00) and all ye (0 , (20 )

(ii) there exist a positive constant k1 , and nonnegative functions k2 (y)
and k3(y) such that

(eat (Aq) , q) (k1 - kl/)ll d"(Aq) 112 - k2(y) el"(Aq) II - k3(y)
for all q t. 8 (0, 0c) and all y E (0 cC

(iii) there exists a constant k4 > 0 such. that 11 el" (13q) II < k4 11 el'igy 11

for all q e 8(0,00 ) and all y e (0, 00 ).

Then there exists a positive constant X, depending only on ki , k1 and k4
such that

ei" gy 3"hy II

X II eia`fy II -5 II e4"gy II + k2(y) [k3(y)]i

for all y , 00)
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Proof of Lemma 3: Let y e (0,00 ). Using Lemma 2, we have, with h
Bf,

(e" (Ak)  hy) (e" (Bf) , fy) (e" (AO, , h) (e" (Bf), , f,1) I

II el"g II II el" hy

Thus,

- (AO 112 - k2 (Y) el" (Ah)
11

- k3 (y) + II ekify 112 5 k4 11 el"g H el"fy II

Using the fact that (Ah) = g,, - , we have

ki II (g, - 112 + 2k11(el"g , el"f) - el"g H

- 1;2(y) 11 e`ri - - k3 (y) < k4 II e2"g l"f

Therefore,

e'°' (g - h) 1;2 (il) (MI - fy) II + 1;3 (y) + ki/ II drig, II

+ (2 I k1' + k4) II g II daily
11

5 k2 (y) (gy - fy) k3(y)

+ (21 + k4) II el" (g - f1) II IIel"g II

+ (2 I k1' I + k1' k4) II e`1/y 112.

Let p= II e'°' (g - fy) II. Then

k1 p2 < [k2 (ii) (2 I k1' I + /2:4)
I
I d'tgy II P k3(y)

4- ( 2 + k4) el"g 112,

and hence,

2p < [A.1-'k2(y) + (2 I
+ k.1) II el" g

1[141k2(y) (2 I
k1' k4) I1 el"gy

4[/,71-14'3(y) + (2 I k1' I k4) II d"gU 1121

Since (a2 b)1 < a + bl for any positive constants a and b,

p [k1 -1k2 (y) + 4-1(2 k1' I + k4) II d"g 

+ [1;1-'k3(y) + 1-1 (2 I k: + + ki) 11 ela `g 11211

[ic1'k2(y) + (2 11,.1' I + d'irill

± [kl-' (2 k1' ± k4)]1 H e'"gy
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ITsing p II elaig, II, we see that

Lc 11 + (2 I I k4) [1.71' (2

This proves the lemma.*
Theorem 1 follows at once from Lemmas 1, 2,

defined by

k4)]1} N el` g

lei-lk2(Y) 1ciHk3(1)

and 3 with B = F1 , A

Ah = 4'[F2h r]

for till h i F, (0, 00 ), = k, k4 = c, k1 = c113' - lo-f3a2 k, k2 (y) =
Il e` Sr) II, and

4.2 Proof of Corollary 1

Since II gy II 5 g 1

r(0)

k3 = f 11/(0 dr/.
0

and + 60,11 Sr H,

r(0)

x .fy g + Or 11 + IP(71)(I'd
0

The right-hand side is finite and is independent of y. The conclusion of
the corollary follows at once.

An equally simple argument establishes the following useful result.

Proposition 1: Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied
with a = 0. Let g E 22(0,00), and let k2(y) and k3(y) be uniformly
bounded on [0,00 ). Then f E 22(0,00 ), and there exists a positive con-
stant X, depending only on k11, k1 and k4, such that

X 111 II 11 g I I+ sup k2(y) + sup [k3(y)]4.
y1:1

4.3 Proof of Corollary 2

Since f e 22(0,00), we have Fif x ). Thus, fort > 0,
t

I (F2Fi.r)(t) I .6 fo exp [-jr,
t

(3(x)dx]I (Fif)(r) I dr

< fe-`1"-T) I (Fif)(r) dr
4)

* For results directly related to Lemmas 2 and 3, see Section 5.3 of Ref. 1.
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in which the last integral approaches zero as I 00 (see the proof of
Theorem 6 of Ref. 2). Hence,

g (t) - (Ik[F2Fif r]) (t) 0 as t 00

4.4 Proof of Corollary 3

Since II ei°'g,, II < cilel" sup I g (t) I, and
to

II ei" (t or) II < cr-lel" sup I (t Sr) (1) I,

we have

to

I(F2FJ)(y)IA [0--1 sup
t > o

g(t) ± 0-4 sup I (t
t >o

or) (t) I

r
JO

for all y E (0,00 ). This establishes the last inequality of the corollary.
Since

f (t)
I

< sup I g (t) I ± sup I (tii[F2Fif r]) (t)
/.()

it is evident that f E (0,

4.5 Proof of Proposition 2

As was stated in Section 3.2, results similar to those of Section 3.1 can
be obtained for the case in which the nonlinear element II/ in Fig. 1 is
replaced by a linear time -varying element that introduces the constraint
w (1) = m (t )v (t) for t > 0, in which m ( ) is a positive bounded function.
For that case the proposition that plays the role of Lemma 1 is

Proposition 2: Let m ( ) denote a positive bounded measurable function
defined on [0,00 ). Let ?it (t) exist on [0, co ) with m e (0,00 ), and let
F2 be as defined in Assumption 2. Let o be a real constant. Then

(e" M(F2q) q) inf [m(t)5(t) - 1700 -10-m(t)1
t>=0 m(t)2 II ei"m(F201/II2

for ally E (0; 00 ) and all q e 8 (0, 00 )

Proof of Proposition 2: Let z = F2qi, with y E (0,00 ). Then
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(diem (F2q), , g) = (eatmz , 6z)

= (e"mz ,oz) (e'mz, , i),

and

Y(e`"mz , i) = fo ni(t)e"z(t)i(t)dt

= im(t)e"z(t)2 IC; - [7h(t) + am (t)]e" z(02

Therefore, since z (0) = 0,

(e"m(F2q)y q) = im(Y)e" z(Y)2
fV

elm(t)6(t) - 2m(t) - 2om(t)Jz(t)2 dt.

This establishes Proposition 2.

Comment:

The case in which --F2 is the identity operator, m ( ) is a positive bounded
measurable function, and m (1) does not necessarily exist, is also of some
interest.1'2 Then

(e"m (F2q) , q) inf m(t)-1 11 el'Im (F2q) 112

for all y c (0, cc) and all q e 8(0,00 ).

V. APPENDIX

As a specific application of the material of Section 3.1, we shall prove
the following result.

Theorem 2: Let 1k satisfy Assumption 1 of Section III. Let g and r belong
to 8 (0, co ). Let w and tb belong to eel (0, co) with w (t) --> 0 as t -) c 0 .
-Suppose that there exists a positive constant t such that

inf Re [(1 tico)W(ico) ± 131> 0,
06,0<ce

in which W (U.)) =
fo

w(t)eiwdt. Let f e 8 (0, co) satisfy

g(t) = f(t) tP[ tf w(t - TV(T)ch- 1.0)1, t 0
.0
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Then
(1.) if g e 22(0 cc) fl 2. (0, co ) with g (t) -, 0 as t

if r e 22(0,00 ) n Z. (0, ) with r (t) 0 as I 00

and if t e ce 2(0 00 ) then f e 22(0 cc ) fl ce. eo ),

there exists a positive constant X, depending only on t, a, 0, and w.
such that

r (0)

X LT g H + II(t + r r)II + ,&(n)dni,

and f (t) 0 as t -> 00

(2.) if there exists a positive constant p such that
eltv e 21(0, 00) (1 22 (0, o0) and ell) e 21(0,00 ) with
egw(t) 0 as t o0 , if g, r, and t belong to
2.(0, 00 ), then f e 2,0(0,00 ), and there exists a positive constant
Al , depending only on p, t, a, 13, and w such that

XI sup f w(1 - -r)f(T)(17-
t()

r(0)

6, sup g(t) + sup I(r+Ur)(1) + [f 1,1J(n)(1771

to t>0

Proof of Theorem 2:
Let F be defined by

(Fq)(t) = w(t - r)q(r)dr, t 0.f
Then F = F2Fi , where F2 is as defined in Assumption 2 of Section III
with 8(x) = ', and

(Fiq)(t) = f [tb(t - r) r w (t - r)]q(r)dr
0

Let

Then

w(0+)q(t), t 0.

= inf Re [(1 tico)W(ico) + /31.

((Fig)y U1(' -01) IIgy 112

for all q e 8 (0, 00) and all y e (0, oo ) [see the remark following Corollary
1]. Thus conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are satisfied for o = 0.
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Therefore, by Corollary 1, the hypotheses of (i) of Theorem 2 imply
that f E £2 (0, co) and that II f II is bounded as indicated. By Corollary 2,
we have f(t) 0 as t . Further, since f e 22(0,00 ), we have FL/ C
22 (0, co ), and, by the Schwarz inequality, F2F1f E .2.(0,00 ). Therefore
g - P[Ff + r] E (0, c0 ).

Suppose now that the hypotheses of (ii) are satisfied. Then since
both I W (iw - x) -W (iw) I and I (iw - x)W (iw - x) - iwW (iw)
approach zero uniformly in w as x 0+, there exists a positive con-
stant a such that a < min [2p,a2t. 0301 and

inf Re tEl E(ico - la -)114 (iw - >

Hence,
(ea, r

-N-1) II
eic,,qy 112

for all y E (0, co) and all q E S (0, c0 ). Thus, by Corollary 3 and the re-
marks following Corollary 3, we have f e £.(0,00) with

sup f 101 - 7-)f(r)Elr
t()

bounded as stated in Theorem 2.

Comments:

Our assumption that f E g (0, cc ) is satisfied if f is locally (Lebesgue)
integrable on (0,00 ), since then (under the stated assumptions on g,

w, and r):

fto w(t - )./(T)dT

is continuous on [0, cc) and hence,

g - w(t - r)f(r)dr £ 6(0, oc).
0

A result closely related to the first part of Theorem 2 has been proved
by Desoer."
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Spectra for a Class of Asynchronous
FM Waves

By R. R. ANDERSON, J. E. MAZO and J. SALZ

(Manuscript received July 6, 1965)

The spectral density of a frequency modulated carrier is evaluated for the
case when the modulating baseband wave is a "quantized" random facsimile
signal. By this nonsynchronous form of modulation we mean holding one
of the allowed set of transmitted frequencies for a finite, but randomly dis-
tributed, time before switching to another frequency while maintaining phase
continuity. Emphasis is given to the Poisson case of exponentially dis-
tributed intervals between transitions, and some typical curves for discrete
level and continuous level situations are included.

I. INTRODUCTION

In facsimile data transmission systems, printed or pictorial informa-
tion is converted into electrical signals by optical means. At any instant
the signal corresponds to a definite grey level of the facsimile copy. The
resulting electrical wave is an analog signal and can be transmitted as
such. In some applications only black -and -white images need be trans-
mitted and therefore the electrical signal may be quantized into only
two levels. If more detail is desired, multilevel quantization can be
applied.

It is possible to model such a quantized signal by considering a random
sequence of points on the time (t) axis. At each point a transition may
occur in the signal. The value of the signal between transitions is a
constant, taking on one of N different values. For the black -and -white
case, there are only two permissible values, either +1 or -1. The quan-
tized facsimile signal is statistically characterized by specifying the
distribution of the points on the t axis and the distribution of the ampli-
tudes between transitions.

In this paper we concern ourselves with the spectral density of a car-
rier wave whose frequency is modulated by quantized facsimile signals.
The spectral density is a useful item in the statistical description of such

2149
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a signal in that it furnishes an estimate of bandwidth requirements. It
often is also used to evaluate mutual interference between channels.

So far as is known, the amplitude modulation case is the only one
hitherto covered in literature. However, we were prompted to examine
the FM case as FM is currently used in facsimile data sets. From a
practical point of view the most interesting case is that in which the
phase is continuous at the transitions, as may be obtained from keying a
single oscillator. This case differs from previous results' in that the
transitions occur at random times.

The present paper gives a complete solution for the spectrum for an
arbitrary distribution of the interval between transitions as well as
arbitrary distribution of amplitudes. We treat an important special case
of Poisson transitions, for which we present our results graphically in
terms of the important parameters of the process.

An interesting feature is the rapidity with which the spectral density
falls off with frequency measured from midband as compared with the
AM case. The extent to which spectral peaking occurs at the average
signaling frequency for some range of parameters is another curious
feature. As would be expected from the asynchronous nature of the
modulation there can be no steady sine -wave components in the process
and therefore there are no discrete components in the spectrum.

H. ANALYSIS

The baseband facsimile signal is constructed in the following form.
Pick a finite set (t} at random and arrange the points such that

0= to < < t2 < tN = T. (1)

Define a set of functions

01 t,,

t,, elsewhere in +1

where

(2)

An = in -F1 to

In terms of (1) and (2), construct the baseband signal x (t) as the fol-
lowing time series

n=N-1
X(t) = E ang,(t - tn) (3)

n=0

where a = (ao , al , , aN_I) is an additional arbitrary set of iden-
tically distributed random variables.
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The instantaneous phase #(0 is represented as follows

tP(t) = t cod f x(e)de OM) (P, 0 t T (4)

where io is uniformly distributed on [0,27], giving the value of the phase
at t = 0. The instantaneous frequency is c/#(0/dt = codx (I),
where we is the angular carrier frequency and cod is the minimum angular
frequency deviation.

The FM wave whose spectrum we wish to examine has the following
representation

S(t) = A cos [co]

= (A/2) exp {AP(t)} + (A/2) exp{-i#(0),

where A is a real amplitude. The spectral density of SOL G(w), defines
the average power in a unit bandwidth. Formally, it may be obtained as

G(w) = lira (2/T) ( 1 S(w,T) 12), w > 0,
T

where S(c0,7') is the Fourier transform of 8(1) given by

S(w,T) = f exp (-iwt) (It

(5)

and the symbol ( ) denotes the ensemble average over all the random
variables in S(co,T).

One may write S(co,T) as

S(w,T) = (A /2)e41,171(0.,,T) (A/2)C4W2(0),71) (8)

where WI and W2 arc the Fourier transforms of exp [41(1)] and exp
[-i#1(1)] respectively.

The ensemble average of I S(co,T) 12 over cols readily carried out to
obtain

(1 S(c0,71)12)4, = (A2/4)II' (0),T) 12 ± (A2/4) I W2(w,T) 12* (9)

We proceed to evaluate (1 W1(co,T) 12):
T

Wi(w,T) = fo exp it0i(t) - wtidt

k=N-1 tk+i

E exp il4i1(t) - cotidt.
tk

We observe from (4) that in the interval [tk , tk+1],

(10)
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n=k-1
11/1 (t) = wd E anAn codak (t - tk) coct. (11 )

n=0

Inserting this expression into (10), and using
n -=k-1

tk = E An,
n=0

we find that
k=N-1

1
n=k n =k-1

i(&) = E [exp {i E A An - exp {i E Anon11 (12)
k=0 ZAk n=0 n

where

An = codan - ± coc .

Multiplying (12) by its complex conjugate we obtain
-1

IV 1( (1) )7 = 2Re1) 12

1 - exp iAkOk
1

k=0 Xk2

N-1 k-1

E (xi) fi E XA} exp{iE AA} (13)
k,8=0 XkX8 74=8+1 71=8
k>

n=k-1 n =k

exp i E Anon exp E ,

ii-s+i n=a

where Re ( ) denotes the real part.
At this point we must specify in more statistical detail the sets of

random vectors A = (AI , 02 , , AN) and = (A1 , A2 , , Xs). In
our original representation (3), the An's are the intervals between transi-
tions. We adopt the reasonable assumption that these intervals are in-
dependent. On the other hand the random variables An which are re-
lated to the amplitude an by (12) are not independent if we consider
only observable transitions. Clearly for observable transitions one in-
sists that an a_1 , and thus adjacent amplitudes are dependent. To
remedy this awkwardness in the analysis, we construct an alternate
random process with independent a's by admitting virtual transitions.
That is, we do not require that the signal change at every to given in the
sequence (1). We will show later how such a process, entirely equivalent
to the original, may be constructed. For the present, we shall merely
assume that the X.'s are independent.

For fixed N the average of (13) with respect to 0 and becomes
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(1 1171(co,T)12)A,), = 2Re I N

k , s N -1

+ E
k, 8=-0

k> s

/

exp

/exp iXA\

exp 2: E XA\
a -F1

XsX/,

XAn

A,Xk

E

k_,
exp E x14

8+,

xsxk

k

X8Xk

2153

(14)

The respective averages in (14) may be expressed in terms of the char-
acteristic function of A. A typical calculation yields

/ exp i E XA
8+1

AsXk
\\ Xs Xk s+n =1
/ 1 exp 2XA/

/ / II exp iXA,)
11=S-1-1 hi/
=k

X,Xk n=s+1
11 CA (Xn)/

1\ CA(X)\ Rea(x))x1h
x /x

(15)

where CA (X) = (exp (Ai) )A is the characteristic function of the random
variable A.

Using the same procedure as above on every term in (14) we obtain

(I 11-1(0),T) 12)4,), = 2Re [N (1 - A(x)
A2

((1 -C ,a(X)\2
A /

k>s

p
1

k -s - I
(Iii)
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where

P = (Co(X) )x 

Since p < 1, the series in (16) can be summed. If we designate the
average of N by N, divide (16) by T and take the limit as T -+ 00 such
that

v = lim (N77')

we obtain

rim 1T (1 1171(W,T) 12) A,1 N

(= 2vRe [1 - CA(X)\
A'-

/
where we made use of the identity

((1 - CA (X)))2 1

N- -11 NE
Pk-a-1

E (N - n)ri.
k,a=0 n=1
k> a

P1

(17)

We can repeat the identical operations on W2(w,T) in (9) that we
have just concluded on W1(co,T) and obtain an identical expression
except that w - co, in W1 will be replaced by w

Combining (17) with (9) and (6), we write down the positive image
spectrum as our general result, namely

G+(w) = A2v

Re 1 - cA(x)\
X2 /), 1 - (CA(A))),

((1 - xcA(x)),)21.
(18)

This result is general and applies when the choice of amplitudes is
made independently at every t. point. As remarked earlier, in a real
facsimile process the choice of amplitudes is constrained. If a transition
is to occur at every to point, the adjacent amplitudes must be correlated.
We now show that the real process can indeed be represented in terms of
independent amplitudes by the expediency of introducing virtual transi-
tions. We write down the following equality

n=N-1 n=N, -1

Eang,(t - t,,) _ bgA,(t - tnf)
=o =o

(19)
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The process on the left is the artificial process with independent an's and
&,'s, whereas the process on the right has the bn's correlated, as observa-
tion would require, and a different set of t''s representing the real process.
Clearly the two processes are equivalent if one can find a transformation
from the primed set of variables on the right to the unprimed set on the
left.

We observe the following characteristics of the two representations.
The representation on the right demands that a transition occur at every
t = t' for all n. To accomplish this b must be different from b_1, thus
restricting the choice of the bn's. The representation on the left admits
independent choices of the an's, thus giving rise to masking of some
transitions, since in fact, if a._1 = a there cannot be a transition at tn .

Furthermore, the set of 1''s is a proper subset of the set of tn's. To make
the representation on the left useful, we must find how the two parameter
sets transform. Toward this end define the following set of random
variables

X = f (an , an -1) = {1'0

for n = 1, 2, 3 .

Let P1 be the probability of obtaining a sequence of exactly jX's out
of N j taking on the value unity. Then the probability P(N) of
obtaining exactly N real transitions in T seconds in the process on the
left of (19) is

.1=

P(N) = EPN
i=o

an =
0,, X an-i

(20)

(21)

where f(N j) is the probability of exactly N j transitions in the
process on the left of (19 ). Equation (21) is a linear summand equation
from which we would like to find a suitable f() from the knowledge of
P() and Pi.

Not intending to make a general study of solutions of (21), one simple
solution is presented in the next section for the case of exponentially
distributed intervals A. In preparation for this discussion, we point out
that if an is a discrete multilevel random variable with equally likely
probabilities the set of random variables {X} in (20) is independent and
therefore P1 is the binomial probability distribution. To demonstrate
that indeed the set { X,, is independent we have to show that the condi-
tional probability distribution of Xn given Xn_1 does not depend onX,,-.1
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With this in mind consider the joint characteristic function C(wi , o.)2) of

X and X,a+1

C (wi , W2) = (exp +1,) Xn+1

= (exp 1 lw1J(a , )1  exp liw2f (an , +1)1),,_,,,,+,

From (20), fixing a and averaging first, over a+1 and then over a_1 , we

obtain

C (w1 , 022) = ((exp (a ,

 (exp ico2f , an -4-01).+i).

Since Pla =-- (1/31), 1 = 1, 2, , ill, independent of k we can
write the last equation as

(22)

k=M

C (wi , W2) = (11111) E (explicolf ,

k=1

 (exp liw2.1.(ilk , a+1)1).,

Now

(exp lic01,1( yk ,

and likewise

(exp lico2f(yk , (444)1 )a+,

(23)

(24)

.

=
1 exp Owl) ± 1 -mil) , (25)

1 1

=
exp (ic.02) + (1 - .

Since neither of the above averages under the summation sign in (24)
depend on k, the joint characteristic function C (coi , W2) = C (coi)C (w2)
which says that the random variables X and X_1 are independent
for all n. Clearly the above arguments still hold if a is allowed to
take on a continuum of values.

III. POISSON TRANSITIONS

As a special case we assume that the number N of t points in a fixed
interval T obeys the Poisson probability law; consequently the prob-
ability density of the intervals A between transitions is exponentially
distributed, namely

( - vA

NA) = veO

A 0
0 < 0. (26)
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The characteristic function of A is then

CA (X) = (exp iXA) = [v/ (v - iX)]. (27)

In particular it follows from (27) that

X =
v CA(X) - 1 (28)
i CA(X)

When (28) is substituted into (18) we obtain a very simple result for
the spectrum, namely

A2 [ (C A(X))), 1G+(w) = - Re (29)
1 - (C4(X))), '

where we made use of the fact that

CA(X) . 1\
1 - CA(X)A, "

which is purely imaginary.
For black and white transmission an = ±1 with equal probability,

and the spectrum reduces to

1 v 1

A2 2 - iXi 2 v - iX2G+(w) = Re (30)
v

1
1 1

2 I, - A1 2 v - A2_

where X1 = cod -w + we and X. = - cod -w + co, from (12). By algebraic
manipulation (30) is reduced to

P COd2
0+ ( CO = (31)

[wd2 (w
) 2]2 ± ,2(w wc)2 

We see from this expression that the spectrum falls off as the fourth
power of frequency. In a forthcoming section we shall present graphs of
the various spectra.

It is instructive to examine the physical meaning of the parameter v.
This parameter is the average number of transitions per unit time of the
virtual process. In fact the average number of transitions in the real
process is v[l - (1/M)], with the Poisson form of the density being
preserved. To show that this is so, we observe that a solution of (21) is
a Poisson probability distribution. In general, for M levels with Pr
[a = = 1/M, k = 1, 2, , M we have, from the previous section,

P- (N +j)! ( 1 )11 - 1)N
j!A r \M M
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If f (N j) is assumed to be

= e vv1V±.)
(N 3) !

we find from (21) that

P (N) = E fiisir + -
=.0

viNe-v ,

N!

(32)

(33)

where vi = v[1 - (1/M)]. Thus Poisson transitions with parameter
in the simple representation correspond to Poisson transitions with
parameter pi in the real process.

IV. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION

In this section we present graphical results for the case of Poisson dis-
tributed transitions. It is important to bear in mind the distinction be-
tween the parameters for the virtual transitions, with which the calcula-
tions are done, and the parameters of the real process, for which the
results are reported. Here, we shall reverse the convention of (19) and use
primes to distinguish "virtual" parameters. Frequency and fequency
deviation are normalized to the average transition rate, i.e.,

0,=M- 1a_M- 1 co-co,
M M

M - 1 - 1 wdK = - 
14I 111 Iry

The normalized characteristic function, with X defined as in (12), may
then be written as

1

1 - 27ri (a K' (3')

As our first example we consider a to be a discrete random variable
taking on the possible values 2n - (M + 1), n = 1, 2, , M with
equal probability (1/M). Using these facts

(C (a) )a = 2 (1 - i.Z7r0/ ) ire:, (36)

(34)

where

CA(a) =

1

n M
1

= M 1 ± 47r' (a,,K7 0')2

(35)
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1 "i41an
Y = /4 ,f='

-1 1 ,17r2 (a" -f /3- )2+

Nvliere we let an = 2n - (M + 1). Using (36) in (29) we obtain, for
the virtual process

PG-F(fti) 1-x
A2 (1 - + 1-2(20 - Kig)2 1(37)

and for the real process

PG.F(0) M - 1 vG+(3')
A2 M A2

(38)

We have plotted this normalized spectral density (38) as a function
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Fig. 1- Spectra for 2 -level FM FAX signals.
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of the normalized frequency 9 for several values of normalized frequency
deviation. Only the positive spectrum is shown since it is symmetrical
about the normalized carrier, /3 = 0.

The binary case is shown on Fig. 1. We note that these spectra con-
tain none of the spectral lines which appear with synchronous modula-
tion. There is, nevertheless, a tendency for the spectrum to be concen-
trated about the frequency ft = k/2. Unnormalized, this is w = co. ±
K7v.

Higher level cases, llf = 4 and 8, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respec-
tively. These are similar to the binary case except that they have M
levels and therefore M frequencies where concentration tends to occur.
These frequencies are approximately j3 = (2n - 1)K/2, n = 1, 2, ,

M /2.
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Fig. 2 - Spectra for 4 -level FM FAX signals.
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As a second example, we shall retain the Poisson distribution of transi-
tions times, but allow the amplitudes to be continuously distributed over
the interval [- r,r]. This is not true analog representation, but corre-
sponds to "sample -and -hold" operation with exponential holding times.
For this case the probability density of a is

P (a) = 1/2r, -r < a < r (39)

and the expected value of the characteristic function becomes

da(C)0 = -
2r P iCil - lOida

. v , v - iwo
=

zrcod v iw icodr
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Fig. 4 - Spectra for continuous distribution FM FAX signals.

Inserting this into (29) we obtain

G4_(#) R2 + (co 27rK)coo
A2 R2 (Vo 2rK)2 '

where

3.0 3.5 40

(41)

R = 1111-1 + (27r# irK)2T
Ll (270 7rK)4

(po = arctan (27rf3 - 71-K) - arctan (20 + 71-K).

The normalized frequency deviation K is now modified to include r,
namely

K = rwd/rv. (42)
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For this continuous case, spectra for various K are shown on Fig. 4.
The shape of these is very nearly rectangular, with height of 1/2K
and width of K/2, for the displayed positive spectrum.

Considering the above results, together with results from a previous
study on digital FM,' it is interesting to observe that in all the plots
the shape of the spectrum is approximately the same as the first order
probability density function of the baseband modulation process when
K is large, in accordance with the adiabatic theorem?
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Probability of Error for
Quadratic Detectors

By J. E. MAZO and J. SALZ

(Manuscript received July 28, 1965)

A procedure is presented for evaluating the performance of a general
class of digital detectors which square or multiply signal waves contaminated
by gaussian noise. In addition to simplifying and unifying the treatment
of a number of previously solved problems and some hitherto unsolved ones,
the method achieves a considerable advance toward a complete evaluation
of postdetection filtering. In contrast to most of the earlier related work,
which is typically restricted to filters described as accepting low -frequency
difference products and rejecting high -frequency sum products, the present
analysis offers a tractable inclusion of filters which do significant selective
processing of the detected low frequency signal and noise components.

A principal goal sought is the asymptotic form approached by the error
probability expressed as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio when the
latter is large. This is a primary region of interest in digital data trans-
mission over the telephone network, and the applicable results give a basis
for comparing performance of different systems. The mathematical problem
is one of calculating the probability that a quadratic form in a set of gauss-
ian variables with arbitrary means and variances will assume values
critically far removed from that obtained when each variable is at its mean.
The mean values represent signal contributions unperturbed by noise and
for good performance should dominate over the noise except at the tails of
the distribution. Concentration of attention on the infrequent large noise
peaks calls for an approach inherently different from the conventional
series expansions appropriate near the center of the distribution. The
results are of importance not only in detection theory but also in general
statistical analysis of rare events.

I. INTRODUCTION

A general class of data receivers have decision logic based on observing
at the output the sign of a quadratic form

2165
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q = E Q ='w; = w+Qw. (1)
i,J=1

Examples of such quadratic detectors and the reduction of their output
to the form (1) are given in Sections IV and V, and a schematic repre-
sentation in Fig. 1. Let it suffice for the present to say that the real
symmetric matrix Q is determined by the system filters, while the real
N -dimensional vector w and its transpose w+ are related to the received
signal plus noise.

During a considerable portion of this paper we shall be concerned
with the asymptotic evaluation of the probability of error for such
receivers when the noise is additive gaussian. To develop the tools

E IN (t)

F,

F2

F3
EouT (t)

Fig. 1- Model of the quadratic detector.

for this end, and also partly for general mathematical interest, Sections
II and III are devoted to the following general problem: Given that
the real gaussian vector w whose components have means iva and a
positive definite* covariance matrix M,

= ((w, - (w; - 'thi)) = , (2)

is such that the quadratic form ti3Qa is positive, what is the probability
P. that for small noise (i.e., that the wi have small variances) the quad-
ratic form (1) is negative? We refer to P. as the asymptotic probability
of error. Various special cases of this problem have been treated in
the literature; some references may be found in Section IV where we
reproduce and generalize some of these special results.

* Without any real loss 'of generality strict positive definiteness is assumed.
t As pointed out later our techniques may also be used to obtain the distribu-

tion function in certain regions, not only the probability of error.
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A systematic treatment of the general Problem has hitherto been
lacking. Progress has been inhibited due to the fact that the exact
probability distribution of arbitrary gaussian quadratic forms is too
complicated to be useful. Experience has shown that the curves for the
probability of error vs signal-to-noise ratio tend to be roughly parallel
for different data receivers and to be characterized sufficiently well by
their asymptotic slopes. We, therefore, do not strive to obtain exact
error rates but rather deal with asymptotic forms for large signal-to-
noise ratios. In other words, we will be concerned with the behavior of
the distribution on the tails of the density functions of our quadratic
forms. For high error rates or low signal-to-noise ratios, other approxi-
mations may be obtained by using various well-known moment series
such as the Edgeworth and Gram-Charlier expansions.

We show in Section V how our results may be used to attack the
problem of the distribution of the filtered response of a product detector.
It is primarily this consideration of postdetection filtering that has been
absent from earlier discussions. Finally in Section VI, a simple model
of a fairly representative class of quadratic detectors is analyzed in
some detail by means of a rapidly convergent expansion in prolate
spheroidal wave functions.

II. GENERAL ANALYSIS FOR QUADRATIC FORM

In the introduction we defined the problem of obtaining the prob-
ability of error for the quadratic form q. We approach this problem via
the characteristic function C (w) of (1), which is well known to be given
by'

exp i[e/11-1( / - 2ito111(2)-1115 - tb+111-1215]
C(w) (eiwq) -

Vdet (I - 2icoMQ

The symbol (  ), denotes the average with respect to q; "det" means
determinant and I is the identity matrix. Since /1f-' is the inverse of a
real symmetric and positive definite matrix, it itself has all of these
properties. We now note the following theorem:2 Let A and B be real
symmetric matrices, and further let A be positive definite. Then there
exists a real matrix S such that

SPAS =I (4)

SPBS = 0-2D, (5)

where D is some diagonal matrix and 0-2 is a positive parameter intro-
duced for later convenience.
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Equation (4) implies, in particular, that S-1 exists. If we identify A
with and B with Q, (4) and (5) tell us that we may write

M = ss+ (4a)

Q = (S±)-10-2DS-1. (5a)

If we substitute (4a) and (5a) into (3), and further introduce a new
real gaussian vector y by the linear transformation

Vet) (6)

we arrive at a simpler expression for the characteristic function, namely,

exp [Iry- - ig+g]C(w) = (7)
%/det (I - 2iwa2D)

The principal simplification is now that D is a diagonal matrix. We note
that

and

w+Qw = 0
2 y Dy

W
2 -y±T, -W = o--+Q-

(8)

(9)

We find it more convenient to deal with q when it is expressed in terms
of the variables yi .

The probability of error defined earlier may be expressed in terms of
the characteristic function by the formula

1 r C(w)
dwPr fq < 0) P, = - . (10)

The ie (e > 0) appearing in the denominator of the integrand and in
(10) is used to signify that in the complex co -plane, the contour of in-
tegration implied in (10) goes above the singularity at w = 0. Making
use of (7), we write (10) in more detail*

1 r- dw 1

27ri w ie
H (1 - 2/(00-2d,)

. 74)4;2
 ex p

)=1. 1 - 2icocr2cd

* Henceforth, we will not use bars to denote the mean of a random variable.
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1 dco 1

272 L. co iE
II (1 - nod; )
j =1

[ CO

N , ,
J

.2 -x-, U

 exp - Tri L,
-.4 i=i i.w+

di_

(12)

where cli is the jth element of the real diagonal matrix D. Equation (12)
follows from (11) by a simple change of variable. We observe in (12)
that the quantity 1/0-2 appears only in the exponent, and therefore we
may obtain an asymptotic expansion of P. valid for small a' by con-
sidering only the exponent. One will see in later sections that this
asymptotic result for small a.2 corresponds to the asymptotic result for
large signal-to-noise ratios.

Proceeding with the analysis of (12 ), we remark that the integrand
obviously falls off sufficiently rapidly at infinity to allow one to close or
distort the contour at infinity without changing the value of the in-
tegral. We further note the singularities of the integrand of (12). There
is a simple pole at w = 0 which has already been discussed. In addition
to the simple pole at w = 0, the exponent has simple poles at w = -i/d, ;
these all lie along the imaginary axis. Also at these points the denomina-
tor of the integrand has, in general, branch points due to the square
root. For doubly degenerate eigenvalues, the branch points become
simple poles.

We now concentrate our attention on performing the integration in
(12) for small cr2 by the saddle point method." To locate the saddle
points, let w = in, and consider the solutions to

- -, 11

cif, ,=, 1
t, -,-

di_

or

= 0, (13)

gel`

FGO = -E
1

= (14)
-T-

Consider F (n) defined by (14) and let n be real. We shall show that
there always exists a saddle point for positive n (w positive imaginary ),
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which occurs before the first singularity of the exponent on the positive
imaginary axis. * We separate the sum (14) into two parts

F(.)

2

yi y

-E di 7. di

dipos
2

d1neg

r 2

i
ft t + -

(15)

We note that when - (1/d1), F (n) is large and positive for di < 0
and F (n) is large and negative for di > 0. Also note that
F (0) = -Ediy! 0 by (9) and our assumption that the noise -free
signal is positive. Hence by continuity, there must be at least one ft >
0 for which F (a) = 0, which locates a saddle point for us. Clearly by
the monotonicity of the two parts of expression (15) there can be only
one such saddle point between the origin and the first singularity of the
exponent on the positive imaginary axis.

The relations in the complex co -plane described above are illustrated
in Fig. 2. The dotted line labeled L1 is the original contour of integration,
and the small circle labeled "S.P." is the (unique) saddle point on the
positive imaginary axis lying before the nearest singularity w = -i/di ,
di < 0, which has nonvanishing residue y: in the exponent of the inte-
grand. Also drawn on the imaginary axis in Fig. 2 are the branch cuts
of the denominator, indicated by the hatched bars in the figure. We
assume in this section (and Fig. 2 is so drawn) that the saddle point
occurs before the nearest singularity CO = i/d' on the positive imagi-
nary axis. t As discussed above, this is guaranteed to be the case if only
(Y')2 = 04

If the saddle point is situated as shown in Fig. 2, the contour may
then be shifted from the real axis (line L1 in Fig. 2) to a contour which
is a straight line parallel to the real axis and passing through the saddle
point (the line L2 in Fig. 2). The integrand drops off sufficiently rapidly
for large I co I

so that the ends of the contour connecting L1 and L2 (in
accordance with Cauchy's theorem) give no contribution. We will now,
for large signal-to-noise ratios (small a -s), approximate the integral
along the contour L2 by the contribution in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the saddle point. It is shown in the appendix that the magnitude

* This assumes that at least one of the di is negative with nonvanishing residue
yi2. We also, of course, are assuming that the quadratic form q in the absence of
noise is positive.

t For definiteness we have based our analysis on the assumption that the noise-
less signal is positive. We emphasize that the role of upper and lower half planes
would be interchanged if one assumed that the noiseless signal were negative.

$ We have used d' to denote that particular di which corresponds to the nearest
singularity on the positive imaginary axis; y' is the associated yi .
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Fig. 2 - Contours and singularities in the co -plane.
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of the exponential term in the integrand of (12) is a monotonically
decreasing function of w as one recedes from the saddle point on the
contour L2 , and therefore this saddle point evaluation is asymptotically
correct.3'4 One might also add that it can be shown that the contour L2
is in fact tangent to the path of steepest descent at the saddle point.

To obtain an explicit formula for our asymptotic evaluation of Pe
under these conditions, write (12) as

with

and

Pe = - 21 I g(z) exp - [.az) dz,

1 1

g(z) =
z - izd1)

1(z)
N o

Z

1=1

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Then, by a standard saddle point evaluation, we have

1 1 CI yi2
pe exp -1:72 E (19)-O.; I'Vll(1 + NJ) 1 'r ±

d;

where, to repeat, r is the smallest positive root of the equation

dz F==jr1-ir = 0. (20)

The notation f" (iF) in (19) means the second derivative of f (z) evalu-
ated at z = iF.

We finally wish to note that although we have concentrated in this
section on the evaluation of Pe , one could use entirely analogous tech-
niques to find an asymptotic expression for the probability PR that the
quadratic form q is less than some number K as long as K is less than
the value of q in the absence of noise. The analog of (10) is (for any
value of K)

1 fec C (W)P --twK
K =

27ri
e dc 0 . (21)

For a K satisfying the stated condition, the integrand in (21) possesses
a saddle point such that a discussion for asymptotically calculating P K
may be given which is entirely analogous to that already given for P P.
For a given a', the accuracy of such an approach will depend on K.

III. VANISHING OF CRITICAL RESIDUE IN UPPER HALF -PLANE

We wish, in this section, to review a particularly trivial example to
illustrate a violation of a condition necessary for the guaranteed ap-
plicability of our method, namely the nonvanishing of the residue as-
sociated with the nearest pole in the upper half -plane. In the example
we consider here, the exact answer can be obtained by a simple contour
integral. Consider the quadratic form

x3.2 - x22 x32 - x42, (22)

where the x's are independent gaussian variables, all with the same
variance cr2. Further, assume that x2 and 54 have zero means. Then the
characteristic function of z is

C(w) =
(1 - 2/(4)0.2)(1 2iwo-2) 

x 2 + 532
exp iw 21 - 2icocr (23)
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The contour integral implied in (10) may be closed in the upper half -
plane to yield immediately by exact methods

2[P. = lex xi- ± X3 (24)p
40-2

The exponent in (24) is simply obtained by evaluating the exponent in
(23) at the singularity w = i/2o2 in the upper half -plane. Now consider
instead the expression

Z2 = Z1 + E X2n-F12 E-X2n2
n=2 n=2

(25)

where z2 in the absence of noise is assumed positive, the additional
gaussian variables are assumed to have variances which are less than
0.2, and the variable x2, (n > 3) with smallest variance has nonvanishing
mean. The exponent [- f (iy Val for the characteristic function of z2
as one travels up the positive imaginary axis appears as in Fig. 3, where
we have written w = iy. Two situations are clearly possible. First yo <
1/20.2; in this case the contour of integration for (10) may be distorted
to pass through the saddle point, and the previous discussion then ap-
plies. Since x22 + x42 = 0 this could not be guaranteed a priori. The
second case is yo > 1/20.2; in order to distort the contour to pass through
the saddle point in this situation, one must first sweep the contour past
the singularity at w = i/20.2. Since this singularity is, for the present
case, only a simple pole, the result of pushing the contour past is simply
to pick up the residue of this pole. As an asymptotic answer one then
has this residue plus the saddle point contribution. However, it is clear
from Fig. 3 that the residue term (recall yo > 1/20.2) has a less negative

0
yo

y

Fig. 3 - Behavior of exponent discussed in section III.
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exponent, and thus in the limit of large signal-to-noise ratio will be ex-
ponentially dominant over the saddle point. If, for this second case, one
has instead one or more branch points before the saddle point, the
analysis is not as simple, but realizing that one may distort up to the
first singularity (which, of course, has vanishing residue in the expo-
nent), and keeping in mind Fig. 3, one might argue that the exponential
behavior for this case is determined by the value of the exponent evalu-
ated at the nearest singularity in the upper half -plane.

IV. SIMPLE COMMUNICATION APPLICATION

In this section we apply our saddle point technique to a number of
problems whose asymptotic forms have appeared previously in the
literature with derivations based on techniques different from ours.
The reproduction of previous results helps to establish confidence in
our methods, and arrives at these answers in a more straightforward
manner than previously.

The problems considered here may all be put into the form where
u12 u22 - v12 - v22 u2 - v2. (26)

That is, q is the difference of the squared lengths of two two-dimen-
sional gaussian vectors. We let the variance of both components of the
vector u be equal to 0-22 and of both those of v equal to 012. Further, all
components are independent. We shall see later that analysis of binary or
multilevel FM using discrimination detection and differential detection
of FM9 reduces to this case with, in general, 0.1 o2 , while the analysis
for differential phase modulation is also of this form, with ai = 0-2 .

The characteristic function for q defined by (26) is simply

exp ?
[ u

21 - 2icocr2 1 ± 2icocr
v2

2

C(w) = (27)
(1 - 21wcr22) (1 + 2ico0-12)

and the probability of error is

Pe =

where

co
exp

20-12 [6) - iA A2 (
v

1 f' do) A - , (28)

(co - iA) (6.) ± Ai)
27ri L. w ie

U2

A = 0-2/0-1 . (29)
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Letting, again, w =

yo

DETECTORS ERROR PROBABILITY

iy, we find that the saddle point of interest

= A u2 AY - uv(1 A)2

2175

is at

(30)
u2 - A4v2

Using (19), we then obtain for the probability of error*

1 0-1 1 (u - A2v)(u AA))

1/27T 1/1 ± A2 "Viin 111,2 ± A2v2 - uv(1 + A2)1
(31)

exp (u -v)2
[20-12(1 +

We might note in passing that if one has two independent N -dimensional
gaussian vectors uN and vN and if all the components, of uN (vN) are
independent and have the same variance 0-22(012), then the probability
of error for the difference of the square of these vectors, uN2 - vN2, will
have different multiplicative factors from these in (31) but the expo-
nent in (31) will still be correct when u and v are reinterpreted to be the
lengths of the vectors uN and vN , respectively. The result (31) and its
generalizations for higher dimensions may also be viewed as giving the
asymptotic form of the cumulative probability distribution for the
doubly noncentral F -distribution. Exact, but not very transparent,
formulas this have recently been published by Price.'

Analysis of the error performance of binary FM and differential phase
modulation leads one to consider the probability that the inner product
q of two independent 2 -dimensional gaussian vectors, a and g,

q= 2a g (32)

is negative when the inner product of the means is positive.".8 Here
again the components of each vector are independent, and those of a
have the same variance and those of g have possibly a different variance.
However, it is clear that multiplication of (32) by a positive constant
can adjust these two variances to be identical (with appropriate ad-
justment of the means) without affecting the probability of error.
Hence, it suffices to choose the variances to be equal to the same con-
stant 0-2. Further, introduce

u = (a + 1/2

v = (a - ,

so that

(33)

* If we write (31) as Pe = f (it,v,tr bcr 2), then, if the noisefree form (26) is nega-
tive, the probability Pe' that q is positive is Pe' = -f .
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u2 v2. (34)

The conditions assumed in the derivation of (31) are satisfied by (34),
and in particular we have

2 - 2 2

0-1 0-2 = a . (35)

Equation (31) for the probability of error then simplifies to
1 u v [ (u-v)2

Po 2V7,- Vuv u - v
exp (36)

4a2

By making extensive use of (33), it is readily verified that our expres-
sion (36) for the asymptotic (large S/N) probability of error for q
defined by (32) is identical with the expression given in Bennett and
Davey,' (9-56 ). The considerably more complicated form of the Bennett -
Davey result is solely due to the fact that they express their answer in
terms of variables a and g instead of u and v.

We now consider another application of our formula (31), namely to
the analysis of errors in multilevel FM data transmission using dis-
crimination detection. In this application, one is concerned with the
probability that the instantaneous frequency 4' is in error, where 4' is
given in terms of in -phase and quadrature components, x (t) and y (t)
respectively, by the equatioe'n

xg y±
(37)x2 + y2

The quantities x, y, g are gaussian variables with arbitrary means,
. 2,

and with variances equal to 0-2, 0.2, 0-6-2 respectively. We also use the
notation

R2 y2

RE = xt yy.
(38)

Suppose for the noise -free situation 4/ > z. It is of interest in the multi-
level situation to know the probability P that 4' < z in the presence of
gaussian noise. To put this problem into a form to which (31) is directly
applicable, we made use of the following chain of equalities:

P = Pr[i 6 z] = Pr[ ii - z < 0]
= Prk (g - zx) y (-- - zy) 0]

= Pr[xa yb 5 0],
where

a = 1c(?) - zx)

b = zy),

and k is any positive constant.

(39)
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We define

211 = x + a

u2 = b

2177

vl = x - a
v2 = y - b

and further choose lc so that

k2 =

(40)

(41)
z2

+ 02,

where

2P = -7;
6"

(42)

Then we see that

P= Pr (u12 u22 v12 v22
0) (43)

where the set of variables (u1 , u2 , vl , v2) are all independent (due to
this choice of k) and further,

2 0..22 o2
(1 - kz)2 + L2 _!22 = 022 (44a)

Qv12 = Q 22 = 0.2 (1 kz)2 + n2 = ,2cr (44b)

It is useful to write u2 = u12 u22 and v2 = v12 + v22 in terms of the
original FM variables. Using (37) - (40), we find that

262=R2 11 z -1

v2 = R2 1 -kz11 - 1)1

(45a)

(45b)

A convenient simplification results if we restrict ourselves to constant
amplitude FM waves, i.e., R = 0. For this specialization we have

u = R[l k(lk - z)] (46a)

1
if k - z) < 1v = R 1 z) (46b)

k - z ) - 1 if k(%b - z) > 1.

If we set z = 0, we immediately have that k = a/a, a12 =a22 = 2a2, and,
distinguishing the two cases in (46b), (46) and (31) reproduce exactly
(38) and (39) of Ref. (6).
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Equations (46) and (31) together provide general formulas for the
asymptotic evaluation of multilevel FM.

V. GENERAL QUADRATIC DETECTOR

In this section we consider the probability of error for the filtered
response of the product detector given in Fig. 1 when the noise input is
white gaussian. The signal s (t) plus the added noise n (t) is divided into
two branches, each of which has a filter (denoted by F1 and F2 for the
two branches). The outputs of these filters are multiplied and the
product is passed through the filter F3 , whose output is the final system
output. This product detector is a generalization of the square -law
detector considered by Kac and Siegert,12 and by Emerson.° We first
parallel Emerson's treatment and express the problem as in expression
(1), except now N = 00 .

One familiar with Refs. 12 and 13 will not be surprised that the results
amount to solving an integral equation, one which there is little hope
of solving in practice. Therefore, we feel that an important point is
made when we show in the next section that for a particular model of
considerable practical interest, one can effectively approximate the
system function by a kernel of finite rank, expressible in terms of known
functions; the functions we have in mind for this purpose are the pro-
late spheroidal wave functions.' We wish to emphasize that although
the results of earlier sections are applied here, we regard the rapidly
converging approximations to the system function as important in the
treatment of this problem.

Following Emerson, let h (t) be the impulse response of the ith filter.
Then the output at time 1, Emit (0, may be written in terms of the input
wave

as

Ein(t) = s(t) n(t) (47)

Emit(t) = f f du th Ein(t - u)g(u,v)Ein(t - v)

where the system function g (u,v) is given by

(48)

00

g(u,v) = f fi(u - z).1.3(z)f2(2) - z)dz. (49)

One can immediately see from (49) that if the filters F1 and F2 are
not identical, then g (u,v) is not a symmetric function of u and v. How-
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ever, it is apparent from (48) that if we write the identity

g ,v) = i[g (u,v) g (v,u)] (u,v) - g (v,1 C) (50)

then when (50) is used in (48), the second term in (50) gives no con-
tribution, and we have

Ennt(t) = if du dv Ein(t - u)G(u,v)Ein(t - v),

where

(51)

G (u,v) = i[g (u,v) g (v,u)]. (52)

The kernel G (u,v) is now hermitian, and all its eigenvalues are guaran-
teed to be real; we also assume that G is square integrable. If X denotes
its nth eigenvalue and con (t) its nth eigenfunction, then we may write
the well-known operator result *

G (u,v) = ZXMOn (U)ion (V). (53)

Ennt(t) = MXnen2 (t), (54)

en(t) = f .con(v)E in(t - v) dv . (55)

Upon using (47) and the fact that n(t) represents white gaussian noise
with correlation function

(n (t)n (t' )) = (t - t'), (56)

and suppressing the t -dependence in (55), we see that the en are in-
dependent gaussian variables with variances given by

var {en} = No . (57)

The probability Pe may now, in accordance with Section II, be written
as

=
1 r dw 1

1 v. went
(58)

27ri L. 0, ie - icoX

exp
2-Ao co i/Xn

* We assume without loss of generality that the ion(t) are real.
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or

exp
[ 1

Pe
-O N° 1 1 2No " (59)

1/27 Yo 'VII (1 + yoX) V-f"(y0)
In (59) we have written

2
Onen2

(Y) = y -rel/Xn 4"d 1 ±

and yo is determined by

(60)

f(yo) = 0. (61)

We will pay particular attention to the function f (y), since it is this
function which determines the exponential behavior for large S/N. We
note that in terms of the system operator G (60), which defines the
function f(y), may be written

±
yGyG (62)

where we use the usual notation (a,b) for the inner product of two vec-
tors in Hilbert space. In (62) we have used s to denote the vector
s (t - v), t fixed. If one knew explicitly the resolvent operator (1 + yG)-1
appearing in (62), one might perhaps calculate the required integrals in
(62) and search for the maximum of this function of y, thus determining
yo which is implicitly a functional of the signal s. In general, however,
approximation methods must be used.

Before mentioning some approximation schemes, we would like to
demonstrate an interesting result. The saddle point yo is determined by
(61), or, using (62), we have the implicit relationship

(s,
1 yG

G

± 1/00)2

'

G

yo -

Thus, from (62) and (63),

G2
f(Yo) =

2

(s)
(I ± MG )2

or

(63)

(64)
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(s,Ks)2
(s,K2s) '

where

K -G
1 + yoG

Now clearly,

(65)

(66)

.f(Yo) = (8'/(8)2
(s,$)(Ks,Ks)

= (s< (67)
(s,K2s) = (Ks,Ks) ,$)

by hermiticity of K and Schwarz's inequality. Thus, if the signal energy
E = (s,$) is fixed, the best performance would be achieved if (1/E)f (yo)
= 1, provided that this is possible. Certainly the equality in (67) is
satisfied if s is an eigenfunction of K, and hence of the system function
G, and at first glance this would appear to be an optimizing solution.
However, such a solution violates the necessary condition that the
function f (y) have poles at the nearest eigenvalue for both positive and
negative y, and hence our basic relation (65) does not hold for such a
choice of s. In fact, under the assumptions for which (65) was derived,
no function s, subject to the constant energy constraint, will yield a
stationary value for the exponent (65).* In fact, it is not difficult to
convince oneself that the best function s to take (for a positive output)
is the eigenfunction vo with the largest positive eigenvalue. Note that
(65) is not applicable here. However, the exponent may be estimated
according to the discussion of Section III to be

X+

= 2 )7:
(68)

1 + A+

where X+ (X_) is the positive (negative) eigenvalue of G with largest
magnitude. If X+ is large compared with I X_ I, the equality in (67) may
be approached (note e12 = (s,$)) for positive pulses. However, for
negative pulses the factor in the exponent will be

1 +
x+

(69)

* Even though the exponent is a function of ye which implicitly depends on s
this dependence can be ignored in a first -order variation because of (61).
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and will become arbitrarily bad. Thus, if one wants symmetry between
positive and negative pulses, one must take X+ and X. to have essen-
tially the same magnitude, leading to a result that is a factor of two
worse than suggested by the equality in (67). We might point out that
the value of the exponent that would be obtained if the equality in
(67) held, is the same as that for the probability of error for an ideal
correlator, the optimum detector for this binary situation. Since, as
just described, the optimum binary scheme here uses orthogonal sig-
nals, the factor of two worse than ideal binary correlation detection is
not surprising. Since the ideal binary system (again a correlator) for
orthogonal signals also gives an exponent worse by a factor of two, no
exponent could be better.

VI. EXAMPLE OF QUADRATIC DETECTOR

A particular specialization of the general quadratic detector given
schematically in Fig. 1 is a differential detector. By this term we shall
mean that the filters F1 and F2 in Fig. 1 are identical except that F2
in addition to representing the channel as F1 does, has a delay of one bit
interval. The filter F3 is a low-pass filter. We treat the simplified base -
band case where F1 is an ideal low-pass filter with cutoff tl rad/s., and
F2 is identical to F1 except for a delay T1 , and finally the postdetection
filter F3 is an ideal integrator with integration time T seconds. The
analysis is also relevant to the situation where F1 and F2 are bandpass
filters, symmetrical with respect to some carrier frequency, provided
one neglects the double carrier -frequency terms at the input to F3 .

We begin by considering first the alternative version of the output
(51), namely

Eout (t) = i[ (sd gs) (s ,Osd)i, (70)

where in (70) we have for convenience included the delay T1 directly
in the signal rather than in the system function, and have denoted the
delayed version of s by sd . In (70), g denotes the system function for
two identical filters F1 and F2 . Equation (49) now reads

T/2 sin E2 (u - z) sin S2 (v - z)
0(u,v) = dz. (71)f-T12 7r(U z) r(v - z)

We would like to evaluate the integral for u and v on the entire real line.
We shall first present a formal evaluation for u and v both restricted to
the interval (- T/2, T/2), and shall then invoke analytic continuation
to claim that this restriction on the evaluation of (71) can be dropped.
Let V/. (t) be the prolate spheroidal function normalized to unity in the
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infinite interval, and hence to X. on the interval (- T/2, T/2). Also
let O.' (t) be the same function normalized to unity on the interval
(- T/2, T/2) and hence to 1/X, on the infinite interval. The functions

(t) satisfy the equation14
T/2 sm SZ (u - z) (z) dz = (u), (72)

-T/2 7r(U z)

where the eigenvalues X. are real and positive, and on (z) satisfy the
identical equation. On the Hilbert space of square -integrable functions
on the interval (- T/2, T/2), it then follows that we may write

Therefore,

or

sin St (u - z) kx
\

A tiViril 01, 111'n' lZ
ir(U z) 11=0

oo co r T/2

g(U)V) = E E xnx,ok.'(u)o.:(v) 4/7:(z)11/,'(z) dz,
n=0 m=0 -T/2

(73)

7 (u,v) = E x2'(1/),/(v). (74)
11=0

Reinterpreting (74) to hold on the infinite interval, we have finally
00

(t,v) = E X1,1'(u)1frn(v).
n=0

(75)

Rewriting (70) as

Eout = -1[(s,U+(Ti)gs) (s,gU(Ti)s)], (76)

where U(T1) represents the unitary operator of time translation by
amount T1 , and comparing (76) with (51), we see that the symme-
trized system function G(u,v) is given by

G(u,v) = Z E xokn(tt + T1)1/n (v)
(77)

E xnik. (u )0. (v + 711).
n

Important simplifications in the result (77) obtain when one makes use
of the fact that the X,0 tend to zero rapidly after a few terms. Thus, one
would expect that the infinite sum for the system function (77) may be
effectively truncated after a few terms, and the problem of finding the
resolvent kernel (1 + yG)-1 in (62) is thereby reduced to inverting a
finite dimensional matrix. The rapidity with which the X. decrease
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depends on the parameter'' c = OT/2. Some fairly typical situations
correspond roughly to c = 7 and T1 = T. The first six eigenvalues for
c = 7r, which are 0.981, 0.749, 0.243, 0.025, 0.001, r-,,10-5, illustrate this
behavior well. Furthermore, it usually happens that the shape of the
signal during the integration time of the filter, i.e., the pulse shape,
bears a great deal of resemblance to 1L0 (t), which one may crudely
visualize as having a (sin t)/t shape. This tends to emphasize the n = 0
term in (77) even more. Hence we should not be far wrong if we simply
write (for Ti = T )

G (u,v) = ixoPo + T )1,1/0(v) + 1X011/0 (u)11/0 (v T ), (78)

or equivalently if we define
r T/2

e = 1P0(11)11/0(U T) du,
-7/2

we have that

G(u,v) X0(1 e) [tko(u) itio(u T) 1/'0(v) 1,to(v T)

2 V2(1 + 6) V2(1 + 6)

X0(1 - 6) [tfro(u) - IP0(u T - L'o(v T )1

2 V2(1 - E) V2(1 - E)

The latter form (80) explicitly exhibits the eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions to this approximation. For T1 = T, 6 is quite small and in the
spirit of our approximation may be neglected. We note in closing that
we have found the representations (78) through (80) extremely useful
in evaluating the effects of an added external tone on differential phase
detection of a signal accompanied by gaussian noise. We emphasize that
the dependence of the degradation on the frequency of the tone in such
a problem is strongly influenced by the presence of the postdetection
filter and hence its inclusion (aside from its role of selecting only differ-
ence frequencies) was essential. This, in fact, motivated much of the
present work.

(79)

APPENDIX

Proof of Monotonicity of Exponent on the Contour

The function of interest is

(80)

N 2

exp [- f (w)/cr21= exp
zo- 3-1 i 1' (81)

w + -
di
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If we let w = x id' with x real and with the saddle point occurring at
w = ir, we have on the contour L2

f 1 Yi [x F
i( ± (7-j)j

2 2 ,-, 1 Vi

exp 1-,f ( co) / 0-2 1 i = exp --7,
d).) ,

Therefore, it is sufficient for us to prove for those j such that y,52 0, that

.r- + I' (I1 + di)
r (I'

+
,--)

a i

1 1

X- +
1 )2 ,

F +
(T;

which in turn amounts to showing

(82)

(83)

1

> 0. (84)
1

Now, if we merely recall that F > 0, then the inequality is obviously
true for d5 > 0. If we also recall that if d; < 0 then (-1)/d5 > F, (84)
obviously holds for d1 < 0.
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Optimum Reception of M-ary Gaussian
Signals in Gaussian Noise

By T. T. KADOTA
(Manuscript received May 28, 1965)

The problem of optium reception of M-ary Gaussian signals in Gaussian
noise is to specify, in terms of the observable waveform, a scheme for deciding

among M alternative mean and covariance functions with minimum error
probability. Although much literature on the problem exists, a mathemati-
cally rigorous solution has yet to appear. By formulating the problem as
optimum discrimination of M Gaussian measures in function space in-
duced by the mean and covariance functions, this paper presents such a

solution.
Let mk (t) and rk(s,t), k = 1, , M, be the alternative mean and

covariance functions of the Gaussian signal, and let mo(t) and ro(s,t) be
the mean and covariance functions of the Gaussian noise. If, for each k=

1, , M, the integral equations,

fro(s,t)gk(s) ds = nik(t)

and

ff ro(s,u)hk(u,v)[ro(v,t) rk(v,t)] du dv = rk(s,t),

admit a square -integrable solution gk (t) and a symmetric, square -integrable

solution hk(s,t), then the following decision scheme is optimum: given an

observable waveform x (t),
choose mk (t) and rk (s,t) if I k (x) is the largest among all I i(x),

j-1,...,117,
where 1 k is defined by

Ik(x) = if x(s)hk(s,t)x(t) ds dt f x(t)fk(t) dt ck

in which
2187
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fk(t) = gk(t) -f hk(s,t)[mo(s) mk(s)] ds

and ck is a constant determined by the mean and covariance functions
mo (t), mk (t), ro(s,t) and rk (s,t) as well as the a priori probability associated
with mk (t) and rk (s,t).

The first section introduces and defines the problem and the second pre-
sents the solution with pertinent discussions while a precise mathematical
treatment is left to the appendix.

I. INTRODUCTION

Before we formulate the general problem of optimum reception of
M-ary signals in noise, let us review a simplified version of the classical
problem: optimum reception of M-ary sure signals in Gaussian noise.
Suppose there are M sure signals mk(t), = 1, , M, with a priori
probabilities ak , 0 < ak < 1 and E lk!Li ak = 1, for transmission. The
received waveform x (t) consists of one of these M signals and an addi-
tive Gaussian noise rt (t), i.e.

x(t) = mk(t) n (t).

In order to simplify the problem, we "represent" the signals and noise
by certain finite sequences m--kl ; , Mkn k = 1, , M, and n1 , ,

n respectively. * Then the representing sequence x1 , , x. of the
received waveform is given by

Xi = ni I i = 1,  ,n. (1)

It is assumed that the signal sequences are linearly independent vectors
in an n -dimensional space Rn while the elements, n1 , , n of the
noise sequence are statistically independent, identically distributed
Gaussian variables with mean zero and variance one. The task of the
receiver is to observe the received sequence x1, , x. and to decide
which one of M signal sequences must have been transmitted. For each
possible erroneous decision, there is an associated probability, and the
average of all these probabilities weighted by the a priori probabilities
is the so-called (average) error probability. Then, the problem of
optimum reception in this simplified form is to specify in terms of the
observable sequence x1, , x a scheme for choosing the value of the
index k such that the error probability is minimum over all possible
decision schemes.

* These sequences may be regarded as the sample values of the waveforms or
the Fourier coefficients of certain orthonormal expansions of the waveforms.
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Now, from the assumption concerning the noise sequence, the joint
probability density function of n1 , , n is

( " ,
po (v1 , , 11) = (2,r)-(n12) exp - 1

,,- E vi- . (2)
z i=i

Hence, through the use of the relation (1), the joint density function of
xl , , x, becomes

[pk(vi , , v) = (27r)-(ni2) exp - 0- E (v, - ink4)2 . (3)
..-., ,=,

Note that since the observable sequence is a point in Rn , a decision
scheme in terms of it is equivalent to a division of Rn into M non -over-
lapping regions Al , , A m so that k = j is chosen if (x1 , , x.)
belongs to Ai. Then, the error probability associated with such a
division (Ai , , A m) is given by

Pe = 1 - E ak
k=1

which can be rewritten as

Pe = 1 - [E
R k=1

fPA('' , v) dvi dvn ,
AA

XAk(v1 ii. )afrPk(Pi , , P) (ivi dvn , (4)

where XA,, is the indicator function of the set Ak k = 1, , M. Clearly,
Pe is minimum over all divisions if the integrand in the above is maxi-
mum at every point (vi , , v) in R . This can be achieved by
arranging a division (A1 , , Am) so that, in the region Ak , the akpk
with the same index is the largest among all alp' , , a mpm . Namely,
the region with index k consists of a set of points at which akpk is the
largest. If more than one akpk is the largest at the same point, that
point is to be assigned to the region whose index is the smallest of all
those k's so that all the regions remain disjoint. That is, a division

, , gm) of Rn specified by

gk = 1 (pl Pn): akPk(v1, , v.) > a3pi(vi , , v.),

j < k,
akpk(vi , , v,,) a JP! 1 , lin))

j > k

is the division which minimizes Pe . Or the optimum decision scheme is
the following:

(5)
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Given an observable sequence (x1 , ,. x), choose the mini-
mum value of k for which akpk (x1 , , x) is maximum as a
function of k. *

Now by expanding the exponent in (3),

1 %---,n 2 + x- - ,(1akpk (.2'1 , , a' 7i) = ak exp - ,,- 1 xi 2 ximk i - 0- _, mk i
z i=1 i=i ..'a i = 1

Since the first sum in the bracket is common to all akpk , if we put

1 n
= E XiMki E mk? + log ak

z (6)

then the optimum decision scheme is equivalent to choosing the mini-
mum value of k for which Ik is maximum.

In the special case of "equi-probable and equi-energetic" transmitted
signal sequences, i.e.

ai =  = a m and 2 2mii =  = E 7

i=1

ik can be effectively replaced by its first term, i.e. E7-1 ximki . In other
words, the optimum decision scheme in this case consists in performing
correlation of the observable sequence with M signal sequences and
choosing the smallest of the k values corresponding to the largest
correlation sums. t

In the general problem of optimum reception of M-ary Gaussian
signals in Gaussian noise, the observable waveform (received waveform)
x (t) is expressed by

x (t) = yk(t) n(t)

where y k (t) is one of M possible Gaussian signals which are character-
ized by mean and covariance functions just as n(t) is. We assume that
each Gaussian signal is statistically independent of the noise and it
cannot be detected "perfectly" in the presence of this noise.t Again, the
task of the receiver is to observe the waveform x (t) for a finite time,
say 0 < t 1, and to decide which one of M Gaussian signals must have
been received. Then, by defining the error probability as before, the
problem of optimum reception becomes that of specifying, in terms of the

* That is, suppose for a given (xi , , x,,), akpk(xi. , , x) as a function
of k assumes its maximum at k = ki , , k, where k < < lc; . Then, we
choose k = kl.

t For classical references, see Refs. 1 and 2.
This is the assumption of "non-singular detection". A necessary and suffi-

cient condition of non-singular detection is given by (13) in Appendix.
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observable waveform x (t), a scheme for choosing the index k such that
the error probability is minimum over all possible decision schemes.

One mathematical idealization of the above problem is the following:
Let yt , 0 t 1.} be a Gaussian process whose mean and covariance
functions are one of M possible pairs of ink (1), 0 < t < 1, and rk (8,0 ,
0 < s, t < 1, k = 1, , M, where mk (t) and rk (s,t) are assumed to be
continuous. * Similarly, let {nt , 0 -5_ / :5- 1} be a Gaussian process whose
mean and covariance functions are mo (t), 0 =< t :5_ 1, and ro(s,t), 0
s,t < 1, where mo(t) is assumed to be continuous while ro(s,t) is positive -
definite as well as continuous. It is further assumed that lye , 0 < t
and Int , 0 t < 11 are mutually independent for every k = 1, , M.
Now define a new process { xt , 0 t < 1} by x, = ye + ne . Then, from
the mutual independence assumption, the mean and covariance func-
tions of fxe , 0 t 11 are one of M possible pairs of mo (t) mk (t)

and ro (s,t) -1- rk(s,t), k = 1, , M. Let Pk k = 1, , M, be the
Gaussian (probability) measure corresponding to the pair mo +
ink (t) and ro(s,t) rk(s,t), and let Po be the one corresponding to mo (t)
and ro(s,t). It is assumed that mo (t), mk (t), ro(s,t) and rk (s,t) are such
that the two measures Po and Pk are equivalent, i.e. Po = Pk k = 1,

, M .t Denote by Hk and ak , k = 1, , M, the hypothesis and
a priori probability that mk (t) and rk (s,t) are the pertinent mean and
covariance functions of {ye , 0 1}. Let x (I) be the sample function
of {st , 0 t S 1). Then, specification of the decision scheme amounts
to dividing the space SZ of all sample functions x (I) into M disjoint sets,
Al , , A M , so that, if x (t) E Ak , then Hk is to be chosen. Moreover,
the error probability associated with such a division (or a decision
scheme) is given by

Pe = 1 - E akPi (AO. (7)
k=1

Thus, the problem of optimum reception is to specify in terms of x (t)
such a division of 52 that its associated error probability is minimum over
all possible divisions.

Unlike the previous simple case, the sample (the observable) in this
general case is the sample function x (0 of the Gaussian process Ixe , 0
I :5_ 11 instead of the sample sequence x1 , , x. of the finite sequence
of Gaussian variables. Thus, the sample space which is to be divided
into M non -overlapping regions, is the function space SZ instead of the
n -dimensional sequence space R . Hence, we no longer have at our

* Note: rk(s,t) = Ekl(x, - nik(8))(x, - mk(1))1, k = 1, ,111.
t This corresponds to the assumption of non-singular detection.
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disposal the joint density functions pk (vi , , v), k = 1, , M,
through which the optimum decision scheme is constructed. Neverthe-
less, there exists a certain generalization to this basic approach. Note
from (2) that po (Pi , , v,) > 0, - < vi < 00 , i = 1, , n. Hence,
(4) can be rewritten as

fien[k=i
, ,v,, akPe = 1 - E xA (pi ) Pk(v1' \ Po vi , V n)

P00,1 , , vn

X dVi  dv..
Then, the optimum division of R. is specified in terms of ak[pk (x1 , ,

x)/po(xi, , x.)] instead of akpk(x1, , x.), though the two are
obviously equivalent. Now, in the general case where the sample space
is Si instead of R. , the likelihood ratio pk (x1 Xn)/P0(X1 Xn)
is replaced by its generalized version dPk/dPo , the Radon-Nikodym
derivative (of Pk with respect to Po), which is a function of x (t), and
po (vi , , )41  dv. is replaced by dPo . Thus, the error probability
in the general case can be expressed as

P. = 1
fM

xAk ak dPo
dPk

x

)]
°(

where (A1 , , AM) is a nonoverlapping division of St. Then an opti-
mum division of (a, which is analogous to (5 ), can be specified by
cx (dPk/dP0),k = 1, , M, and dPk/dPo can in turn be expressed in
terms of certain functionals of x (t).

II. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The foundation for solution of the general problem stated in the
preceding section consists of the two following facts:34

(i) If two Gaussian measures Po and Pk are equivalent for each k =
1, , M, then there exists random variables dPk/dPo so that the
optimum division (S1 , , SM) of the sample space St can be specified
by

dP k dPi
Sk = {X(t): ak (X) > aj ciTD0

.

(X), < k;

dPk dP,
ak d -P -0(x) a3 d-P-0(x),

.

> k

(ii) If the integral equations

ro(s,t)gk(s) cis = ink( I),

(8)

0 t 1, (9)
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and

1.1 1.1

Joro(s,u)hk(u,v)fro(v,t)
rk(v,t)] du dv = rk(s,t),

J (10)

0 s,t 1,

have a square -integrable solution gk (t) and a symmetric, square -inte-
grable solution hk (s,t) respectively, * then

dPk
dPo o

1 f
0

(x) = ,-exp [ [x(s) - mo(s) - mk(s)[hk(s,t)

[x(t) - mo(t) - mk(t)] ds dt (11)

f[x(t) - mo(t) - lmk(t)]gk(t) dti,
for almost all sample functions under all hypotheses Hk k = 1, , M,
where i3k-' = 11001 X1(k) and xi(k) > 0, i = 1,2, , are the eigenvalues
of the operators Ro-1(Bo Rk)Ro- and Ro and Rk are integral operators
whose kernels are ro (s,t) and rk (s,t) respectively.

Then, upon combination of (i) and (ii), the optimum decision
scheme can be specified as follows:

Choose the minimum value of k for which Ik is maximum
where

1k =
1 fif .r( s)hk(s,t)x(t) ds dt f x(t)fk(t) dt
-., 0 0

[m()(8) + in kW] hk (s,t) [m0(1) mk(t)]dsdt

-f Imo(t) + 1 mk(t)] gk(t) dt + log ak 01,1,

(12)

in which fk (t), k = 1, , M, are defined by

fk (t) = gk(t) -
JQ

hk(s,t)[mo(s) mk(s)] 6/8, 0 t < 1.

Needless to say, the condition for the above decision scheme to be
optimum is the existence of such gk (I) and hk (s,t), k = 1, , M, as
described in (ii). It should be remarked that the existence of gk (t)

* If such solutions exist, they are necessarily unique. It should be remarked
that square -integrability of h(s,t) is in the sense of

10(s,t)ds dt < 00.
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and hk (s,t) implies that Po and Pk are equivalent for each k. That is, if
these gk (t) and hk (s,t) exist, then none of the Gaussian signals
can be detected perfectly in the presence of noise n (t).

Physical interpretation of the above optimum decision scheme is
straightforward, at least in principle. Suppose given mo(t), mk (t), ro(s,t)
and rk (s,t), k = 1, , M, are such that the integral equations (9) and
(10) admit a square -integrable solution gk (t) and a symmetric, square -
integrable solution hk (s,t), then the optimum decision scheme consists
in performing the single and the double integrals involving the received
waveform x(t) as specified by (12), and adding to these integrals the
predetermined constants, the last three terms of (12), and finally choos-
ing the minimum value of k for which the sum of these integrals and the
constants is maximum.

It is instructive to consider the following two special cases:

Case .1 , mo(t) = 0, rk (s,t) = 0, k = 1, , M.

This is the case of "M-ary sure signals in noise", a simplified version
of which has already been discussed in the introduction. Here the integral
equation (10) always has a symmetric, square -integrable solution for
each k = 1, , M, namely, the trivial solution:

hk (8,0 = 0.

Furthermore, X (k) = 1, i = 1,2, ; k = 1, , M. Thus,

= 1, k = 1, , M.

Hence, Ik of (12) is reduced to

Ik = f x(t)gk(t) - -1 f mk(l)gk(t) dt ± log ak ,
2 0

provided the square -integrable solutions gk(t), k = 1, , M, exist
for the integral equations (9).* Note that Ik' is the function -space
counterpart to ik of (6) in the sequence -space case. With additional
conditions that

ai =  = am and f mi(t)gi(t) dt =  = f mm(t)g(t) dt,f

the optimum decision scheme is reduced to choosing the minimum value

* The form of /k1 agrees with the result formally obtained in Ref. 5.
f For example, choose mk(i) = .071oh(t), k = 1, , M, where 0-1 > g2 Z ,

and 01(t), 02(0, are the eigenvalues and the orthonormalized eigenfunctions
ofRo
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of k for which the "correlation integral"

fol x(t)gk(t) dt

is maximum.

Case 2 mo(t) = 0, mk(t) = 0, k = 1, , M.

This is the case commonly termed as "M-ary Gaussian signals in
noise". Here, the integral equation (9) always has a square -integrable
solution, namely, the trivial solution:

gk(t) 0, k= 1, , M.

Hence, Ik is reduced to

1:(8)h (8 t)T,(t) ds dt + log aki3k2.
J. 0

Thus, the optimum decision scheme consists in choosing the minimum
value of k for which lk" is maximum, provided that the symmetric,
square -integrable solutions hk (s,t), k = 1, , M, of (10) exist.
(Remark)

It is interesting to note that formal (s,t) = S (s -
into (10) yields the result which is consistent with those obtained
previously by Price.6

APPENDIX

Mathematical Supplement

In the preceding, mathematical precision has been somewhat com-
promised for intuitive appeal. It is the purpose of this appendix to
clarify the content of the preceding sections by supplying a brief mathe-
matical summary with pertinent remarks.

Let St be the space of all real -valued functions on [0,1] and let Po and
Pk k = 1, , M, be the Gaussian measures induced by mo and ro
and by mo mk and ro rk respectively on a a -field generated by the
class of all intervals in St, where mo and mk , k = 1, , M, are real -
valued, continuous functions on [0,1], while ro and rk , k = 1, , M,
are real -valued, symmetric, positive -definite, continuous functions on
[0,1] X [0,1].* Then, without loss of generality, there exists a real,

* rk , k = 1, , M, can be only nonnegative-definite.
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separable (with respect to Po) and measurable process { st , 0 < t < 1} .
Let 63 be the minimal o -field with respect to which every xt , t E [0,1],
is measurable, and Po and Pk , k = 1, , M, be the restrictions on 133
of Po and Pk respectively. We assume that Po = Pk , k = 1, , M,
which immediately implies that Pi = P ; i,j = 1, , M, and { xt , 0

t 1} is separable with respect to Pk k = 1, , M, also. For a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for Po = Pk we cite the following :t

lim tr [Ro(n) (R0")
Rk(n))-1 2/ + (Roan' Rk(n)) (Ian) 1-1] < °C)

lim tr (Ro(n))-'/lik(") < oo , (1:3)

where Roy"), Rk(") and Mk("),k = 1, , M, are n X n-matrices defined
by

(Ro(n) )ii= ro (t ti),

(Rk(n) ) = rk(ti ,

(111k("))ii = mk(ti)mk(ti),

and ti , i = 1, , n, are a finite subset of any sequence dense in [0,1].
Now the two fundamental facts for solution are:

(i) Let dPk/dPo , k = 1, , M, be the Radon-Nikociyin derivatives
of Pk with respect to Po , and let (Si , , Sm) be the partition of St
defined by

Sk = {CO: ak

= 1, , n,

dPk dP 
dPo

(w) > a- (w) j < k}

dPk dP 
n ak

dPo
(w)

dPo
' (co) J > k} .

Then, for any partition (A1 , , AM) of 2,

Eak P k (Sk)
k=1

M

Eakl"k (Ak)

(ii) For each k = 1, , M, if the integral equations (9) and (10)
admit a square -integrable solution gk and a solution hk satisfying

hk(s,t) = hk(t,$), hk2(s,t) ds dt < 00,f
0

* For a detailed justification, see Ref. 4.
t See Ref. 4.
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then
(a) such solutions gk and hk are unique,
(b) Po= Pk k = 1, ,

(c) there exist eigenvalues Ai(k) > 0, i = 1, 2, , of

R0 (R0 Rk)Ro

such that 117 , x,(k) converges to OAT', 0 < fik < o, and

0P
dPk

,

= akaki expf lx, - /nib) - irk(s)14(8,t)[xt - mo(t) - mk(t)] ds dt

[.r, - mo(t) - imk(t)igk(t) (ill a.e. (Po).
0

Hence, specification of Sk k = 1, , M, is obtained by combining
(i) and (ii), and the hypothesis in (ii) is the condition that such a
partition (SI , , SM) exists and minimizes (7).
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